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Q1 Your district is your survey passcode. Using the map, please select the
district in which you reside.

Answered: 2,155 Skipped: 0
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Q2 What is your gender?
Answered: 2,120 Skipped: 35

TOTAL 2,120
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Q3 How old are you?
Answered: 2,120 Skipped: 35

TOTAL 2,120
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Q4 How many years have you lived in the community?
Answered: 2,120 Skipped: 35

TOTAL 2,120
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43.86% 829

38.73% 732

14.97% 283

2.43% 46

Q5 For several years, the WPD has been phasing in the recommendations
of its Waterfront 2030 Master Plan. The current project is the

Elder/Centennial beach renovation. The design concept plan was voted on
and approved during the Regular Board Meeting May 25, 2023. According
to the WPD, it provides only for improvements to the basic infrastructure

including repairing gabion baskets and blankets, protecting beaches, bluffs
and sand with stone break walls, and adding ADA access. According to the

WPD, the plan will repair the beaches for the long-term, and add
protections that bring it into compliance with its mandate as a Park
District. Going forward, what would you like to see the WPD do?

Answered: 1,890 Skipped: 265

TOTAL 1,890
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work that mu...
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No opinion.

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Perform the work that must be done to repair and preserve the beaches, bluffs, and tableland, repair and maintain
restroooms, and address safety and security issues.

Following completion of the current plan, explore additional development of our beaches possibly including a restaurant,
boardwalk or promenade, expanded parking, and enhanced lighting.

I have concerns about the current plan and would like additional discussions with the community including a possible
referendum, understanding that it may, but not necessarily, delay the process of upgrading the beaches.

No opinion.
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maneuvering.I also think we should have access to the “pocket” beaches at the end of various
streets instead of allowing them to become the private property of adjacent homeowners.
Money for repairing these beaches was budgeted by a previous Village Board, so why wasn’t it
done?

48 Consider a natural lake pool like they do in Australia. Pool walls and ladder submergednin the
water- the lake provides the water - safer swim area

9/19/2023 12:28 PM

49 Gillson in wilmette has amazing parking and a great beach, would love if our beach had parking
setup more similarly

9/19/2023 12:16 PM

50 The Park District is not listening to the public. They are following a grandiose agenda that has
never been approved by the public. has

9/19/2023 11:29 AM

51 We need to move forward with the WPD plan for sure. The concerns raised by opponents of
this plan have been addressed reasonably and we need to move forward. Winnetka is
stagnating due to everyone opposing reasonable development! It's not the 1970s and this
community needs to move forward in a reasonable and well planned way.The beachfront is
perhaps our most valuable resource. We need to take care of it and maximize it for the benefit
of all residents. Putting together Elder & Centennial into a new beachfront park/space is a no-
brainer. When it's done, we should definitely be thinking about what is next.

9/19/2023 11:21 AM

52 Just get something done 9/19/2023 11:03 AM

53 Q#5 re WPD: The WPD is completely out of control. All current construction, both work in
progress and work that has been approved by the WPD Board, should be stopped unless it has
been specifically approved on a project-by-project basis in a public referendum. It is only due
to the outstanding work of Trustee Colleen Root and Trustee Cynthia Rapp that the current
horrible situation is not much worse. In addition to stopping current work, all the senior WPD
staff who have acted as "enablers" 

9/19/2023 10:46 AM

54 Plan ignors historic facts, is inconsistant with past decissions, refused to listen to elder
citizens recognise bad ideas that have failed elsewhere.

9/19/2023 10:27 AM

55 Our lakefront is a jewel asset and should be open to all residents. 2+ years of closure must
come to an end. I love dogs, however a “dog club” for 350 residents of Winnetka is restrictive
and not the highest and best use of a jewel asset that has many recreational and green space
opportunities. Very open to finding a dog Park solution on the west side of town. ADA
compliance is a core principle of public assets. If there is concern about congestion from out
of towners, simply raise the non-resident Beach access and parking rates. Please execute
phase 1 and phase 2 of the Park Board plan. Please do not Post Office My Lakefront. The
Park District is a wonderful steward of green and recreational assets and gets projects done

9/19/2023 10:12 AM

56 Work seems to be consistently concentrated in Winnetka and not Hubbard Woods 9/19/2023 9:49 AM

57 The land swap idea is a disaster that needs to be quashed. 9/19/2023 9:35 AM

58 Definitely 'NO' to option #2 above(question#5) and I would like more information on current plan 9/19/2023 9:21 AM

59 The Board has lost its way.  and Archambault have got to go. WPD should never sell or
swap land it owns.

9/19/2023 9:16 AM

60 Repair work and ADA updates should be completed. Maintain natural habitat as much as
possible, don’t sacrifice green space for parking. Restaurant is not necessary.

9/19/2023 8:56 AM

61 Since dealing with bluff issues on our own property, I am concerned that the current breakwater
plans may actually negatively impact the beaches in the future.

9/19/2023 8:52 AM

62 I do not want restaurants on the beach. 9/19/2023 8:47 AM

63 The ADA plan is ;not well thought out, does NOT include input from members of the ADA
community representing multiple ages, and disabilities, and/or inclusion of more than one
professional working in the ADA field. Tower Rd. ADA ;input in the late 1980's met all of these
components, and still serves the ADA community quite well. There is NO NEED to cut deeply
into the existing Centennial Park Bluff to construct excessive structures which will NOT meet
any number of ADA issues not considered to date by the Winnetka Park District. these
comments represent long discussion over the past year with a number of ADA users and

9/19/2023 1:34 AM
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170 The park distric's work at Lloyd has been phenomenal. A swimming beach of this quality,
particularly with some amenities, would be a huge plus for the community.

9/13/2023 5:16 PM

171 We don’t need one big park or beach at Elder/Centennial. We already have enough beaches for
4000 households. Fix Elder and keep Centennial for dogs. We already have one handicapped
accessible beach at Tower. I favor low impact, fewer dollars spent on our parks. Protect the
beaches and bluffs from the lake and let it go at that.

9/13/2023 4:04 PM

172 The lake front is our biggest asset as a community. We should make it as beautiful and
useable as possible!

9/13/2023 3:19 PM

173 Wow what a bummer that the WPD is doing the bare minimum. We need a beautiful beach with
amenities, and a boardwalk. Repairing existing is putting a bandaid on an open hemorrhage.
It’s not good enough and this community deserves more. Nothing is worth repairing down at
that beach. We need to start over!

9/13/2023 3:02 PM

174 Need explanation for expensive breakwaters 9/13/2023 1:23 PM

175 I vehemently oppose additional development, including and especially a restaurant, more
parking, more lighting, and a “promenade”. Please understand some

9/13/2023 1:04 PM

176 Concern over public access to the waterfront given the private property on either side of the
beaches and in the middle. Concern over a certain homeowner's insistence on
'privacy/security' barriers along the property lines that will obstruct access/asethetics/views,
concerns over destruction of natural habitat, including bluffs and ravines.

9/13/2023 10:39 AM

177 No need to be beholden to Mr. Ischbia. Actually prefer keeping dog beach separate from swim
beach. Not sure why dogs get access to one of our most prized possessions. Keep beaches
safe, natural, OPEN to residents!

9/13/2023 8:38 AM

178 I like keeping the 'natural' appearance of the lakefront as much as possible, while making it
safe for people to access.

9/13/2023 8:32 AM

179 full transparency about total cost and financing needs to be part of referendum 9/13/2023 8:19 AM

180 I want Centennial Park to stay as it is and for the public to e a Le to transit the beach. 9/12/2023 10:18 PM

181 Protecting the beaches AND residents from private encroachments and destruction of the
"jewels in our crown"

9/12/2023 10:04 PM

182 Ada compliance first and foremost. Against any additional parking seems redundant and not at
all necessary as it’s closed 1/2 the year anyways and community members can bike and walk
to the beach easily.

9/12/2023 10:01 PM

183 The beaches do not need the recommended level of repair. We do not need the beach
enhancements suggested in the plan, as current beaches are understaffed and underutilized.
Proposals for breakwaters at Centennial are unnecessary, violate Illinois public land trust
doctrine, detract from public beach access and utility, and only serve the interests of 1, brand
new wealthy resident

9/12/2023 10:01 PM

184 Also, please explore adding a community swimming pool. 9/12/2023 8:49 PM

185 My concern is the 9/12/2023 8:14 PM

186 The current plan is an excellent start. Let’s stop talking about it and execute! Then once in
motion, let’s figure out how to take it from a good beach to a world class beach!

9/12/2023 6:16 PM

187 Besch season is short and we should maintain facilities there but not justifiable to do major
improvements.

9/12/2023 6:08 PM

188 Further , there has been an increasing use of our beaches by non -residents who do not pay for
the beaches.

9/12/2023 5:11 PM

189 Make Elder Beach available to the public like Tower please. 9/12/2023 3:33 PM

190 I also like the 2nd choice of additional development 9/12/2023 3:03 PM

191 A marina would do wonders for property values. 9/12/2023 2:38 PM

192 Would like to see upgrade work on Tower Beach (lake house upgrades, shoreline upgrades) 9/12/2023 2:37 PM

193 There should be NO beach swap under ANY conditions including a $3 million dollar “donation”. 9/12/2023 2:34 PM
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218 Let make what we have really nice and uable and we don't need to add additional capacity. I go
to Tower often and it is under-used

9/11/2023 1:54 PM

219 This has been deeply disappointing. WPD has squandered all of its credibility with its
performance during the past 18 months including zero transparency on the "land swap" until
they were forced into it, terrible communications until they were forced to improve, mediocre
legal representation unless they've been ignoring their lawyers, unprofessional performance by
board and staff.

9/11/2023 1:52 PM

220 This has been deeply disappointing. WPD has squandered all of its credibility with its
performance during the past 18 months including zero transparency on the "land swap" until
they were forced into it, terrible communications until they were forced to improve, mediocre
legal representation unless they've been ignoring their lawyers, unprofessional performance by
board and staff.

9/11/2023 1:41 PM

221 This has achieved such a high level of visibility and generated such a heightened level of
debate -- led, perhaps, by voices that drown out so many others -- that this merits a
referendum of the community to inform next steps.

9/11/2023 1:09 PM

222 The North Shore is the best area in Chicagoland to live in. We absolutely need to capatalize
our assets..and make them also generate revenue such as renting out the beach shelters for
residents after normal beach hours.

9/11/2023 1:00 PM

223 Not very pleased with some of the bleach work already completed. 9/11/2023 12:46 PM

224 I read that has offered $3M to finish the plan to renovate the beaches. Having
grown up in a neighboring town, I know how important beaches are to our community,
especially safe ones. While the work that must be done should be, if there are room for
enhancements to protect the lakeside infrastructure and potentially enhance it, I'd be all for it.

9/11/2023 12:20 PM

225 Strong sense that WPD has not been fully transparent nor responsive to community input.
Community discussions must be real, not dog and pony shows to push WPD agenda.
Referendum must clearly articulate plans. In the meantime, the work should be done to repair
bluffs and tablelands.

9/11/2023 12:15 PM

226 Too much. Too expensive. Too much pandering 9/11/2023 11:51 AM

227 We have Tower Rd and Maple St beaches. With fluctuating lake levels and the adjacent bluff I
think it’s foolish to spend $ to create a third beach. Also don’t want to use green space to
accommodate the required parking that would be required

9/11/2023 11:19 AM

228 I’m not  on what the current plan is but we need to keep people safe and maintain the bluffs
and park. Enhancing it would be even better!

9/11/2023 10:57 AM

229 Bar/Restaurant would be great! 9/11/2023 10:54 AM

230 I think the only beach that could accommodate expanded amenities is tower road 9/11/2023 10:30 AM

231 I would like BOTH one and two 9/11/2023 10:18 AM

232 It is important to me that the plan include a dog beach space 9/11/2023 9:51 AM

233 I have no problem with a snack bar at Elder Beach but prefer the beaches and parks above the
beaches remain as natural as possible, avoiding commercialization of the bluffs with
restaurants, board walks or promenades. Enhanced lighting would be o.k. as a safety feature.

9/11/2023 9:30 AM

234 I wholeheartedly endorse the Waterfront 2030 Master Plan and want the Board to stay in its
lane and cease meddling in the Park District's matters.. Enough!!

9/11/2023 8:49 AM

235 I would also like to see the village replace the staircase at the public right of way at Spruce
Street. Not a fan of removing access to the lake at the smaller public easements like Spruce
and Cherry St.

9/11/2023 8:43 AM

236 When the sum of money exceeds an agreed upon ceiling, decisions should go to a referendum
to engage the entire community, not just those with direct, vested interests.

9/11/2023 8:28 AM

237 Just get the beaches open asap. Then think about upgrades. the land swap and don’t
give away centennial!

9/11/2023 7:59 AM

238 The beach work is critical. It is Lake Michigan that makes the community different, every other 9/11/2023 7:43 AM
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347 Survey question dishonestly repeats WPD lies about the 2030 Masterplan which at no time
contemplated destroying Centennial Park by gifting it to the 205 Sheridan project which has
obliterated plus destabilized the lakefront bluff.

9/5/2023 10:07 AM

348 I would love to see Winnetka continue to improve its public spaces. I agree with the current
work being done/planned and would like to see a restaurant/boardwalk, etc.

9/5/2023 10:07 AM

349 I suspect it's an impossible task with the violent tides of Lake Michigan but the rockiness of
our beaches is notable compared to neighboring villages. I feel like it would be much more
hospitable to children if it wasn't so difficult to walk on. And having a restaurant, space for food
trucks more regularly or some other destination would make us far more inclined to spend time
at our beaches.

9/5/2023 10:04 AM

350 The proposed plan is excessive. Simplified plans were proposed by community members but
were never considered by the board in any meaningful manner.

9/5/2023 10:01 AM

351 The words restaurant and promo Ade might have unnecessarily alienated people how about an
overlook or a place to get coffee? That would get slit more support.

9/5/2023 10:01 AM

352 The WPD doesn't seem to care what the community wants or needs. 9/5/2023 9:59 AM

353 The WPD is incompetent. Current leaders dont listen. They are embarrassing to watch. They
dont have the money to even do the project. Do not swap precious Centennial land

9/5/2023 9:48 AM

354 Our community definitely needs better amenities at the beach!!!! 9/5/2023 9:48 AM

355 I don’t think we need a restaurant in a village park. 9/5/2023 9:44 AM

356 The Waterfront 2030 Master Plan is outstanding. Please continue to take action per the plan 9/5/2023 8:47 AM

357 Considering you are trying to save the bluffs how did the current bluffs at centennial get
destroyed??

9/5/2023 8:24 AM

358 These are biased questions! 9/5/2023 8:23 AM

359 requisite maintenance is expected, but not projects unsupported by the survey, platform or
budget

9/5/2023 8:18 AM

360 there has been considerable time, effort and community input already. Now is the time to move
forward. The current plans have been drastically changed from the original improvements from
2021.

9/5/2023 8:04 AM

361 I would strongly prefer a more natural plan that addresses safety issues in a minimal way and
gets the beach open as soon as possible.

9/5/2023 7:24 AM

362 Public pool needed 9/4/2023 9:22 PM

363 We need a vibrant and useable beach for our community and property values. The current
process and lack of progress is embarrassing and a waste of resources

9/4/2023 6:05 PM

364 I love the natural setting, views & beaches at Elder/Centennial. Please be work to protect the
beautiful views, and the dog beach. Please don’t overdevelop this lovely corner of our village.

9/4/2023 5:55 PM

365 Your description of WPD’s Elder-Centennial Plan is misleading and wrong. WPD is trying to
breach the public’s trust by gifting invaluable parkland acquired to mark Winnetka’s Centennial,
to benefit a private individual who’s destroyed the bluff. Get it right.

9/4/2023 5:40 PM

366 Beaches should be the center of activity for teens in the summer. Should have food options,
more sports facilities, and improved access.

9/4/2023 5:18 PM

367 The current plan is too expensive. I would like a referendum on the use of $24 million for the
Elder-Centennial combined park.

9/4/2023 4:43 PM

368 Reopen Elder ASA0. Don’t touch Centennial. 9/4/2023 4:27 PM

369 Do whatever is required to open Elder so it can be used next summer. 9/4/2023 3:53 PM
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6 My fear is a large donor could influence decisions made by the Park District concerning
projects already questioned by Winnetka residents.

9/19/2023 11:28 PM

7 Public private partnerships are the future of development. 9/19/2023 11:12 PM

8 I vigorously oppose public-private partnerships for our public spaces. 9/19/2023 10:40 PM

9 In light of the poorly handled land swap (starting as a pure, simple swap, but evolving into the
most unfavorable and onerous terms for the park district, taxpayers and community overall) is
precisely why public/private should not be considered. Further, the Park District cannot accept
the $3.0m donation offered by the landowner. What has occurred on the 3 lots is a travesty and
should never have been allowed.

9/19/2023 9:10 PM

10 The parks should remain public. If there is a donor that comes forward, the board should
evaluate the donor any avoid any quid pro quo’s.

9/19/2023 9:09 PM

11 Naming options ok, not sure about sharing revenues 9/19/2023 8:25 PM

12 Don’t take money 9/19/2023 8:16 PM

13 Get the darn beach built for the love of GOD! 9/19/2023 7:46 PM

14 I would not support any such effort by the current park district board. I do not support anything
that they are doing now, nor do I believe that they have the independence or ethical standards
to conduct any business on behalf of the Park district or the residence of Winnetka. I also
think that before any consideration is given to bringing in private money into the park district,
there needs to be a re-examination of the checks and balances around the park district board
as it appears that there is no adequate oversight, and no means of holding them accountable
to the people and the institution

9/19/2023 7:44 PM

15 Get the job done as quickly as possible and if people want to put their name on something that
benefits is all let them! Universities do this all the time

9/19/2023 7:18 PM

16 Excepting anything involving 9/19/2023 5:20 PM

17 Don’t take the $3,000,000 9/19/2023 5:00 PM

18 having private influence over a tennis facility is one thing. Giving single people or families
influence over something as permanent as a beach is terrible for the community. You will have
wealthy individuals use lawyers and influence to gain control. Scale back projects instead of
trying to make it perfect in exchange for a deal with the devil.

9/19/2023 4:57 PM

19 Our Park District and staff have been extraordinarily transparent. I’ve been most impressed,
and also think it’s a senssatoinal idea to explore public-private partnerships.

9/19/2023 4:49 PM

20 I believe Laurie Dann's family would like to name a pistol range in her honor 9/19/2023 3:28 PM

21 Private sector would help the district do a better job 9/19/2023 2:47 PM

22 Public private partnership should result in lower taxes - so I'm fine with it to the extent we see
monies returned to the winnetka taxpayers.

9/19/2023 1:45 PM

23 I am open to this as long as the person doing the donating isn't asking for favors or is "above
the rule". I would be so disappointed if anything is ever named after Justin Ishiba. That man
and his money aren't the Winnetka Way.

9/19/2023 12:35 PM

24 I am very skeptical of the intentions of the WPD because of the rumors of a yacht club
planned for the property between Elder and Centennial Park and the land across the Sheridan
Rd. Owned by  Developmen.

9/19/2023 12:31 PM

25 I'd only support private investment if the agenda of the investment was not in conflict with the
will of the community. It needs to be a neutral funding position that is NOT buying influence
into the design or execution of the plan.

9/19/2023 12:20 PM

26 Normally I’d favor a public-private partnership however I have zero confidence that the current
park board would execute such an agreement in a way that benefits the public more than the
private party.

9/19/2023 11:29 AM

27 We heavily use AC Nielsen and that approach has worked well. If it raises additional funds and
is transparent, I see no problem with a partnership focused on specific projects.

9/19/2023 11:21 AM
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75 As evidenced by the debacle of the WPD negotiations around the Elder Beach swap, this type
of exchange needs to be highly regulated and not something overseen by one village board.
The process was abused during the Elder swap negotiations. The WPD chair completely
undervalued Winnetka assets in pursuit of his preferred agenda. Unless significant oversight,
checks and balances, and complete transparency can be made to control the integrity of the
process, WPD should keep to its budget.

9/16/2023 1:11 PM

76 The fiasco with Elder/Centennial has proved that  is corrupt and the 
"donation" is nothing more than a bribe to silence the community's outrage ad the devastation
on the lake front. Elder has been "closed" since before Covid -- that is absolutely ridiculous

9/16/2023 1:10 PM

77 There are many innovative business people who live in town who may have experiences or
expertise beyond the scope of direct village employees. If they have ideas and/or are willing to
invest their own capital (alongside village oversight), I see no harm here

9/16/2023 1:05 PM

78 Do not take money from the billionaire! 9/16/2023 12:39 PM

79 Project too expensive and large for seasonal use. Explore Pickleball and an outdoor pool 9/16/2023 12:10 PM

80 We don’t need another large beach project. Build an outdoor pool 9/16/2023 12:05 PM

81 Would love a restaurant…even if it’s something like the Fat Shallot at Gilson in Wilmette 9/16/2023 11:38 AM

82 No partnership . A referendum to purchase the house between Elder and Cenntinel.
It should have been done long ago.

9/16/2023 9:58 AM

83 Anyone who wants to help? DONATE! 9/15/2023 11:31 AM

84 Democracy? What a concept! 9/15/2023 9:24 AM

85 Winnetka should accept NO federal government grants because there all always strings
attached and Winnetka will have to comply with the destructive woke agenda.

9/15/2023 9:21 AM

86 There are no perfect solutions, progress should be prioritized over perfection. Public private
partnerships can increase the possibility of progress substantially.

9/15/2023 8:37 AM

87 The WPD continues to pursue expansive projects that are not supported by the majority of the
community (e.g. a pool!) and this appears to be just another way to launch projects that are not
in the best interest of the Village.

9/15/2023 8:24 AM

88 As I said in the last comment, if a private person wants naming rights for something from their
donation, that would be fine as long as its very transparent that it isn't a tit for tat for their
property to personally benefit from it.

9/14/2023 4:32 PM

89 I don't trust the current WPD board and adminstration to enter into any Public Private
partnership after the entire unethical way they have handled the Orchard 2020 situation.

9/14/2023 2:51 PM

90 As a Winnetka Park District resident I understand that funding is critical for projects. I also
know that the library already contributed to your desperate need for funds through purchasing
property that was threatened by WPD to be turned into condos or a car wash that is right next
to the library. You’ve already taken over $300 from library tax dollars paid by us to pay for
WPD projects and I do not believe that it is fair to ask for more since the way in which those
monies were acquired was through a threat of selling the land to a developer who would
potentially block the views from the library windows. What entity threatens a library district?
WPD should continue to provide neighborhood green space such at the park library and work
within its budget that now has an additional $300k. No need to ask for more.

9/14/2023 10:16 AM

91 Open to naming rights. Against private companies generating money from public parks 9/13/2023 6:58 PM

92 WPD has too much tax revenue now. They don’t need naming rights—especially an 
beach would be terrible.

9/13/2023 4:04 PM

93 If the public-private partnership funding is more economical and transparent, that is a win win 9/13/2023 3:19 PM

94 As with the park being developed by the new rain storage at Willow and Hibbard, there is a
tendency to OVER design. They wanted to level the forest and plant new trees. Citizens rightly
stopped that.

9/13/2023 1:16 PM

95 Please don’t over-develope our quiet beachfront. 9/13/2023 1:04 PM

96 TOTAL transparency is essential. If this is not followed then I am against this option! 9/13/2023 9:36 AM
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economic growth is the only way to move forward and it takes talent to get it done. Protect
individual rights and respect property owners.

125 Must be transparent 9/11/2023 7:16 AM

126 STOP just STOP. There is no need for elaborate infrastructure. Look at Lake Forest’s
beaches. Top class - minimalist with lovely investment in native plants. It is a joy to go there.

9/11/2023 7:08 AM

127 The park district is rich - do not raise taxes. We don't need more spending. 9/11/2023 6:20 AM

128 Public/private partnerships are a terrible idea. I would prefer the village “just” raise taxes rather
than sell assets and permanently reduce the community.

9/11/2023 1:46 AM

129 This Community is not for sale. 9/10/2023 2:17 PM

130 U s and m you o be able to get bought 9/10/2023 1:57 PM

131 No new taxes! 9/9/2023 7:45 PM

132 I emphasize transparency, and ensuring that donations are not self-serving for the donor and
their property.

9/9/2023 2:08 PM

133 The beachfront is already being decided by private individuals bringing private investor funds
will really only benefit those individuals not the area as a whole.

9/9/2023 10:40 AM

134 Really. “commit to total transparency?” Who wrote this. So far this survey is very problematic.
Was this written by someone who knows how to write an unbiased survey? If you want real
information you cannot write a survey like this.

9/8/2023 8:51 PM

135 This should be limited and not open season to sell off pieces of the parks to folks who want
their name in lights.

9/8/2023 8:40 PM

136 No new taxes 9/8/2023 5:24 PM

137 WPD should only answer to Winnetka residents and not third parties. 9/8/2023 12:09 PM

138 Our property taxes are exploding already. We don't need any more costs. 9/8/2023 11:49 AM

139 Naming rights would be okay, but no revenue share. 9/8/2023 10:42 AM

140 I think total transparency from the WPD is critical moving forward, since the public trust is the
board is quite low right now.

9/8/2023 10:09 AM

141 scope of potential projexts should be vetted by community 9/8/2023 9:40 AM

142 The option of creating PPP projects still could require the park district to work within their
budget. However PPP provide leverage that enables taxing bodies to execute projects that are
desired by the public but not within the budget of the taxing body (e.g. the tennis center).
Simply closing off the use of PPP's is a blunt instrument that removes flexibility in meeting
needs and desires of the public.

9/8/2023 8:59 AM

143 As long as we don't have a Chicago Parking meters going fully private debacle, public private
partnership can be ok.

9/7/2023 9:36 PM

144 Any additional money spent should have public approval. 9/7/2023 8:27 PM

145 Too many bad private actors taking advantage and profiting. NO thanks. 9/7/2023 5:54 PM

146 I don't really care about this 9/7/2023 4:57 PM

147 Public private partnership is OK, but please, NO privatization 9/7/2023 4:06 PM

148 Naming rights and philanthropic involvement are terrific, profit ventures , except perhaps for
restaurants should probably be avoided

9/7/2023 3:44 PM

149 I don't think total transparency is possible 9/7/2023 2:12 PM

150 Further enhancements are unnecessary and too costly 9/7/2023 1:29 PM

151 I believe naming rights create confusion and work against our sense of community. 9/7/2023 11:32 AM

152 Need to find a way to get things accomplished 9/7/2023 6:54 AM
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48 Terrible to sell away green space, shame on you WPD. 9/17/2023 9:24 PM

49 What are you thinking of selling…? 9/17/2023 9:10 PM

50 This is an unfair question. Almost Bo winnetka residence have enough info to answer this
question knowledgeable

9/17/2023 8:43 PM

51 Disgusting what happened with the Ishbie home land swap 9/17/2023 7:25 PM

52 Library park sale makes perfect sense to me so the Library can access the park for their
programming.

9/17/2023 7:03 PM

53 The sign at Library Park is ugly and way to large. Maybe a small sign similar to other signs in
Winnetka.

9/17/2023 6:57 PM

54 This is a terribly worded question. There are situations where I’d be open to them selling to
private developers but not without a referendum or public involvement

9/17/2023 6:06 PM

55 I can not believe that Library Park was sold. Were residents made aware of this? How can this
happen? I feel like again the Park District is not being transparent and going behind the
taxpayers backs. It's terrible. The Park District should be ashamed of themselves.

9/17/2023 4:53 PM

56 Library Park was an unprogrammed open space immediately adjacent to the
Winnetka/Northfield Public Library. With the sale of the property to the Winnetka/Northfield
Library, it provides the W/N Public Library an opportunity to provide outdoor programming.

9/17/2023 4:38 PM

57 Discretion and transparent discussion of use before sale and use of funds post-sale 9/17/2023 2:39 PM

58 I am not a part of the Winnetka Park District/only Library 9/17/2023 2:10 PM

59 WPD seems far too interested in selling to individuals, to the detriment of the public. This must
be stopped.

9/17/2023 1:49 PM

60 Again, the Parks board has lost my trust. 9/17/2023 1:29 PM

61 The fact this question is even being asks demonstrates the pool leadership in place at the
WPD. Our parks and open space is so limited--it should not be sold (or transfer ownership in
any way). The WPD should be adding to our green space.

9/17/2023 10:52 AM

62 The WPD needs to take steps to restore the broken relationship with the community before
suggesting it have any discretionary powers when it comes to land use.

9/17/2023 10:36 AM

63 I am fine if real estate is sold to another winnetka entity such as the schools, 9/16/2023 4:46 PM

64 Every taxing body needs the ability to sell unneeded real estate. School districts, park districts
etc sell land when they need to. Do not overly handcuff them. Look to what the law allows and
don't further handcuff them becuase a particular decision is unpopular

9/16/2023 4:14 PM

65 Agree, but don’t trust the PD quite as much as I used to! 9/16/2023 2:39 PM

66 I have no problem with the park district transferring ownership of the Crow Island first grade
playground to District 36. This is not taking park/play space away from the community, but
supporting a park-play space for our children. But in general, we should be acquiring more
green space, not giving it up.

9/16/2023 2:31 PM

67 D36 voted on 9/12 to accept a gift from the WPD of over a quarter of an acres of Crow Island
Woods Park land. Only a small portion of this gift is needed for construction of the new Crow
Isand Gym. It appears that members of the WPD Board have negotiated a quid pro quo from
D36 to promote the troubled beach plan in return for this significant gift. D36 could have had
access to the land without a purchase which would have safeguarded this now lost open
space.

9/16/2023 2:13 PM

68 Green space should be preserved whenever possible - although sales may be appropriate at
times I think transparency and oversight are paramount. Requiring voter approval of future
sales would be appropriate.

9/16/2023 2:00 PM

69 This is a no-brainer question. The WPD is supposed to protect and preserve our park lands,
not sell, swap or give them away. We pay enough in taxes to do what needs to be done in our
village--you don't need to raise funds by selling off our very limited park spaces!

9/16/2023 2:00 PM

70 Winnetka is at risk of overbuilding if it sells its park land 9/16/2023 1:54 PM
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95 We elected these commissioners to make these decisions wisely and at their discretion 9/13/2023 3:19 PM

96 It would be nice if the WPD could acquire more real estate for more recreation, such as
basketball courts or skateboard park for teens. Teens have nowhere to go in this community.

9/13/2023 3:02 PM

97 I think the library park is an exception. It is more like a lawn. 9/13/2023 2:57 PM

98 The WPD should sell any land extremely rarely. It does NOT need more land. It does NOT
need a second indoor skate rink either, for that matter

9/13/2023 1:16 PM

99 Please don’t sell our lakefront to billionaires who want to build hotel-scale mega mansions. 9/13/2023 1:04 PM

100 Deceptive question. Sounds like there is too much park land when, in fact, some of these
'parks' are pockets of green space only - sorely needed among all of the residential/commercial
development. We are fortunate to have the green space we do, especially along our coast.
Once it is sold, it is gone, much like the Sheridan Road development that has eliminated a
beautiful, distinctive bluff along our coast. Winnetka will, unfortunately, never get that back.

9/13/2023 10:39 AM

101 Land should be sold to local developers, whether private or public. 9/13/2023 8:32 AM

102 Why the need to privatize public spaces? China is getting in trouble right now from local
governments selling land to real estate speculators to fund local government, it hasn’t worked
out well for them, very short sited.

9/12/2023 10:01 PM

103 The parks provide breathing room and beautiful green space in our neighborhoods. None
should be sold to developers. If any must be sold, sell to municipal entities who will retain use
for public use.

9/12/2023 10:01 PM

104 Open to selling to enhance other spaces 9/12/2023 6:16 PM

105 Generally disfavor selling WPD land. 9/12/2023 3:27 PM

106 The citizens of Winnetka should have a say in this if land is to be sold 9/12/2023 3:14 PM

107 I believe the WPD should do the land swap with the Ischias, however in the future, I would
prefer the WPD not to sell land to private developers/citizens.

9/12/2023 2:37 PM

108 Nor should WPD be allowed to swap anything without at least a referendum. It’s not theirs to
swap. All of the parks belongs to the village.

9/12/2023 2:34 PM

109 What is the mission of the park district? Is divesting public land consistent with that mission? 9/12/2023 2:28 PM

110 never sell our property though selling to library district is ok 9/12/2023 12:32 PM

111 No more selling WPD land to billionaires please! 9/12/2023 11:23 AM

112 Selection above should be qualified with "within reason". The WPD should be able to use some
discretion about minor sales if there is good reason (economic or otherwise), but with an eye
toward overall desire to keep our green space at least as plentiful and dispersed as we have it
now.

9/12/2023 10:57 AM

113 I believe 26 parks is a lot, I would rather have less and really enhance the ones the community
use.

9/12/2023 10:47 AM

114 proceeds also to be used for capital projects, not necessarily for additional park space. 9/12/2023 10:26 AM

115 Not a big fan of sales at all, but definitely not to developers! 9/12/2023 8:56 AM

116 The WPD held the library hostage by insinuating it would sell the park to a developer. The
taxpayers owned that green space and it should have been given to the library not sold. We
already paid for it once.

9/12/2023 8:35 AM

117 Winnetka park district needs more amenities , Northbrook and Glenview Facilities are simply
better and more updated. Techny Priarie Fields in Northbrook has everything …..and the new
Activity Center with workout facilities is beautiful

9/11/2023 8:49 PM

118 Do not sell WPD land! This is land for all of Winnetka! 9/11/2023 6:47 PM

119 Again...I dont trust WPD to make the right decisions. They should be governed by the
Winnetka board and/or referendum for larger amounts of money

9/11/2023 5:37 PM
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120 I don't think these answers reflect the full scope of options. I think any board needs to evaluate
options, including selling property. I don't think those proceeds need to be used for only one
thing. But, the decision to do so needs to contemplate short and long term needs and not be
focused on just an immediate funding need. And the public should weigh in on the asset being
disposed of.

9/11/2023 5:22 PM

121 If park not utilized or needed, evaluate a sale 9/11/2023 4:10 PM

122 AND - no swaps! 9/11/2023 1:52 PM

123 AND - no swaps. 9/11/2023 1:41 PM

124 If a major sale of park district is to be considered, then it should be openly discussed with the
community.

9/11/2023 1:00 PM

125 Most municipalities are doing “open land Projects “saving our green space should be the Parks
district number one goal.

9/11/2023 12:46 PM

126 I am concerned that deals like that with the library are simply moving money from one "family"
budget to another, that is, the Village is all one. If the library had the extra money to buy a
piece of seemingly unusable real estate, perhaps the library should be funded at a lower rate.

9/11/2023 12:15 PM

127 And I would like to hear the WHOLE story about the library park sale. What was said and why? 9/11/2023 11:51 AM

128 I would still like to see the WPD purchase the house between Elder and Centennial. This is a
once in a lifetime opportunity to combine those properties.

9/11/2023 9:30 AM

129 In cases where there is a small parcel that is isolated and not well utilized, the PD should
consider a sale. For example, the park on the west side of Sheridan Road (across from Maple
Street beach) is useless. I'd like to see them sell that parcel and purchase the home between
Elder and Centential and connect the waterfront parcels

9/11/2023 9:29 AM

130 Should sell and use proceeds for public purposes 9/11/2023 9:17 AM

131 WPD should have taxpayer approval, through referendum to sell or acquire additional green
space. The decision does not belong solely in the hands of WPD. This does not rule out the
possibility of a sale such as the Library Park.

9/11/2023 8:28 AM

132 These are tricky answers. I'd like the constituents to have say in any property that exchanges
hands. Currently it seems like those on the Board make all our decisions. Just remember,
there can always be personal agenda that influence answers.

9/11/2023 8:18 AM

133 It is a zero sum game and we need to keep every inch of private property. 9/11/2023 7:43 AM

134 Transparency is the main thing here 9/11/2023 7:26 AM

135 It is crazy to get ve away land and have others get it free 9/10/2023 1:57 PM

136 The preservation of green space is the important issue-- beyond just the initial sale, but
potential future sales.

9/9/2023 8:57 PM

137 And certainly don't give the Crow Island playground to the school district. When the wpd
acquired nick Corwin park the school district charged them for it.

9/9/2023 8:43 PM

138 The Post Office space shoudl be developed for commercial use, while maintaining some
green/park space

9/9/2023 5:10 PM

139 Please do not sell to private developers. 9/9/2023 11:45 AM

140 Same keep the private sector separate 9/9/2023 10:40 AM

141 Consistent with my above answer, exchange of real estate should also be permitted in
appropriate circumstances.

9/9/2023 9:44 AM

142 First. It is not one or the other, sell or acquire. Second, there is an elected board and a process
for the park district in order to sell or purchase property.

9/8/2023 8:51 PM

143 All WPD land should be open to all residents, even if sold 9/8/2023 5:45 PM

144 No sales of park land 9/8/2023 5:44 PM

145 There are many “parks” that are not in use and if there is better use for the land, then the park 9/8/2023 5:08 PM
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170 If they no longer want to care for a property it should be given to another municipal
organization within the village

9/5/2023 3:32 PM

171 Part of Winnetka's charm is its parks and green spaces 9/5/2023 3:31 PM

172 And no land swaps which would result in further destruction of trees and bluff 9/5/2023 2:16 PM

173 I would be very skeptical and cautious about working with private developers but not say never 9/5/2023 2:01 PM

174 They just gave away land in what appears to be a quid pro quo with district 36 land worth 1.2
million this is incorrect

9/5/2023 1:16 PM

175 The WPD mission statement talks about preserving green space at all costs. The Park Board
has over promised Orchard 2020 and D36 without buy in from the community. Why do we have
to protect our parks from the own Park District?

9/5/2023 12:59 PM

176 Any sale should require referendum- the parks belong to all of us 9/5/2023 12:05 PM

177 I'm not in favor of selling of the parks, but if there is a reason to do so that preserves the
overall set of park resources, the park district should do that.

9/5/2023 11:34 AM

178 None 9/5/2023 11:28 AM

179 Public land should be kept in public domain! 9/5/2023 11:27 AM

180 We need to preserve our green space. 9/5/2023 11:14 AM

181 ONLY with public approval. WPD Boards have been irresponsible and have acted in personal
interest. not Village interest. Their discretion is questionable and needs to be held in check by
Village members

9/5/2023 11:09 AM

182 What is the point of having a park district if they have no control over anything? 9/5/2023 11:07 AM

183 The survey is incorrect. Currently the WPD plans to give 11,000 square feet of Crow Island
PArk to D36 for purposes of construction of the new gym at Crow Island Elementary. The WPD
also plans to five 26,000 square feet of Crow Island Park to D36 on which the First Grade
playground of the school occupies. There is no reason for the gift of the 26,000 square feet.
Before the WPD sells, transfers, conveys any Park land it should put the issue to Referendum.
The mission of the Park District is to conserve natural resources and to acquire, not sell,
additional green space. When Edward Bennett produced the first Village Plan in 1921 the
mantra of the planning commission and MR. Bennett was conservation of what remained of
beautiful Winnetka. It is time for the WPD to recognize that it is not in the development
business nor in the business of turning an entrepreneurial profit but in the business of serving
the taxpayers of this Village.

9/5/2023 10:52 AM

184 The mission of the WPD is to enhance our green space for the enjoyment of our community. It
makes no sense for the WPD to divest itself of any land to any party. Furthermore, the WPD
commissioners have proven they are not to be trusted given recent plans to "gift" property at
Crowe Island Woods to D36 Schools. How and why would the WPD gift land as opposed to
receive fair cash value? There are clear laws about this.

9/5/2023 10:39 AM

185 Land could be sold when there is total transparency and resident input 9/5/2023 10:32 AM

186 I thought that a parcel of land that was part of Centennial Park was sold to a private buyer. I
understand that another parcel was then sold to Centennial, but that should be disclosed
above.

9/5/2023 10:26 AM

187 Since tax payers support the WPD, they should approve any sales, purchases. 9/5/2023 10:17 AM

188 The mandate for park district board is to protect open space and natural resources. Acquire if
the opportunity exists. Do not give or sell.

9/5/2023 10:16 AM

189 The library park sale was dumb and certainly not in the best interest of the village, or
consistent with the goal of the WPD. The library has proposed building on that land--NOT
keeping it as open space. The WPD should be aquiring land, not selling, swapping, giving it
away under any circumstances.

9/5/2023 10:08 AM

190 WPD is the worst park district in Illinois, part of a dishonest old-boy network designed to enrich
insiders with clout.

9/5/2023 10:07 AM

191 I believe all options should be open and to buy/sell its real estate 9/5/2023 10:07 AM
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192 I'd be comfortable with land swaps like the Elder/Centennial plan. 9/5/2023 10:04 AM

193 Open to this- but think it should be up to a vote for whom to sell to for what when a potential
buyer is interested

9/5/2023 9:54 AM

194 Read the WPD mission statement. Green space should never be sold. 9/5/2023 9:48 AM

195 The land swap at elder is a terrible idea and should not proceed. Hoping the WPD can find its
way out. The landowner will just continue to destroy the bluff and we need larger parks, so let’s
squire the middle lot without a swap.

9/5/2023 8:52 AM

196 None of the above options accurate reflect the numerous potential scenerios. WPD should be
allowed to sell land but it needs to make sense and align with its mission/vision and goals to
the benefit of Winnetka residents

9/5/2023 8:25 AM

197 the parks are owned by the people, not the board. The people should decide their future. 9/5/2023 8:18 AM

198 Can also be other non profit entities with first right to repurchase if non profit sells. 9/5/2023 8:04 AM

199 Don’t give away property!! 9/5/2023 7:24 AM

200 Build a public swimming pool. The library does not need this land. 9/4/2023 9:22 PM

201 What the heck is this all about. Also WPD is trying to give away Crow Island Woods acreage
for free, what the heck.,

9/4/2023 5:40 PM

202 Winnetka doesn’t need more mansions or commercial development space. The only private
use that might be worth considering would be affordable housing to allow new families to live in
Winnetka

9/4/2023 5:18 PM

203 The WPD's mission statement says that it should acquire land, not sell it or give it away.
Currently, the WPD wants to give away a parcel of land at Crow Island to District 36.

9/4/2023 4:43 PM

204 I feel that the many of the current facilities are not maintained to a sufficiently high level - eg
all trees should be trimmed along lakefront parks so no views of the lake are obstructed. The
number of parks should then be adjusted to reflect the amount of maintenance that the
community wants to spend. level of maintenance

9/4/2023 3:53 PM

205 xxx 9/4/2023 2:04 PM
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19.09% 352

13.07% 241

62.09% 1,145

5.75% 106

Q8 How do you feel about the WPD's current family-friendly offerings?
Answered: 1,844 Skipped: 311

TOTAL 1,844

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I recall the easter egg hunts and fall fest of years past which didn't require as much advance
planning with registration

9/20/2023 5:08 PM

2 Dont charge for easter egg hunt-that practice is ridiculous. 9/20/2023 8:49 AM

3 I have no opinion as I don't participate 9/20/2023 8:35 AM

4 I wish there was a small fee per FAMILY- we have 6 kids, so just to go to a WPD event costs
us SO much

9/19/2023 9:21 PM

5 The fall fest fireworks during Covid were great. This should be an annual event rather than
iuly4, which every town has.

9/19/2023 9:16 PM

6 There should be some events for demographics other than families. 9/19/2023 8:18 PM

7 As a growing family of five, we have been very pleased with what programming that Winnetka
Park District provides our family both annually and seasonally related.

9/19/2023 6:43 PM

8 I don't know much about this. Kudos to the Park District for planning these events. 9/19/2023 6:19 PM

9 I think the move to predominantly pay to play events during covid should cease. If you want to 9/19/2023 6:09 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

I would like
the WPD to...

I would like
the WPD to...

I am satisfied
with the...

None of the
above.

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I would like the WPD to provide additional simple low- or no-cost events throughout the year.

I would like the WPD to provide additional large-scale events at a potentially a higher cost if the experience is worth it.

I am satisfied with the current balance of small- and large-scale events.

None of the above.
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charge non-residents to attend local events than fine, but given we are the ones paying
(increased) taxes on events that used to be "free", residents shouldn't be uncharged.

10 More free events are always welcome. 9/19/2023 5:43 PM

11 The events aren’t family-friendly, they are kid-friendly. More events for older kids and adults,
please!

9/19/2023 5:04 PM

12 We feel so lucky to live here. An extraordinary number of events to help build community and
recreation opportunities. Bravo!

9/19/2023 4:49 PM

13 Other communities don’t charge the prices we do. I wonder the purpose. 9/19/2023 4:29 PM

14 Less not more 9/19/2023 3:28 PM

15 There is no reason that Winnetka can't put on the same types of events that neighboring park
districts do. Mud run for the kids - easy. Gymnastics facility - not super easy, but would be
utilized and appreciated by many.

9/19/2023 2:21 PM

16 I think the Park District needs to be more careful about not competing with programming from
the Community House, which does a wonderful job without tax payer support.

9/19/2023 1:07 PM

17 I never been to any of their events are, so I have no opinion. 9/19/2023 12:31 PM

18 Our children are grown, so I have no opinion. 9/19/2023 11:29 AM

19 Honestly I don't have much of an opinion as we don't tend to participate in these events. 9/19/2023 11:21 AM

20 No opinion 9/19/2023 10:32 AM

21 No opinion 9/19/2023 9:16 AM

22 No opinion 9/19/2023 9:00 AM

23 Food and drink for purchase is fine but otherwise WPD should be able to cover costs 9/19/2023 8:56 AM

24 Ice cream in parks, game nights in parks, food trucks. Just gather community w simple things 9/19/2023 8:54 AM

25 no opinion 9/19/2023 8:50 AM

26 Pay or play is NOT inclusive of those families, and there are a good number, who cannot afford
to participate due to multiple children and and costs incurred to participate. Easter Egg hunt is
an example. Return it to FREE and be happy to provide it.

9/19/2023 1:34 AM

27 I have not attended recently. My husband enjoyed the band at the beach recently. I believe
there was no cost.

9/18/2023 10:32 PM

28 do not keep charging taxpaying citizens for traditional events ie easter egg hunt and jumpy
houses and winter carnival for examples

9/18/2023 3:24 PM

29 I disagree that WPD should charge for an event. The entire community pays taxes and people
should not be prevented from attending because of added costs. Either it is open and free to
the entire community or do not do it.

9/18/2023 1:22 PM

30 The cost of these events should fall on the users and not on all taxpayers. 9/18/2023 12:05 PM

31 I would attend more events if the WPD didn't charge fees, especially for things like Fall Fest,
which used to be free. I pay enough in taxes and it feels like all the $$ is going to the beach
project versus actually serving the residents.

9/18/2023 10:55 AM

32 I don’t have young children in the community any longer so I don’t have a big opinion on this. I
will let the families that live in the community comment.

9/18/2023 9:41 AM

33 The programming appears appropriate for the size of our Village. 9/17/2023 6:12 PM

34 I think it is quite absurd that residents already have to pay fees to use facilities we subsidize
with our tax dollars. Charging us for access to tennis, beaches, etc. is ridiculous.

9/17/2023 5:16 PM

35 As long as these events are well attended 9/17/2023 4:54 PM

36 I think residents should pay a nominal fee for Park District events and only non-residents
should be paying a more robust fee.

9/17/2023 4:53 PM
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37 Recently events sold out; RESIDENTS should not have to buy tickets to the easter hunt; or
fall fest for entry! iI pay taxes and could not even take my kids to my own village events.

9/17/2023 2:25 PM

38 We are older. 9/17/2023 2:24 PM

39 Same 9/17/2023 2:10 PM

40 No opinion 9/17/2023 11:43 AM

41 there is a need for continued balance. Residents and taxing bodies overestimate the extent to
which there is only wealth in the community

9/17/2023 10:59 AM

42 Elinate fees for things like Easter Egg hunt. I pay a fortune in taxes; I shouldn't have to pay for
my kids to participate in an easter egg hunt or similar activities.

9/17/2023 10:52 AM

43 We pay high taxes. High fee events diminish the communal nature of the Park District. (Last
summer when the Village Green Independence Day celebration included buying tix for bouncy
house, lots of kids were turned away.)

9/17/2023 10:48 AM

44 I do not have young kids so it is hard to know, but a mix seems smart 9/16/2023 4:14 PM

45 I lean towards no-fee events, still quality events, though. While there are many that can afford
anything in this community, no fee feels more inclusive.

9/16/2023 2:31 PM

46 Add a pool. 9/16/2023 2:26 PM

47 Get the Sailing Program back in action staffed with WPD personnel. Thanks for at least
arranging this year's sailing program thought Sheridan Shores. With a $5.2 million boat beach
we need to have a focus on sailing and boating programs.

9/16/2023 2:13 PM

48 I no longer have young children. How about some adult themed events like a wine tasting in a
park or a adult oriented social gathering?

9/16/2023 1:40 PM

49 Would love to see the addition of medium-sized offerings and site specific offerings. Senior
walks. Lake swimming lanes and races in the summer. Family "iron-man" events. Sauna club.
Movies on the beach. Animal competitions.

9/16/2023 1:11 PM

50 The warming house at Indian Hill has not been open for years during the winter -- previously
this was a great gathering point for the community while taking advantage of skating

9/16/2023 1:10 PM

51 We need a public swimming pool - useful for all ages 9/16/2023 12:54 PM

52 No reason for WPD to incur expense for such purpose. 9/16/2023 11:32 AM

53 Open to additional small and larger scale events 9/16/2023 10:14 AM

54 How about Park District events for singles? 9/15/2023 9:35 PM

55 The golf course uses too much green space for a very specialized activity. I favor using the
current golf course for other park and open space activities.

9/15/2023 5:44 PM

56 I have no opinion. 9/15/2023 3:36 PM

57 What events? 9/15/2023 9:24 AM

58 The Music Fest has gotten out-of-hand; too expensive, too intrusive, and restricts access to
local businesses. More and more neighbors have complained about the Music Fest.

9/15/2023 8:24 AM

59 I don't attend them at present 9/14/2023 10:18 PM

60 The events have been off our radar as our child is now in college. We did participate in most
when she was young, and think its a great offering since many residents with young children
are new to the area, and its a nice way to create community.

9/14/2023 4:32 PM

61 No opinion 9/14/2023 11:14 AM

62 We pay taxes and should have access to WPD events so they should be free of charge. If
someone from neighboring Glencoe wants to attend, then they should have to pay. So many
Park Districts offer amazing fall and other events free of charge. There is no need to charge
anything additional especially since taxes are already high and camps through WPD are
outrageously expensive.

9/14/2023 10:16 AM
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63 Really enjoyed fireworks in the fall (when the 4th’s were rescheduled). With it getting dark
earlier during that time of year, the turnout seem to be very high for families, especially those
of young children.

9/14/2023 9:01 AM

64 The idea of charging for the Easter egg hunt is terrible— BAD decision. 9/13/2023 4:04 PM

65 The WPD has cut elements of the 4th of July, and kill it little by little. For decades American
flags were doled out at the parade and the Village Green, do children could parade and eat their
patriotic flags. The flags are gone. The classic mailed flyer for the holiday events, is gone. The
very late start of events at the Village Green, left so many perplexed, they just left.

9/13/2023 1:16 PM

66 Seems like attendance is often from non-residents 9/13/2023 11:30 AM

67 Do not think they should charge if they have sponsorship 9/13/2023 8:19 AM

68 I a single senior in Northfield, so I don't much care what the WPD does about events 9/12/2023 10:04 PM

69 If the WPD lived within its means, they would not need to charge for events-which taxpayers
are already funding.

9/12/2023 8:56 AM

70 The WPD should not be charging for events if the proceeds are used to cover other expenses
the WPD cannot afford on its own budget

9/12/2023 8:35 AM

71 Events should be self-funded as much as possible. 9/11/2023 11:10 PM

72 I think charging money for fall fest / children’s events is a joke given the taxes we pay. Really? 9/11/2023 8:49 PM

73 No opinion 9/11/2023 3:26 PM

74 We have everything here we don’t need a large festivals that I believe we just taxpayers are
paying some of that bill. We are tracking what is it 14,000 people the past week weekend of
the festival use your head’s world is not copacetic anymore would like to stay small, but of
course, with your thoughts of putting in a restaurant or maybe a hotel it’s more of what you’re
thinking so Winnetka Council should have the authority not the park district

9/11/2023 3:06 PM

75 no opinion 9/11/2023 2:21 PM

76 I should think we pay enough so the smaller kid-oriented events could be free. 9/11/2023 1:52 PM

77 I should think we pay enough so the smaller kid-oriented events could be free. 9/11/2023 1:41 PM

78 My children are now adults and I cannot answer this question objectively. However, I think
"user fees" are appropriate so that additional tax burdens are not placed upon residents.

9/11/2023 1:00 PM

79 $600/week for sailing camp! Is this true? We used to have our village Olympians teach sailing. 9/11/2023 11:51 AM

80 No Opinion 9/11/2023 11:43 AM

81 More live music please! 9/11/2023 10:54 AM

82 The fall fest was SO loud we had to leave after a few minutes. The same thing happened at
another event at HW park last year. We want to be able to socialize at these events. Music is
nice but you don't need an MC- please please consider getting rid of the MC and having quieter
background music so people can talk and babies ears won't be damaged.

9/11/2023 9:52 AM

83 1-2 annual larger events would be nice esp if it’s geared toward childless adult or older families
as well. Like July 4th events expanded or an outside art fair or performance art fair.

9/11/2023 9:51 AM

84 Your fourth of July clebrations rock! 9/11/2023 9:30 AM

85 No opinion 9/11/2023 7:59 AM

86 Miss the big summer adult event at lake. 9/10/2023 3:52 PM

87 We are Nicole’s and dimes when le u spend millions on lawyers 9/10/2023 1:57 PM

88 I believe that the WPD should not charge Winnetka residents for the 4th of July Fireworks
show.

9/9/2023 9:22 PM

89 I think the WPD offers a nice variety of events throughout the year 9/9/2023 8:57 PM

90 I have no interest in park district events. 9/9/2023 8:43 PM
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91 More integrated offerings with the schools districts/days off/ etc. 9/9/2023 4:19 PM

92 Non-residents should be charged more than residents 9/9/2023 2:08 PM

93 N/A 9/9/2023 10:40 AM

94 Should invite others/professionals to provide events on WPD property. 9/9/2023 9:47 AM

95 no opinion 9/8/2023 8:40 PM

96 I am too old to participate. 9/8/2023 6:36 PM

97 I would like to see the WPD balance their budget and provide services only within current tax
base and means - the taxation is driving away many neighbors and people can’t afford to live
here

9/8/2023 5:24 PM

98 I have no opinion on this. 9/8/2023 3:46 AM

99 Curious about Emerge. Does it bring in revenue for Winnetka, or is it just a vanity event? 9/7/2023 10:32 PM

100 Need to have more accessible ADA compliant events. 9/7/2023 9:39 PM

101 We haven't been here long enough to really know or have strong opinion, we've enjoyed a few
summer events so far (4th of July, live bands at Hubbard woods, end of summer library fest)!

9/7/2023 9:36 PM

102 I have no opinion on this. 9/7/2023 9:01 PM

103 Should not be charging for 4th & Easter activities 9/7/2023 8:27 PM

104 I think both are great 9/7/2023 4:57 PM

105 The WPD should consider all the events and programming from other entities before adding
new events. And all events don't need to be Disneyland-esque

9/7/2023 1:29 PM

106 NA 9/7/2023 11:32 AM

107 Need to balance both for all residents to be able to select which they prefer. 9/7/2023 6:54 AM

108 These events are all great. It’s a great mix but I think we could continue to do more higher cost
events. Do more summer movie nights at Dwyer park please :)

9/6/2023 8:26 PM

109 Option 5: I am satisfied with the options but believe both additional simple low or no-cost
events and additional large-scale events are worth exploring.

9/6/2023 8:17 PM

110 pre-COVID these events were free. I don’t see any reason why everything has to have a fee. It
only deters people from goinh

9/6/2023 4:44 PM

111 I have not attended the events as they are geared mostly to families with small children. 9/6/2023 4:23 PM

112 No opinion 9/6/2023 4:15 PM

113 Think I' satisfied but probably dont know enough to provide a good opinion 9/6/2023 2:52 PM

114 The Park District should not charge for these events. Quit wasting money on stuff we don't
need. Prime example: millions spent on ugly, useless, dangerous stone breakwaters. No
breakwaters at Elder Lane!!

9/6/2023 12:52 PM

115 Less large events, less fireworks. Smaller Music festival, our village of 15k residents doesn't
need to have such a disruptive event.

9/5/2023 10:51 PM

116 No opinion 9/5/2023 4:45 PM

117 how about sponsoring an event for seniors even once? 9/5/2023 4:33 PM

118 until recently many of the family events like fallfest, 4th of July events ( races, rides, games
et) were at no charge. I do not see why you would start charging now. I check with other
nearby villages and they do not charge for these things. I think our tax dollars pay for this perk.
I feel like the part district is operating for profit only. They events are the exact same as they
have been for years so I do not see why we now need to charge a fee.

9/5/2023 4:02 PM

119 No opinion 9/5/2023 3:32 PM

120 Prefer no cost options as in pre-pandemic times 9/5/2023 3:31 PM
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121 I do not agree with charging for family events...a recent development 9/5/2023 2:16 PM

122 I am open to both A and B 9/5/2023 2:01 PM

123 I am not engaged enough to know the right answer 9/5/2023 1:56 PM

124 My gosh they have spent millions over the last few years on lawyers and many plans but can;t
affor the easter egg hunt?

9/5/2023 1:16 PM

125 indifferent 9/5/2023 12:53 PM

126 I have no opinion as my children are grown. But would love to see more adult family options 9/5/2023 11:30 AM

127 None 9/5/2023 11:28 AM

128 I'd like the option to choose both 8A) and 8B) above! Why does it need to be an either/or? 9/5/2023 11:27 AM

129 no opinion 9/5/2023 11:26 AM

130 no opinion 9/5/2023 11:02 AM

131 With the amount to tax dollars that have been squandered for over three years on a troubled
beach plan, I would like to see the WPD produce family events at no or very little cost to
residents.

9/5/2023 10:52 AM

132 Winnetka should NOT charge citizen taxpayers for Easter egg hunt, water carnival, or other
family events. WINNETKA is about family and community. Park District is an amenity and
need not always pinching for the almighty’buck’.

9/5/2023 10:16 AM

133 Engage local businesses and corporations to have naming rights 9/5/2023 10:10 AM

134 I am dissatisfied. 9/5/2023 10:07 AM

135 Open to options here. I've been happy with Winnetka's offerings thus far. 9/5/2023 10:07 AM

136 Love our park district! 9/5/2023 9:54 AM

137 I understand fees for pumpkins but NOT the egg hunt!! 9/5/2023 9:48 AM

138 some used to be free, like Father's Day. Better when there was no cost. 9/5/2023 8:18 AM

139 I would like more fun events like they have in Highwood 9/5/2023 8:11 AM

140 Im not sure the WPD has the staffing to handle additional large scale events. I think they do a
wonderful job for the cost.

9/5/2023 8:04 AM

141 The WPD needs to step up it's offerings. Just look to Glencoe for creative and different
offerings each year. It is always the same stuff at the WPD and please no more junk prizes for
kids - wasteful.

9/5/2023 6:38 AM

142 WPD is the worst park district in Illinois. 9/4/2023 5:40 PM

143 Running races on the Green Bay trail monthly. Like the July 4th race 9/4/2023 5:35 PM

144 Please DO NOT charge for the Easter egg hunt. 9/4/2023 4:43 PM

145 These aren’t mutually exclusive. 9/4/2023 4:27 PM
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Q9 Do you believe the WPD provides sufficient progamming in the
following areas:

Answered: 1,865 Skipped: 290

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Yes No No opinion

Families as a
whole

Young children
(1 and under)

Older children
(10-15)

High school
students

Empty Nesters
(50+)
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71.46%
1,307

7.11%
130

21.43%
392

 
1,829

35.83%
646

8.37%
151

55.80%
1,006

 
1,803

41.06%
751

14.65%
268

44.29%
810

 
1,829

21.54%
388

23.15%
417

55.30%
996

 
1,801

20.36%
373

25.87%
474

53.77%
985

 
1,832

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I would love to see more adult programs. I currently partake in Glencoe Park District adult
programs due to Winnetka lacking options.

9/20/2023 5:38 PM

2 add pickleball and wine tasting events for empty nesters 9/20/2023 9:03 AM

3 would like WPD to add outdoor pickleball 9/20/2023 8:27 AM

4 Additional family programming 9/20/2023 8:25 AM

5 Additional gentle exercise for seniors would be welcome. For example, warm up and walking.
Also maybe the park district could sponsor aquatic exercise at the high school pools.

9/19/2023 11:28 PM

6 It would be nice to see mom and tot/baby groups during the weekdays when older kids are in
school. Also I wish there was a gym open for basketball/indoor free for just resident families
during the weekdays for preschoolers/toddlers when older kids are in school. Even something
like Kidmotion!

9/19/2023 9:21 PM

7 Not enough options for family activities outside of work and school hours. 9/19/2023 8:26 PM

8 Empty nesters are completely ignored in this community 9/19/2023 8:18 PM

9 What about the age group 2-10? I don’t think babies 1 and under need park district
programming, but 2-10 year olds certainly do.

9/19/2023 8:16 PM

10 Though there are summer camps for tweens & teens, the cost is pretty steep for a weekly
program. More one-off lower ticket priced events could be effective

9/19/2023 6:35 PM

11 High school kids should have a SAFE place to hang out on the beaches. 9/19/2023 6:02 PM

12 I'd love shops open later every Thursday nights in the summer to promote the community,
commerce, etc. Maybe same night as HW park bands or do something in Dwyer Park with
food trucks on Elm & shops open, ice cream, etc...

9/19/2023 5:25 PM

13 Why is Winnetka the only community without public pickleball courts? Take 2 outdoor courts
from Nielsen and convert them to 6 PB courts!

9/19/2023 5:20 PM

14 I'd like more programming on out-of-door activiities. 9/19/2023 5:13 PM

15 Actually too much 9/19/2023 3:28 PM

16 how about pets? We need a dog park! 9/19/2023 2:44 PM

17 See above. 9/19/2023 1:07 PM

18 pickleball please 9/19/2023 11:15 AM

19 The “no opinions” are the result of no first hand knowledge 9/19/2023 10:53 AM

20 Mr Dusndus used to assemble his train, rides for children at Village Green. 9/19/2023 10:27 AM

21 It'd be nice to have more after work options for adults 9/19/2023 8:47 AM

22 It would be great to explore an offering or two each year targeted toward adults. Love the 9/19/2023 3:51 AM

 YES NO NO OPINION TOTAL

Families as a whole

Young children (1 and under)

Older children (10-15)

High school students

Empty Nesters (50+)
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outdoor yoga!

23 The Winnetka Community House is unique to this community, and along with the Winnetka
Public Library offers a wide selection of programming.

9/19/2023 1:34 AM

24 I am very happy with programming for children under 10 - from fall fest to Easter egg hunts to
summer concerts and camping. I feel it’s a perfect balance.

9/18/2023 11:29 PM

25 Please look into offering pickleball lessons and open courts. Thanks 9/18/2023 6:13 PM

26 Allow residents to use Tower Rd Beach Thur-Sun without buying a season pass 9/18/2023 3:26 PM

27 There is a gap in the 2 years to 6 years of age. Many working parents cannot take their
children to programming during the weekday.

9/18/2023 1:22 PM

28 There should be NO programs for children 1 and under. Idiotic. 9/18/2023 12:05 PM

29 I don’t use WPD programming any longer 9/18/2023 9:41 AM

30 More empty nester events. How about euchre tournaments? 9/18/2023 9:21 AM

31 Stay within budget. Charge only non-residents. 9/17/2023 9:24 PM

32 I am now empty nester and unaware of any village programs 9/17/2023 7:25 PM

33 Where is the 2- 9 programming question? 9/17/2023 7:03 PM

34 I have a 7 year old so none of these questions are specific to my family 9/17/2023 6:43 PM

35 The Winnetka Music Fest is a great event for WPD to continue to support. 9/17/2023 6:12 PM

36 I am not particularly interested in additional services because it will undoubtedly come with
additional costs.

9/17/2023 5:16 PM

37 There are options for elementary K- 4 is good; 5-6 exists a little and so when options do arise it
fills up fast; there is not highschool events that I am aware of.

9/17/2023 2:25 PM

38 Same 9/17/2023 2:10 PM

39 I’ve been very pleased with the programming. I would love to see a continued emphasis on
needs of families with two working parents (like before care and after care at the WPD camps
which was great).

9/17/2023 10:33 AM

40 Elementary school kids are the sweet spot. 9/17/2023 5:28 AM

41 The WPD appears not interested in providing programs for the 50+ set. Let's get more pickle
ball courts (take some of that money from the troubled beach plan and get it done.)

9/16/2023 2:13 PM

42 There could be more offerings for organized sports/activities for young kids, particularly during
evenings and weekends for working parents

9/16/2023 1:33 PM

43 Elder remains closed. This has been the case for several years. Until WPD can get their act
together and reopen Elder they should stop all other activities.

9/16/2023 1:10 PM

44 Golfers and tennis players seem to benefit 9/16/2023 12:54 PM

45 Pickleball for seniors. 9/16/2023 12:39 PM

46 How about pop up restaurants on park property like at Centennial park? 9/16/2023 11:55 AM

47 1. Consider offering family memberships to the tennis club (would help promote interest for
those who don't play a lot of tennis). 2. Eliminate the requirement for beach passes (they only
benefit those who use the beach all the time).

9/15/2023 6:49 PM

48 I don't think there are programs for empty nesters but I may be mistaken 9/14/2023 10:18 PM

49 I'm not aware of any WPD events for high schoolers, and least my 23 NT grad and her friends
didn't participate if there was anything. I'm also not aware of anything for empty nesters, now
that I am one now

9/14/2023 4:32 PM

50 Senior programs 9/14/2023 3:09 PM

51 I'm happy with current programming, but I have no children in my life right now, so I have no 9/14/2023 1:21 PM
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idea.

52 Would love to see pickle ball lessons for beginners 9/14/2023 11:14 AM

53 If offerings are made to empty nesters, I’m nit aware 9/14/2023 7:44 AM

54 The survey doesn't ahve kids 2-9? I would say kids 5-9 are where we could add the most. 9/13/2023 6:05 PM

55 I would love to see the WPD provide space and events for high schoolers ... open basketball
time, social mixers, etc

9/13/2023 3:19 PM

56 I think there could be a greater variety for kids in general. There aren’t enough options. 9/13/2023 3:02 PM

57 We need to continue to find ways to engage our teenagers in healthy, safe, .nurturing activities 9/13/2023 10:39 AM

58 Opportunity to add Pickle Ball 9/13/2023 9:37 AM

59 I have heard that there is not enough room in programs for children so I would like to see them
expanded so there is room for the children who want to attend. You did not ask about young
children and it seems to me they are the ones that need more programs.

9/12/2023 6:53 PM

60 Why didn't you ask about kids 1-10? That is where I believe WPD excels. 9/12/2023 2:28 PM

61 I don't know anything about WPD programming. 9/12/2023 12:46 PM

62 not aware of any programming for anyone 9/12/2023 12:32 PM

63 need pickleball courts 9/12/2023 12:02 PM

64 What about 18-49? 9/12/2023 9:19 AM

65 There is no pickleball and the tennis is always sold out 9/12/2023 8:35 AM

66 More arts / science / fun kids activities are needed. 9/11/2023 8:49 PM

67 Again I dont trust WPD with our money. They need to be checked thru an improved
governance program

9/11/2023 5:37 PM

68 I have comments regarding AC Nielsen that I would like captured somewhere on this survey.
I'm not sure this is the appropriate place - but here I go. AC Nielsen is a community asset that
used to have a wonderful reputation with supportive and friendly staff, excited pros and
childcare opportunities for every resident to take advantage of. Since Covid, the entire
experience at the AC Nielsen center has changed. Pros aren't happy (you can feel it), childcare
has closed, classes are impossible to get into and staff is not being paid adequately. Revenue
is up year over year, but that is not trickling down to employees and not trickling down to
community satisfaction. We are so lucky to have this center and it is a complete shame how
different it is from 4 years ago. Many community members are leaving for one reason or
another and it is a shame since all of our taxes to go support it. We should all feel great with
the experience - members, staff and otherwise.

9/11/2023 2:27 PM

69 More "meet your community members" events would be appreciated as we empty nesters no
longer have children in school. It is very difficult to make new friends as homes have changed
ownership.

9/11/2023 1:00 PM

70 The indoor courts at Nielsen are not adequate considering the demand. Hopefully the golf
course chooses replaces the carts with Club Car electric carts. Higher fees would be justified.

9/11/2023 11:34 AM

71 I love the tennis, yoga, and sculpt offerings. 9/11/2023 11:33 AM

72 Don't really know as we are new to the Village 9/11/2023 10:28 AM

73 I am absolutely puzzled on what park district program would be geared to 1 or under. Seems
we forgot about those between 1 and 10.

9/11/2023 9:39 AM

74 The WPD has been known on several occasions to not show up for sone events (like teen egg
hunt). At least complete the events that are committed.

9/11/2023 7:13 AM

75 What about programming for people that are over 18 but under 50? this question seems flawed. 9/10/2023 7:49 PM

76 Need better programming & child care options like school day off programs. The Glencoe PD
is excellent at this and Winnetka is far behind expectations.

9/10/2023 12:36 PM
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77 Please consider an indoor year round swimming pool. 9/10/2023 10:13 AM

78 There is nothing for high schoolers to do in the community, and that is why they so often get
into trouble.

9/10/2023 7:49 AM

79 All of my children are under 5. Limited age appropriate programming for children <2. Not sure
about programming for HS kids.

9/9/2023 4:04 PM

80 I’m not aware of anything specifically for high schoolers 9/9/2023 2:08 PM

81 Why are you asking about children under 1 yo, yet you do not ask about children 2-9? What is
up with this survey. Do you want information?

9/8/2023 8:51 PM

82 i don't know - i don't take advantage of the park district's programs except for tennis 9/8/2023 6:17 PM

83 WPD needs new leadership 9/8/2023 5:44 PM

84 It would be nice if there were specific events for individuals that are 50+. More "empty nester"
programming may keep more 50 plus people from moving out of the community.

9/8/2023 3:38 PM

85 Parks are not only for Nannie’s on phones with infants in buggies 9/7/2023 10:45 PM

86 Kids 1-9 no 9/7/2023 8:27 PM

87 I’m not aware of programs for empty-nesters. Perhaps that’s my fault. 9/7/2023 4:06 PM

88 25-45 age group needs attention 9/7/2023 9:53 AM

89 This question should include an option for children between the ages of 1-10. The answer
would be yes to that question.

9/6/2023 8:17 PM

90 I would like to see more community/family events such as a food and wine festival. 9/6/2023 9:50 AM

91 Should be inter mutual recreational sports. Not all outsourced. 9/6/2023 8:53 AM

92 I no longer have kids at home, so can't speak to those specifics 9/6/2023 8:01 AM

93 I would love to have more weekend class options for 3 and 4yo's (especially kids yoga or
parent + kids yoga)

9/5/2023 9:57 PM

94 you could do more for children 3 - 9 9/5/2023 9:02 PM

95 What programming? 9/5/2023 8:43 PM

96 except the library re: empty nesters. They have activities 9/5/2023 3:39 PM

97 Ask the families 9/5/2023 2:01 PM

98 Need pickleball courts and a pool instead of a Disney like park 9/5/2023 1:16 PM

99 I think a lot of the family activities are geared toward families with very young children and not
so much toward families with tweens and teens.

9/5/2023 12:49 PM

100 None 9/5/2023 11:28 AM

101 Would love to see the WPD spend more on programming and less on Elder Beach. Pickleball
is a GREAT activity for ALL ages, and can be offered at minimal cost!

9/5/2023 11:27 AM

102 It was as a result of community comments that the WPD re-instituted its sailing program. I
would like to see more attention devoted to sailing and rowing so that we can return to produce
Winnetka sailers as teachers for future generations. Stop the focus on unnecessary
development of capital projects and get back to providing recreation and teaching camps for
our youth. Unlike surrounding park districts, the WPD does nothing for Senior Citizens and
appears to have little to no interest in even exploring the issue.

9/5/2023 10:52 AM

103 Adults 20-50 need programming, too 9/5/2023 10:50 AM

104 WHy has the WPD not offered programns such as pickle ball and why have programs such as
sailing (for youths) been cancelled?

9/5/2023 10:39 AM

105 WPD is wasting its funds on unneeded projects while ignoring public interest in pickleball, and
not serving those who enjoyed the annual ATP tennis tournament.

9/5/2023 10:07 AM
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106 the park district refuses to support pickleball and there are really no non-tennis or golf
programs for older adults

9/5/2023 9:59 AM

107 Tweens need more activities- the Little’s are fine but middle school kids need better activities 9/5/2023 9:48 AM

108 Never thought much about WPD 50+ programming. Worth considering. 9/5/2023 8:47 AM

109 Add more early evening tennis for working adults. Add pickel courts (might want to look to
Glencoe and their use of the ice rink to pickel courts - plays very well!)

9/5/2023 8:25 AM

110 I feel most of the events are catered to kids and families and not empty nesters. 9/5/2023 8:11 AM

111 Senior programming is lacking. 9/5/2023 7:24 AM

112 Build a community swimming pool 9/4/2023 9:22 PM

113 Create more spaces like the god beach that naturally allow all of these groups to mingle with
each other. So much other programming is age specific.

9/4/2023 5:55 PM

114 WPD serves its majority and not the public. It’s a secretive and cliquish old boys network
vestige.

9/4/2023 5:40 PM

115 Community House programming tends to be way better 9/4/2023 4:27 PM
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19.71% 358

88.71% 1,611

30.40% 552

9.25% 168

Q10 Which of the Library facilities do you use? (Check all that apply.)
Answered: 1,816 Skipped: 339

Total Respondents: 1,816  
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Northfield

Winnetka

e-Library

I do not use any of the Winnetka-Northfield facilities.
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4.71% 80

82.56% 1,401

12.73% 216

Q11 Which facility do you use most often?
Answered: 1,697 Skipped: 458

TOTAL 1,697
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3.19% 56

96.81% 1,702

Q12 Which of the "bricks and mortar" facilities do you consider your "home
branch?

Answered: 1,758 Skipped: 397

TOTAL 1,758

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Love the studio 9/20/2023 8:55 AM

2 Close Northfield to save money. 9/19/2023 8:18 PM

3 Glencoe Library 9/19/2023 4:44 PM

4 Several academic libraries and archhives. 9/19/2023 10:43 AM

5 Glencoe 9/19/2023 10:23 AM

6 Neither - in these days of the Internet; these 2 libraries are a giant waste of money. 9/18/2023 12:10 PM

7 People are nicer at Northfield so I go there. 9/18/2023 6:37 AM

8 No e 9/17/2023 8:48 PM

9 Sometimes Glencoe. 9/17/2023 7:06 PM

10 Why do we have 2 libraries? Why not close Northfield and everyone can go to Winnetka?
Seems silly to be paying for 2 branches just 2 miles apart!

9/17/2023 5:02 PM

11 both equally 9/17/2023 9:19 AM

12 None 9/17/2023 8:51 AM

13 play bridge in northfield 9/16/2023 7:11 PM

14 Love that they have a banned book table up right now. 9/16/2023 11:59 AM

15 But mostly I go to Northbrook Library. They have a fantastic collection of musical scores and
we barely have anything here in Winnetka.

9/15/2023 9:36 PM

16 We also visit the "bricks and mortar" facilities in Glencoe, Highland Park and Evanston. 9/15/2023 5:46 PM
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17 Glencoe 9/14/2023 10:07 PM

18 Close Northfield. Everyone can go to Winnetka. 9/11/2023 6:56 PM

19 Glencoe, but I also go to Winnetka with my grandsons 9/11/2023 5:57 PM

20 Glencoe 9/11/2023 5:35 PM

21 I have never even stepped into the Northfield branch! 9/11/2023 1:08 PM

22 Bricks and mortar libraries are of no value anymore. Repurpose the facility and budget to
something with broader value to the community.

9/11/2023 7:49 AM

23 Sometimes Glencoe 9/9/2023 3:42 PM

24 Northfield’s library is very helpful and friendly 9/8/2023 9:47 PM

25 Glencoe 9/8/2023 5:55 PM

26 None 9/8/2023 10:20 AM

27 But also we go to Glencoe library. 9/7/2023 9:42 PM

28 NA 9/7/2023 11:42 AM

29 but i use wilmette more because it is so much better 9/5/2023 4:39 PM

30 I do not use the facility at all. Everything is available online. We do not need to expand or
spend any more funds It serves its purpose and I only really used it the children programs.

9/5/2023 4:09 PM

31 Although I often use the Glencoe Library for its friendly atmosphere 9/5/2023 2:21 PM

32 Northbrook Public Library 9/5/2023 2:03 PM

33 both 9/5/2023 1:54 PM

34 My book group gets its books from the Northfield branch, which has been easy to work with. 9/5/2023 12:34 PM

35 None 9/5/2023 11:32 AM

36 xxx 9/4/2023 2:10 PM
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19.08% 341

38.44% 687

38.05% 680

4.42% 79

Q13 The Library District covers residents of Winnetka, Northfield and other
stakeholders (e.g., Kenilworth residents). What should the Winnetka-

Northfield Library District be to your community?
Answered: 1,787 Skipped: 368

TOTAL 1,787

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 The public Library is a key foundational piece of our democracy. Support for it should never
wane.

9/20/2023 8:51 AM

2 I LOVE the Studio - i forgot what it is called. Keep that going. Work on marketing it more to
elementary school parents if it isn't used much -they will be feeders to the future.

9/20/2023 8:33 AM

3 While I believe we’ve gone round and round on this issue of what should the library be in this
new world, I believe it’s possible that in addition to offering TRADITIONAL library services
somewhere between basic and similar to North Shore peers, the Winnetka Northfield libraries
should determine whether there is a case to be made for reimagining the remit of the library in
a digital age. What that means today is not only different than what it meant five years ago,
but different than what it meant even months ago before the introduction of large language
model (LLM) AI like ChatGPT. This new wave of information access and parsing fundamentally
changes the way human beings interact with information and technology. I don’t presume to
have all the answers in this regard, but what is emerging is that our future adult citizens will
need new skills which include such skills as ‘prompt engineering’ (that is, how to properly

9/19/2023 8:24 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

A library that
provides bas...

A library
offering...

A library
offering...

No opinion.

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

A library that provides basic services without significant cost to taxpayers.

A library offering services similar to our North Shore peers.

A library offering services that are best-in-class for our tax base.

No opinion.
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linguistically query AI in order to get useful answers) and validation and auditing skills to make
sure that the information coming back from the AI is properly tested for validity. These two
skills are also inextricably linked to one another. We need to embrace this New World and give
our young people and adults the tools they need to understand, cope, and thrive, using the new
capabilities of AI. To what extent that need can be satisfied by a reimagined local library is, of
course, subject to debate, but it’s a debate that is worthy of having. I am equally interested to
have the library, examine the ethical issues surrounding AI, and be at least aware, if not
participate in the formation of ‘AI constitutions’ (by that I mean the set of rules by which the AI
algorithms are bounded) that need to be embedded into new large language models to ensure
that the output of such models is in keeping with the best interests of humanity, including
human rights. One way to do this could be for the library to be the central forum for such
discussions. It could bring in speakers and luminaries to debate these issues, and to illuminate
the community in the process. In my view this is what best in class leading is all about and
there’s no reason why Winnetka can’t be at the forefront. We should also as a part of this
mission, have a more direct line to silicon valley — it’s Enterprises, and thought leaders —
because make no mistake, that is where the action is…and to help our community be informed
and relevant, the library could be a bridge. Let’s not forget there’s a library at its core was to be
a central point for obtaining, housing and disseminating information. It was also to be the place
where (while respecting human dignity) free-speech and opinion could be heard, understood,
and debated. It just so happened that in our day that was largely done through words printed on
pieces of paper, and found between other heavier pieces of paper that contained this
information, i.e print media. That day has passed. If we continue to protect only the medium on
which the information was printed, rather than going back to the goal of libraries in the first
place, we risk irrelevance much as steamships, which happened to be the means of
transportation in its day, became irrelevant when transportation took a different and
technologically advanced form. If we determine that ‘the train has left the station’ (excuse the
additional transportation metaphor) on these things called libraries and that the library in our
small community cannot be remade to address the monumental changes in technology, then,
perhaps our physical assets, and our goals should be reimagined and re-purposed to address
what may be a more modest, but still very important element regarding information and human
discourse. That is, perhaps our assets and the programming around it can be re-crafted in
such a way as to support human collaboration in a world that is increasingly detached. The
only other alternative, I see is to continue to support largely an exhibition of physical books,
which have their place, but are going to become increasingly an historical artifact somewhat
like a museum.

4 Stick with books. 9/19/2023 8:18 PM

5 Our library system is terrific & well-resourced! 9/19/2023 6:43 PM

6 I love our library. 9/19/2023 5:47 PM

7 I love that the library offers classes & allows you to use machines for etching, cutting, 3D
printing, etc! A great resource for adults and our kids!

9/19/2023 5:32 PM

8 library budget is already considerable. Make due with what is already allocated. 9/19/2023 5:01 PM

9 The library is very nice except the entry is noisy. Staff and patron conversations can be heard
throughout the first floor. My children enjoy it. Programming is adequate

9/19/2023 4:55 PM

10 Very content with our Winnetka-Northfield Library system. 9/19/2023 4:53 PM

11 Love the study rooms and cool stem boxes!!! 9/19/2023 2:27 PM

12 "best-in-class" should be a no brainer, as we have some of the highest taxes around 9/19/2023 2:23 PM

13 "best-in-class" should be a no brainer, as we have some of the highest taxes around 9/19/2023 2:11 PM

14 The Library District is out of control. Wasteful and ill-conceived capital projects have routinely
been approved without any substantive discussion whatsoever. Library Director Dombrowski
should be dismissed immediately, and the Library Board -- which is even worse than previous
boards -- should be entirely replaced. In addition, senior library staff who have acted as
enablers to Director Dombrowski's wasteful projects should all be dismissed for cause.

9/19/2023 11:02 AM

15 Winnetka usede to have a best-in-class special collection. Ddestroyed by foolish Trustees who
promoted bad management.

9/19/2023 10:43 AM

16 We are longtime users of the library and appreciate the institution’sevolving service to the 9/19/2023 10:19 AM
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community

17 I don't know what "best-in-class" is but would be interested to hear 9/19/2023 9:32 AM

18 The library is a gem and should continue to offer occasional free use of expensive items to
residents. Not everyone is a millionaire in Winnetka.

9/19/2023 8:56 AM

19 Materials available for check-out for members of the community without divisive, politically-
themed events

9/18/2023 8:44 PM

20 Nothing further needs to be added that would need more money. 9/18/2023 8:41 PM

21 STAY OUT OF POLITICS AND TAKING SIDES ON POLITICALLY CHARGED ISSUES.
PRESENT BOTH LIBERAL AND CONSERVATIVE SPEAKERS OR LIBERTARIAN. TO
DATE, LIBRARY LEANS TOTALLY LEFT, THOUGH AS A TAX-FUNDED ENTITY IS
INAPPROPRIATE.

9/18/2023 3:35 PM

22 I use for e-access only now. Continue to offer/grow this service. 9/18/2023 2:06 PM

23 Wilmette's library is a great example of a dynamic system for the community. 9/18/2023 1:26 PM

24 A library that is closed. Anyone here can read online, subscribe to a magazine or buy a
paperback.

9/18/2023 12:10 PM

25 Be fiscally responsible. Close Northfield. Stick with loaning out books only. 9/17/2023 9:26 PM

26 Stay within budget! The library seems to be expanding services which I have to assume is
costing money. Why does the library need to loan out movie cameras? VIDEO GAMES? NO!
Seems ridiculous, especially since I guarantee that these are coming back missing/broken.
Why do we need places for kids to play and people to work? Just stick with books!

9/17/2023 5:02 PM

27 This should be done without the build up of funds or wasteful spending 9/17/2023 3:23 PM

28 Evanston, Glenview, Glencoe, Lake Forest offer more programs 9/17/2023 7:04 AM

29 I don’t stay at the library for any amount of time anymore since the renovation because it is
too loud

9/16/2023 4:33 PM

30 Peer group is baseline. Danger in trying to match peers b/c if one peer suffers cuts, then
others can justify same.

9/16/2023 1:36 PM

31 I’m a frequent user of the library, particularly for kids’ books and DVDs. I’m always pleased
with the curated selections they make for a particular theme, keeping new releases in stock,
and the activities and care the staff creates for kids. My main suggestion, if any, find ways to
increase the number of books and DVDs available. I’ve had several instances of trying to put
something on hold only to find it’s not in the catalogue at all.

9/16/2023 1:34 PM

32 The budget for the library is very high. I know of very few who take part in any programs 9/16/2023 1:10 PM

33 It’s basic - we like the Studio and their staff - but other library staff seem bored 9/16/2023 1:03 PM

34 I love the Winnetka library - the building and services! 9/16/2023 1:00 PM

35 I guess in parts of Indian hill you can’t use any libraries 9/16/2023 9:11 AM

36 As long as property taxes don't go up. 9/15/2023 9:36 PM

37 The library should offer a variety of services. It also needs to provide the community an
accounting of what happened to the genealogy materials a previous director dispatched.

9/15/2023 5:46 PM

38 Does an excellent job now. Lose the "best-in-class" jargon. 9/15/2023 11:40 AM

39 Keep the focus on promoting literacy and culture via books, audiobooks and resources 9/14/2023 1:40 PM

40 The library in Northfield needs expansion in order to offer the highest quality of resources to all
Winnetka and Northfield patrons.

9/14/2023 10:21 AM

41 Our libraries are great! 9/13/2023 9:32 PM

42 The Glenview library blew me away and put Winnetka to shame. We could do so much more. 9/13/2023 6:10 PM

43 I am very happy with the library. 9/13/2023 4:10 PM
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44 Unclear wuestion 9/13/2023 2:42 PM

45 We want the Best library. 9/12/2023 10:04 PM

46 Our library is an embarrassment . It is by far the worst library on the North Shore . Glenview ,
Northbrook and Wilmette have larger libraries that actually bring people in . Our 1960s style
makes terrible use of space , always seems cramped and is used almost exclusively by
toddlers and the elderly .

9/12/2023 5:21 PM

47 This is not an arms race; do not do something because our "peers" are doing it. Meet our
community's needs and do it in a financially responsible way understanding that we are already
paying for D36 referendum

9/12/2023 2:31 PM

48 And at no additional cost to tax payers without A referendum. 9/12/2023 1:29 PM

49 I was curious to read about ADHD and was shocked to realize how few books were in our
library on this subject -- despite its importance to families in our community -- and how dated
the materials are.

9/12/2023 12:54 PM

50 libraries are important 9/12/2023 12:35 PM

51 The Winnetka library is tiny. The children programming is always fills up so quickly and you
can’t get in so it’s very frustrating. Can you please add a second floor. Glenview and
Northbrook libraries are much superior and their tax base is much less.

9/11/2023 8:55 PM

52 Libraries should have basic services. Books to borrow. Don't need to lend out STEAM kits and
Library of Things which I am sure patrons lose or destroy.

9/11/2023 6:56 PM

53 Not sure what this question is getting at. Do not want additional taxation. Work within the
budget to provide best-in-class services.

9/11/2023 12:55 PM

54 What are the other libraries offering??? 9/11/2023 12:54 PM

55 Thank you for partially re-stocking travel guides. Not everything works on my ipad. 9/11/2023 11:57 AM

56 Traditional libraries are antiquated. And it appears the local library district is searching for a
purpose and use of their facilities.

9/11/2023 9:35 AM

57 Our library is embarrassing when you look at all the other libraries in our area. Frankly, I prefer
the Glencoe or Highland Park libraries to ours as there is cozy seating for those who want to
read. I think more would use the Winnetka Library if it wasn't so institutional looking and
feeling.

9/11/2023 8:24 AM

58 Repurpose it. The internet has removed the purpose. 9/11/2023 7:49 AM

59 it is ridiculous that taxpayers pay for the library to be a community center as opposed to a
traditional library with books and resource materials. It has become a full-employment
operation for library staff who otherwise would be let go due to digital books and media.

9/9/2023 9:58 AM

60 I saw a non-resident take about 10 videos and check them out. I doubt they were returned. 9/9/2023 6:51 AM

61 One that is committed to being a library for all ages and all forms of media and literature. Not a
place where books have been removed so Nanny’s have a place to hang out with each other.
My children stopped using the library to a large extent because they don’t have books much.
They have to wait for several days for books to come in from other libraries. Kind of ruins the
experience.

9/8/2023 8:51 PM

62 Library costs for amount of service are out of control and need to be managed - we are tired of
seeing so many staff standing around and hearing of the place closing early, etc; basic service
and reduce your cost base

9/8/2023 5:28 PM

63 Physical libraries are becoming outdated and would should not spend on them. 9/8/2023 1:46 PM

64 "best-in-class" needs to be balanced with taxpayer cost 9/8/2023 9:45 AM

65 Need to have more inclusive programming, ie for families that have special needs members
(including children)

9/7/2023 9:46 PM

66 Love the maker space.type offerings like the 3d printer! Wish there were sewing machines 9/7/2023 9:42 PM

67 Not sure what the peers are, but we should at least keep pace. 9/7/2023 9:05 PM
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68 Expanded services for young readers and writers. Expanded services for high school kids.
Perhaps a mentoring program in finance , science , math and other subjects. We are blessed
with a highly educated population who given the opportunity I believe would rise up to
participate.

9/7/2023 3:55 PM

69 NA 9/7/2023 11:42 AM

70 For the amount of taxes we pay relative to communities around us the facilities and services
should be much better

9/7/2023 6:58 AM

71 I think the library does a great jodb serving all of Winnetka. Please offer more in person talks 9/6/2023 8:32 AM

72 It would be nice if you specified what services our North shore peers provide, because I am
unfamiliar with those services.

9/6/2023 8:06 AM

73 I think the heart of a library is promoting literacy, so funds that support books, audiobooks, and
periodicals are paramount. The studio is something I am less interested in.

9/5/2023 9:13 PM

74 We have a fabulous, well funded library. I’d like to see that continue 9/5/2023 8:46 PM

75 Glencoe Library is a good example. 9/5/2023 4:48 PM

76 please focus on maximizing books and stop culling the collection of older volumes 9/5/2023 4:39 PM

77 Libraries are important centers and resources for learning and need to be supported. 9/5/2023 3:19 PM

78 Maybe C, not less than B 9/5/2023 2:01 PM

79 I am very concerned that the current library director and board are just looking at ways to
spend money, just to bring the reserves down. They should return reserves to the taxpayers.
There have been too many bad decisions made recently--the expensive "strategic plan," the
poor open-lobby concept at Winnetka that is noisy, etc. Stop spending funds for no benefit.

9/5/2023 1:44 PM

80 Seriously “best in class for our tax base”? 9/5/2023 1:11 PM

81 The role of the library is not always clear in 2022. It should be primarily a collection of
resources, and not much more.

9/5/2023 12:17 PM

82 We share resources with neighboring communities so should invest in simple overlaps for
children & unique offerings for adults (like the Studio)

9/5/2023 12:12 PM

83 With the advent of technology in the past 20 years, I think there is a need to re-evaluate how
and why a library operates.

9/5/2023 11:12 AM

84 I think the Library does an excellent job. 9/5/2023 10:57 AM

85 I think library should stick to books and movies Crafts belong elsewhere 9/5/2023 9:51 AM

86 Just the way it is right now 9/5/2023 8:25 AM

87 Very oddly written question and answers, each a variation of "good" - not sure how to interpret
this or what is being measured.

9/5/2023 8:04 AM

88 It needs to evolve as the needs change 9/4/2023 9:26 PM

89 Keep out the right wing MAGA book burners. 9/4/2023 5:42 PM
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Q14 In what way does the Children’s Library at your home branch fulfill
your needs?

Answered: 1,765 Skipped: 390
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Q15 What is the primary motivation for you and your family to go to the
library? (Check all that apply.)

Answered: 1,777 Skipped: 378
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79.85% 1,419

32.75% 582

22.34% 397

16.15% 287

18.63% 331

14.86% 264

6.75% 120

4.33% 77

23.02% 409

4.28% 76

8.16% 145

1.46% 26

Total Respondents: 1,777  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

 There are no responses.  

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Borrow materials (physical or digital)

Attend a program (in-person or virtually)

Visit the Youth Department

Get research help and/or book recommendations

Use a meeting or study room

Use the Studio

Use/get assistance with a computer or other technology equipment (i.e., scanner, copy machines, laptops, tablets,
etc.)

Use the WiFi

Sit and read or work

Connect with others

My family and I do not use the library

Other
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Q16 In the past the Caucus Survey has asked you about the importance of
and satisfaction with many of the items below. Can you now please tell us

which collections you and/or your family use? (Check all that apply.)
Answered: 1,737 Skipped: 418
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STEAM or other learning kits

Studio equipment

Circulating technology (i.e., playaways, tablets, laptops, video game
consoles, video games, etc.

Library of Things (telescopes, backyard movie kits, metal detectors,
sewing machines, etc.)
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Q17 If any one in your household had need of a “third place,” one which is
not home/school/work, what services or programming would you like the

library to provide? (Check all that apply.)
Answered: 1,746 Skipped: 409

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Enhanced
study/work a...

Improved
partnerships...

Professional
networking...

Education
sessions on ...

Programming
held outside...

Book clubs
culminated w...

Enhanced and
upgraded mak...

I have no need
for a "third...

No opinion.
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45.13% 788

32.07% 560

15.06% 263

25.72% 449

16.61% 290

30.93% 540

12.54% 219

24.80% 433

9.28% 162

Total Respondents: 1,746  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 love the idea of book clubs! 9/20/2023 9:35 PM

2 we plan to hold girl scout meetings there 9/20/2023 5:12 PM

3 author speakers 9/20/2023 8:51 AM

4 I would love a space to work for a few hours to get out of the home office sometimes. I would
also love networking opportunities and musical or play performances, especially by the local
schools (I often want to see the plays and concerts put on, but either don't hear about them
[and I'm sure New Trier does great stuff!] and I assume most if it is for the parents and I don't
want to take their seats.

9/20/2023 8:49 AM

5 More comfortable reading spaces in children’s area, larger children’s library, more story times
(they are always sold out), look at Glencoe library for ideas they have a great children’s
section and programming.

9/20/2023 5:09 AM

6 Amazing place for kids 9/19/2023 8:50 PM

7 This question was in part addressed by my response to an earlier question. 9/19/2023 8:24 PM

8 Programming targeting empty nesters where people could socialize over shared interests
would be nice

9/19/2023 8:22 PM

9 Do not spend taxpayer dollars on third space. 9/19/2023 8:18 PM

10 Wow - that's a lot of good ideas!!! I would be open to whatever. Thank you to the Library staff
for all that they do.

9/19/2023 7:06 PM

11 I think our library does an excellent job in serving our community!! 9/19/2023 5:01 PM

12 Would say author talks, but they would be exclusively narrow in scope to progressive authors
only and not open to diversity of thought.

9/19/2023 5:01 PM

13 They are a library, not a den, office, workspace, etc.No noise!!! People are reading. 9/19/2023 3:34 PM

14 I was not aware of our “Library of things” I like it! 9/19/2023 11:25 AM

15 Please return the Library to a place where there are quiet and comfortable places to sit and
read books and magazines. This is not now possible at either branch of the Library.

9/19/2023 11:02 AM

16 I like the idea of having a place where I can work alongside one or more school-aged children
doing homework. Not sure what that would look like but maybe a concept to explore? I.e. mom

9/19/2023 10:59 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Enhanced study/work away from home with reservable spaces with moveable stand up/sit down desk and ethernet
connection to library resources (ie, printer, research resources).

Improved partnerships with schools including tutoring spaces and group study/research opportunities.

Professional networking events such as industry specific lunch and learns, coffee breaks and happy hours.

Education sessions on the various applications of emerging technology as well as a critical discussion on
understanding its use in media (ie, AI/ChatGPT, deep fakes and other synthetic media).

Programming held outside the library buildings (soloist musical performances, targeted age playdates in the park with
storytime, holiday cookie swaps).

Book clubs culminated with author talks/visits, maybe in conjunction with local businesses?

Enhanced and upgraded maker space.

I have no need for a "third place."

No opinion.
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is working on her computer, third-grader is doing Khan Academy on another computer in a
private, quiet space that enables them to both focus.

17 Not at this time for my activities. 9/19/2023 10:43 AM

18 Keep listening. The library is a wonderful public asset, and I appreciate staff and the board
looking at how to serve the community.

9/19/2023 10:19 AM

19 Add computer monitors to the resource list so people can plug in their laptops if they wish 9/19/2023 9:01 AM

20 This would be nice but I wouldn’t want to raise my taxes for it. 9/19/2023 9:00 AM

21 All of these sounds great. The library should be vibrant and support all residents, young and
old. If like more programming for the elderly to avoid scams.

9/19/2023 8:56 AM

22 This would be great. 9/18/2023 11:31 PM

23 Community and educational based programming. Computer training and coding classes for
those interested.

9/18/2023 10:12 PM

24 kids are gone. They sometimes went there. 9/18/2023 2:06 PM

25 I marked what I think a great idea but I’m not quite sure how often I would use them 9/18/2023 9:45 AM

26 I am not really in need of a third space, but can see how it could be helpful for school study
group or a spot to work for adults.

9/17/2023 11:29 PM

27 Northfield has more events and space for kids to play 9/17/2023 9:30 PM

28 Do not offer a third space. This is not a good use of the library’s resources. Stick with books 9/17/2023 9:26 PM

29 This is not the library’s or the village’s responsibility. 9/17/2023 7:06 PM

30 More books . . . . 9/17/2023 6:43 PM

31 The rooms are always used and we would love more of them! 9/17/2023 6:02 PM

32 Library does not need to be a "third space". This is insane. The people in this neighborhood
can rent a space to work or go to a coffee house. Do not spend taxpayer dollars on anything
having to do with a "third space". I can not believe that you are asking these questions and
stating in #18 that "many" residents are working at home. This is not factual.

9/17/2023 5:02 PM

33 Who needs a classic "library" these days? No one. You have to update to the needs of the
21st century

9/17/2023 3:30 PM

34 I wish there were more private "comfy" spaces for tweens and teens; discussions for them;
meet up for a grade; Example; 5th grade only craft day; a pokemon card pick up game;
“newest computing tips; or things that interest them: to give them independence where they
connect with peers in a positive welcome and learning environment.

9/17/2023 2:47 PM

35 This isn’t something that the library should be looking at as it’s a waste for the community.
There are better use of space and dollars.

9/17/2023 11:02 AM

36 The Library should actively work with Winnetka Community House for seminar space and
offerings

9/17/2023 10:55 AM

37 I love the idea of the library taking a position more traditionally in the vein of the park district.
Perhaps we would have more success!!

9/17/2023 10:48 AM

38 We don’t need a third space but if we did I listed above what would be nice :) 9/17/2023 9:04 AM

39 Just visited an incredible maker space at Egg Harbor library in door county, WI 9/17/2023 7:23 AM

40 The Library is struggling for something to do. It has only a very small group of regular patrons. 9/17/2023 6:48 AM

41 I think that all of the above mentioned ideas are great, but I probably wouldn't take advantage
of them.

9/16/2023 9:26 PM

42 book clubs important 9/16/2023 6:27 PM

43 The library is too distracting for me to stay and read 9/16/2023 4:33 PM

44 Put a coffee cafe in there that's half inside half outside and a third place will magically appear. 9/16/2023 4:02 PM
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45 Much greater interaction with NT and D36. Lack of synergy beyond being a study work space. 9/16/2023 1:15 PM

46 Series of classes - e.g. how to knit a sweater or learn a language 9/16/2023 1:03 PM

47 . 9/16/2023 12:53 PM

48 Be an awesome library. Stop trying to be everything else. 9/16/2023 11:31 AM

49 Social networking events to get to know your neighbors with similar interests 9/15/2023 9:36 PM

50 Library-arranged programs offered via Zoom have been interesting and useful. 9/15/2023 5:46 PM

51 One category that should have been added would like to don’t use but would like to “use more.”
I didn’t realize the library offered some of the items listed.

9/14/2023 9:14 AM

52 The additional options are not great. What about indoor playspace rooms for kids? I agree work
rooms but don't care about the other items mentioned in that option like standing desks.

9/13/2023 6:10 PM

53 I had no idea studio and gear available 9/13/2023 1:21 PM

54 the library as it is serves satisfactorily as a third space, no need for additional programming 9/13/2023 8:35 AM

55 Toddler programs 9/12/2023 10:06 PM

56 The current library is too small with an inefficient use of space for pretty much anything other
than toddler stuff . The other local libraries are large,open and inviting .,

9/12/2023 5:21 PM

57 This comment applies more to 16. The Library should do more to inform the Community about
the various services it provides.

9/12/2023 11:52 AM

58 We love that the library provides Dungeons and Dragons clubs and would love for a partnership
with the school on clubs like that.

9/12/2023 11:21 AM

59 The library should not function as a 'third space'. Do not waste taxpayer dollars on a third
space.

9/11/2023 6:56 PM

60 What about a club for residents who spent their children's school years as volunteers? We
have a lot to offer! We just need a reason to get together and volunteer some more!!!

9/11/2023 1:08 PM

61 but my needs for a third place are limited and infrequent 9/11/2023 10:28 AM

62 As a working adult I would only be able to lean on these offerings in the evenings and
weekends

9/11/2023 9:58 AM

63 I answered the questions about "my children" for my grandchildren 9/11/2023 9:35 AM

64 We already have many options including the Community House 9/11/2023 9:35 AM

65 The previous question should have included meeting space. We use it a lot and the library
staff has beeen excellent at scheduling.

9/11/2023 8:04 AM

66 Our book club occasional needs space--a small room at the library would be useful. 9/11/2023 7:55 AM

67 What % of the residents have used the library even once in the last 3 years? 9/11/2023 7:49 AM

68 Private/quiet work space 9/9/2023 4:07 PM

69 They all sound like lovely ideas, but we aren’t likely participate 9/9/2023 2:16 PM

70 What happened to a library primarily being a place to find books and resource materials, and a
place for students to study? It is now a full employment service for library staff.

9/9/2023 9:58 AM

71 I do not like that the youth library is really a hangout for nannies. My children use the library far
less because there are few books and too many barely supervised little ones screaming and
running around.

9/8/2023 8:51 PM

72 Had I known there was a library of things would definitely use! Same with the ebooks and
movies, not sure how that works.

9/7/2023 9:42 PM

73 Would LOVE for the library to become more of an enlightened co-working space for
collaboration and innovation in the community

9/7/2023 8:58 PM

74 The Skokie school if not being used might be an outstanding maker space 9/7/2023 3:55 PM
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75 NA 9/7/2023 11:42 AM

76 No worth looking at as companies are pulling folks back to offices. Soon this will primarily
benefit self-employees and other such small groups rather than the community as a whole

9/7/2023 6:58 AM

77 Should be fore students. It is important for students to have work spaces and it is a problem if
adults are taking spots for work from home when they have other options not available to
students. Not work from home

9/6/2023 10:15 AM

78 More quiet space - people using the library as a third space on their phone, or talking with
others make it hard for those who need a quiet third space.

9/6/2023 8:06 AM

79 It would be great if they offered financial and technology studies to younger kids that aren't
taught in school.

9/5/2023 10:09 PM

80 maybe a private small room/"phone booth" that you can use for up to an hour for work calls 9/5/2023 10:01 PM

81 You 9/5/2023 9:47 PM

82 The children’s area needs to include better seating options for parents who bring young kids,
where they can let them play and parents can sit/read comfortably while they do so.

9/5/2023 5:22 PM

83 stop trying to increase the library's purpose. STICK TO BOOKS DROP MAKER AND STUDIO 9/5/2023 4:39 PM

84 Why do we spend time every year inquiring about lIbrary improvements. I was raised in this
community and have also raised my own family here. I do not believe the community is
looking for ways to use the library. It is totally fine how it is.

9/5/2023 4:09 PM

85 These are good ideas ! 9/5/2023 2:01 PM

86 Absolutely keep it as open land. Do NOT build on this land. 9/5/2023 1:44 PM

87 Interested in better meeting rooms lounges. 9/5/2023 1:02 PM

88 Although we have no need for a third space, others may have that need, which should be
honored!

9/5/2023 11:33 AM

89 Small portable libraries around town. The library could just put up the little book trade spaces
and elt others fill them :)

9/5/2023 10:47 AM

90 Too much is offered only virtually 9/5/2023 10:00 AM

91 I like all these ideas!! 9/5/2023 9:57 AM

92 Space to meet private tutors 9/5/2023 7:24 AM

93 Keep right wing haters’ influence out of the library 9/4/2023 5:42 PM
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33.15% 589

29.71% 528

21.72% 386

15.42% 274

Q18 Post-pandemic, many of our residents have permanently transitioned
to working from home, at least part time. While some have retrofitted their

homes, and others sought co-working space, Winnetka-Northfield has
attempted to fill this need by upgrading its technology and allocating more
space to provide an environment conducive to off-site working. Which best

describes your present work situation?
Answered: 1,777 Skipped: 378

TOTAL 1,777

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

None of the
above

I work
off-site par...

I work
off-site ful...

I work on-site

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

None of the above

I work off-site part time

I work off-site full time

I work on-site
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26.58% 454

13.17% 225

11.36% 194

8.67% 148

7.96% 136

44.61% 762

24.36% 416

Q19 If the library were to explore enhancements to its workspace, what
would you like to see? (Check all that apply.)

Answered: 1,708 Skipped: 447

Total Respondents: 1,708  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I don't have an opinion as I don't use it for this at this time, though I would assume the work
spaces would be in a minimal noise area and phone calls would be encouraged to leave the
space.

9/20/2023 8:49 AM

2 Better wifi 9/19/2023 11:06 PM

3 Sound proof Booths for taking virtual meetings privately 9/19/2023 8:21 PM

4 Do not spend taxpayer dollars on third space. 9/19/2023 8:18 PM

5 The late open on Sundays is very inconvenient. I would like to see the library opening before 1 9/19/2023 6:46 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Increased room
availability

Extended hours

Minimized
noise level

Increased
parking

More space to
sit and chat

I do not use
it for work

I'm satisfied
with the...

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Increased room availability

Extended hours

Minimized noise level

Increased parking

More space to sit and chat

I do not use it for work

I'm satisfied with the workspace as it is now
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PM.

6 Keep food (teens during so called study breaks) out of the library. 9/19/2023 5:45 PM

7 The Winnetka library is too noisy with staff at and around desk. 9/19/2023 5:18 PM

8 I am surprised at times by the contrast of workers in tbe youth area of the library. Some our
lovely, Tom, Rebecca, Amber, Amelia and Anna. Others can be quite rude to children and care
givers. One often reads and doesn’t look up from her book whem kiddos ask her a question. I
am surprised she would be hired to work in a children’s section as it is clear she does not find
joy with working with them.

9/19/2023 4:34 PM

9 more ability to reserve 9/19/2023 4:29 PM

10 What a slanted, disingenuous question Shouldn't the question be "SHOULD the library explore
enhancements to it's workspace?"You don't even give an option for not being satisfied that the
present workspace is too big.

9/19/2023 3:34 PM

11 I like libraries as quiet spaces. With the redesign of the lobby Winnetka has lost that and have
noticed any loud talking reverberates in the entire space.

9/19/2023 3:16 PM

12 Please return the Library to a place where there are quiet and comfortable places to sit and
read books and magazines. This is not now possible at either branch of the Library.

9/19/2023 11:02 AM

13 Doesn’t really apply to me 9/19/2023 11:00 AM

14 I hadn't thought about it as a space to go work when I need a change of scenery 9/19/2023 9:32 AM

15 Reservable space 9/19/2023 8:38 AM

16 Programming for young chikdren 9/19/2023 8:16 AM

17 I’ve seen libraries which have work spaces/cubicles which include a crib area for working
parents. Something like this might be an interesting addition

9/18/2023 9:05 PM

18 The tax payer funded library cannot substitute for going to work or working from home. Let
people go to work in person or cobble together a home office in their homes. This is ridiculous.

9/18/2023 8:41 PM

19 Allow study rooms to be reserved in advanced. 9/18/2023 8:42 AM

20 The meeting rooms should able to be reserved in advanced. But only for a certain amount of
time. Not all day.

9/18/2023 8:15 AM

21 So not spend taxpayer dollars on third space. 9/17/2023 9:26 PM

22 Do not enhance workspace. People can go to a coffee shop or work from their home. This is
ridiculous. The library should not even be thinking of providing work space for people to work
remotely! JUST LET PEOPLE BORROW BOOKS! Do not use taxpayer money for this!

9/17/2023 5:02 PM

23 more places for small groups areas that allow a small group to gather and talk; especially
access for teens.

9/17/2023 2:47 PM

24 Too late to explore. The idea of balanced working from home and in office tide is turning
quickly and will continue to shift to working in office.

9/17/2023 11:02 AM

25 Early morning hours may be helpful occasionally for our family 9/17/2023 10:37 AM

26 I think the idea to have additional study space for students is an excellent idea. The idea of
the library providing space for work should not be supported by resident tax dollars; to me, that
is and should be a commercial enterprise.

9/16/2023 2:53 PM

27 Do not invest resources into enhancing work space. The need for this is decreasing. 9/16/2023 1:42 PM

28 I believe the need for this will decrease. please do not invest resources this way. 9/16/2023 1:33 PM

29 None. The library is not a business center. If people choose to work "off-site" it is up to them
or their employer to provide the tools necessary to do the work.

9/16/2023 1:10 PM

30 I am retired 9/16/2023 10:08 AM

31 Outdoor gathering spaces would be nice, as would promotion of biking to the library instead of
driving.

9/15/2023 5:46 PM
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32 Nfld has parking across the street. WKA needs more. 9/13/2023 9:32 PM

33 More pleasant study room/work space. Feels little prison-like. 9/13/2023 3:07 PM

34 Retired - don't use it 9/13/2023 3:06 PM

35 Kids “studying” in the spaces are quite loud 9/13/2023 8:35 AM

36 extended Sunday hours 9/12/2023 12:08 PM

37 A we-work type of situation would be amazing! 9/12/2023 11:29 AM

38 More study rooms for high school age children 9/12/2023 10:42 AM

39 We are not 'post pandemic'. The library should not function as someone's work space. A
person can rent office space in one of the empty retail buildings if needed. Do not waste
taxpayer dollars to give people places to work!

9/11/2023 6:56 PM

40 I would like to see what state of the art libraries do before making recommendations what
Winnetka can do

9/11/2023 5:45 PM

41 more desks and tables 9/11/2023 2:27 PM

42 You just revamped it a couple of years ago. It should be fine. 9/11/2023 1:56 PM

43 I'd like a community room we can use for free at the Winnetka branch, just like the Northfield
branch has.

9/11/2023 1:12 PM

44 I dont use the library for work because I have a mix of meetings and computer work and
wouldn't want to distract other people with my meeting time so I use coffee shops instead.
Perhaps the library could have a coffee shop space where people could talk or rooms

9/11/2023 10:01 AM

45 Why would i expect the village to provide me a place to work? this seems really illogical. 9/11/2023 9:45 AM

46 Again, searching for reasons to keep the library. Maybe we should consider another use for
that location.

9/11/2023 9:35 AM

47 study room reservations and enforced limits (so one person cannot stay the whole day,
enabling more use of the rooms for a shorter time)

9/11/2023 7:44 AM

48 Winnetka is a community of well to do homeowners. If residents need an off-site workspace
they should pay for it. Why should Winnetka residents subsidize workspace for gainfully
employed residents?

9/9/2023 9:58 AM

49 N/A 9/8/2023 6:43 PM

50 Substitute office space for my family 9/8/2023 5:13 PM

51 the village should not be paying for people's home offices. 9/8/2023 1:46 PM

52 current parking lot is very small given the size of the library 9/7/2023 9:46 PM

53 I do appreciate the library for making its meeting rooms available free of charge. 9/7/2023 9:05 PM

54 The ability to participate in video conferences from small rooms without disrupting others would
be nice

9/7/2023 8:58 PM

55 make it friendly for work from home people - libraries are a thing of the past - make it like a
wework

9/7/2023 6:14 PM

56 Extended hours for the studio space 9/7/2023 4:26 PM

57 I am retired with my wife who works remotely full-time Might be very interested in these
options.

9/7/2023 4:22 PM

58 Need more tables to set books to be checked out while searching titles. 9/7/2023 11:42 AM

59 Not worth exploring by the library. Focus on what a library is meant to be 9/7/2023 6:58 AM

60 PLEASE STICK TO BOOKS. IT IS NOT MY RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE OTHER
PEOPLES' WORKSPACES

9/5/2023 4:39 PM

61 More comfortable seating, better views of outdoors 9/5/2023 3:41 PM
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62 I like all first 5 ideas 9/5/2023 2:01 PM

63 More study spaces- do not have to be rooms, but semi-private tables with walls on three sides.
I'd also like to see an expansion of Northfield to include a separate youth space and the
addition of study spaces.

9/5/2023 11:58 AM

64 The library should not become a home office for people, rather, I do support the enhancement
of rental rooms for HS group study, adult group study.

9/5/2023 11:12 AM

65 Retired - no need 9/5/2023 11:07 AM

66 More seating 9/5/2023 10:12 AM

67 N/a 9/4/2023 6:08 PM

68 My teens say it is hard to get a study space after school 9/4/2023 6:05 PM
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13.37% 233

8.38% 146

6.02% 105

6.37% 111

28.23% 492

21.06% 367

16.58% 289

Q20 In 2022, The Library acquired the greenspace adjacent to it known as
"Library Park." Currently, the space is open land. What should the Library

do with the land? (Check one.)
Answered: 1,743 Skipped: 412

TOTAL 1,743

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 also keep up the awesome gardening & planting currently done at Winnetka library& perhaps
do some kid programs around gardening

9/20/2023 8:55 AM

2 Would love a working community garden with fruits and vegetables. Teach kids to garden, give
the produce for free samples at farmers markets, and encourage different age groups to
interact (the retired set and the preschool set would be an ideal pairing to tackle this project)

9/20/2023 8:49 AM

3 add group collaboration areas outside 9/20/2023 8:33 AM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Create a
community...

Use it for
programming...

Create an
apiary...

Construct an
addition to ...

Add seating
and landscap...

I like it just
the way it is

No opinion

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Create a community garden

Use it for programming (i.e. nature studies)

Create an apiary (beehive)

Construct an addition to the library

Add seating and landscaping for an outdoor reading space

I like it just the way it is

No opinion
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4 Only if the addition is a larger children’s section. 9/20/2023 5:09 AM

5 Kids play area 9/19/2023 11:47 PM

6 The sign is an eyesore. Far too large for this small green space. 9/19/2023 11:34 PM

7 parking 9/19/2023 10:35 PM

8 Build an outdoor theater 9/19/2023 10:06 PM

9 This should be a great kids space for younger children. Lots of windows, building for kids, an
treehouse like Northbrook court, something creative and “magical”, reading nooks within the
tree, book books to explore books on the shelves, mini indoor garden near each window that
lets the outdoors in,

9/19/2023 9:40 PM

10 play area for kids 9/19/2023 8:26 PM

11 I’m generally against the surrender of Parkland to anyone, including the library, without a
specific plan of use that is superior by far to that of Parkland for general use. Seeing that you
have no plan at this point for that land is troubling as to why it was even given to you.

9/19/2023 8:24 PM

12 Be fiscally responsible. Do not spend money on this small space. Keep it green lawn. 9/19/2023 8:18 PM

13 Without a fence along Green Bay, I’d never take my children there. 9/19/2023 7:47 PM

14 I like it as it is, but am open to new ideas. 9/19/2023 7:06 PM

15 I like both the concept of community garden and nature programming 9/19/2023 6:14 PM

16 Not an area where I'd spend money now... Many in the future- like 3-5 year or more. 9/19/2023 5:32 PM

17 Are creating and apiary and having nature programming mutually exclusive? I think they would
complement each other well and love those ideas!

9/19/2023 5:04 PM

18 Basic Seating / outdoor space or just keep as is 9/19/2023 2:26 PM

19 why can't there be a beehive, community garden, and also space for nature studies/outdoor
classroom, with seating and landscaping?

9/19/2023 2:23 PM

20 why can't there be a beehive, community garden, and also space for nature studies/outdoor
classroom, with seating and landscaping?

9/19/2023 2:11 PM

21 Anything that can be utilized year round 9/19/2023 1:10 PM

22 Consider more multi use space - something for outdoor reading, programming. Potentially
construcyion if the services the library would offer makes sense for an addition. Wilmette
improved the library and it is used for maby purposes

9/19/2023 12:35 PM

23 I liked the musical program space idea 9/19/2023 11:25 AM

24 I need more information, or maybe pay closer attention, oops! I think the decision is really up
to the Library staff and board, especially regarding a possible addition to the facility.

9/19/2023 11:00 AM

25 I'd suggest doing a dedicated survey separately if you don't get a good portion of respondents
to this one. It should serve the taxpayers. Worth noting, however, that it needs to be
protected/insulated from the busy traffic of Green Bay Road.

9/19/2023 10:59 AM

26 with this addition, create a real reading room, maybe with a fireplace and cozy spots for book
chats or just multiple comfortable chairs to read, etc.

9/19/2023 10:45 AM

27 Avoid doing another foolish co$t. 9/19/2023 10:43 AM

28 I would ask that staff and the board hire an expert third-party to conduct community open
forums. The Lakota Group does a great job at this. A popular vote is very hard to execute
transformation.

9/19/2023 10:19 AM

29 Options 1,2,3, and 5 9/19/2023 9:29 AM

30 Keep as green space unless the addition can provide meeting space for “work from away”. 9/19/2023 9:13 AM

31 Please keep it green space for now. We have enough flooding. We don't need more non-native
honey bees- if you want bees, make a garden of native plants.

9/19/2023 8:56 AM
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32 The library needs better bike racks. They are most appropriate on Linden where there are now
benches. I have never seen anyone sit on those benches, whereas they were always crowded
in the past when they were bike racks. The new racks are hard to access, especially for
children and adults with bike trailers.

9/19/2023 8:49 AM

33 Programming/play area for young children when it’s too cold to use parks 9/19/2023 8:16 AM

34 I would LOVE a monthly gardening demo or workshop! Our family has long admired the
beautiful garden adjacent to the entry walk into the library!

9/19/2023 3:56 AM

35 Keep and maintain as passive green space 9/19/2023 1:36 AM

36 Kids area 9/18/2023 11:31 PM

37 I also like community garden and outdoor reading space 9/18/2023 10:37 PM

38 Any additional costs should be funded by donations and use fees 9/18/2023 10:12 PM

39 No further taxes to develop it. Green space with plants that don’t need landscaping expenses
and some park benches

9/18/2023 8:41 PM

40 Retain the land for possible library expansion/ enhancement in the future. 9/18/2023 4:09 PM

41 ugly new library sign. was that sign approved by the Village? 9/18/2023 3:27 PM

42 Level the library and turn the tiny corner lot into green space. 9/18/2023 12:10 PM

43 Attach $$ costs to the choices & will be able to decide 9/18/2023 10:16 AM

44 Keep as is until required need develops 9/18/2023 9:20 AM

45 Very busy by the cross walk and Green Bay 9/17/2023 9:30 PM

46 Keep it simple and green. Do not develop. People will not use this space because too busy on
Green Bay. Just keep it green space.

9/17/2023 9:26 PM

47 Seating was just provided outside library. It is rarely used. 9/17/2023 7:06 PM

48 Keep the park as it is, green space. No one is going to want to be outside here next to busy
Green Bay Road. Do not spend taxpayer dollars to do anything with this space except cut the
grass.

9/17/2023 5:02 PM

49 If more space is needed... 9/17/2023 4:57 PM

50 I am pleased the Library acquired the property from the Park District as the Library is best able
to program the small area bounded by the LIbrary and Green Bay Road. I see that the library
already planted a garden this past year and I hope they will continue to promote outdoor
learning opportunities.

9/17/2023 4:44 PM

51 Need a much larger children's library space. We travel all the way to Glenview for this. 9/17/2023 1:07 PM

52 Create a native plant and wildflower garden with a basic path through it. 9/17/2023 11:56 AM

53 Haden of native plants and wildflowers. Perhaps with a basic path through it. 9/17/2023 11:50 AM

54 Do not build on this space. 9/17/2023 10:55 AM

55 Outdoor readings and gathering space with a sculpture garden would be a nice addition 9/16/2023 9:48 PM

56 Bees are very important, but no beehives in that location! 9/16/2023 9:26 PM

57 Improved landscaping for curb appeal 9/16/2023 3:31 PM

58 Thank you, Library, for saving Open Space! 9/16/2023 2:53 PM

59 The proximity to Green Bay Road isn't terrific, but with proper landscaping, a really lovely
outdoor reading space could be created and with heaters, useful three seasons long.

9/16/2023 2:36 PM

60 The new large white sign is hideous and an eye sore. 9/16/2023 2:29 PM

61 Library does NOT need an addition. Per the WPD questions, do NOT eliminate park space.
Keep it open land. (plus, don't spend the money. Stop looking for ways to spend the reserves
that never should have accumulated-give them back to the community.)

9/16/2023 2:04 PM
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62 Winnetka desperately needs a community garden space. Great location for it. 9/16/2023 1:15 PM

63 The library is not a developer. I do not think they should anything 9/16/2023 1:10 PM

64 Sell it back - current outdoor space not used. Sign that was just put up is wasteful. 9/16/2023 1:03 PM

65 I have no specific answer however I like the idea of garden/beehive/nature but think an addition
could be used in a good way - more rooms for people to gather/work in etc. ideas could be
explored for sure

9/16/2023 12:30 PM

66 It would be great if the space is enclosed with an attractive gate or the like and used for
outdoor activities and events.

9/16/2023 11:42 AM

67 Just keep it to a reasonable budget. Flex space that can do many of the above things should
be possible.

9/16/2023 11:31 AM

68 beehives threaten other pollinating species and are not always an ecologically sound solution.
Better to plant native species to attract diverse sets of pollinators

9/16/2023 9:52 AM

69 Construct an outdoor stage for music performances 9/15/2023 9:36 PM

70 It should be a combination of many of the above. You could install a community garden and
apiary while offering programs and seating.

9/15/2023 5:46 PM

71 No apiary! Anaphylactic shock just waiting to happen!! 9/15/2023 3:42 PM

72 Keep options open. 9/15/2023 11:40 AM

73 It is so beautiful the way it is. It is lovely to see the open green area 9/15/2023 9:52 AM

74 A community gardend with an apiary and nature studies where you can sit and read. 9/14/2023 4:39 PM

75 absolutely No addition/construction on this space. It is a PARK. 9/14/2023 2:56 PM

76 This and a community garden and apiary if possible. 9/14/2023 10:21 AM

77 programming is good, too. 9/13/2023 9:32 PM

78 Keep green space 9/13/2023 7:51 PM

79 I would like to see specific proposals for the space before I decide. 9/13/2023 6:20 PM

80 create a community garden for kids. 9/13/2023 6:10 PM

81 You should have told the public that WPD was making you pay for it.Terrible money grubbing
by WPD.

9/13/2023 4:10 PM

82 I also think it should be used for programming and a fence should be put up so children can’t
run into greenbay road. Also, tall evergreen trees to shelter it from the traffic.

9/13/2023 3:07 PM

83 The space has mature trees, so I’m not sure a community garden would thrive….Shady
reading benches might be better.

9/13/2023 1:10 PM

84 Community garden with small seating area and plants that are conducive to bees and
hummingbirds.

9/13/2023 8:35 AM

85 Not in favor of addition to library 9/13/2023 6:42 AM

86 Sad that Park District sold it. I like it as a park. 9/12/2023 6:57 PM

87 Let Library Board decide needs 9/12/2023 4:31 PM

88 Where is it? Just googled and couldn't find which area the Library acquired. North east side??? 9/12/2023 2:43 PM

89 No bees please! 9/12/2023 1:29 PM

90 I would be interested in knowing what you think should be done with it. 9/12/2023 12:54 PM

91 All those options other than a beehive sound nice. Please no beehive, my kids are scared of
bees! :)

9/12/2023 11:21 AM

92 Outdoor patio with seating and coffee shop would be useful! 9/12/2023 11:10 AM

93 Community garden would be my second choice. Honestly, anything that just puts it to use. 9/12/2023 10:55 AM
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94 I don't think the library should have acquired the land and the concommitent maintenance
expense

9/12/2023 9:29 AM

95 Given the information that is available on-line from hundreds of sources, does expanding local
library services make sense?

9/11/2023 11:15 PM

96 The library needs an auditorium for kid events , movie showings , live concerts. If not an
auditorium - rooms for art or science education sessions

9/11/2023 8:55 PM

97 No nothing. Everything else costs money and the library should work to keep costs minimal. 9/11/2023 6:56 PM

98 Why did the acquire? Does it fit the strategic plan? Has the plan and the acquisition been
approved by the Winnetka board and/or a referendum (for over certain $$)?

9/11/2023 5:45 PM

99 need more info to answer intelligently 9/11/2023 2:27 PM

100 Unforunately, bugs make it unpleasant to be outside! And bees are not a good idea as there
are too many people who have allergies and may be scared to come close.

9/11/2023 1:08 PM

101 Need to go see it 9/11/2023 12:56 PM

102 Only do something if and when within the Library's budget 9/11/2023 12:55 PM

103 An indoor garden with a greenhouse 9/11/2023 12:54 PM

104 Garden & apiary. I love "stealing" sprigs of basil from the planters! 9/11/2023 11:57 AM

105 Too new to the community to identify desires 9/11/2023 10:30 AM

106 Definitely not a bee area! 9/11/2023 10:01 AM

107 Hard to even understand why they needed to buy that land. Obviously the library district has
more resources than it needs.

9/11/2023 9:35 AM

108 Background information is required to answer this question. 9/11/2023 8:34 AM

109 An addition that would include more workspace. There is no other co/working space in
Winnetka.

9/11/2023 8:04 AM

110 Parking! 9/11/2023 5:57 AM

111 Actually, I think it'd be best used for programs that might be held outdoors in nice weather. Not
sure if this actually applies to the park, per se, but I'd love to see programs currently held in
the indoor meeting room in Winnetka, moved outdoors, to the patio, provided there are enough
chairs that are easy to move.

9/11/2023 1:14 AM

112 more intentional outdoor design with native plants if not a full community garden, plus areas for
sitting, reading, and programming

9/10/2023 12:49 PM

113 Whether needed now or later, the library will express a need for more space. Much prefer
adding to the library in current space than building a new library on the post office site.

9/10/2023 10:21 AM

114 Play space like Skokie Library would be great. 9/9/2023 4:24 PM

115 Community Garden/Open Space 9/9/2023 3:42 PM

116 Small Cafe with coffee, tea and snacks 9/9/2023 1:20 PM

117 This is just another full-employment arrangement for library staff. 9/9/2023 9:58 AM

118 Do not create beehives - my kids are allergic and others could be too 9/9/2023 7:21 AM

119 I would appreciate if the library had a larger collection of books, I assume that more space is
needed to do that.

9/8/2023 8:17 PM

120 Sell it and refund taxpayers 9/8/2023 5:28 PM

121 Any of them are reasonable 9/8/2023 9:44 AM

122 I would be satisfied if the library used the recently acquired greenspace for anything other than
additional construction

9/8/2023 9:10 AM

123 Apiary is a cool idea too but, I like a good outdoor reading space. Maybe with some 9/7/2023 9:42 PM
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hammocks and swings!

124 Native plant garden! We need more and could be great for education and programs. Don’t do
an apiary—bees are great but we need more native Illinois bees, and domesticated honeybees
are doing okay.

9/7/2023 7:01 PM

125 Consider outdoor music concerts-- however traffic may be an issue 9/7/2023 4:26 PM

126 Many of these options look very appealing, as long as they do not increase taxes 9/7/2023 4:22 PM

127 Prarie garden of local plants. Or possibly a wee forest if it’s large enough 9/7/2023 3:55 PM

128 Absolutely no building construction; it is not needed 9/7/2023 1:34 PM

129 Bees would be a bad idea for a place where children are going to be. 9/7/2023 11:42 AM

130 What was the point of acquiring it in the first place? 9/7/2023 10:09 AM

131 Community garden would also be nice 9/7/2023 9:05 AM

132 Please, no construction or addition to existing facilities. 9/6/2023 6:04 PM

133 I think it would be awesome to have a beehive and to have programming for kids that’s done
outside

9/6/2023 5:10 PM

134 It's curious to me that the Library acquired green space with no plan for it. 9/6/2023 4:30 PM

135 Only add outdoor seating if it remains primarily green/grass/outdoorsy feel 9/6/2023 10:27 AM

136 Please rember the importance of passive parks and open spaces 9/6/2023 8:32 AM

137 Create place for teenagers. Basketball hoop 9/5/2023 10:54 PM

138 Nature Programming and outdoor reading space 9/5/2023 9:23 PM

139 STOP BUILDING UNNECESSARILY!!!! LEAVE GREEN SPACE GREEN 9/5/2023 9:13 PM

140 Sell the library land and park and move to the post office site. 9/5/2023 6:06 PM

141 THE CURRENT OUTDOOR SPACES ARE SELDOM USED ALREADY!! 9/5/2023 4:39 PM

142 I like A,B,D,E 9/5/2023 2:01 PM

143 Open to ideas based on community input 9/5/2023 1:39 PM

144 Keep it green 9/5/2023 12:17 PM

145 No addition! 9/5/2023 12:12 PM

146 Garden, reading space, meeting space 9/5/2023 11:47 AM

147 we like many of these ideas other than an addition 9/5/2023 11:09 AM

148 Not a community garden or beehive. That makes no sense. 9/5/2023 10:58 AM

149 Or bees as 2nd or chickens! 9/5/2023 10:47 AM

150 Stop spending for a minute 9/5/2023 10:38 AM

151 pollinator garden, lose the grass 9/5/2023 10:30 AM

152 I think a lot of these can be accommodated. A community garden with a beehive,
benches/seating where programs can also be held.

9/5/2023 10:02 AM

153 Covered seating area so it can be used in more weather situations 9/5/2023 9:53 AM

154 Programming, community garden, 9/5/2023 9:46 AM

155 Our library needs to grow, adding rooms and reading space along with additional abilities to
house text and other watns/needs for the studio. Your library personnel are the backbone of the
system. Please give them the needed materials and space to house a top of the line library.

9/5/2023 9:33 AM

156 What was the reason for getting it?was the issue on the survey? 9/5/2023 8:25 AM

157 Sell it back to WPD. Not needed. 9/4/2023 9:26 PM
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158 It would be a betrayal of the public interest to develop this park 9/4/2023 5:42 PM
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Q21 The Village just finished Phase 5 of its Downtown Master Plan
Streetscape Plan to provide a more business-friendly environment,

improve pedestrian access and safety, enable outdoor dining, and control
traffic in the Elm Street business districts. The next phase would be to do
the same thing in the Hubbard Woods and Indian Hill business districts to

create a cohesive shopping experience throughout Winnetka. However, the
State of Illinois owns the portion of Green Bay Road, including sidewalks,

that runs through Winnetka and both business districts and apart from
routine maintenance of the road and sidewalks, no renovation can be done

until the Village takes ownership. The process is called “jurisdictional
transfer,” and we’re the only North Shore community that has not done this
with its portion of the Road. While this would enable the Village to continue
to implement the Downtown Master Plan, taxpayers would incur costs for
maintenance (for which we are now being reimbursed) and upgrading the

road which would potentially disrupt business activity in those areas during
the process. The Comprehensive Plan ranks this “high priority.”  The

Village is asking for your input before it proceeds.Balancing its potential
benefits against its expected disruption, how likely are you to support the

Village proceeding with a jurisdictional transfer in order to continue to
implement the Downtown Master Plan?

Answered: 1,645 Skipped: 510
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Q22 The first goal of Winnetka’s Comprehensive Plan is to “encourage
renovation of existing homes and construction of new homes to be

contextually consistent with existing single-family housing in its
neighborhood.”Chapter 17.30 of the Village code sets the ratio of lot size to

the size of the structure that can be built on it, including the lakefront, at
38% (see the Village’s GFA calculator). Residents are allowed to combine

contiguous lots by applying for a “Plat of Consolidation, enabling
construction that can be two or more times larger than the rest of the

homes in its neighborhood.According to the Comp Plan, from 2000 to 2019
the Village issued a higher number of demolition permits than new building

permits, indicating this may be happening.What is your opinion on this
issue?

Answered: 1,661 Skipped: 494
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139 It’s too late to have the neighborhoods be be in keeping with each other consistent for instants
Tower Road by Sheridan. The north side of the street is extremely contemporary. The
southside diagonally across the street reminds me of a Cape Cod business. Sorry I don’t see
any consistency here but stop stop any more ideas about Centennial and elder beach we
should keep the house not give any more away

9/11/2023 3:53 PM

140 You should institute a sliding scale: the larger the lot, the smaller the ratio. You can do this to
avoid bad surprises like we will see on the lake.

9/11/2023 2:52 PM

141 Tear downs are sadly the "norm" and it is getting to feel like out neighboring towns in the
western suburbs. The lakefront issue aside (that is a way bigger issue), I am incredibly
disappointed with the number of farmhouses that have been built in the last three years. Our
town is being stripped of character with all of these demos. Let's restore the beauty in our older
homes.

9/11/2023 2:27 PM

142 Too often we have seen homes being built too large for the property. If the neighbor gets torn
down next, only a sliver of land exists between the two new homes. And so on. Another large
problem is the Village giving approval for homes looking too much alike. I believe the Village is
beautiful due to its uniqueness, and we should be more respectful of that.

9/11/2023 1:55 PM

143 Look what has been or is being built. That should answer the qu. 9/11/2023 1:29 PM

144 And there should be a maximum size. 50,000+ sft is not a house, it is a commercial building,
no matter lot size.

9/11/2023 12:10 PM

145 I am opposed to combining lots in order to build bigger houses. 9/11/2023 11:44 AM

146 If you want buy multiple plats of adjoining properties, you can build as big a house as you like. 9/11/2023 11:09 AM

147 The current codes are not enough. Builders consistently design homes that max out the code
and have NO thoughtful placement or design that considers adjacent properties. Speed and
profit rule new construction and the neighborhood is suffering for it. Soon winnetka will be more
about McMansions and downed heritage trees than history if you are not more thoughtful about
how these codes are written. Money should not be the driving force for the village. Protecting
this magnificent area should. Credits should be given to renovating older homes.

9/11/2023 10:31 AM

148 701 Hibbard rd & Sheridan rd 3 lot sites truly should have been limited in construction size 9/11/2023 10:11 AM

149 I think the important thing is keeping any construction limited to 38% of the lot so we maintain
greenspace. If they buy 3 lots but have to keep the house less than 38% of the lot, that is o.k.
I hate seeing old houses torn down but the tree streets transitioned from small bungalos to
bigger homes and I do think that was a net positive for the town.

9/11/2023 10:03 AM

150 Free market system- let buyers buy and build to current regs 9/11/2023 9:39 AM

151 Some lots were subdivided many years ago (not just East of Sheridan Road). Some
consolidation may be reversing that consolation. However, the consolidation of the multiple
lots, the destruction of the bluff and the massive home to be built there should not be allowed
to be repeated.

9/11/2023 9:16 AM

152 There is nothing wrong with people wanting to invest more in a neighborhood. Let them do it. 9/11/2023 9:03 AM

153 typos: Consildation, rennovation 9/11/2023 9:03 AM

154 Stop trying to control land owners. Setbacks are key but stop trying to save dilapidated
structures in the name of “historic significance “. Houses get old and need to be replaced. Let
the market decide what has value and what needs to be replaced. Get the control freaks out of
community governance.

9/11/2023 8:24 AM

155 We probably need to allow for more housing density to help with housing crisis - changes
should be made to allow for multi family developments not to facilitate more mcMansions.

9/11/2023 6:32 AM

156 The practice of house sizes taking over entire lots should absolutely be avoided 9/11/2023 1:53 AM

157 I think the new homes being constructed on Hibbard Road and on Sheridan Road, that are
MUCH larger than any single family home ever needs to be, should be prohibited. These are
NOT to scale for the neighborhood, and are certainly not limited in construction size. The
Sheridan Road house is using construction equipment and a company used to construct large
skyscrapers downtown!

9/11/2023 1:29 AM
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225 Winnetka’s appearance is jarring and tacky, with hideous oversized residential projects
overtaking its historically more understated quality, e.g., huge hideous 68000 SF project on
Sheridan and awful, cheap-looking oversized houses on Tower.

9/4/2023 5:51 PM

226 We don’t want whole blocks or the waterfront monopolized by a few giant private lots. 9/4/2023 5:30 PM

227 Orchard 2020 should never have been allowed to build a mansion at 205 Sheridan. They
removed the bluff, and ecological disaster, and are building the largest and most expensive
house in Illinois.

9/4/2023 4:59 PM

228 Lots of nuance here. I’m not sure GFA is the best measure to be using here. And some of the
rules around calculating lot size aren’t particularly fair.

9/4/2023 4:40 PM

229 xxx 9/4/2023 2:12 PM

230 There are typos in option 4 9/4/2023 11:58 AM
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74.56% 1,193

25.44% 407

Q23 The Comprehensive Plan also recommends the Village “consider
creating a document that provides guidance for the scale and form of new

single-family residential construction envisioned in Winnetka’s various
neighborhoods.” Such a document exists for commercial space but not for

residential properties.Would you be in favor of the creation of such a
document to guide residential construction?

Answered: 1,600 Skipped: 555

TOTAL 1,600

# COMMENT DATE

1 Too restrictive 9/21/2023 6:18 AM

2 Needs more explanation so unable to respond 9/20/2023 9:04 AM

3 As long as the guidelines are minimal and with a lot of community input. Encourage creativity
within simple boundaries. Architecture should be interesting and fit the needs of the owners.

9/20/2023 8:56 AM

4 There are too many white and black “modern farmhouse” styled homes in my opinion. 9/20/2023 5:30 AM

5 to a degree... I'd need to know a bit more. I don't want to see an absurdly large home on a lot
or in a neighborhood that is proportional.

9/19/2023 10:25 PM

6 With substantial input from the community. 9/19/2023 10:03 PM

7 don't do anything that costs money 9/19/2023 10:01 PM

8 Heritage homes do not match the historic beauty of winnetka 9/19/2023 10:00 PM

9 It is absolutely needed. See my comments in the box above. 9/19/2023 9:49 PM

10 As long as it's a guide and not a requirement 9/19/2023 9:25 PM

11 Please! Some of the developers are ruining the look and feel of the village. Please help! 9/19/2023 8:52 PM

12 SEE ABOVE COMMENT>. I cannot take these white modern farmhouses. They stick out like 9/19/2023 7:50 PM
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our town so charming. We have been distressed to see so many hideous "trendy" types of
construction that already stick out like sore thumbs in our neighborhoods--the stark white
modern farmhouses and horrible angular black and white or all brown "modern" structures. The
town is in danger of losing the charm and character that make it so visually attractive. We
need to put some parameters around acceptable finishes for new builds that encourage
timeless materials like brick and stone over vertical siding and metal roofing.

65 Too late 9/17/2023 1:27 PM

66 The new construction over the past 5 years is changing the look and feel of many winnetka
streets. Yet the village makes it very difficult to renovate old homes. We should have guidance
that allows renovation of the old and new construction that maintains the historic charm of this
community. Perhaps we can look to Lake Forest for guidance.

9/17/2023 12:40 PM

67 Many regulations constrain sensual additions/configurations while allowing “conforming” specs
that compromise a renovation or build. Particularly because the Village is notoriously difficult
to deal with.

9/17/2023 11:23 AM

68 Why waste time on a document. It’ll take years and then be debated about once in place. Take
action rather than talking about taking action.

9/17/2023 11:10 AM

69 Make this enforceable. Spec developers aren't going to pay attention to this. 9/17/2023 11:08 AM

70 I worry that such plan would give the village too much power over areas of design where they
should not interfere. It is not the governments place to tell landowners what they can build on
their lot (except for engineering and issues that affect neighbors)

9/17/2023 9:50 AM

71 I am OK with a guide as long as it doesn't become more red tape that limits development. 9/16/2023 11:06 PM

72 Many new houses built in the community are generic spec houses designed for no particular
site, which reduces the character and history of our community. Some design guidelines
should ensure the quality of new construction in our community, while still encouraging
creativity, and ideally rehab over demolition.

9/16/2023 10:26 PM

73 I would like it to include variety in the styles of homes and NOT allowing multiple specs home
in close proximity to each other that all very similar. This is Winnetka and not the land of
subdivisions with prefab homes. Those homes tend to time-stamped as the years go on.

9/16/2023 9:47 PM

74 No more compounds or modified cookie cutter farmhouses 9/16/2023 6:14 PM

75 Please curb all the new “Modern Farmhouses” popping up. They are destroying the feel of the
neighborhoods.

9/16/2023 4:19 PM

76 Almost too little too late, but better get it done anyway. 9/16/2023 2:56 PM

77 It is important to regulate size but not style of homes 9/16/2023 2:25 PM

78 We do not need another hoop to jump through in order for people to build homes in Winnetka!
This is a personal decision, and the Village should stay out of it! Sone limits on scale are
appropriate, but not form or design.

9/16/2023 2:00 PM

79 yes as to scale -- form is a little tricker. No reason why everyhome has to look like colonial or
modern farmhouse at opposite ends of the spectrem. Size regulation is great, but regulating
"taste" is much trickier. We do not have homogenous housing stock on which to base the
"form" question. Further effort should be made to allowing more affordable housing scenarios
(back yard residence) / preconstructed homes / smaller minimum size etc...r

9/16/2023 1:47 PM

80 Why have any plan when Winnetka does not stick to previous plans? What happened to
Winnetka 2020??? I see "Major Renovations" take place and overhead electric services are
not buried as in the 2020 plan. There is no consistency

9/16/2023 1:15 PM

81 ASSUMING that it is meaningful - not a huge project that will consume too much time and
money

9/16/2023 12:36 PM

82 We need some small homes and affordable housing. 9/16/2023 12:18 PM

83 The Village should not dictate the style of home a private landowner can build 9/16/2023 12:04 PM

84 Guidance without enforcement is meaningless. 9/15/2023 6:32 PM

85 I favor anything that will limit tear-downs and limit the construction of mega-mansions. The 9/15/2023 5:54 PM
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village also needs to set some actual rules to limit tear-downs and preserve more historic
homes.

86 Broad standards but not a "condo association" document 9/15/2023 12:02 PM

87 One of my favorite things about Winnetka is the diversity of the style of homes. That diversity
should be encouraged. Cookie cutter homes should be avoided, not encouraged.

9/15/2023 8:55 AM

88 see above reply 9/14/2023 5:36 PM

89 Stop the black and white houses 9/14/2023 3:14 PM

90 Excellent idea. High Priority. 9/14/2023 3:10 PM

91 I think the biggest problem is the same farmhouse modern home being cut and paste on
teardown. Regardless of whether this complies, the shame is in tearing down perfectly
beautiful historic homes to create a standardized generic luxury look. It's really sad.

9/14/2023 1:49 PM

92 The Comprehensive Plan show NOT provide guidance for single family homes. We have a
LandmarkPreservation Ordinance which should be used to provide information relating to scale
and form of new residences.e family residences.

9/14/2023 10:25 AM

93 I don't trust the conservative aesthetics of the village. We don't need old, white guys deciding
what is appropriate for what a new home looks like. Stifles innovation. If you're only talking
about the scale of a building, I'm ok with that since the movement will always be towards larger
and larger homes, further creating a community that only has one type of resident, uber
wealthy.

9/14/2023 8:57 AM

94 Can’t tell people what style to build. We are not all the same. I already hate how many homes
look the same here. I have lived here for 56 years and no two houses ever looked the same.
Now the same architects rebuilds the same plan over and over again.

9/14/2023 8:03 AM

95 No opinion 9/13/2023 9:37 PM

96 Sure but would anybody use it? 9/13/2023 7:57 PM

97 if we're not stopping Isbea, we're now going to tell others what to do? meh. 9/13/2023 6:29 PM

98 Only if it allows for and encourages affordable housing 9/13/2023 5:43 PM

99 Only if the guidance is for smaller homes and multi family near the shopping areas. We need
more young families and places for retired people not bigger homes.

9/13/2023 4:28 PM

100 Don't govern design, it changes with time 9/13/2023 3:22 PM

101 Have a look at the 1100 block of Ash Street, where a new construction now dwarfs all the other
houses. How did this happen?

9/13/2023 1:37 PM

102 Regarding more municipal ripping up and redecorating the commercial areas, we need a
serious break. Every summer for 3-4 years this has gone on. There seems ZERO urgency to
finish each project. The village has exhausted any good will. I don’t trust them to do more.
They just cut back parking for minor decorative changes. Enough

9/13/2023 1:36 PM

103 Winnetka has an important historical significance... let's keep it looking that way- not the latest
suburb where homeowner are flexing with building the latest trendy home style with little
longevity appeal.

9/13/2023 9:04 AM

104 A priority should be made on retaining the character of Winnetka neighborhoods. 9/12/2023 10:23 PM

105 More controls are needed that will cover the monstrosity that is being built 9/12/2023 9:59 PM

106 Free Market economics is best 9/12/2023 7:45 PM

107 Sure. 9/12/2023 1:05 PM

108 one already exists 9/12/2023 11:32 AM

109 This might make sense for a specific historic district, but not generally. Winnetka should allow
for architectural expression as a default.

9/12/2023 11:07 AM

110 People should be able to build what they want on their property. Winnetka benefits from the
various types of homes and features we have across our community.

9/12/2023 10:39 AM
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111 My feeling having been a resident in Winnetka since 1984 is that Winnetka zoning for new
construction is guided by the increased revenue the Village will receive from higher property
taxes, fees, permits, and penalty fees from removing trees that go along with building three
story homes in confined spaces.

9/11/2023 11:52 PM

112 I like that there are different types of houses in town. 9/11/2023 7:05 PM

113 not sure 9/11/2023 2:40 PM

114 Yes!!! There absolutely needs to be guidelines on acceptable housing styles so very similar
houses aren’t built very close to each other. There needs to be Provisions in place that take
the identity of the neighborhood into account and preserve the look of Winnetka’s beautiful
homes. We do not want Winnetka to look like a new neighborhood full of track homes that were
all built at the same time. The modern farmhouses popping up everywhere look so stark,
trendy and out of place in such such an old and established neighborhood.

9/11/2023 1:58 PM

115 Ultimately the home owner has a right to build what they want (within reason!) but homes being
built by the same builders look too much alike. We need to limit the amount of copy-cat new
builds while encouraging more individual investment.

9/11/2023 1:55 PM

116 not sure. Nor fair to dictate the kind of home someone builds yet would like new construction
to fit the neighborhood generally.

9/11/2023 1:15 PM

117 unless the conclusions are mandatory I can't imagine it will make a difference 9/11/2023 11:11 AM

118 See my above comment. I don't need or desire the village or people in the village to dictate to
me what I would like my house to look like.

9/11/2023 11:09 AM

119 1,000x yes. The debacle of the Isham 3-property demolition is a significant loss to the
community and it is terribly unfortunate no one did anything to stop it.

9/11/2023 10:31 AM

120 Our town has houses of many different architectural styles. The minute you start regulating
"window size" and "architectural style", you limit our diversity. I am in favor of requiring quality
building materials, building setbacks, trees and open spaces.

9/11/2023 10:03 AM

121 If I see another another black and white contemporary farmhouse built in this town I’m going to
lose my mind.

9/11/2023 9:51 AM

122 I would like the community to review non single family as a form of affordable housing for
teachers, police and service works who want to live in the community

9/11/2023 9:41 AM

123 Get out of the way- less mandates 9/11/2023 9:39 AM

124 Only if this guidance is not made mandatory. 9/11/2023 9:16 AM

125 Issues of private property ownership whether single family or multi (condo); different standard
for commercial space (apartment rental). entities? nd business, commercial

9/11/2023 9:03 AM

126 Winnetka has been way too lenient in allowing huge homes to be built on tiny lots, with the
removal of large trees to make room for it. The home next to ours nearly takes up the whole
lot, and they removed many trees to allow for this. When we asked the village about it, they
said they granted it because the builder promised he'd reimburse them with seedlings, which
I've never seen (though maybe they were planted elsewhere). We have a beautiful suburb and
must keep it that way. Thank you!

9/11/2023 8:44 AM

127 Let the market control this! Not some temporary majority within our elected officials. 9/11/2023 8:24 AM

128 But what’s the point of it’s not enforceable. This ship has sailed. Thanks to a lack of vision
Winnetka is becoming another Oakbrook

9/11/2023 7:15 AM

129 50k+ sq foot compounds ruin the character of the village. With all the strict permitting for
everything else (eg to remove even 1 tree), it’s a failure of permitting that this got through. Who
knows what happens when the billionaires move on.

9/11/2023 7:08 AM

130 We can't dictate how people build - and for the most part we don't have any issues. It's a
solution in search of a problem. New construction is vital to the renewal of the village.

9/11/2023 6:32 AM

131 Too much government 9/11/2023 6:31 AM

132 I’m nervous such a document would result in all new homes looking the same 9/11/2023 1:53 AM
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133 I don't think this is necessary, if the steps I've indicated are taken in question 22. 9/11/2023 1:29 AM

134 Hardware men’s clothing 9/10/2023 2:11 PM

135 Only if it is guidance & not enforced. Also presuming this isn’t super expensive to do. 9/10/2023 12:52 PM

136 Creation of such a document for residential properties would add an additional layer of
complexity to a process that is already RIDICULOUS. Further, when I drive around Winnetka,
my concern is not that I see too many houses that "don't fit into the general aesthetic."

9/9/2023 5:36 PM

137 It depends on what "scale and form" includes. For example, I would support limiting SFH
height but no restricting design style or materials.

9/9/2023 4:23 PM

138 This would be very helpful! 9/9/2023 12:19 PM

139 With options recognizing the economics of the community continue to be higher the some
surrounding areas and the ability to build larger homes should reflect that.

9/9/2023 11:32 AM

140 I built a house here and a guide would be useful, but it should not be too strict or
overwhelming. Basic guidelines.

9/9/2023 7:29 AM

141 Please include reviewing the amount of paved space permitted in front yards. There are
multiple homes in our neighborhood that have paved off-street parking in their front yards.

9/8/2023 9:10 PM

142 I don’t like a lot of houses in Winnetka. Other ppl do. Should my taste supersede theirs? 9/8/2023 8:54 PM

143 its about time 9/8/2023 6:24 PM

144 There are already too many regulations and permitting requirements that limit the ability of
homeowners to use their property.

9/8/2023 5:56 PM

145 It is very, very hard and costly to build here - while some of the red tape is useful, much of it is
so far out of bounds that we are blocking anyone making less than $500,000-$1,000,000
annually from even considering living here - is this what you intended?

9/8/2023 5:36 PM

146 Some of the modern new construction does not fit the character of the village 9/8/2023 5:26 PM

147 No more modern farm houses. New construction homes are too large for lot sizes. 9/8/2023 4:38 PM

148 But should be suggestive rather than mandatory. 9/8/2023 3:55 PM

149 Yes and limit the amount of property one person can own on the lake frint 9/8/2023 3:18 PM

150 We need to not be over impressed by wealth in granting exceptions. 9/8/2023 12:26 PM

151 I would love to see limits on developers building homes that are virtually identical in multiple
locations around the village if this is possible.

9/8/2023 11:20 AM

152 can't decide without reviewing the document. 9/8/2023 9:55 AM

153 need more info before can give an opinion 9/8/2023 3:58 AM

154 Let people build what they want within guidelines of zoning code 9/7/2023 10:32 PM

155 long overdue 9/7/2023 9:12 PM

156 Adds too much bureaucracy and red tape 9/7/2023 8:58 PM

157 Very much so. Unfortunately, many of the village’s old homes have already been demolished
and replaced with stone monstrosities that will not age well. But it’s better late than never.

9/7/2023 8:11 PM

158 too much work and expense to maintain it 9/7/2023 7:10 PM

159 Absolutely needed, and any waivers should be very rare. 9/7/2023 12:03 PM

160 I think some variety in architecture is interesting and appropriate, but would like to avoid
potential monstrosities.

9/7/2023 9:19 AM

161 Scale yes, form no. I would not be in favor of stifling creativity and adjudicating whether a
home has the "right" style, but size / scale is something different and should be limited.

9/6/2023 5:06 PM

162 Not sure. Dont know enough about the issues involved. 9/6/2023 3:20 PM

163 The village trustees have made inappropriate comments on "style". They have no business 9/6/2023 3:16 PM
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189 Asap 9/5/2023 10:49 AM

190 Make appropriate rules and enforce them 9/5/2023 10:48 AM

191 Somehow restrict the number of companies building and owning single family homes 9/5/2023 10:43 AM

192 I have no idea because I don’t know which builders and greedy real estate agents have
influence.

9/5/2023 10:14 AM

193 A new house was built right behind our house that us a giant black box- with no screening- this
should not happen to anyone again. It does it fit.

9/5/2023 10:04 AM

194 I like the freedom to choose and think that one of the beautiful things in our neighborhood is
that people can build and have the houses that suit their style

9/5/2023 10:04 AM

195 This is also trying to regulate taste. Come on. 9/5/2023 9:58 AM

196 Ownership rights. 9/5/2023 8:41 AM

197 Stop the proliferation of developer cookie-cutter houses 9/5/2023 7:24 AM

198 But the goal should be more nuanced than encourage it look-alike homes…. And should
specifically prevent developers from putting up nearly indentical houses on the same block.

9/4/2023 6:36 PM

199 I have no idea. The Village seems to grant any residential permit any fly by night developer
wants, while making it an ordeal to put up a Rubbermaid storage shed. Complete hypocrisy.

9/4/2023 5:51 PM

200 Aesthetics is up to homeowner. Lot size and other factors can be regulated by village 9/4/2023 5:30 PM

201 xccc 9/4/2023 2:12 PM
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Q24 What businesses do you leave Winnetka to frequent? (Please list
below)

Answered: 1,096 Skipped: 1,059

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Stormys 9/20/2023 8:32 PM

2 Costco, Mariano’s, Orchard mall, theater, 9/20/2023 3:12 PM

3 Stationery, shoes, childrens clothing 9/20/2023 1:30 PM

4 Toy store, men’s clothing 9/20/2023 7:51 AM

5 Whole Foods, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Target 9/20/2023 5:30 AM

6 UPS, Guanajato, Graeter's, Towne & Oak 9/19/2023 11:45 PM

7 Blue Mercury (cosmetics) Penny’s from Heaven (children’s store) Bent Fork Bakery 9/19/2023 11:29 PM

8 Hardware store, Trader Joe’s, 9/19/2023 11:28 PM

9 Shopping, specialty food stores 9/19/2023 11:15 PM

10 3 tarts bakery in Northfield, clothing stores (more reasonably priced than what is in Winnetka),
grocery stores, Target/big boxes stores, various restaurants in Wilmette, Hofherr butcher in
Northfield

9/19/2023 10:39 PM

11 Restaurants, kids clothing, 9/19/2023 10:28 PM

12 Butcher, seafood market, Mariano’s, gym, bars 9/19/2023 10:22 PM

13 Big box, hardware stores. Full-service, grocery stores. Some more “industrial “businesses like
auto repair and auto buying that I would not want to see in Winnetka. Clothing stores that are
somewhere in between high-end, expensive bespoke, boutique and lower end stores like Kohl’s
and target… I think such stores that are a little bit in the middle space could exist.

9/19/2023 9:49 PM

14 Restaurants 9/19/2023 8:54 PM

15 Grocery store 9/19/2023 7:59 PM

16 Spas, pharmacy, groceries, markets, kids entertainment , live music, kids sports shoes and
apparel

9/19/2023 7:31 PM

17 Restaurants 9/19/2023 7:05 PM

18 Mariano's 9/19/2023 6:53 PM

19 Casual restaurants, men’s clothing 9/19/2023 6:32 PM

20 Not much, Whole Foods, Cosco, big box which I don’t want in our neighborhood anyways! 9/19/2023 6:29 PM

21 Groceries, clothing, casual restaurants 9/19/2023 6:25 PM

22 Sporting goods, beer pub , Ace hardware store 9/19/2023 6:07 PM

23 Hewn Bakery in Evanston 9/19/2023 5:55 PM

24 Grocery, doctor, sports/activities (child and adult) 9/19/2023 5:49 PM

25 Restaurants. 9/19/2023 5:42 PM

26 Restaurants 9/19/2023 5:40 PM

27 Clothing, shoe, hardware and sports equipment 9/19/2023 5:34 PM

28 Starbucks with a drive thru, Mariano’s and Target 9/19/2023 5:27 PM
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29 I shop in Winnetka whenever I can. 9/19/2023 5:06 PM

30 Jewel at Plaza del Lago/Wilmette; Lambrecht’s Jewelers in Wilmette; Waterway Car Wash in
Northbrook; CVS in Plaza del Lago/Wilmette; Walgreens in Wilmette (Green Bay Road).

9/19/2023 5:03 PM

31 Dry cleaner, gas station 9/19/2023 4:58 PM

32 Movies, gym, golf, boating, bagel shop, sports bar. 9/19/2023 4:00 PM

33 Theater, music, restaurants 9/19/2023 3:35 PM

34 Larger grocery stores 9/19/2023 3:07 PM

35 Why did we need to do away with all of the non-chain places that I used to love frequenting? I
now drive or ride by bike to Wilmette to use the small, organic bakery. And I hate that we have
put small family business out to be replaced with commercial chains. Small hardware or
convenience store - need to leave town for. Kids clothing, need to drive and leave town for. The
only ice cream store we have left in Winnetka is awful, and they are so rude to kids.

9/19/2023 2:55 PM

36 Children’s clothes and haircuts 9/19/2023 2:54 PM

37 Fast casual restaurants 9/19/2023 2:50 PM

38 Barber shop, stationery/office supply store, hardware store 9/19/2023 1:46 PM

39 Craft stores, target, Clothing and shoe stores. 9/19/2023 1:13 PM

40 Hardware store, bakery, home goods 9/19/2023 12:59 PM

41 Office Depot, Paper Source, Wilmette Hardware, Bed Bath & Beyond (before it sadly closed) 9/19/2023 12:04 PM

42 Adults and Childrens Clothing Stores, Grocery Store, Lunch Spots 9/19/2023 11:28 AM

43 Veterinarian, pediatrician, dentists, Hewn Bakery in Evanston, Target in Glenview, Dick's in
Northbrook

9/19/2023 11:09 AM

44 Household needs, office supplies 9/19/2023 10:53 AM

45 restaurants, fitness 9/19/2023 10:35 AM

46 Big box stores like target, Costco. Different types of groceries like Whole Foods, Trader Joe’s,
butcher. Realistic clothing stores.

9/19/2023 9:41 AM

47 costco, ace hardware, home depot, grocery stores, O'Hare Airport, Dehne Lawn and Leisure-
lawn mower and snow blower sales and service, Glenview Vacuum Cleaner-household vacuum
cleaner sales and repair services, shoe repair service - Evanston,

9/19/2023 9:37 AM

48 Clothing shops, coffee shops, restaurants, toy store, pub, beer garden, bakery’s, grocery
store, home goods, pharmacy

9/19/2023 9:21 AM

49 Millen Hardware, various grocery stores, Costco for gas, Alchemy coffee roaster Wilmette,
Massage Envy

9/19/2023 8:52 AM

50 Kids clothing, sports equipment, reasonable priced women’s clothing (jcrew, Nordstrom,
Lululemon), shoes

9/19/2023 8:47 AM

51 Costco, Target, shops located in Wilmette (ex: Chantilly Lace). 9/19/2023 8:17 AM

52 just about everything 9/19/2023 7:38 AM

53 Hair salon, Burhops, Marianos, Staples, Peachtree, Chalet, 3 Tarts, Enaz, Lori's, Millen's,
Nordstrom's, Apple, restaurants, Yellowbird

9/18/2023 10:55 PM

54 Cvs Binnys Trader Joe’s Whole Foods ace hardware 9/18/2023 9:04 PM

55 hardware, landscaping, men's clothing, drugstore, grocery, butcher, shoes 9/18/2023 7:38 PM

56 Grocery stores 9/18/2023 6:37 PM

57 hardware store 9/18/2023 3:45 PM

58 grocery, gasoline pricing too high in Winnetka 9/18/2023 3:42 PM

59 Restaurants, clothing shops, grocery 9/18/2023 3:39 PM
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60 Grocery store 9/18/2023 1:35 PM

61 Grocery store. Sports equipment store. 9/18/2023 1:21 PM

62 Restaurants, hardware, wine & spirits, grocery, auto service, clothing, music/records, video
games, toys

9/18/2023 12:07 PM

63 Grocery, big box 9/18/2023 11:47 AM

64 Wherever your vacancy stat came from, neighboring communities are much more vibrant than
Winnetka

9/18/2023 10:25 AM

65 Large grocery stores, Binneys 9/18/2023 9:04 AM

66 All types - clothing, grocery, meat, bakery, physician, workout, restaurants 9/17/2023 7:21 PM

67 Grocery, clothes, restaurants. 9/17/2023 7:16 PM

68 Hardware, 9/17/2023 7:03 PM

69 various port and dance classes, swimming pool and summer recreation; wholesale food and
gas; most things

9/17/2023 5:38 PM

70 Bars, restaurants 9/17/2023 5:27 PM

71 Target, Jewel-Osco, other restaurants, hardware 9/17/2023 5:21 PM

72 Pilates, Target, sporting goods, restaurants, coffee shops, bakery. 9/17/2023 5:13 PM

73 card store 9/17/2023 3:46 PM

74 foodstuffs, convito market - for prepared meals. hardware store 9/17/2023 3:30 PM

75 Restaurants, clothing, hardware 9/17/2023 3:08 PM

76 Restaurants 9/17/2023 2:53 PM

77 Almost all, except bookstore and pharmacy. 9/17/2023 1:41 PM

78 Prepared food like Foodstuffs, Organic/high quality bakery — Hewn, Sporting Goods store,
Hardware store (Millens)

9/17/2023 12:40 PM

79 Gift and home goods stores, restaurants, gourmet deli/grocery 9/17/2023 12:14 PM

80 Moderate cost clothing and accessories for families, 9/17/2023 11:23 AM

81 Grocery store, hardware, target, Costco, restaurants, clothing stores 9/17/2023 10:46 AM

82 Wilmette and Glencoe Restaurants, back lot coffee, strive fitness and CrossFit Wilmette,
Whole Foods, ziers butcher, wild child and sweet budha (glencoe)

9/17/2023 10:04 AM

83 Hardware stores and bakeries. 9/17/2023 9:50 AM

84 Restaurants, shopping, kids boutiques 9/17/2023 9:20 AM

85 Garden 9/17/2023 8:52 AM

86 Restaurants, clothing stores, 9/17/2023 7:16 AM

87 Grocery,Gas, restaurants, hardware 9/16/2023 7:00 PM

88 Wilmette, Evanston, Lake Forest 9/16/2023 6:19 PM

89 Costco, target, Whole Foods, Mariano’s 9/16/2023 4:26 PM

90 Hardware store, clothing stores, food stuffs 9/16/2023 3:50 PM

91 Big box stores mostly 9/16/2023 3:18 PM

92 Tennis pro shop, restaurants, bakery, men's clothing, shoe stores, target, sporting goods 9/16/2023 3:03 PM

93 We leave Winnetka primarily for restaurants, grocery, coffee, and access to swimming
facilities primarily.

9/16/2023 2:34 PM
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94 Restaurants, bakeries, affordable clothing retailers, Target, sub sandwich shops 9/16/2023 2:24 PM

95 Children’s stores, restaurants 9/16/2023 2:23 PM

96 aldi target restaurants bowling 9/16/2023 1:18 PM

97 hardware, stationary 9/16/2023 1:07 PM

98 Restaurants 9/16/2023 12:49 PM

99 hewn, millens hardware, and three tarts 9/16/2023 12:48 PM

100 Grocery, Restaurants, Drug stores, clothing 9/16/2023 12:36 PM

101 Toy shop 9/16/2023 12:26 PM

102 Stationary or gift stores like Yellow Bird or Peachtree 9/16/2023 12:18 PM

103 clothes shopping for men, hardware, office supplies 9/16/2023 11:20 AM

104 Evanston: Whole Foods, Hewn. Wilmette: Millen Hardware 9/16/2023 10:04 AM

105 Restaurants 9/15/2023 8:01 PM

106 Grocery stores, hardware stores 9/15/2023 5:42 PM

107 lulelemon, whole foods, dick’s, marianos 9/15/2023 5:32 PM

108 bakery, hardware, nursery, 9/15/2023 4:29 PM

109 Office supplies, Hardware, Shoes 9/15/2023 4:17 PM

110 Retauirants, retail 9/15/2023 11:34 AM

111 Hardware stores 9/15/2023 9:37 AM

112 Healthy quick lunch - salads/ middle eastern/poke bowl 9/14/2023 11:18 PM

113 Grocery store, big box stores, 9/14/2023 3:00 PM

114 Target, Costco, Marianos, Atheltic Shoes, Amazon storefront 9/14/2023 1:49 PM

115 Mariano's, Costco, Home Depot, Lowe's, Office Depot, Target 9/14/2023 1:40 PM

116 Quick serve restaurants (Potbelly, Chipotle, Sweetgreen); quick serve coffee (Starbucks) 9/14/2023 12:13 PM

117 Restaurants, butcher, fish monger, cleaner, hardware 9/14/2023 7:54 AM

118 Hardware. 9/13/2023 9:12 PM

119 Groceries, hardware, drug stores 9/13/2023 7:16 PM

120 Garden and gift 9/13/2023 3:47 PM

121 Sporting Goods, Casual Dining, Family-Sized Groceries 9/13/2023 3:02 PM

122 sporting goods, cupcake/bakery, bulk items, 9/13/2023 10:52 AM

123 clothing 9/13/2023 9:59 AM

124 Shopping, restaurants 9/13/2023 6:53 AM

125 Fast casual lunch, restaurants, bakeries 9/12/2023 10:56 PM

126 supermarket, pharm, hair salon, basically any retail and/or personal service 9/12/2023 10:18 PM

127 Gourmet food/foodstuffs 9/12/2023 7:48 PM

128 grocery, clothes, cars, most everything 9/12/2023 7:45 PM

129 Healthcare, restaurants, hardware, liquor 9/12/2023 7:24 PM

130 Groceries 9/12/2023 7:06 PM

131 bars 9/12/2023 3:39 PM
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132 grocery stores; clothing store; doctors; hardware stores; big box home good stores;
restaurants

9/12/2023 2:56 PM

133 Costco, grocery stores, car wash, restaurants 9/12/2023 2:41 PM

134 Reasonable priced clothing, Target, Trader Joe's 9/12/2023 1:07 PM

135 1. An indoor pool!! 2. High end smaller homes or condos. People are forced to move from
Winnetka, very sad.

9/12/2023 1:05 PM

136 restaurants 9/12/2023 11:57 AM

137 Steak house, kids clothing (uniforms), shoes 9/12/2023 11:41 AM

138 Big box stores, grocery 9/12/2023 11:35 AM

139 grocery stores 9/12/2023 11:35 AM

140 Grocery hardware 9/12/2023 11:25 AM

141 Restaurants, shopping 9/12/2023 11:13 AM

142 Grocery store, fitness facilities, hardware stores, jewelry stores, restaurants 9/12/2023 10:38 AM

143 Bakery, children clothing 9/12/2023 9:31 AM

144 Clothing stores, restaurants 9/12/2023 9:08 AM

145 Home Goods, Target, Costco, Home Depot. But I would not want any of those in Winnetka.
Keep Winnetka stores unique and small.

9/12/2023 8:47 AM

146 Pharmacy, doctors, restaurants,clothing, shoes 9/12/2023 5:58 AM

147 Costco, Binny's, Whole Foods, Jewel, Lowe'Withs, Home Depot 9/11/2023 11:52 PM

148 Pilates Studio, Home Goods, Sporting Goods, Lululemon, FishMarket 9/11/2023 8:47 PM

149 Garden 9/11/2023 8:23 PM

150 Writers Theater, yoga, pilates, stores like lululemon, bakery 9/11/2023 7:05 PM

151 Home repair, Groceries, Clothing, Hobby 9/11/2023 5:59 PM

152 Hardware, asian food, health-food, butcher 9/11/2023 4:41 PM

153 casual dining, toy store, bar, bakery, fitness classes 9/11/2023 2:27 PM

154 Almost everything. I do a small amount of specialty shopping as needed 9/11/2023 2:07 PM

155 massage therapy, shopping, restaurants 9/11/2023 1:51 PM

156 Grocery, restaurants, and clothing 9/11/2023 12:53 PM

157 Hardware store, reasonable clothing stores, sporting goods, bakery 9/11/2023 11:55 AM

158 grocery stores, hardware store, restaurants, mass merchandise 9/11/2023 11:26 AM

159 Bars/Restaurants. Live music venues. 9/11/2023 11:03 AM

160 Groceries 9/11/2023 10:49 AM

161 Bakery (cupcakes), Restaurants, Whole Foods, Target, Other big box stores, etc. 9/11/2023 10:23 AM

162 Grocery store (Grand is convenient but overpriced), hardware, sporting goods, children’s
shoes/clothes

9/11/2023 9:51 AM

163 Restaurants 9/11/2023 9:13 AM

164 Hardware. 9/11/2023 9:03 AM

165 Costco, Jewel, CVS, Walgreen's 9/11/2023 9:03 AM

166 Grocery stores, target, gas stations 9/11/2023 9:01 AM

167 Restaurants and big box stores. Would like to see the former but not the latter added to 9/11/2023 8:51 AM
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Winnetka

168 grocery store (Sunset in Highland Park); clothing (Old Orchard or Chicago); pets (Petsmart in
Northbrook); physician (Highland Park and Wilmette); plumbing (Glenbrook); electric
(Northfield); heating/cooling (Evanston); bakery (Deerfield)etc.

9/11/2023 8:44 AM

169 Hardware store, specialty foodshop 9/11/2023 7:29 AM

170 Big box retailers, car wash, movie theaters 9/11/2023 7:12 AM

171 Target, Costco, Mariano’s 9/11/2023 6:43 AM

172 Gym, hardware 9/11/2023 6:23 AM

173 Clothing shoes 9/11/2023 5:57 AM

174 Restaurants 9/11/2023 1:53 AM

175 Grocery stores 9/10/2023 11:03 PM

176 Sports bars and family dining 9/10/2023 5:44 PM

177 Brew pub & bakery 9/10/2023 4:25 PM

178 Retail, restaurants day spas, bakery 9/10/2023 4:18 PM

179 Clothing, restaurants 9/10/2023 2:57 PM

180 Bakery, deli 9/10/2023 1:11 PM

181 big box stores that i don't want in winnetka ;) 9/10/2023 12:59 PM

182 Pharmacy, restaurants 9/10/2023 12:45 PM

183 Large super market, jeweler (since Cullen’s closed), hardware store, stationery store, store
selling women’s size clothing

9/10/2023 10:39 AM

184 Restaurants 9/10/2023 9:47 AM

185 Millen hardware and Bess hardware 9/9/2023 9:35 PM

186 I leave Winnetka to shop for everything. Only shop in Winnetka when I’m pressed for time. 9/9/2023 8:06 PM

187 Starbucks, Pete’s, Fred’s, Grand, 501 Local, and other restaurants 9/9/2023 6:38 PM

188 Hometown, Honeycomb, Fred's, The Book Stall, Lakeside, The Grand, Jimoto, Pomeroy, Avli,
Chase, Elm Cleaners, Chestnut Street Flowers, Towne & Oak, Grateful Bits, Walgreens,
Minos, Graeters, Once Upon a Bagel, Kyoto

9/9/2023 4:23 PM

189 Whole Foods, lowes 9/9/2023 1:20 PM

190 Restaurants, def improvement from ten years ago but still room for growth 9/9/2023 10:54 AM

191 hardware stores, stationary and office supply stores, grocery stores 9/9/2023 10:16 AM

192 Grocery stores, restaurants, hardware/home improvement/garden stores, dept stores like
Target, retail shopping like stores at Old Orchard

9/9/2023 9:25 AM

193 grocery 9/9/2023 6:56 AM

194 Costco, Mariano's, Home Depot, hair salon, clothing stores 9/8/2023 5:37 PM

195 Hardware stores, big box, Costco, 9/8/2023 5:31 PM

196 Restaurants 9/8/2023 3:48 PM

197 yoga studio, workout training studio, hair salon 9/8/2023 2:53 PM

198 Butcher, Bakery 9/8/2023 1:31 PM

199 Fast casual dining 9/8/2023 11:40 AM

200 Health club, pool 9/8/2023 11:22 AM

201 Men’s clothing. Sports equipment. Restaurants. Hardware. 9/8/2023 11:01 AM
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202 hardware, bakery, donuts, garden supplies, movies 9/8/2023 10:14 AM

203 Groceries hardware restaurants 9/8/2023 10:03 AM

204 Frozen yogurt, restaurants, toy store 9/8/2023 9:55 AM

205 dining 9/8/2023 9:55 AM

206 Gas station, home goods, Home Depot, Bess Hardware, Whole Foods, spice shop 9/8/2023 8:07 AM

207 Restaurants, hardware store, butcher shop, delis, bakery, childrens clothing store, shoe store,
toy store

9/7/2023 10:02 PM

208 Chalet, wild child, Children’s toy shop, Sophia steak 9/7/2023 9:27 PM

209 Foodstuffs in Glencoe, Hudson Grace in Glencoe, Covito Market at Plaza del Lago, Bent Fork
Bakery in Highwood

9/7/2023 6:16 PM

210 Fast casual/pick up restaurants (I.e. potbelly, sweetgreen; butcher shop, daycare) 9/7/2023 5:01 PM

211 Restaurants, 9/7/2023 4:26 PM

212 Health club for swimming pool, 9/7/2023 4:09 PM

213 Restaurants and bars. 9/7/2023 2:30 PM

214 bakery, clothing, hardware 9/7/2023 2:16 PM

215 Trader Joe’s, Panera, you dawg you, 9/7/2023 1:01 PM

216 Hardware store - art supply store Trader Joe’s 9/7/2023 10:42 AM

217 Hardware store, car wash, sporting good stores, men's clothing, restaurants/bars 9/6/2023 8:29 PM

218 Surprised to hear that winnetka has a full time economic development coordinator. The
businesses that have come in don’t seem to have much of a business plan and feel like weird
choices for such a small town and haven’t been executed well- Brittany’s butters, empanadas,
th arcade, Thai place coming in

9/6/2023 6:02 PM

219 1. Men's clothing stores. Not one in Winnetka! 2. Furniture stores. 3. Kitchen dishes,
appliances and gadget stores. 4. Dog training businesses. 5. Shoes 6. Gardening

9/6/2023 5:06 PM

220 Big box retail, ethnic and high-end restaurants 9/6/2023 4:30 PM

221 Restaurants 9/6/2023 2:39 PM

222 CostCo, Mariano's, Jewel 9/6/2023 12:06 PM

223 Big box stores like Home Depot, grocery stores like Whole Foods & Costco, hardware store 9/6/2023 10:14 AM

224 Hardware (Lowes/HomeDepot/Menards), Restaurants, Bars, Entertainment (Evanston SPACE
et al)

9/6/2023 9:57 AM

225 Town & Oak, Evereve, Bunny & Babe, Peets, Starbucks, Freds, Avli, Valentina, basically
restaurants, clothing and coffee shops and if we had more great local shops, I'd use them too.

9/6/2023 8:22 AM

226 Brewery 9/6/2023 8:04 AM

227 Michaels 9/6/2023 7:13 AM

228 Restaurants 9/6/2023 6:24 AM

229 Restaurants and bars 9/6/2023 5:37 AM

230 Restaurants 9/5/2023 10:16 PM

231 Clothes, Shoes, Sporting Goods, Specialty Foods, Consumer Staples 9/5/2023 9:27 PM

232 breakfast & lunch restaurants, 9/5/2023 8:34 PM

233 restaurants, hardware, stationery 9/5/2023 7:49 PM

234 Public pool, breweries, bars, butcher shop, sporting goods 9/5/2023 6:59 PM
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235 Big box stores, whole foods 9/5/2023 5:19 PM

236 toy store, dining specialty food store, mall shopping, sporting goods, online shopping 9/5/2023 5:19 PM

237 Costco; resturants 9/5/2023 5:01 PM

238 HARDWARE STORE 9/5/2023 4:43 PM

239 Hardware 9/5/2023 4:27 PM

240 Convenience stores; hardware 9/5/2023 4:08 PM

241 Sporting goods store, grocery store, children's clothing store, children's shoe store, toy store 9/5/2023 3:33 PM

242 most 9/5/2023 2:59 PM

243 None that 9/5/2023 2:51 PM

244 Everything 9/5/2023 2:30 PM

245 Big box stores, like Costco, Home Depot, Whole Foods 9/5/2023 2:10 PM

246 Hardware store, Fruit market, bakery, diner, casual dinner with the fam 9/5/2023 1:02 PM

247 Restaurants, big box retail, theaters/entertainment 9/5/2023 1:00 PM

248 sporting goods store, bakery, cosmetic store, houseware store 9/5/2023 12:45 PM

249 Economic Development does not work with the strong anti-development, overly-regulated
environment business owners are forced to operate in.

9/5/2023 12:34 PM

250 Groceries, auto maintenance, clothing, restaurants 9/5/2023 11:59 AM

251 Hardware store, grocery store 9/5/2023 11:52 AM

252 Hardware store, cinema, ethnic groceries 9/5/2023 11:46 AM

253 Blue Mercury, Dicks Sporting Goods, J Crew, Williams Sonoma 9/5/2023 11:19 AM

254 Restaurants, grocery stores, clothing shops 9/5/2023 11:15 AM

255 Restaraunts 9/5/2023 11:10 AM

256 see below 9/5/2023 11:03 AM

257 Restaurant 9/5/2023 10:56 AM

258 Men’s clothing, women’s workout clothing, shoes 9/5/2023 10:46 AM

259 restaurants, pilates, coffee 9/5/2023 10:31 AM

260 Gas, Discount shopping food, supplies 9/5/2023 10:29 AM

261 restaurants, music venues 9/5/2023 10:20 AM

262 Supermarket (not satisfied with the quality of the Grand), art supplies, restaurants. 9/5/2023 10:16 AM

263 Costco, Home Depot, Target, REI 9/5/2023 10:12 AM

264 restaurants, foodstuffs 9/5/2023 10:09 AM

265 Orange Theory Fitness, Dry Cleaners, Barbershop, Classic American Restaurants 9/5/2023 10:04 AM

266 Costco, Target, affordable group fitness, car wash, affordable massage, Good value men's
clothing and sports

9/5/2023 8:41 AM

267 stationery store, deli, hardware store, foodstuffs 9/5/2023 8:23 AM

268 Butcher shop, green grocer, cheese shop, bakery 9/5/2023 7:48 AM

269 Women’s clothing 9/5/2023 7:24 AM

270 Restaurants Mens clothes 9/4/2023 5:54 PM

271 hardware stores (Home Depot, millen hardware), casual restaurants (buck russells, Panera,
sweetgreen, chipotle), Whole Foods

9/4/2023 3:42 PM
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272 Restaurants, home furnishings, cocktail lounge, bakery 9/4/2023 3:31 PM

273 Wholefoods 9/4/2023 2:41 PM

274 big box tech, hardware,general store 9/20/2023 12:58 PM

275 lower cost groceries at Fresh Farms Groceries. The price of food in this town has escalated to
an untenable level for us.

9/20/2023 8:56 AM

276 Sporting good store 9/20/2023 8:43 AM

277 Foodstuffs; children clothing and toy stores; restaurants; 9/20/2023 8:35 AM

278 Restaurants in Highwood and Evanston. Peter millar men’s clothing. Zimmerman women’s
clothing

9/20/2023 6:02 AM

279 practically any restaurant I patronize 9/19/2023 10:51 PM

280 Men’s Clothing, Sporting Goods, Sports Bars, wine bar, different restaurants 9/19/2023 10:41 PM

281 Grocery & dining out/fast food 9/19/2023 10:38 PM

282 movie theaters, fast food, hardware stores 9/19/2023 10:26 PM

283 Children's clothing stores, hardware stores, sports stores, show store, 9/19/2023 10:25 PM

284 Love Town & Oak, binny’s, Dunkin’ Donuts, mino’s, Guanajuato’s, and Walgreens 9/19/2023 10:16 PM

285 Hometown, pomeroy, tocco 9/19/2023 10:00 PM

286 Grocery, massage 9/19/2023 9:57 PM

287 Restaurants 9/19/2023 9:16 PM

288 Clothes and beauty products shopping 9/19/2023 8:47 PM

289 Jayson home, anthropologie, sezane, grocery stores, alternate options for coffee shops, soho
house, other home/design stores

9/19/2023 8:39 PM

290 Restaurants, grocery stores 9/19/2023 8:31 PM

291 None 9/19/2023 8:20 PM

292 Taco Nano, Forza Meats, Three Tarts, Guildhall 9/19/2023 7:59 PM

293 healthy grocery store, cafes, restaurants 9/19/2023 7:48 PM

294 Shopping (groceries, basic necessities) 9/19/2023 7:13 PM

295 n/a 9/19/2023 7:10 PM

296 Hardware store, more organic healthy alternative groceries (although The Grand Market is
pretty good!)

9/19/2023 6:35 PM

297 Restaurants brewery deli butcher 9/19/2023 6:27 PM

298 0 9/19/2023 6:26 PM

299 Hometown, Pediatrician, Faceforward, Corepower, sol & Luna, stacked and folded, grateful
bites.

9/19/2023 5:47 PM

300 restaurants, yoga studio, grocery store 9/19/2023 3:53 PM

301 Amc movie theater, restaurants 9/19/2023 3:45 PM

302 Restaurants, sports store, sports bar, hardware store 9/19/2023 3:29 PM

303 stores that I wouldn't want in town (target, costco) 9/19/2023 3:13 PM

304 Nightlife (a nice bar), theater/concerts, gym 9/19/2023 2:54 PM

305 grocery store and dry cleaner, office supply and hardware 9/19/2023 2:40 PM

306 Target, Home Depot, IBJI, Staples, PetSmart 9/19/2023 12:49 PM
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307 Hardware stores 9/19/2023 12:38 PM

308 Grocery stores, big box stores like Target, department stores and boutiques 9/19/2023 11:44 AM

309 Hardware. Office supples and equipment/ Groceries. Gasoline. 9/19/2023 11:13 AM

310 Big box stores and restaurants. Do not want a target, Walmart, etc in winnetka 9/19/2023 10:54 AM

311 Almost everything except dining out and women's clothing 9/19/2023 10:28 AM

312 yoga/tennis/athletic wear, quality butcher, Sweet Greens, Laser Tag/Dave and Busters
"Teenage" fun

9/19/2023 9:39 AM

313 Costco, Target, Jewel, Old Orchard Shopping Center - larger stores that we do not have in
town

9/19/2023 9:26 AM

314 Bakery, hardware gas station 9/19/2023 9:02 AM

315 Wine bars, hardware, lower cost sandwich shops, bakery, shoes, ice cream 9/19/2023 9:01 AM

316 Larger retail that we don’t want too close- target, Costco, etc But also quick/easy meals for
kids. It’s very limited (McDonald’s) in winnetka

9/19/2023 8:51 AM

317 hardware store, stationary 9/19/2023 8:49 AM

318 Restaurant 9/19/2023 8:40 AM

319 restaurants - altho improvement has been made here. drive through coffee shop. moderately
priced grocery store.

9/19/2023 8:31 AM

320 Child care, restaurants, hair salon, doctors offices 9/19/2023 8:25 AM

321 Restaurants 9/19/2023 8:01 AM

322 Restaurants and craft cocktail lounges, clothing shopping (men’s and kid’s), 9/18/2023 9:16 PM

323 groceries, sporting items, hardware, plants 9/18/2023 7:11 PM

324 restaurants 9/18/2023 6:55 PM

325 Costco 9/18/2023 3:40 PM

326 Sports store / Electronics/ Hardware 9/18/2023 1:50 PM

327 Healthcare (all forms), Target, fast food, pool 9/18/2023 1:46 PM

328 Restaurants 9/18/2023 10:24 AM

329 Grocery, clothing, landscaping needs, hardware store 9/18/2023 8:35 AM

330 Restaurants (Thai) , laundry and gas (too expensive in Winnetka, groceries(Trader Joes/Aldi) 9/18/2023 6:49 AM

331 Mens clothing, women's clothing, gift shopping 9/17/2023 10:01 PM

332 Salt - Kenilworth; Dermatologist - Glencoe; Guildhall - family brunch; Buck Russell’s - Wilmette
fast casual; Stormys - northfield bar

9/17/2023 9:35 PM

333 binny's marianos whole foods 9/17/2023 7:05 PM

334 Restaurants 9/17/2023 6:07 PM

335 Hardware store, big box (Target), grocery store, mall 9/17/2023 2:11 PM

336 Glencoe Restaurants (dine in and fast food) 9/17/2023 1:16 PM

337 Shoe and clothing, butcher shop 9/17/2023 11:49 AM

338 Hardware 9/17/2023 11:47 AM

339 bakery, butcher, grocery, hardware, medical, clothing, garden supplies 9/17/2023 11:39 AM

340 Nearly all. I’ve been disappointed since moving here as to the lack of business the Village
provides

9/17/2023 11:10 AM

341 Biggest issue is lack of local hardware store, pharmacy/convenience store 9/17/2023 11:07 AM
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342 Dicks, Target, Whole Foods, old orchard mall, Trader Joe’s, 9/17/2023 9:20 AM

343 Restaurants and other shops 9/17/2023 7:27 AM

344 Restaurants, full service grocery, diy stores, binnys (technically), 9/16/2023 9:59 PM

345 Whole Foods, big box stores, and my Pilates trainer. 9/16/2023 9:47 PM

346 Brew pub men’s clothing 9/16/2023 8:03 PM

347 Grocery, clothing,toys,landscaping. 9/16/2023 7:38 PM

348 Grocery, gas, bakery, hardware, 9/16/2023 7:16 PM

349 Costco 9/16/2023 6:56 PM

350 Grocery store, clothing stores, hair salon, plants/gardening 9/16/2023 6:42 PM

351 REI, Costco, Target 9/16/2023 5:25 PM

352 hardware store 9/16/2023 3:41 PM

353 Most all except restaurants 9/16/2023 3:28 PM

354 Whole Foods, Hewn, Leonidas 9/16/2023 3:23 PM

355 Most grocery shopping, all clothing, home goods shopping and gasoline, 9/16/2023 2:53 PM

356 Department store items. 9/16/2023 2:48 PM

357 stores that sell household essentials, clothing & shoes (reasonably priced, everyday wear as
opposed to special occasion wear), make-up and health products.

9/16/2023 1:55 PM

358 Restaurants 9/16/2023 1:02 PM

359 Hardware, clothing, restaurants 9/16/2023 12:17 PM

360 clothes;toys;electronics 9/16/2023 12:09 PM

361 Car wash 9/16/2023 12:03 PM

362 None. 9/16/2023 11:40 AM

363 Clothing stores, shoe stores, specialty markets, bakeries 9/16/2023 11:38 AM

364 Peach Tree, Mariano's, LuLuLemon, Vuori, Vineyard Vines, Brooks Brothers, Sophia Steak,
Merlo's, Guild Hall,

9/16/2023 9:50 AM

365 Grocery Bars/Pub Gas 9/16/2023 9:40 AM

366 Spices and cooking supplies. Thai food. Indian food. 9/15/2023 7:49 PM

367 Grocery, pharmacy, clothing, furniture, hardware, electronics ... . 9/15/2023 6:32 PM

368 grocery store, auto mechanic, dentist 9/15/2023 5:53 PM

369 Target, Whole Foods, butcher shop, Trader Joe's, shoe stores, clothing stores for sizes above
0 and sales associates are kind, drug stores bc parking is a mess at walgreens, restaurants,
movie theaters, bars.

9/15/2023 12:54 PM

370 Only large scale stores (Costco, Lowes, Great Ace) and car washes. 9/15/2023 9:30 AM

371 Grocery stores, casual dining. 9/15/2023 8:55 AM

372 Allergy friendly restaurants (top 9) 9/14/2023 1:26 PM

373 Coffee shops. Jewish bakery. Dispensary. 9/14/2023 10:25 AM

374 Breakfast spot 9/14/2023 7:50 AM

375 Restaurants, bars, casual apparel 9/13/2023 6:19 PM

376 Pharmacy; Electronics-appliances 9/13/2023 5:25 PM

377 Bakery, Seamstress, Children’s clothing shop, restaurants. 9/13/2023 3:19 PM
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378 Restaurants and movies, altho we’ve gotten much better in restaurant selections 9/13/2023 2:50 PM

379 Restaurants allowing dogs, sports bars, Cheaper Dry-Cleaning, Cheaper Grocery Store 9/13/2023 1:37 PM

380 Art and stationery supplies, garden supplies, hardware, kitchenware, clothing, bakery goods,
shoes, sporting goods

9/13/2023 1:37 PM

381 Costco, Hardware store , knit shop, shoe store 9/13/2023 12:35 PM

382 Gas station, car wash, sports store, stationery store 9/13/2023 12:33 PM

383 Hardware, Restaurants (though Winnetka is improving!), Costco, Chalet (Annual Plants),
Trader Joe's, Nordstrom,

9/13/2023 9:57 AM

384 grocery stores, home improvement (home depot, lowes) 9/13/2023 8:40 AM

385 Restaurants 9/12/2023 10:09 PM

386 Hometown bliss town and oak 9/12/2023 8:56 PM

387 Ethnic Restaurants 9/12/2023 6:20 PM

388 Restaurants, bakery, green grocer and other specialty food stores, 9/12/2023 4:40 PM

389 Groceries, clothing, hardware, haircuts, household items... 9/12/2023 3:30 PM

390 Jewel, target, Costco 9/12/2023 2:47 PM

391 Hardware clothing shoes 9/12/2023 2:13 PM

392 LL Bean, restaurants, big box stores 9/12/2023 2:04 PM

393 Dining, hardware, bakery 9/12/2023 12:47 PM

394 Whole Foods, 3 Tarts, Shred415, Hoffers Meats, Dicks 9/12/2023 11:36 AM

395 Restaurants, Grocery stores 9/12/2023 11:36 AM

396 Specialty food/grocery (e.g. Foodstuffs, Hofher Meats), car wash, high quality bakery (Bent
Fork, Hewn), PaperSource, Chalet

9/12/2023 11:23 AM

397 Sports facilities, restaurants 9/12/2023 11:22 AM

398 gas stations, restaurants, hardware store 9/12/2023 10:49 AM

399 women's clothing, bakery, hardware 9/12/2023 9:33 AM

400 Target, Mariano's Panera, Costco, 9/12/2023 9:21 AM

401 Lakeside Foods, Noah's Ark, Grand Foods, Tocco, UPS Store, Chase Bank 9/12/2023 9:02 AM

402 Bakery, hardware store, shoe store 9/11/2023 11:21 PM

403 Pilates studio in Northfield, Yoga studio in Glencoe 9/11/2023 8:47 PM

404 Buck Russells, Foodstuffs, Guildhall, Pennys from Heaven, Smiths Men’s Store, Forza meats 9/11/2023 8:13 PM

405 Gas station. Big box 9/11/2023 7:57 PM

406 Food markets, sports shops, hardware stores 9/11/2023 6:36 PM

407 Shoe store, ramen noodle restaurant 9/11/2023 6:23 PM

408 Restaurants, yoga studios, Foodstuffs 9/11/2023 6:02 PM

409 Restaurants, haircut, grocery store. 9/11/2023 4:26 PM

410 restaurants, supermarket 9/11/2023 4:03 PM

411 Larger grocery stores, Target, Gas Stations 9/11/2023 4:03 PM

412 Toy stores, butcher, pool, movie theater, bowling 9/11/2023 1:58 PM

413 dentist, orthodontist, physician, grocery, retail clothing, garden nursery 9/11/2023 11:04 AM
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414 Hardware, reasonably priced restaurants, reasonably priced dry cleaning, shoe repair, dress
maker, hot dog shops, larger chain little stores like eileen fisher and Gap and crate barrel

9/11/2023 10:31 AM

415 Supplies/for fixing households stuff 9/11/2023 10:07 AM

416 restaurants, grocery stores, banks, salons, coffee shops, clothing shops 9/11/2023 10:03 AM

417 Clothing stores,gourmet food, stationery 9/11/2023 10:02 AM

418 Restaurants 9/11/2023 9:39 AM

419 toys, children's gifts and clothing, CVS (the new Walgreens is inferior to the old one (parking
and scaled back inventory), bakery, movies, hardware, men's clothing, shoes, specialty foods,
household goods (Target, Costco)

9/11/2023 9:16 AM

420 Restaurants and coffee shops. The One Winnetka development area is an embarrassment and
has been a ghetto for a decade. We need multi-family housing desperately. Get this done and
shut down those that fight every project just to fight. Wilmette understands this and has
become a more attractive place to live which should be quite shocking because Winnetka is
far superior.

9/11/2023 8:24 AM

421 Men’s clothing store, breakfast restaurant, 9/11/2023 8:02 AM

422 Food & Beverage 9/11/2023 7:44 AM

423 Hardware store, meat and fish market, bakery 9/11/2023 7:15 AM

424 Clothing- the boutiques are too expensive and there’s no kids clothing stores. 9/11/2023 6:40 AM

425 restaurants; bakery 9/10/2023 3:40 PM

426 Speciality food stores, Foodstuffs, Convito,Fresh Market 9/10/2023 3:25 PM

427 Restaurants 9/10/2023 1:49 PM

428 Grocery stores, affordable clothing 9/10/2023 1:28 PM

429 Home goods/hardware stores, sports stores, bakery 9/9/2023 9:25 PM

430 Ice cream, family restaurants, outdoor seating at restaurants which is why I go to Wilmette to
eat. We need a variety of restaurants.bakery too

9/9/2023 4:04 PM

431 Grocery stores, clothing, sometimes restaurants. 9/9/2023 3:40 PM

432 Certain mall retailers, sporting goods store, Whole Foods, Costco, hardware store 9/9/2023 10:49 AM

433 bakery, restaurant, hardware 9/9/2023 7:38 AM

434 restaurants, bakery, grocery store 9/8/2023 8:30 PM

435 Grocery. Dining. Sporting goods 9/8/2023 8:23 PM

436 Restaurants with roof tops, trader Joe's, whole foods, jewel osco 9/8/2023 8:02 PM

437 Hardware store, bakery, deli, stationery, shoes, toys, women’s clothing, independent pharmacy 9/8/2023 7:15 PM

438 Grocery, restaurants 9/8/2023 5:22 PM

439 Whole Foods, Children's Clothing Stores 9/8/2023 4:38 PM

440 Grocery. Dining. Dry cleaning 9/8/2023 1:49 PM

441 liquor store, hardware store, chipotle, 9/8/2023 1:48 PM

442 Groceries, clothing, hardware, furniture, medical and dental care 9/8/2023 1:19 PM

443 Clothing stores, grocery store 9/8/2023 11:50 AM

444 Larger grocery stores, shoe stores, delis, restaurants. 9/8/2023 11:20 AM

445 evanston golf club, cvs, 9/8/2023 10:39 AM

446 Car wash 9/8/2023 10:11 AM

447 too many to list 9/8/2023 3:58 AM
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448 Target, Lowes, Costco, and other affordable grocery stores 9/7/2023 8:58 PM

449 All of them. Only go to restaurants and once in a while the Grand in Winnetka 9/7/2023 7:12 PM

450 Food garden and hardware. 9/7/2023 12:51 PM

451 grocery stores (Lakeside and The Grand are too expensive) 9/7/2023 12:31 PM

452 Gyms (Lifetime), Chipotle. Restaurant (affordable ) 9/7/2023 12:23 PM

453 Hardware store, bakery, Pilates, 9/7/2023 10:04 AM

454 Bakery (ex. Hewn, Great Harvest), specialty foods (ex. Foodstuffs), sports equipment
(LaxShop in Highwood, Dick's), Butcher (Zier's, doubt I would switch to a new one)

9/7/2023 9:19 AM

455 restaurants 9/7/2023 8:43 AM

456 Bakery 9/6/2023 10:22 PM

457 Marianos, Curaleaf, Landmark Inn, Writer's Theater/Oil Lamp Theater/AMC, Bess Hardware 9/6/2023 9:55 PM

458 Foxtrot, Whole Foods, restaurants, quick serve restaurants 9/6/2023 8:38 PM

459 The grand, gas station Hubbard woods, restaurant, hairdresser 9/6/2023 10:36 AM

460 mens clothing store 9/6/2023 10:22 AM

461 Restaurants. Bars. Grocery. Deli. Bakery 9/6/2023 9:04 AM

462 coffee shop (eg Tala, Backlot), sourdough bakery (eg Hewn), less expensive women's clothing
(brands with sustainability initiatives)

9/5/2023 10:20 PM

463 Beach restaurant, live music venue, public pool, Sports bar, cocktail lounges, sushi restaurant,
fox trot type of market

9/5/2023 9:29 PM

464 costco 9/5/2023 5:39 PM

465 Home center; men’s clothing 9/5/2023 3:17 PM

466 movies, restaurants 9/5/2023 3:13 PM

467 See below plus hardware, sporting goods 9/5/2023 2:17 PM

468 Dining, and restrurants 9/5/2023 2:15 PM

469 restaurants 9/5/2023 2:03 PM

470 grocery, barber, hardware 9/5/2023 2:01 PM

471 dining 9/5/2023 1:35 PM

472 Casual, less-expensive dining 9/5/2023 1:12 PM

473 Restaurant/ dining, movie theatres, affordable clothing options for adults and children, toy
stores

9/5/2023 12:21 PM

474 Costco, Target, Nordstrom, Home Goods, TJMaxx, Marianos, restaurantsts 9/5/2023 11:42 AM

475 Grocery store 9/5/2023 11:35 AM

476 Hardware, Stationary/gift, Bakery, Butcher, Garden, Restaurants, Brew Pubs 9/5/2023 11:32 AM

477 Delis restaurants shopping 9/5/2023 11:30 AM

478 Hardware 9/5/2023 11:06 AM

479 almost everything 9/5/2023 10:57 AM

480 Restaurants and breweries across north shore 9/5/2023 10:57 AM

481 Sporting goods, 9/5/2023 10:54 AM

482 specialty foods and produce stores 9/5/2023 10:53 AM

483 Bakery, sandwich shop, 9/5/2023 10:43 AM
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484 Restaurants 9/5/2023 10:15 AM

485 stationary stores; athletic stores; Target 9/5/2023 10:14 AM

486 quickservice/family restaurants; hardware store; sporting good stores; bars; specialty food
(bakery, deli, etc)

9/5/2023 10:11 AM

487 Men’s clothing, computer equipment 9/5/2023 10:03 AM

488 Restaurants. 9/5/2023 9:58 AM

489 Three tarts & Peachtree place!! 9/4/2023 6:36 PM

490 Trader Joe’s, pediatrician, dicks sporting goods, DeSalvo’s Pizza, Sal’s Pizza, CVS, dentist,
doctor, Bent Fork

9/4/2023 5:30 PM

491 Whole Foods, a pet store, eye doc, Office Depot 9/4/2023 2:26 PM

492 aaaaa 9/4/2023 2:12 PM

493 Grocery stores, big box retailers, doctors, gas station 9/4/2023 11:58 AM

494 Burger joints, sporting goods, bakery 9/4/2023 11:11 AM

495 Please develop the Indian Hill district. It’s an eyesore and people would use it! 9/21/2023 6:18 AM

496 Prepared food store, shoe store 9/20/2023 10:06 PM

497 dog groomer, hair styling (kids & adults), toy shop, dance and gymnastics 9/20/2023 5:21 PM

498 Sporting goods, hardware 9/20/2023 12:27 PM

499 sports bar, gift shop, sandwich store for lunch 9/20/2023 10:32 AM

500 Bakery (specifically European style bakery for breads, pastas, and soups) 9/20/2023 8:56 AM

501 Target, hewn, 9/20/2023 7:24 AM

502 sandwich shop 9/19/2023 11:49 PM

503 Grocery and hardware stores 9/19/2023 11:11 PM

504 Acupuncture, tea shop, florist (I love the vibe of Ceicels in kenilworth- has a European charm),
bakery (I’d love a good quality quaint bakery, not some overpriced goofy named one like
Brittany’s Butters, id love to see more of a Bennisons in Evanston, or a nicer chocolate and
bakery shop that’s not overpriced), a gelato shop!,

9/19/2023 10:02 PM

505 Anthropologie and other moderately priced women's clothing stores, children's clothing stores,
restaurants, children's play places/museums

9/19/2023 9:55 PM

506 Quick service restaurants, larger grocery stores, target 9/19/2023 9:47 PM

507 children's clothings, toys, basic staples, specialty foods, bakeries, men's clothing, shoes 9/19/2023 9:30 PM

508 hardware store 9/19/2023 9:21 PM

509 Hardware 9/19/2023 9:20 PM

510 auto service; most grocery shopping. But that's OK, Winnetka does not need more of these. 9/19/2023 9:18 PM

511 Funtopia, family friendly restaurants - pizza 9/19/2023 8:57 PM

512 Dining, Breweries, Butchers, liquor store, hardware, sporting goods 9/19/2023 8:52 PM

513 Hardware store; kids sports needs; Thai restaurants 9/19/2023 8:49 PM

514 Peachtree Place, Three Tarts Bakery, Bar Method 9/19/2023 8:37 PM

515 Costco, Jerry’s fruit market 9/19/2023 8:36 PM

516 Restaurants 9/19/2023 8:34 PM

517 Men’s fashion store, hardware store, diner 9/19/2023 8:30 PM
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518 Sweet greens 9/19/2023 8:22 PM

519 Restaurants 9/19/2023 7:25 PM

520 Foodstuffs in Glencoe, Pro Health Pharmacy in Skokie, (I miss Conney's!), stationery stores in
Glencoe and Evanston,

9/19/2023 7:08 PM

521 Businesses that offer moderately priced groceries & clothing. Also, we need to go outside the
Village for sporting goods.&

9/19/2023 7:07 PM

522 Deerpath Inn. Restaurants and Bars/Pubs (really want to see something that is open past 9:30-
10pm. Clothing stores (specifically for "non-boutiques" that cost $250+ an item).

9/19/2023 6:40 PM

523 grocery, clothing for kids/teens, restaurants, dog daycare 9/19/2023 6:18 PM

524 Hewn Bakery, Whole Foods, Paper Source 9/19/2023 6:00 PM

525 Restaurants 9/19/2023 5:59 PM

526 Big box and hardware stores 9/19/2023 5:57 PM

527 Groceries, hardware store, fast food, sporting goods, shoes, kids clothing, mens clothing 9/19/2023 5:46 PM

528 Whole Foods, bread bakery 9/19/2023 5:38 PM

529 Clothing, shoes 9/19/2023 5:34 PM

530 Restaurants, spa, coffee shops, children activities, bakery 9/19/2023 5:34 PM

531 Department stores, sports euqipment stores, grocery stores 9/19/2023 5:31 PM

532 Gas Station and Men's Clothing Store 9/19/2023 5:31 PM

533 Dairy Queen, Meier's tavern, northfield diner, Hoeffers Butcher, Hardware Store 9/19/2023 5:14 PM

534 mens clothing 9/19/2023 4:18 PM

535 hardware bakery shoes clothing 9/19/2023 4:05 PM

536 grocery stores 9/19/2023 3:50 PM

537 clothing stores and groceries 9/19/2023 3:46 PM

538 Restaurants 9/19/2023 3:42 PM

539 Whole Foods, Trader Joes, Toy Store, 9/19/2023 3:31 PM

540 Movie theater 9/19/2023 1:05 PM

541 JCrew, Nordstrom, Athleta 9/19/2023 11:48 AM

542 Restaurants that serve good cuisine in a quiet setting. Stores that sell quality meats and
poultry.

9/19/2023 11:25 AM

543 Stationery store, women’s shoes, Men’s clothing 9/19/2023 11:11 AM

544 Hardware, gas, drug store, butcher and fishmonger, clothing, shoes 9/19/2023 10:44 AM

545 hardware stores, butcher 9/19/2023 10:21 AM

546 Children’s clothing stores , bakery , Panera and other healthier grab and go meals 9/19/2023 10:19 AM

547 hardware store 9/19/2023 10:11 AM

548 Foodstuffs 9/19/2023 9:52 AM

549 Restaurants 9/19/2023 8:53 AM

550 Groceries, sports equipment, restaurants 9/19/2023 8:37 AM

551 Blue Mercury/Sephora. Target (do not recommend bringing in). 9/19/2023 8:37 AM

552 Restaurants 9/19/2023 6:36 AM

553 Larger format retail, brewery 9/18/2023 11:54 PM
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554 Target, grocery stores 9/18/2023 10:59 PM

555 Grocery stores, target, toy store, quick food, gas 9/18/2023 10:57 PM

556 Grocery store, hardware store, dentist, golf course, 9/18/2023 10:35 PM

557 Little Honeycomb, Hometown, Starbucks, Bunny and Babe, Maze Home, Serena and Lily,
Towne and Oak

9/18/2023 10:14 PM

558 Hardware store, restaurants (but love the restaurants that we now have) 9/18/2023 9:06 PM

559 Grocery stores 9/18/2023 8:56 PM

560 caterer/prepared food; seafood; shoes; bakery 9/18/2023 7:42 PM

561 MANY!!! 9/18/2023 6:52 PM

562 Bakery, Hardware, Pharmacy, Shoes/Sneakers 9/18/2023 6:35 PM

563 Target, Mariano’s, car wash, sports/dicks/hockey/Wilmette bike shop, florists/gardening
centers

9/18/2023 6:34 PM

564 Whole Foods, Trader Joes, Costco, Target, Club Pilates, Harrison's Poultry Farm, Heinen's,
Sophia Steak, Jewel, Marianos, Kenilworth Medical, NorthShore Medical, Walgreens Wilmette

9/18/2023 5:40 PM

565 Gym - we need a small gym/cross fit - see pulse fitness in Highland Park 9/18/2023 4:50 PM

566 Hardware stores (Millen or Bess); Target; REI; Nordstrom; Von Maur; Smith's (Lake Forest).. 9/18/2023 4:44 PM

567 Grocery, restaurants, children’s stores, hardware store, garden center, 9/18/2023 3:03 PM

568 Restaurants, pharmacies 9/18/2023 2:52 PM

569 Bank, coffee shops, grocery store, dry cleaner 9/18/2023 12:28 PM

570 Restaurants, Bakery 9/18/2023 10:58 AM

571 Clothing. Hardware. Landscape needs. 9/18/2023 8:50 AM

572 movie theater, bakery, childrens clothing shops, shoe stores, bowling alley, music venues,
theaters, swimming pool.

9/18/2023 12:05 AM

573 Nice Children's clothing/shoe store, toy store, groceries, bakery 9/17/2023 11:45 PM

574 We have enough 9/17/2023 9:29 PM

575 Bakery (Hewn), non-American food (Indian!), reasonable priced family friendly dining options,
brewery

9/17/2023 9:25 PM

576 Costco, target, Walgreens, Home Depot 9/17/2023 9:23 PM

577 This is so dumb. Your survey is a joke. It doesn’t appear you hired experts to help you create
a useful survey

9/17/2023 9:00 PM

578 Restaurants 9/17/2023 8:44 PM

579 Hardware store, restaurants, hair salon, butcher shop, bakery 9/17/2023 8:30 PM

580 Hardware 9/17/2023 7:41 PM

581 Neighborhood Pub; Baked Goods; Hardware Store 9/17/2023 7:32 PM

582 Just about everything. I buy from Grand for some things, use McDonald's and Starbucks and
occasional other restaurants, otherwise everything is elsewhere.

9/17/2023 5:07 PM

583 Bakery, prepared foods, hardware 9/17/2023 4:44 PM

584 Home Depot, Lowes, microbreweries, Target, Kohls, 9/17/2023 3:50 PM

585 Groveries, dry cleaning, hardware, restaurants, pubs, gym and exercise...anything I can't get
on Amazon

9/17/2023 3:41 PM

586 Bakery, hardware store, affordable kids clothes and toys, affordable men's and women's
clothing

9/17/2023 2:02 PM
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587 Nordstrom, Target, Costco, Children's Gift Shop in Northfield, restaurants 9/17/2023 12:30 PM

588 restaurants 9/17/2023 12:21 PM

589 hardware, on line shopping for clothing, household items 9/17/2023 11:08 AM

590 Grocery store, hardware store, gas station, restaurants 9/17/2023 10:40 AM

591 Restaurants 9/17/2023 9:22 AM

592 Grocery stores, 9/17/2023 9:19 AM

593 Restaurant 9/17/2023 8:57 AM

594 Whole Foods, Target, CVS, outlet and department stores, doctors’offices 9/17/2023 8:22 AM

595 Costco, Home Depot, Chalet, Pasquesi,Wildfire, Norstroms 9/17/2023 6:22 AM

596 Fresh market, Whole Foods, Home Depot, Chalet, Costco, Millen Hardware 9/17/2023 6:22 AM

597 Car wash and stationery (Yellow Bird) 9/16/2023 10:18 PM

598 Target, hardware store, Costco, party city 9/16/2023 9:44 PM

599 bakery, specialty foods 9/16/2023 7:25 PM

600 butcher, specialty deli, specialty market (food stuffs style). 9/16/2023 7:18 PM

601 Restaurants in Wilmette, Shops at old orchard mall 9/16/2023 6:05 PM

602 Hardware and drug stores, office and sports supplies. 9/16/2023 4:47 PM

603 Fast casual food places with affordable pricing for lunch. I don't understand why the Panera
was pushed out. We keep getting Town and Oaks and Spirit Elephants and Pomeroys which
ARE GREAT but where's the sandwich shops? Why must Grateful Bites be tiny? Fred's
Garage isn't great but the outdoor patio is great - but during winter there are few options.

9/16/2023 4:19 PM

604 Downtown Glencoe 9/16/2023 4:09 PM

605 Car wash 9/16/2023 4:03 PM

606 Grocery stores, clothing stores, bakery 9/16/2023 3:32 PM

607 Whole Foods, Restore Wllness, Bowling Alley 9/16/2023 2:57 PM

608 Bakery, clothing, movie theaters, stationery, art supplies 9/16/2023 2:56 PM

609 Costco, grocery stores. Good job adding new businesses, particularly restaurants, to town. 9/16/2023 2:25 PM

610 Big box stores for home improvement and grocerieies 9/16/2023 1:47 PM

611 Restaurants, groceries, general shopping 9/16/2023 1:13 PM

612 food 9/16/2023 1:02 PM

613 Groceries, clothing, bakery, coffee, cleaners, hair care, gasoline, restaurants, 9/16/2023 12:22 PM

614 Drs, dentists, Big box stores (don’t want those in Winnetka), shoe stores, 9/16/2023 12:21 PM

615 REI, Reagan Meats, Macushla 9/16/2023 12:20 PM

616 Restaurants 9/16/2023 12:04 PM

617 Bakery coffee shop restaurants 9/16/2023 12:03 PM

618 Restaurants, Groceries, Big Box Stores 9/16/2023 11:58 AM

619 Supermarket, hardware store, pharmacy, car wash, bakery, gift shop, toy store, nail salon,
garden/nursery

9/16/2023 11:50 AM

620 Grocery, restaurants, bars, bakery 9/16/2023 11:33 AM

621 The main district of Winnetka, Elm/Lincoln. Effort should be made to fill all vacant spaces and
increase restaurants. Hubbard Woods is the most vital part of Winnetka with shops and Friday
night open stores. Lincoln Ave , chestnut might try something similar.

9/16/2023 10:30 AM
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622 Men’s casual clothing - J Crew, Gap, 9/15/2023 6:17 PM

623 Concert venues, shoe stores, restaurants, bakeries, specialty foods, garden/nursery center,
music supplies, hardware store.

9/15/2023 5:54 PM

624 Restaurants 9/15/2023 5:44 PM

625 Everything 9/15/2023 3:52 PM

626 grocery store, clothing store 9/15/2023 12:18 PM

627 Grocery, clothing, hardware, general merchandise 9/15/2023 12:02 PM

628 Costco Walgreens grocery stores sonetimes 9/15/2023 10:44 AM

629 Clothing, grocery, furniture, healthy fast food 9/15/2023 10:03 AM

630 Lowes, Michael's craft store, Target, CVS, Mariano's 9/14/2023 10:22 PM

631 Outdoor pool, indoor pool/swimming lessons. Gymnastics gym. 9/14/2023 8:10 PM

632 Most big chain stores...But I don't think Winnetka should have any. I like the unique"Mom &
Pop" stores and restaurants we have.

9/14/2023 5:36 PM

633 Burhops, Marianos, Binnys, Vin Chicago, Whole Foods, Millens, Jersey Mikes, Buck Russells,
Habibi In

9/14/2023 5:01 PM

634 Restaurants, clothing, hardware, bakery, groceries, wine, 9/14/2023 3:10 PM

635 Bakery for Cakes - everyone goes to Highwood Bent Fork 9/14/2023 2:20 PM

636 Big box stores like Costco and Target 9/14/2023 1:47 PM

637 Sophia’s steak house, Napolita, Fleet Feet, Ravinia Brewing 9/14/2023 1:15 PM

638 Restaurants, shopping, groceries 9/14/2023 11:27 AM

639 Bigger stores like Whole Foods, Lowes. 9/14/2023 8:57 AM

640 Grocery store, restaurants, several clothing stores. I prefer a village that I don’t have to always
leave to go get things or go out to dinner. Winnetka is slowly getting there.

9/14/2023 8:03 AM

641 Restaurants 9/13/2023 9:18 PM

642 Restaurants, bakery, yoga studios, sports storeas 9/13/2023 7:57 PM

643 restaurants, cafes, stores, florist, garden stores, sports stores, clothing stores, consignment
stores, antique stores, book stores..

9/13/2023 6:29 PM

644 Grocery stores, pet stores, Good Grapes, some restaurants, and formerly Conney's & the
Village Toy Shop.

9/13/2023 4:25 PM

645 Food, hardware/material, entertainment, shopping 9/13/2023 3:59 PM

646 Restaurants, gym, yoga, pool, hockey equipment 9/13/2023 3:22 PM

647 Bakery, butcher, prepared foods, 9/13/2023 2:57 PM

648 Hardware and Shoes 9/13/2023 1:46 PM

649 Hardware store, less expensive gas station, men’s clothing stores 9/13/2023 11:44 AM

650 Bakery, Shoe store 9/13/2023 10:34 AM

651 Bakery, hardware store, stationery store, ethnic restaurants, sporting goods store, butcher 9/13/2023 9:04 AM

652 Grocery Store, Clothing Stores, Gas Station, Make Up stores, shoe store 9/12/2023 10:55 PM

653 Sports stores 9/12/2023 10:22 PM

654 Hardware store, sporting goods store, butcher 9/12/2023 10:13 PM

655 Restaurants, music, plays 9/12/2023 9:59 PM

656 Stationary stores. Reasonably priced clothing stores. Shoe stores. Grocery stores. 9/12/2023 8:57 PM
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657 Restaurants 9/12/2023 8:46 PM

658 Costco 9/12/2023 7:03 PM

659 Whole Foods, Target 9/12/2023 6:29 PM

660 Pharmacies hardware bakeries 9/12/2023 5:37 PM

661 Car repair 9/12/2023 4:12 PM

662 Hardware, restaurant, gym/fitness, clothing, gifts 9/12/2023 2:47 PM

663 Big box stores, hardware 9/12/2023 2:04 PM

664 Bakery, costco, Butcher Shop, Sports bar 9/12/2023 12:13 PM

665 Costco, Menards, Walmart, Home Depot, Lowes, Dollar Tree 9/12/2023 11:52 AM

666 Bakery, Kids comic store, pilates studio, kids toy store 9/12/2023 11:47 AM

667 Hardware store, sporting goods stores, Garden center, Three Tarts bakery, Chipotle, Culvers 9/12/2023 11:07 AM

668 sporting goods and car repair 9/12/2023 10:53 AM

669 Wilmette Bike Shop 9/12/2023 10:47 AM

670 Restaurants, Clothing, Hardware/Home 9/12/2023 10:40 AM

671 Restaurants, bars, grocery, home goods, sporting goods, workout facilities, pool,
movies/shows

9/12/2023 10:39 AM

672 Panera Bread 9/12/2023 10:32 AM

673 Grocery shopping, clothing shopping, pet shopping, furniture shopping, personal care services,
specialty foods, sporting goods, restaurants.

9/12/2023 9:36 AM

674 Dance class restaurants 9/12/2023 9:09 AM

675 Whole Foods, Trader Joe's 9/12/2023 8:05 AM

676 It would be great to see more restaurants 9/11/2023 9:23 PM

677 Swim lessons , grocereries, doctor, dentist , hardware store 9/11/2023 9:04 PM

678 Hardware 9/11/2023 5:30 PM

679 Target, grocery store, hardware store - all of which I am happy to drive to. The businesses I
would like to see are: breweries, beer garden, restaurants with outdoor space, ethnic
restaurants, markets such as Fox Trot.

9/11/2023 4:16 PM

680 bakeries, restaurants, butcher shops, hardware 9/11/2023 4:06 PM

681 I try to "shop" Winnetka as much as possible. I only leave for to "switch things up" from time
to time..

9/11/2023 2:52 PM

682 Whole Foods, Target, Costco, Trader Joe's 9/11/2023 2:47 PM

683 I leave town for Lowe's/hardware; a larger grocery store as Mariano's does not have a good
produce department; and diverse restaurants with different ethnic foods.

9/11/2023 1:55 PM

684 Restaurants 9/11/2023 1:47 PM

685 Costco, grocery stores, restaurants 9/11/2023 1:31 PM

686 Restaurants, movies, golf, shopping 9/11/2023 1:15 PM

687 Hardware stores, Sushi restaurants, Brewery/Winebars, Fish monger (wilmette), 9/11/2023 1:06 PM

688 restaurtants [not bars!] 9/11/2023 12:10 PM

689 bakery, sandwiches, bars/cocktails 9/11/2023 11:59 AM

690 Millin Hardware 9/11/2023 11:44 AM
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691 Restaurants 9/11/2023 11:41 AM

692 Doctors, physical therapist, sports training, ice rink 9/11/2023 11:09 AM

693 Restaurants, retail shopping, pretty much anything since there are so many empty storefronts. 9/11/2023 11:09 AM

694 grocery, restaurants 9/11/2023 11:02 AM

695 Boutique fitness studios, bakery, national apparel retailers (men and kids specifically) 9/11/2023 10:29 AM

696 everything except groceries and books 9/11/2023 9:43 AM

697 Restaurants 9/11/2023 9:28 AM

698 Whole Foods, Department stores (Nordstroms), Trader Joes, discount retailers 9/11/2023 9:11 AM

699 Target, Trader Joes, Millens 9/11/2023 8:56 AM

700 Restaurants, sporting goods store 9/11/2023 8:04 AM

701 Winnetka and it’s underlaying costs are high and as such do not allow for certain businesses
to occupy the space.

9/11/2023 7:53 AM

702 Restaurants, Mens clothing 9/11/2023 7:45 AM

703 Outside of some dining and haircuts, I leave Winnetka for almost all other services. I also
believe that the 5.38% vacancy rate is highly suspect, and should be presented by commercial
area within the village. I strongly suspect that the vacancy rate in the Elm street district is
significantly higher, considering the years-long failure of the OneWinnetka project.

9/11/2023 7:45 AM

704 Grocery, mid-level restaurants, pool 9/11/2023 7:26 AM

705 sporting equipment/rentals, jewelry repair, spa services - we need a clean, tranquil spa space -
bottom of One Winnetka??

9/11/2023 6:32 AM

706 nail salon, gym, grocery store, hardware store, paint store, home goods store, restaurants for
lunch

9/11/2023 1:29 AM

707 Foodstuffs in Glencoe, Trader Joe’s, Target 9/10/2023 7:12 PM

708 breweries, Indian food, Trader Joes, Jewel, pet store, vet 9/10/2023 5:33 PM

709 Restarants, Exercise classes 9/10/2023 12:43 PM

710 Food Stuffs, Pilates House, Pancake House, Guild Hall 9/10/2023 11:21 AM

711 Car wash 9/10/2023 11:12 AM

712 Restaurants 9/9/2023 9:04 PM

713 Restaurants. Hardware store. 9/9/2023 8:22 PM

714 Theatre, restaurants, deli 9/9/2023 6:01 PM

715 Too many to list - almost everything 9/9/2023 4:33 PM

716 Grocery, 9/9/2023 3:47 PM

717 Almost all 9/9/2023 2:37 PM

718 Not many, actually! Maybe a clothing store or shoe store. 9/9/2023 12:19 PM

719 Target, Costco, Whole Foods, Butcher 9/9/2023 11:32 AM

720 Drug store 9/9/2023 7:29 AM

721 Restaurants 9/9/2023 7:10 AM

722 prepared food like Foodstuffs 9/8/2023 8:15 PM

723 We patronize other Delis food stores for variety, although we also love the Grand 9/8/2023 7:09 PM

724 Trader Joe’s, pharmacy 9/8/2023 7:05 PM

725 whole foods, gas, bess hardware, dsw shoes, costco 9/8/2023 6:24 PM
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726 groceries 9/8/2023 5:32 PM

727 Restaurants, Brew Pub, Bread shop, men's wear 9/8/2023 4:18 PM

728 Supermarket, drugstore, sports store, shoe store, stationery store, butcher. 9/8/2023 3:55 PM

729 Restaurants bakery cleaners 9/8/2023 3:33 PM

730 Used bookstores, gas stations, estate sales 9/8/2023 3:04 PM

731 Men’s clothing. 9/8/2023 1:58 PM

732 children's clothing stores 9/8/2023 11:55 AM

733 Groceries, clothing, hardware, gas, electronics 9/8/2023 11:35 AM

734 I work full time and do very little other than eat out 9/8/2023 11:30 AM

735 Hardware 9/8/2023 11:14 AM

736 Restaurants, bars, live music 9/8/2023 10:34 AM

737 Restaurants 9/8/2023 9:46 AM

738 Hardware store 9/8/2023 8:39 AM

739 Sit down Restaurants, fast casual restaurants 9/8/2023 6:55 AM

740 Grocery store, hardware store 9/7/2023 9:20 PM

741 binnys 9/7/2023 6:16 PM

742 Supermarkets, hardware stores, auto repair, fast food, and bakeries. 9/7/2023 4:53 PM

743 Restaurants, Bars, organic grocers 9/7/2023 4:37 PM

744 restaurants, concert venues, movies 9/7/2023 3:36 PM

745 grocery store 9/7/2023 2:35 PM

746 Restaurants, High end Mens and Ladies retail, Fed Ex, Chalet, Dicks Sporting Goods 9/7/2023 1:12 PM

747 Gas, food service, medical 9/7/2023 10:39 AM

748 Home goods, dining, Thrift shop, clothing,food 9/7/2023 10:25 AM

749 tennis center, Target, Whole Foods, Costco 9/7/2023 6:24 AM

750 Target, Fresh Market. 9/6/2023 8:47 PM

751 Grocery stores, target, arts and crafts, wine store, children's clothes 9/6/2023 7:54 PM

752 Costco, Mariano's, Whole Foods 9/6/2023 6:11 PM

753 Hardware, grocery, pharmacy clothing shopping, sports goods shopping, restaurants and bars 9/6/2023 3:16 PM

754 Groceries (due to cost savings), car wash, gasoline, bakery 9/6/2023 2:38 PM

755 Costco, theaters, men’s clothing, shoes 9/6/2023 2:00 PM

756 Specialty food stores, sandwich/salad spots, bars 9/6/2023 12:43 PM

757 Grocery 9/6/2023 4:42 AM

758 Grocery, the foods available at the farmers market is better than in the stores in both Winnetka
and Northfield

9/5/2023 11:32 PM

759 Hardware. 9/5/2023 11:24 PM

760 interior design shop. stationery store, art supplies, shoe store 9/5/2023 10:28 PM

761 Wilmette and Evanston Restaurants - Sophia Steak, Backlot Coffee, Hewn Bakery, Napolita 9/5/2023 9:56 PM

762 Bars and restaurants 9/5/2023 9:49 PM

763 Glencoe restaurants, Chicago spas and theaters 9/5/2023 9:49 PM
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764 Costco, Whole Foods, Jewel, Dry Cleaning Factory, Target, Childrens Gift Store in Northfield,
Hackney's, Dairy Queen in Wilmette

9/5/2023 9:19 PM

765 Shoe store, pilates studio, Whole Foods, Curaleaf, Gas station, dry cleaner 9/5/2023 8:22 PM

766 Binny's; Lowe's; REI; 9/5/2023 8:00 PM

767 almost everything 9/5/2023 7:52 PM

768 Bakery, Food Stuff, Paper Source, potbelly, Panera 9/5/2023 6:47 PM

769 Bakery 9/5/2023 6:28 PM

770 Fast casual restaurants, breakfast restaurants 9/5/2023 5:48 PM

771 Big box stores, bakeries 9/5/2023 5:46 PM

772 Towne and Oak, Hometown, Pomeroy, Lakeside Foods 9/5/2023 5:26 PM

773 Guildhall, food stuffs, all of Glencoe and HP downtown, etc. 9/5/2023 5:21 PM

774 Restaurants clothing shops. 9/5/2023 5:10 PM

775 bakery and big box stores like target 9/5/2023 4:19 PM

776 Hardware, groceries, gasoline, barber, 9/5/2023 4:08 PM

777 Restaurants, medical/dental care, food and liquor stores 9/5/2023 4:03 PM

778 Bakery, Clothing, shoes, stationery, brew pub 9/5/2023 3:59 PM

779 Restaurants, grocery stores, sporting goods 9/5/2023 3:58 PM

780 toy stores 9/5/2023 3:40 PM

781 SALT, Marianos, Car washes, Target, 9/5/2023 3:37 PM

782 Restaurants 9/5/2023 3:02 PM

783 Bakery 9/5/2023 3:00 PM

784 Restaurants 9/5/2023 2:31 PM

785 Restaurants, grocery stores, car wash, doctor. 9/5/2023 1:20 PM

786 grocery store, hardware store, garden materials 9/5/2023 12:10 PM

787 Restaurants, clothing, coffee (but I also frequent our own coffee shops), home goods,
Lowe’s/Home Depot

9/5/2023 11:45 AM

788 Hardware store, deli, shoe store 9/5/2023 11:40 AM

789 Grocery, physician, restaurants, sporting goods and shoe shopping 9/5/2023 11:38 AM

790 dentist 9/5/2023 11:34 AM

791 Grocery 9/5/2023 11:22 AM

792 wilmette resturants 9/5/2023 11:12 AM

793 Retail (inclusive of hardware), Hospitality, and Grocery 9/5/2023 11:09 AM

794 Workouts places 9/5/2023 11:05 AM

795 Dining 9/5/2023 11:02 AM

796 Sporting goods, restaurants, butcher, fishmonger, and big box (Target, Costco) 9/5/2023 11:01 AM

797 Gas, groceries 9/5/2023 10:58 AM

798 Just get the businesses up and running. That empty space across from Hometown is so
horrible. Just get stuff done. These constant meetings and questions about what we would
like? Just fix the beach and get that space functioning. Too many people with too much time

9/5/2023 10:55 AM
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on their hands. Please pick small projects and just get them done. It's like talking to a 5 yr old
who has vision of being a CEO. Just finish kindergarten and then let's chat.

799 Hardware store, sporting goods store 9/5/2023 10:53 AM

800 Hardware store, drug store, gas station 9/5/2023 10:49 AM

801 How do you come up with a 5.38 vacancy rate? There are far more vacancies than that. 9/5/2023 10:48 AM

802 Whole Foods, family-owned hardware store, paint store 9/5/2023 10:30 AM

803 Restaurants, cafes 9/5/2023 10:04 AM

804 Bank, dry cleaner, grocery store, restaurants, clothing stores, coffee shop, yoga, pizza shop. 9/5/2023 9:55 AM

805 Restaurants, bars, kids shoe store, children’s clothing stores, workout facility- yoga, Pilates,
personal training, play places for kids- lots of these in highland park and west but none
here!!!ITALIAN DELI

9/5/2023 9:55 AM

806 grocery 9/5/2023 9:52 AM

807 Deli/seafood shop, cafe 9/5/2023 9:45 AM

808 I only leave for big box stores (Costco/Target). For all other items I try to shop local. 9/5/2023 9:42 AM

809 Specialty foods, bars 9/5/2023 8:23 AM

810 Groceries, hardware 9/5/2023 8:15 AM

811 Restaurants, toy stores, shoe stores, sushi, bakery 9/5/2023 6:44 AM

812 car wash, affordable grocery, chain restaurants, 9/4/2023 6:06 PM

813 Grocery stores, drug stores, restaurants 9/4/2023 6:00 PM

814 Medical care, veterinarian, clothing purchases. 9/4/2023 5:51 PM

815 stationery, school supplies, women's basic clothing, shoes 9/4/2023 4:59 PM

816 hardware, gourmet pre-prepared foods, electronics, some clothes,stationery 9/4/2023 12:12 PM

817 Drug store, grocery shopping (but I sometimes go to Grand because it has quality items) 9/22/2023 9:38 PM

818 Grocery, hardware and building supplies, clothing, stationery, shoes 9/21/2023 1:44 PM

819 Hardware stores, grocery stores, office supply stores, clothing stores, plant nurseries. 9/20/2023 4:06 PM

820 Restaurants and coffee shops. 9/20/2023 11:08 AM

821 Trader Joe’s in Northbrook & Evanston 9/20/2023 9:04 AM

822 Restaurants - more diverse food, Bakery (Hewn), Doctors (NorthShore/Northwestern), Whole
Foods

9/20/2023 9:01 AM

823 sporting goods, restaurants, clothing 9/20/2023 6:29 AM

824 Everything! 9/19/2023 11:54 PM

825 Restaurants 9/19/2023 11:47 PM

826 Bakery 9/19/2023 11:25 PM

827 Restaurants, Bakery 9/19/2023 11:16 PM

828 Mariano's 9/19/2023 9:59 PM

829 Target, Costco 9/19/2023 9:52 PM

830 Big box stores and auto dealerships 9/19/2023 9:26 PM

831 Fresh bakery and bread shop, hardware store, restaurants 9/19/2023 9:25 PM

832 Coffee, health food, 9/19/2023 9:15 PM

833 Gymnastics class, movies 9/19/2023 9:03 PM
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834 Toy stores, bakeries, Retail, restaurants, home stores, 9/19/2023 9:02 PM

835 Bakery, deli, children’s clothing stores, shoe stores 9/19/2023 8:58 PM

836 Clothing, bakery 9/19/2023 8:52 PM

837 Women's Clothing, Restaurants 9/19/2023 8:44 PM

838 Restaurants, Boutique fitness, Retail 9/19/2023 8:39 PM

839 Reformer Pilates classes, Backlot Coffee, Smiths Men’s Store, Pennys from Heaven (kids
clothing and gift shop), hoeffers meat shop, Whole Foods, restaurants in Wilmette, Lake
Forest, Evanston, Chicago

9/19/2023 8:34 PM

840 Target, Whole Foods, Lifetime fitness, gas stations, 9/19/2023 8:29 PM

841 hardware store, sporting goods 9/19/2023 8:21 PM

842 Three Tarts, Children’s Gift Shop, anywhere to buy children’s clothes and shoes 9/19/2023 8:08 PM

843 Bakery, sports bar, sporting goods 9/19/2023 8:00 PM

844 Deli, other restaurants, ice cream, parks//playground, home supplies, bulk shopping, kids gifts 9/19/2023 7:14 PM

845 Binnys, Target, Costco, breweries 9/19/2023 7:12 PM

846 Big box stores (Costco, etc) 9/19/2023 5:46 PM

847 Whole Foods, Trader Joe’s 9/19/2023 5:29 PM

848 Restaurants, hardware stores, clothing 9/19/2023 5:14 PM

849 I patronize Winnetka restaurants, Walgreens and banks. We will buy limited things at the
Grand in an emrgency as it is overpriced.Our family leaves the village for most other shopping.

9/19/2023 5:06 PM

850 Wilmette restaurants, Glencoe toy store, Megs cafe, three tarts 9/19/2023 5:00 PM

851 Cafes, restaurants, groceries, 9/19/2023 3:15 PM

852 Mullen's hardware store, Smith Men's store - upscale men's clothing, sporting goods store,
Buck Russel's and Three Tarts sandwhich spots, Lawerence Deans bakery, Food Stuffs and
Convito, Yellowbird and Mite printing

9/19/2023 2:07 PM

853 hardware and general supplies 9/19/2023 1:43 PM

854 Pet stores, hardware store, garden shops and restaurants 9/19/2023 12:40 PM

855 Men’s clothing 9/19/2023 12:35 PM

856 Fish market, drug store, bakery, hardware.. 9/19/2023 12:22 PM

857 nearly all 9/19/2023 10:29 AM

858 Movie theatre 9/19/2023 9:27 AM

859 Hardware/home improvement 9/19/2023 9:24 AM

860 Brewery/taproom, food 9/19/2023 9:16 AM

861 Grocery but also shop local grocery 9/19/2023 9:14 AM

862 Grocery, hardware, garden supplies, affordable clothing, general home goods 9/19/2023 9:10 AM

863 Foodstuffs, Guild Hall, Sophia Steak, Target, Bent Fork, Tag's 9/19/2023 9:00 AM

864 Restaurants 9/19/2023 8:57 AM

865 restaurants, theatres, hardware stores 9/19/2023 8:55 AM

866 groceries, restaurants, etc 9/19/2023 8:54 AM

867 Fast casual food, brewery 9/18/2023 11:42 PM

868 Men’s clothing 9/18/2023 11:31 PM
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869 Target, Home Depot, Whole Foods, Trader Joe's, Jimmy Thai 9/18/2023 11:00 PM

870 Resturants 9/18/2023 9:04 PM

871 restaurants. food shopping. all shopping 9/18/2023 7:56 PM

872 Bakery, Coffee Shops, Hardware Store, Restaurants, FedEx 9/18/2023 7:54 PM

873 Hardware store, butcher 9/18/2023 7:25 PM

874 GROCERS, CLOTHING RETAILERS. LOCAL BUSINESSES ARE TOO EXPENSIVE FOR
THEIR PRODUCT OFFERING.

9/18/2023 3:47 PM

875 doctors, dentists, gym, restaurants, 9/18/2023 3:37 PM

876 coffee, bank, grocery store, household goods. 9/18/2023 2:43 PM

877 Women’s, men’s and children’s clothing, grocery/gourmet foods, stationery/gift shop 9/18/2023 2:36 PM

878 Many big box stores that are not appropriate for the size of our available commercial space 9/18/2023 1:55 PM

879 Pretty much everything except restaurants, barbershops and vintage elements at the Bellows. 9/18/2023 12:25 PM

880 Restaurants bars. It is so sad what has happened to Lincoln and elm street especially! 9/18/2023 10:35 AM

881 lunch 9/18/2023 9:53 AM

882 Pharmacy, men’s clothes, shoes, hardware 9/18/2023 9:33 AM

883 Grocery Restaurant Banks Pharmacy Cleaners 9/18/2023 9:31 AM

884 Hardware store, Foodstuffs, Live theater 9/17/2023 9:56 PM

885 Grocery stores, restaurants, childcare, family retail stores, foodstuffs, hardware stores 9/17/2023 8:27 PM

886 Clothes shops. Baked goods. Liquor. 9/17/2023 6:59 PM

887 Clothing stores, Restaurants 9/17/2023 6:55 PM

888 Groceries 9/17/2023 5:17 PM

889 Restaurants, Clothing, Sporting goods 9/17/2023 4:58 PM

890 Gas station due to high prices 9/17/2023 4:14 PM

891 Hardware, Garden, Grocery, Clothing, Shoe 9/17/2023 3:09 PM

892 Restaurants, hardware, clothing 9/17/2023 3:09 PM

893 Grocery, clothing, deli 9/17/2023 2:45 PM

894 Major shopping, clothes food 9/17/2023 2:38 PM

895 Craft shops, bakery 9/17/2023 1:14 PM

896 Hardware, Costco, restaurants. 9/17/2023 1:02 PM

897 bakery & food 9/17/2023 12:49 PM

898 Grocery store, fast casual food, restaurants, retail/clothing 9/17/2023 12:04 PM

899 Restaurants - Lush wine bar, guild hall, sweetgreen 9/17/2023 11:57 AM

900 Sport/fitness businesses for my children such as Canlan Sports Facilities, Willow Park in
Wheeling, and IBJI Health Performance Institute

9/17/2023 11:20 AM

901 casual dining, sports bar 9/17/2023 10:48 AM

902 Whole Foods, Costco, Nordstrom, Home Depot, restaurants, gym, gas station, bakery 9/17/2023 9:41 AM

903 grocery, medical, restaurants 9/17/2023 9:22 AM

904 Evereve has been a great edition. I leave to shop at Old Orchard or places like Costco and
Target.

9/17/2023 5:39 AM

905 Bakery, affordable family friendly dining options, microbrewery 9/16/2023 10:26 PM
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906 Restaurants and medical/dental 9/16/2023 6:14 PM

907 Restaurants, children’s store,bakery 9/16/2023 5:00 PM

908 Everything except dining and hair care 9/16/2023 4:39 PM

909 Restaurants, hardware, kids entertainment 9/16/2023 4:19 PM

910 Clothing, hardware, specialty foods, pharmacy 9/16/2023 3:27 PM

911 Peachtree Place, Yellow Bird 9/16/2023 3:15 PM

912 Hardware, car wash 9/16/2023 3:10 PM

913 Sporting goods (dicks), affordable kids clothes (target and kohls), fast casual restaurants,
hardware stores

9/16/2023 3:06 PM

914 children's stores, stationery stores, sporting goods stores, hardware stores 9/16/2023 2:56 PM

915 Wilmette restaurants, nail salon, Foodstuffs. 9/16/2023 2:33 PM

916 Restaurants, clothing stores, theater and other entertainment 9/16/2023 2:00 PM

917 Deli/Butcher shop, Sporting Goods, Brew Pub 9/16/2023 1:46 PM

918 Retail, grocery, entertainment. 9/16/2023 1:40 PM

919 Restaurants 9/16/2023 1:39 PM

920 Hardware. High end mens clothing and shoes. Bakery. 9/16/2023 1:36 PM

921 Restaurants mostly 9/16/2023 1:36 PM

922 Wilmette restaurants, hair and nail salons 9/16/2023 1:16 PM

923 Restraunts, brew pubs, sporting goods, hardware store, bakery, butcher, gas, auto service,
grocery,

9/16/2023 1:15 PM

924 Groceries gas and restaurants 9/16/2023 1:12 PM

925 Old Orchard Mall, certain service related businesses 9/16/2023 1:00 PM

926 Somewhere to get a fountain drink 9/16/2023 12:57 PM

927 Whole Foods 9/16/2023 12:38 PM

928 target, bess hardware 9/16/2023 12:30 PM

929 Grocery (Trader Joe's), Asian restaurants 9/16/2023 12:08 PM

930 Sals Pizza, Shred415, 9/16/2023 10:20 AM

931 Food stuff! 9/16/2023 9:56 AM

932 Performance venues, restaurants, retail stores 9/15/2023 9:55 PM

933 mostly chains like whole foods & target 9/15/2023 5:17 PM

934 restaurants, hardware stores, retail, small "mom and pop" type stores 9/15/2023 4:17 PM

935 Casual restaurants 9/15/2023 12:49 PM

936 Target, Costco, Lowes, Department Stores, Hoffers Meats, Sporting Goods 9/15/2023 12:36 PM

937 Hardware, clothing, home improvement, restaurants 9/14/2023 10:29 PM

938 Hardware store, bakery, children store 9/14/2023 5:46 PM

939 Restaurants in neighboring towns 9/14/2023 3:51 PM

940 Gym, office 9/14/2023 1:12 PM

941 Big box stores (happy to do so) 9/14/2023 9:33 AM

942 Sporting goods, grocery stores (we should have a Trader Joe’s!), restaurants (We need more 9/14/2023 9:25 AM
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variety. Something more than Italian, pizza, and burgers. Maybe Brazilian, middle eastern, a
gastro pub.)

943 Stationary store, drugstore, gym, restaurants, gas station 9/13/2023 7:59 PM

944 The 5% vacancy figure is misleading. Several properties are leased but not really functional or
even open many hours in the week. Especially true in Hubbard Woods.

9/13/2023 4:28 PM

945 Restaurants - upscale, casual and mid-tier family friendly 9/13/2023 1:57 PM

946 We shop other communities not because Winnetka doesn't have quality, variety and
convenience, but because of the prices.

9/13/2023 10:57 AM

947 Whole Foods, CrossFit, Nordstrom, restaurants 9/12/2023 10:38 PM

948 Restaurants, bars, butcher, donuts, clothing//shoes/accessories 9/12/2023 10:23 PM

949 Golf, sporting goods, grocery, clothing 9/12/2023 9:16 PM

950 Whole Foods, Chipotle, Potbelly, Foodstuffs 9/12/2023 9:11 PM

951 Groceries, hardware 9/12/2023 7:44 PM

952 clothing stores 9/12/2023 4:25 PM

953 Use some of the restaurants and the 2 grocery stores in the downtown area. Leave Winnetka
for all other businesses.

9/12/2023 3:43 PM

954 Restaurants 9/12/2023 2:45 PM

955 Target, REI, restaurants in Wilmette 9/12/2023 12:44 PM

956 restaurants, shopping for children's clothes/shoes 9/12/2023 12:41 PM

957 Costco 9/12/2023 12:33 PM

958 grocery, bakery 9/12/2023 11:53 AM

959 food 9/12/2023 11:50 AM

960 fast food 9/12/2023 11:32 AM

961 Grocery, hardware, baked goods 9/12/2023 11:06 AM

962 Groceries--Marianos in Northfield/Northbrook. 9/12/2023 10:47 AM

963 Toy store, drug store, sporting goods store, bakery, hardwarde store, butcher, shoe store 9/12/2023 10:36 AM

964 Restaurants, hardware store, bakeries, medical/dental offices, office supplies, gift shops,shoe
stores, hair salon

9/12/2023 10:31 AM

965 restaurants 9/12/2023 10:23 AM

966 Glencoe: MiTe printing and stationary, FoodStuffs, Guildhall, Merlo's, . Northfield: hardware
store.

9/12/2023 7:56 AM

967 Larger grocery stores, children’s clothing shops, shoe store, sports store butcher shop 9/11/2023 11:34 PM

968 Coffee shops, lunch spots, elevated prepared food establishments. 9/11/2023 8:31 PM

969 Costco 9/11/2023 8:11 PM

970 Grocers, clothing, shoes, office supplies, hardware, nursery 9/11/2023 7:32 PM

971 Grocery, restaurants, personal training 9/11/2023 5:45 PM

972 Casual clothing for older women; Thai restaurant 9/11/2023 3:52 PM

973 shoe store, athletic gear 9/11/2023 3:25 PM

974 Children's clothing stores, sporting goods stores, bars, bakeries, stationary store 9/11/2023 2:34 PM

975 gas station, drug store, hardware store, doctor/dentist 9/11/2023 2:13 PM

976 Bakery, Men's Clothing, Golf/Sporting Goods Store, Shoe Store 9/11/2023 1:55 PM
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977 Foodstuffs men’s clothing shoes, children clothing, bakery, 9/11/2023 1:29 PM

978 Restaurants, hair salon, vet, sporting goods, grocery, dry cleaner, bakery, butcher, gas,
clothing, boutiques

9/11/2023 12:14 PM

979 Coffee shops, gym, 9/11/2023 11:56 AM

980 trader joes, aldi, Apple, target/costo 9/11/2023 10:49 AM

981 Shoe stores! Kids clothing stores, target, whole foods, cheaper groceries 9/11/2023 10:12 AM

982 Costco, Home Depot 9/11/2023 9:44 AM

983 Restaurants. Toy store. Craft stores 9/11/2023 9:13 AM

984 Drug store, hardware store, Costco, gas station, food stuffs. 9/11/2023 8:12 AM

985 Groceries, clothing (incl. shoes),hardware 9/11/2023 8:03 AM

986 none 9/11/2023 7:53 AM

987 Hair salon, day care, grocery store, garden store 9/11/2023 7:45 AM

988 Whole Foods, restaurants, theater, hardware store 9/11/2023 7:38 AM

989 Bakery, hardware store 9/11/2023 7:08 AM

990 some grocery shopping, clothing, cinema, gourmet shop, stationery, restaurants 9/11/2023 6:40 AM

991 Bakery, Mens Clothing, Shoe Store, Children's Clothing, Toy Store 9/11/2023 6:32 AM

992 Cheaper food, gas. 9/11/2023 6:10 AM

993 Food and beverage, gas station, children activities 9/10/2023 7:22 PM

994 Chain restaurants, shopping 9/10/2023 5:22 PM

995 Target 9/10/2023 4:03 PM

996 Hair salon 9/10/2023 2:32 PM

997 Restaurant and Theatre 9/10/2023 9:21 AM

998 Grocery stores, casual eateries, clothing stores for teens 9/10/2023 8:02 AM

999 Shopping and restaurants 9/10/2023 7:51 AM

1000 Groceries, gas, sports, hardware 9/9/2023 11:29 PM

1001 hardware store, bakery 9/9/2023 7:22 PM

1002 Pharmacy, hardware, sporting goods, stationery 9/9/2023 6:33 PM

1003 Brand name stores -- Apple, lululemon, Blue Mercury, Northface. We have enough antique
stores, nail salons, and interior decorators!!

9/9/2023 5:36 PM

1004 fast food restaurants 9/9/2023 4:35 PM

1005 Almost everything except for done retail stores and The Grand 9/9/2023 1:28 PM

1006 fast food dining & "chain" restaurants 9/9/2023 8:00 AM

1007 every kind of business 9/9/2023 7:11 AM

1008 Hardware store. Sandwich shop. Clothing stores. 9/8/2023 9:10 PM

1009 Groceey 9/8/2023 7:28 PM

1010 Abt; Costco; Lowe’s; Hofherr Meat; restaurants 9/8/2023 6:17 PM

1011 Grocery shopping; all other shopping 9/8/2023 5:56 PM

1012 Most 9/8/2023 5:36 PM

1013 Hardware, quality pharmacy, quality women’s clothing, stationery and office supplies, gasoline, 9/8/2023 5:28 PM
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fabric, sewing ,craft supplies, sports gear.

1014 Restaurants 9/8/2023 5:26 PM

1015 Philz Coffee, Sushi Kushi Toyo, Big Tomato Pizza, Sunset Foods, Highland Park, Movie
Theatre

9/8/2023 10:33 AM

1016 Hardware stores, garden centers 9/8/2023 8:05 AM

1017 All.. 9/7/2023 10:58 PM

1018 Old Orchard 9/7/2023 10:49 PM

1019 sporting goods, clothing, shoes, household goods 9/7/2023 9:36 PM

1020 bakery, hardware store, shoe stores, paper goods 9/7/2023 9:27 PM

1021 Whole Foods, Heinen's, Home Depot/Lowe's, Home Goods/TJ Max/Marshall's, DSW shoes 9/7/2023 9:12 PM

1022 Pickleball, swimming, car wash, big box stores 9/7/2023 8:36 PM

1023 Almost all 9/7/2023 7:57 PM

1024 healthy fast food (Protein Bar and the likes); real bakery (for freshly baked bread) 9/7/2023 7:14 PM

1025 Costco, clothing stores, hardware stores 9/7/2023 1:47 PM

1026 Grocery stores, Home Goods, Nordstrom, Target 9/7/2023 12:58 PM

1027 Hardware store 9/7/2023 12:03 PM

1028 men's clothing shoe store stationary store 9/7/2023 11:07 AM

1029 Grocery stores, hardware stores, Target, gas stations, Costco, yoga studio 9/7/2023 11:00 AM

1030 most everything 9/7/2023 9:41 AM

1031 every business with which I do business 9/6/2023 8:59 PM

1032 Grocery store, 9/6/2023 2:54 PM

1033 Restaurants, gymnastics, dance, children’s clothing 9/6/2023 2:45 PM

1034 Children's clothes 9/6/2023 2:05 PM

1035 Restaurants occasionally. Home Depot/Lowe's, Target, REI frequently. 9/6/2023 1:40 PM

1036 Restaurants 9/6/2023 1:01 PM

1037 hardware, office supply, sporting goods, men's clothing/shoes 9/6/2023 12:50 PM

1038 Big Box Stores, Chain Groceries, Gas Station, Pharmacy, Restaurants, Medical Practices,
Chain Retail

9/6/2023 11:19 AM

1039 Hardware, Bakery, Mens, Shoes 9/6/2023 11:05 AM

1040 Outdoor outfitter, shoes, 9/6/2023 10:44 AM

1041 Target, Trader Joes, Costco, hospital/medical services, car dealership 9/6/2023 10:40 AM

1042 Drug store, clothing and shoe stores, home improvement store (like Ace) 9/6/2023 10:36 AM

1043 hair salon, restaurants 9/6/2023 9:29 AM

1044 Heinen’s and Yoga View 9/5/2023 10:47 PM

1045 Foxtrot, coffee shop 9/5/2023 10:22 PM

1046 Grocery, shoe, restaurant, manicurist,hairdresser, apparel, fitness 9/5/2023 9:13 PM

1047 Hair salon, grocery stores, gas stations, shoe stores 9/5/2023 9:00 PM

1048 Grocery stores (Costco, Jewel, Trader Joe’s) 9/5/2023 8:07 PM

1049 grocery; gas station; modesty-priced restaurants 9/5/2023 7:39 PM
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1050 Grocery stores, gas, take out, restaurants 9/5/2023 7:15 PM

1051 Restaurants, Bars, and grocery stores. 9/5/2023 6:13 PM

1052 men's clothing 9/5/2023 4:57 PM

1053 Restaurants. Grocery. Home improvement. 9/5/2023 4:14 PM

1054 Take out style restaurants such as thai food or fast casual such as chipotle. Big box stores
such as Target, Home Depot. Cheaper grocery stores. Pickle ball courts.

9/5/2023 3:59 PM

1055 dining, grocery, stationery, reasonable priced home goods and clothing 9/5/2023 2:29 PM

1056 Diverse restaurant options (e.g. ethnic), some fast food options, decent sized supermarket,
gym.

9/5/2023 2:16 PM

1057 almost everything 9/5/2023 2:04 PM

1058 Grocery shopping (Costco and Marianos)--the Grand is WAY to expensive and I think has
gotten more so since Sunset Foods took over. Clothing, hardware/home improvement.
Restaurants, but also enjoy many of the restaurants in Winnetka. I do a significant amount of
shopping online.

9/5/2023 1:44 PM

1059 Grocery store, fun places for young children (something like Little Beans in Evanston), casual
restaurants

9/5/2023 1:40 PM

1060 Restaurants, gift shops, clothing shops 9/5/2023 12:40 PM

1061 Many, of course (wierd question?) 9/5/2023 12:26 PM

1062 Restaurant and Bars 9/5/2023 12:12 PM

1063 Hometown, Spirit Elephant, The Grand, Starbuck's, The Book Stall 9/5/2023 12:05 PM

1064 Clothing, gas, specialty food, restaurants. I believe we should stop hindering businesses and
bring more in.

9/5/2023 11:56 AM

1065 Please make Hubbard Woods like Lake Forest. Update the trains station, add Chalet floral.
Bring in major retailers like Marine Layer, Lululemon, etc. Serena and Lily is a great start but
we need more. Why are there vacant storefront like the shoe repair and plumber? T hi e need
to be filled. There should be requirements for flagship storefronts like the sushi restaurant
which looks awful to the eye. Why is nothing at building that says Hubbard Woods Design
District? Prime real estate for a donut shop, wine bar, deli, bodega. Please give us more!

9/5/2023 11:52 AM

1066 Grocery, retail 9/5/2023 11:48 AM

1067 Old orchard and Northbrook court mall, hardware store, Target, Trader Joe’s/Whole Foods,
other restaurants,

9/5/2023 11:42 AM

1068 Grocery. Hardware. Restaurants 9/5/2023 11:40 AM

1069 Retail/restaurants/government buildings. 9/5/2023 11:35 AM

1070 Hardware 9/5/2023 11:24 AM

1071 Every. 9/5/2023 11:22 AM

1072 grocery, kids & women's clothing that is reasonably priced, sports equipment store 9/5/2023 11:19 AM

1073 We travel to Wilmette, Glencoe & LF for their restaurants. 9/5/2023 11:04 AM

1074 Target, Home Depot etc., mundane hardware, tree and plant nursery. With the loss of Conney's
Pharmacy, we use Walgreen's, but it is not the same.

9/5/2023 11:02 AM

1075 Costco, Car Wash, Restaurants (more casual) 9/5/2023 10:53 AM

1076 Nursery (plants), Hardware store, knitting store, Blue Mercury (skincare store) 9/5/2023 10:48 AM

1077 Butcher Shop, Bakery 9/5/2023 10:45 AM

1078 Deerpath Inn, Guildhall, Francesco's Hold in the Wall, Three Tarts 9/5/2023 10:43 AM

1079 Brew, casual dining, quick sandwiches/salads, coffee 9/5/2023 10:33 AM
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1080 Restaurants 9/5/2023 10:32 AM

1081 Restaurants, golf courses 9/5/2023 10:26 AM

1082 Marianos, Chalet, Jewel, Convito Market, Foodstuffs, Trader Joes 9/5/2023 10:23 AM

1083 restaurants, bakery's, pub/bar 9/5/2023 10:19 AM

1084 clothing, shoes, food specialty, specialty shops like needlepoint, butcher, hardware
int,butcherint,sports goods

9/5/2023 10:08 AM

1085 Lowes, Marianos, Target, Staples, Dinner (all of these are so much cheaper than shopping in
Winnetka

9/5/2023 10:06 AM

1086 Target and kids clothing options 9/5/2023 10:04 AM

1087 Grocery stores and places to eat and gas and general shopping 9/5/2023 10:02 AM

1088 Whole Foods 9/5/2023 8:57 AM

1089 Hardware (Bess and Millen are fine) 9/5/2023 8:56 AM

1090 Spice shop 9/5/2023 8:43 AM

1091 any that provide similar goods and services for less money or are more competitive 9/5/2023 8:43 AM

1092 hardware, grocery, wine and spirits, hair salon 9/5/2023 8:01 AM

1093 Restaurants 9/4/2023 9:35 PM

1094 Butcher. Grocery. Fish. Restaurants. 9/4/2023 4:40 PM

1095 Swimming pool, gymnastics, restaurants 9/4/2023 3:16 PM

1096 restaurant 9/4/2023 11:56 AM
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67.19% 1,028

58.63% 897

24.71% 378

26.27% 402

30.72% 470

28.10% 430

59.28% 907

Q25 What type of additional businesses would you like to see? (Choose all
that apply.)

Answered: 1,530 Skipped: 625

Total Respondents: 1,530  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Toy store! 9/22/2023 9:38 PM

2 More places to hang out at that are kid friendly too. A place like Double Clutch brewery
(Evanston) would be great

9/21/2023 6:18 AM

3 Please address the blight of East Elm street across from the train station. The block and 1/2
of closed storefronts have been an embarrassing eyesore for years. Whatever is preventing
developers from creating something productive and pleasing should be addressed ASAP
please.

9/20/2023 10:12 PM
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4 Movie theater? Hardware store? 9/20/2023 3:12 PM

5 Children's clothing 9/20/2023 1:30 PM

6 Apothecary would be fun for gifts and a store that focus on a cozy home (wreaths, dried
flowers, potpourri, essential oils/waxes/incense for aroma, candles)

9/20/2023 8:56 AM

7 Toy stores; children clothing; casual eatery 9/20/2023 8:35 AM

8 Toy store 9/20/2023 7:51 AM

9 J Crew, lululemon, Donuts, kids clothing store, frozen yogurt, better toy store/children’s gift
shop

9/20/2023 5:30 AM

10 More restaurants; craft store; kids clothes 9/19/2023 11:54 PM

11 Variety/sewing/notions 9/19/2023 11:45 PM

12 Children’s Clothing Store, Cosmetics Store 9/19/2023 11:29 PM

13 Faherty, Vouri, Lululemon, Summer House Santa Monica, HomeSlice 9/19/2023 10:41 PM

14 Hardware, 9/19/2023 10:25 PM

15 Definitely pubs or wine bars 9/19/2023 10:16 PM

16 Sit down pizza, old school ice cream diner, brunch spot 9/19/2023 10:06 PM

17 Bring back the hot dog stand 9/19/2023 10:03 PM

18 All of the above!! Winnetka is far behind other north shore communities 9/19/2023 10:00 PM

19 Anthropologie, a new children's store (current one is so cluttered and hours are odd), sweet
green or something similar

9/19/2023 9:55 PM

20 Would be great to add another casual spot, similar to Fred’s. Jimoto, 501 Local, Tocco, and
Pomeroy are great but pricey.

9/19/2023 9:52 PM

21 children's clothing and toys, shoes, men's clothing, specialty foods 9/19/2023 9:30 PM

22 I would like social gathering places to be the emphasis 9/19/2023 9:25 PM

23 High end coffee, healthy food options. 9/19/2023 9:15 PM

24 Another restaurant 9/19/2023 9:06 PM

25 Movie theater 9/19/2023 9:03 PM

26 There are far too many empty retail locations in downtown Winnetka, largely due to the poor
management of Hoffmann charging exorbitant rates while offering extremely poor management
benefits to the business owners!

9/19/2023 8:44 PM

27 None of these sound appealing 9/19/2023 8:39 PM

28 Children’s clothing shop 9/19/2023 8:34 PM

29 Kids shoes and clothing 9/19/2023 8:08 PM

30 Please, just one bar in town would be amazing. 9/19/2023 7:50 PM

31 healthy grocery store, vegetarian restaurant 9/19/2023 7:48 PM

32 A better Walgreens it's the worst I've ever been to in my life. As our community gets older and
has more prescriptions, it's a necessity to improve speed and service. iability to even park
there

9/19/2023 7:31 PM

33 In addition to Evereve, a more moderately priced store such as Anthropologie or Williams-
Sonoma would be nice.

9/19/2023 7:07 PM

34 Home/garden/gifts 9/19/2023 6:35 PM

35 Hardware store 9/19/2023 6:30 PM

36 Foodstuffs type/ prepared food store 9/19/2023 6:29 PM
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37 grocery, clothing for kids/teens, restaurants (mediteranean, indian, or kid friendly), dog daycare 9/19/2023 6:18 PM

38 Organic, Local, Sustainable bakery like Hewn or other eatery with organic, local focus 9/19/2023 6:00 PM

39 Ice cream shop, specialty foods 9/19/2023 5:59 PM

40 We need to develop the businesess that are not occupied and permit interesting and new
experiences like a rooftop bar thats indoor/outdoor. We need something like a le colonial
(different), we need a hometown but with a more robust menu/alcohol and evening hours,
sweet mandy b's, donut shop,

9/19/2023 5:47 PM

41 Spa!!!! Restaurant with children’s activities 9/19/2023 5:34 PM

42 diner. may be tough based on price points tho'. I would LOVE a butcher shop. Also, I note that
JC licht in glencoe carries hareware stuff. It would be great to have a hardware store, but
again, get the economics

9/19/2023 5:14 PM

43 Toy Store, gas station 9/19/2023 4:58 PM

44 Kids store 9/19/2023 4:56 PM

45 Restaurants, 9/19/2023 3:48 PM

46 none 9/19/2023 3:46 PM

47 We need restaurants of any kind! 9/19/2023 3:45 PM

48 Bulk co-op style market. Like we briefly had in Hubbard woods. Creative florist. We miss
Kaleidoscope

9/19/2023 3:36 PM

49 pizza by the slice 9/19/2023 3:13 PM

50 kids clothing, cafe for teens to hang out at, convenience store/small hardware items, gift shop 9/19/2023 2:55 PM

51 But the Pub should be high-end. 9/19/2023 2:54 PM

52 Fast Casual restaurants like Buck Russell's in Wilmette or Panera. Easy weeknight dinner for
working families with sports.

9/19/2023 2:50 PM

53 Restaurant 9/19/2023 2:29 PM

54 A lot of the recent additions are slightly off - Lincoln Avenue bakery is ok, but doesn't have the
go to cookies, cupcakes etc.

9/19/2023 2:07 PM

55 Any of those listed in #24 above. 9/19/2023 1:46 PM

56 All sporting goods—not just golf 9/19/2023 1:13 PM

57 Hardware store 9/19/2023 12:59 PM

58 More restaurants - we need enough that we can get foot traffic and people will come because
they know they will find availability and have options. We need this on both sides of Elm as
well as other districts

9/19/2023 12:53 PM

59 NO MORE NAIL SALONS OR ART GALLERIES PLEASE! 9/19/2023 12:49 PM

60 All of the above look appealing ….big question is where or not these businesses can be
profitable given high rent etc in winnetka

9/19/2023 12:38 PM

61 Fewer real estate storefronts. They don’t need highly visible locations. 9/19/2023 12:35 PM

62 Fishmonger and restaurant. 9/19/2023 12:22 PM

63 More restaurants of all varieties. Wilmette has done a great job on this and we are still lacking. 9/19/2023 11:44 AM

64 Children's Clothing, Casual Dinner Spot for Families 9/19/2023 11:28 AM

65 I'd love to see more affordable, healthy, quick food options. 9/19/2023 11:09 AM

66 Children’s clothing - mid priced like the gap 9/19/2023 10:19 AM

67 hardware 9/19/2023 9:58 AM

68 I wish Winnetka One would be developed as a smaller Deer Path Inn. Bring new shoppers to 9/19/2023 9:27 AM
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area. Have a great bar in it for locals.

69 Competitively priced grocery. Lakeside is now highway robbery. The Grand is just petty theft.
It's cheaper to order delivery from outside the village than shop there.

9/19/2023 9:10 AM

70 Brew Pub!!!! 9/19/2023 9:02 AM

71 Reasonable priced women’s clothing 9/19/2023 8:47 AM

72 Retaurants 9/19/2023 8:37 AM

73 A Hotel - large enough for a bride to have a wedding. Retail shops along the bottom, hotel
rooms up top. Put it downtown where the old kid motion and connies pharmacy were located.

9/19/2023 7:38 AM

74 Brewery, gastro pub 9/18/2023 11:54 PM

75 restaurants, we want King Long back! 9/18/2023 11:46 PM

76 Kid friendly restaurants 9/18/2023 10:57 PM

77 More restaurants, Hardware stores 9/18/2023 9:06 PM

78 Frozen yogurt pizzeria 9/18/2023 9:04 PM

79 Tailor 9/18/2023 8:56 PM

80 Wine or cocktail bar and health club/gym 9/18/2023 8:35 PM

81 hardware, landscape items 9/18/2023 7:38 PM

82 Unique gift shops 9/18/2023 7:19 PM

83 More Restaurants 9/18/2023 6:52 PM

84 Sandwich shop, salad shops, children’s clothing and shoes, ice cream, home acccessories,
let’s be open to any of it.

9/18/2023 6:34 PM

85 gym 9/18/2023 4:50 PM

86 We desperately need a traditional American deli that appeals to all ages and incomes 9/18/2023 3:03 PM

87 Electronics (although not many chains exist anymore) 9/18/2023 12:07 PM

88 Kids clothing store 9/18/2023 11:47 AM

89 Anything that gets people to stay and also visit winnetka 9/18/2023 10:35 AM

90 more food & beverage options 9/18/2023 10:25 AM

91 Dunkin’ Donuts 9/18/2023 9:33 AM

92 Thai, Trader Joes should go into the old Walgreens spot--but that is Glencoe, right? 9/18/2023 6:49 AM

93 A wonderful bakery would be fantastic. I haven't been impressed with Lincoln Ave Bakery and
the concept. We need a nice kids clothing and shoe store!

9/17/2023 11:45 PM

94 We have enough 9/17/2023 9:29 PM

95 What every business choose. Market forces should determine. 9/17/2023 9:00 PM

96 Restaurants 9/17/2023 8:44 PM

97 Would like to see more casual nightlife opportunities such as a brew pub 9/17/2023 7:21 PM

98 Hardware 9/17/2023 7:03 PM

99 sutainable gardening, or recycling help; beer garden; indoor/outdoor seasonal shoping; craft
stores, massage perhaps.

9/17/2023 5:38 PM

100 Prepared foods (e.g., Foodstuffs, Convito) 9/17/2023 4:44 PM

101 Hardware store 9/17/2023 3:50 PM

102 Restaurants/Cafes 9/17/2023 3:09 PM
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103 Restaurants, cafe 9/17/2023 3:08 PM

104 Gap, womens normal price clothing, casual restaurants 9/17/2023 2:45 PM

105 Uses should be organically attracted to winnetka. I support Removing the overlay district will 9/17/2023 2:38 PM

106 A traditional bakery with GOOD bread and bakery items 9/17/2023 1:27 PM

107 Chic Filet! Need more quick sandwich/deli/quick meal options vs. a long dining experience.
Also, more affordable/not high end clothing stores. Evereve was a great addition!

9/17/2023 1:16 PM

108 Brew Pub in Hubbard Woods would be my dream 9/17/2023 12:50 PM

109 Canlan Sports Facility, Willow Park in wheeling facilities and IBJI Health Performance Institute 9/17/2023 11:20 AM

110 need businesses that draw people in a similar way the Glencoe, Glenview, Wilmette and other
North Shore communities have done. We continue to fall behind because of lack of action

9/17/2023 11:10 AM

111 Restaurants, coffee, fitness, 9/17/2023 10:04 AM

112 Won’t the market dictate what businesses can survive in town? 9/17/2023 9:50 AM

113 Specialty grocery, quick service healthy foods 9/17/2023 9:41 AM

114 Pub! But in the European style that is a place to gather 9/17/2023 9:22 AM

115 Restaurants with healthy salads for take out or eating in especially for lunch 9/17/2023 8:22 AM

116 Lululemon, 9/17/2023 7:16 AM

117 French Patisserie 9/17/2023 6:22 AM

118 We have a deli at both Lakeside and the Grand 9/16/2023 10:18 PM

119 Left Coast Food and Juice 9/16/2023 9:47 PM

120 hardware 9/16/2023 8:35 PM

121 Tea Shop 9/16/2023 7:34 PM

122 Lakefront restaurant 9/16/2023 6:26 PM

123 Hubbard Woodsissue is Green Bay road is a disaster of traffic. There's too many cars and not
enough biking and walking. Traffic should be shunted to Sheridan road, NOT green bay where
pedestrians and kids are rampant.

9/16/2023 4:19 PM

124 Diner! 9/16/2023 3:32 PM

125 See above 9/16/2023 3:27 PM

126 Car wash 9/16/2023 3:11 PM

127 Hard ware :) 9/16/2023 3:10 PM

128 Hardware 9/16/2023 3:06 PM

129 hardware store 9/16/2023 2:56 PM

130 Scaled down Furniture/home goods like Poterybarn similar to Serena and Lilly 9/16/2023 2:48 PM

131 More restaurants please including fast casual. 9/16/2023 2:34 PM

132 Keep up good work adding restaurants. Cut back on nail salons! 9/16/2023 2:25 PM

133 Pizza parlor, gift store, roller rink 9/16/2023 2:24 PM

134 Children’s clothing/gifts 9/16/2023 2:23 PM

135 Any would be awesome! 9/16/2023 2:00 PM

136 hardware store - garden and gift (both in HW) 9/16/2023 1:47 PM

137 No more nail salons 9/16/2023 1:44 PM

138 Sports bar 9/16/2023 1:12 PM
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139 Hardware store 9/16/2023 12:48 PM

140 Restaurants 9/16/2023 12:38 PM

141 Any of the above if they can be a viable business 9/16/2023 12:32 PM

142 hardware store 9/16/2023 12:30 PM

143 Car wash 9/16/2023 12:06 PM

144 Car wash 9/16/2023 12:03 PM

145 Children’s clothing, gift shop, bakery, hardware stote 9/16/2023 11:50 AM

146 Lakeside has a great deli, fish counter etc. A deli would crush that part of their business which
gets many residents in the door there. We’ve had shoe stores, stationery stores, men’s
clothing before and didn’t work. We loved TL Fritts but with Green Bay cycles doing bikes and
one stop Trev shop (student run shop for extended learning) in Glencoe doing Kw uniforms,
every country club having a pro shop—not sure it would work either

9/16/2023 11:49 AM

147 Good restaurants 9/16/2023 11:33 AM

148 restaurants and clothing 9/16/2023 11:27 AM

149 Hardware store, like Eckhards 9/16/2023 10:30 AM

150 More places to eat 9/16/2023 9:14 AM

151 Music store, women's clothing, live music venues, restaurants/cafes with late evening hours 9/15/2023 9:55 PM

152 Plz not another rich women’s clothing store 9/15/2023 7:49 PM

153 Food To Go 9/15/2023 6:17 PM

154 Concert space. Restaurant that also offered cooking classes. 9/15/2023 5:54 PM

155 Wilmette downtown is good example of bringing in tax dollars. 9/15/2023 3:52 PM

156 Don't see how ny of those businesses could survivie here unless they can establish wide
appeal to the well heeled.

9/15/2023 12:02 PM

157 Really miss variety store. Stationary store miss edwards florist 9/15/2023 10:44 AM

158 Hardware store 9/15/2023 9:37 AM

159 A quick place to get lunch would be wonderful. Along the lines of Chipotle or Potbelly’s. 9/15/2023 8:55 AM

160 Although we have a new bakery on Lincoln, it's offerings of "scones, biscuits, and cookies,"
does not a bakery make (IMAO LOL - trying for some levity). I really miss not having a
Bennison's or Tag's style bakery. And why can't we buy a good loaf of bread (okay, artisanal
bread) in this Village? Now that Cafe Fleurette is gone we don't have a bread shop; Grand does
not offer what I consider authentic artisanal bread.

9/15/2023 8:54 AM

161 Candy store/ children store 9/14/2023 5:46 PM

162 More restaurants! That list above is so weird. 9/14/2023 5:01 PM

163 Need a real, very good, traditional bakery. the Lincoln Avenue Bakery isn't very good nor
adequate.

9/14/2023 3:10 PM

164 Need good replacement for Ellens leaving Elm 9/14/2023 2:20 PM

165 I think the young families would love a Brew Pub. It's the place to go on a Saturday or Sunday
afternoon with the kids.

9/14/2023 1:40 PM

166 affordable clothing stores, the current ones are not accessible 9/14/2023 11:27 AM

167 Vegan/vegetarian restaurant. Smaller food places generally. 9/14/2023 8:57 AM

168 Winnetka has a beautiful village that should be enjoyed by all. We need to work on her
nightlife!

9/14/2023 8:03 AM

169 Diner/breakfast spot 9/14/2023 7:50 AM
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170 Children's clothing 9/13/2023 9:56 PM

171 More restaurants 9/13/2023 9:18 PM

172 Hardware store 9/13/2023 9:12 PM

173 Restaurants 9/13/2023 7:59 PM

174 interesting choices. Why no garden stores? cafes? restaurants? 9/13/2023 6:29 PM

175 Entertainment, more diverse restaurants, grocery stores 9/13/2023 3:59 PM

176 Climbing gym 9/13/2023 2:21 PM

177 Hardware Store 9/13/2023 1:46 PM

178 Restaurants allowing dogs, Sports Bar, Cheaper options 9/13/2023 1:37 PM

179 Hardware and garden supplies 9/13/2023 1:37 PM

180 Hardware store 9/13/2023 11:44 AM

181 no strong preference 9/13/2023 8:40 AM

182 Women’s sportswear 9/13/2023 6:53 AM

183 Whole Foods 9/12/2023 10:38 PM

184 The village should relax their zoning rules and stop act like they own the property 9/12/2023 7:45 PM

185 Bread Bakery 9/12/2023 6:29 PM

186 Anything as long as the prices are not crazy high. I will not pay the prices.of Brittany's Butter
(0n Lincoln)2

9/12/2023 5:37 PM

187 green grocer 9/12/2023 4:40 PM

188 hardware store 9/12/2023 2:56 PM

189 More restaurants 9/12/2023 2:41 PM

190 Sports Bar 9/12/2023 12:13 PM

191 Charles Variety Store was very popular; Winnetka needs more stores that have moderately
priced merchandise

9/12/2023 11:52 AM

192 We could use an additional kids toy/sports store option for older kids birthday presents. 9/12/2023 11:47 AM

193 Floral shop; 9/12/2023 11:36 AM

194 Brew pub with GOOD FOOD (similar to the original Gaslight in Lincoln Park on Racine &
Montana), healthy casual restaurant like Left Coast

9/12/2023 11:23 AM

195 Hardware store 9/12/2023 11:07 AM

196 Any restaurant type 9/12/2023 10:40 AM

197 I don't see another place to comment, so I will add here. The fact that the one winnetka project
continues to stall is embarrassing. Neighborhood downtowns to our north, south, and west are
increasingly dynamic, and yet our Elm/Lincoln street corridor sits there massively underutilized
and depressing. I know this has been the subject of litigation and various iterations, but we're
missing the boat and Wilmette is eating our lunch.

9/12/2023 10:39 AM

198 More mid level women's clothing (like Evereve and not as conservative as McLaughlin, trendier
but not outrageously expensive clothing), hardware, quality prepared food (like Foodstuffs)

9/12/2023 9:33 AM

199 We already have a bakery and the Grand has a good bakery and deli/butcher shop. TL Fritts
and the kids shoe store went out of business.

9/12/2023 8:47 AM

200 The return of Cafe Fleurette! 9/12/2023 7:56 AM

201 More and more of my household purchases are now made at Amazon or online. 9/11/2023 11:52 PM

202 Children’s Toy Store ..Village Toy Shop 9/11/2023 10:49 PM
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203 Women and children’s casual clothing (not a high end store) 9/11/2023 10:28 PM

204 More accessible Walgreens - the parking lot is terrible. An Ace Hardware store would be nice. . 9/11/2023 9:04 PM

205 gift store, kitchen and cooking store 9/11/2023 8:47 PM

206 Car wash and hot dog stand 9/11/2023 7:32 PM

207 Car wash 9/11/2023 6:30 PM

208 Foodstuffs 9/11/2023 6:02 PM

209 A marijuana store 9/11/2023 3:53 PM

210 hardware store; children's clothing and furniture 9/11/2023 3:52 PM

211 food for sure. I love our food resources -- groceries and restaurants -- but maybe we could use
a couple of more.

9/11/2023 2:52 PM

212 Children's clothing store 9/11/2023 2:34 PM

213 winnetka needs a sports bar desperately 9/11/2023 2:27 PM

214 also, gas station and hardware store 9/11/2023 2:13 PM

215 I would like to see a consolidation of businesses as we have too many districts and do not get
critical mass on a regular basis

9/11/2023 2:07 PM

216 Kids clothing, gifting (Ellen’s on elm), 9/11/2023 1:58 PM

217 We could use a bakery/soup sandwich shop like Three Tarts that is so busy one can't find an
empty seat! A bakery on its own won't do well as people here are more careful with what they
eat. Also, men HATE to shop but they need clothes! My husband would shop at a nice clothing
store such as the one in Lake Forest. This community is very athletic and would support a
store like a smaller, local "Dick's" that also sold New Trier and other kids' athletic wear. I used
to shop at TL Fritts years ago when my kids were young.

9/11/2023 1:55 PM

218 hardware store, love the Grand & Lakeside but hate the prices.. shop elsewhere for a lot of my
groceries,

9/11/2023 1:15 PM

219 Sushi, Winebars, A 'nicer' dive bar, a brewery would satisfy this, 9/11/2023 1:06 PM

220 Artisan bread bakery 9/11/2023 11:56 AM

221 None. That should have been an option. 9/11/2023 11:50 AM

222 Children’s toy store 9/11/2023 11:41 AM

223 more restaurants, bars, wine shops 9/11/2023 11:09 AM

224 something appealing to teenagers (coffee & food, study space, entertainment) 9/11/2023 11:04 AM

225 Bar/Steakhouse 9/11/2023 11:03 AM

226 Hardware store 9/11/2023 10:31 AM

227 Children’s store 9/11/2023 10:14 AM

228 less expensive women's clothing, kids shoe stores! see above 9/11/2023 10:12 AM

229 Super healthy daytime food & coffee cafe, bakery like 3 Tarts northfield 9/11/2023 10:11 AM

230 Stationery and newspaper, 9/11/2023 10:02 AM

231 IT services firm (fix my iPhone, lap top, iPad, etc. 9/11/2023 9:44 AM

232 teen clothing 9/11/2023 9:43 AM

233 The quality of the shop is more important than the addition. If it isn't good, I will drive 9/11/2023 9:41 AM

234 Yes!! Focus on bro f’ing in more independent businesses and less on mandating other things(
ie; mandating home design and lot sizes)

9/11/2023 9:39 AM

235 children's clothing, toys and gifts 9/11/2023 9:16 AM
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236 Dry cleaners, pharmacies, bike shops 9/11/2023 8:24 AM

237 Like three tarts. We miss the old Song of Sixpence. 9/11/2023 8:12 AM

238 child care/day care 9/11/2023 7:45 AM

239 Coffee shops and other social shops 9/11/2023 7:26 AM

240 Hardware store 9/11/2023 7:15 AM

241 Children’s clothing, more moderate priced women’s clothing like evereve. 9/11/2023 6:40 AM

242 Need a shoe store!! Also - a community grand bar - elegant, inside of a hotel!! NEED A
BOUTIQUE HOTEL.

9/11/2023 6:32 AM

243 Children's clothing; toy store, 9/11/2023 6:32 AM

244 Gym 9/11/2023 6:23 AM

245 *** Love's Frozen Yogurt. We NEED a 'healthy' alternative to Grater's!!!! Also, if at all possible,
we need more affordable stores to shop at. Clearly, this is directly related to the rent we
charge. I go elsewhere to shop, largely because things here are overpriced.

9/11/2023 1:29 AM

246 Brew pub/sports bar please! It’s crazy Fred’s Garage is the closest thing this town has to a
sports bar or brewery where you can go for a drink or catch a game.

9/10/2023 5:44 PM

247 Poke/ Sushi Buritto, Massage Spa, Homewares, chocolate store, bubble tea, 9/10/2023 4:53 PM

248 More restaurants. Lunch break at brunch, Mexican restaurant with multiple concepts inside,
need a blue mercury / skin care concept. Day spa. Casual good food compatible to city vs
outdated food that is stored in a freezer.

9/10/2023 4:18 PM

249 Casual restaurants where teens/tweens can gather 9/10/2023 1:53 PM

250 Bring back L&A Stationers - but in a smaller location! 9/10/2023 12:59 PM

251 #1 priority is by far a casual family friendly bar/restaurant in Hubbard Woods. 9/10/2023 12:52 PM

252 Casual Burger or pizza place 9/10/2023 12:45 PM

253 We need at least one gas station! 9/10/2023 10:39 AM

254 Hardware 9/10/2023 9:21 AM

255 Kids shoes and kids clothing store 9/10/2023 7:51 AM

256 hardware store 9/9/2023 9:35 PM

257 Hardware store 9/9/2023 8:22 PM

258 Pharmacy 9/9/2023 6:39 PM

259 Pharmacy, hardware 9/9/2023 6:33 PM

260 men’s hair stylist 9/9/2023 4:35 PM

261 There's no good places to get a drink and meal without children that isn't expensive. Love
Pomeroy and Tocco but if I want a good burger and beer my only options are Freds and
Honeycomb.......which I'd rather not go to without children.

9/9/2023 4:23 PM

262 ice cream shop, variety of restaurants, family friendly restaurants 9/9/2023 4:04 PM

263 Reasonably priced family clothing like lad and lassie used to be in Wilmette 9/9/2023 2:37 PM

264 Allergy friendly dining options 9/9/2023 2:35 PM

265 Winnetka needs sometime to bring people together casually 9/9/2023 1:28 PM

266 A bread bakery would be wonderful. Perhaps a toy store. 9/9/2023 12:19 PM

267 Would focus on stores that don’t duplicate big box stores and/or available via e-commerce. 9/9/2023 11:32 AM

268 fast foos chain restaurants, ie Chipotle, Jimmy Johns 9/9/2023 8:00 AM

269 Fish monger, green grocer, more restaurants 9/8/2023 8:54 PM
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270 We need revitalized presence of stores in the downtown area 9/8/2023 5:37 PM

271 See comments above in question 24 9/8/2023 5:28 PM

272 Wine bars, family friendly restaurants 9/8/2023 4:38 PM

273 more restaurants 9/8/2023 4:18 PM

274 electronics store, hardware store, small appliance repair store, arts and crafts store 9/8/2023 3:58 PM

275 Fish store 9/8/2023 3:33 PM

276 used bookstore 9/8/2023 3:04 PM

277 more ethnic food-centered restaurants (Thai, Vietnamese, etc.) 9/8/2023 2:53 PM

278 specialty grocery, independent coffee shop, florist 9/8/2023 1:18 PM

279 children's clothing store 9/8/2023 11:55 AM

280 Gourmet take out/prepared foods to whip up quick and easy dinner 9/8/2023 11:50 AM

281 Frozen yogurt 9/8/2023 11:42 AM

282 Health club, pool 9/8/2023 11:22 AM

283 More restaurants 9/8/2023 10:49 AM

284 Frozen yogurt, toy store food 9/8/2023 9:55 AM

285 i find it hard to believe we "need" so many spa/salons 9/8/2023 9:55 AM

286 Any of the businesses listed in Q25 would be additive to the village. However, our zoning rules
already enable these. We can continue to promote the value of our village to businesses in
these categories but we need to let market forces dictate whether they actually come.

9/8/2023 9:21 AM

287 Like we used to have! 9/8/2023 8:07 AM

288 Hardware Store 9/8/2023 8:05 AM

289 Hardware store, 9/7/2023 10:58 PM

290 Hubbard woods has too many vacancies! 9/7/2023 10:32 PM

291 Sporting goods - we miss TL Fritz 9/7/2023 9:12 PM

292 Local public golf courses and country clubs already offer plenty of sporting good options. We
need places that build community, like a great local deli or brew pup.

9/7/2023 8:58 PM

293 Specialty foods similar to Foodstuffs or Convito Italiano 9/7/2023 8:11 PM

294 Ups 9/7/2023 7:57 PM

295 Casual reasonably priced burger joint 9/7/2023 7:53 PM

296 Winnetka used to have all of the above (Fell's, L&A, Vose Bootery . . . )!! 9/7/2023 6:16 PM

297 Antiques and design 9/7/2023 4:09 PM

298 see above - restaurants, etc. 9/7/2023 3:36 PM

299 BlueMercury 9/7/2023 1:47 PM

300 Gym or fitness. Rock Climbing Gym (ie Brooklyn Boulders) or Orange Theory Fitness 9/7/2023 12:23 PM

301 Children’s clothing store 9/7/2023 12:03 PM

302 Hardware art supply -a reuse store like the one in Evanston - Trader Joe’s 9/7/2023 10:42 AM

303 Florist, garden, specialty gourmet food, hardware 9/7/2023 10:25 AM

304 Order at the counter restaurants. Demolish the post office and put in a beer garden or parsons
chicken from the city. A nice cheese shop would also be awesome.

9/6/2023 8:38 PM

305 Only interested if these are not plain-vanilla, suburban shops 9/6/2023 4:30 PM
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306 Unique food offering. Pomeroy is great. Small Chevaul is moving to Wilmette. Honey Butter
Fried Chicken is going to Glencoe. Something unique and focused on a specific cuisine would
be great. If there were another deli/butcher, I'd check it out but lakeside is decent.

9/6/2023 3:20 PM

307 Hardware store 9/6/2023 2:44 PM

308 Wine Bar/Wine Shop (I recall residents Alyssa Rapp and Hal Morris have a great plan for one
they have yet to launch))

9/6/2023 2:05 PM

309 restaurants 9/6/2023 1:40 PM

310 Outdoor and sports store (e.g. REI) 9/6/2023 1:40 PM

311 No more nail salons, please. 9/6/2023 1:01 PM

312 Stationery/Gifts/Home/Clothing/Accessories/Toys.Games at a reasonable price point 9/6/2023 11:19 AM

313 Kids clothing 9/6/2023 10:36 AM

314 Winnetka needs a pub or upscale cocktail bar badly (see Deerpath Inn Lake Forest) 9/6/2023 9:57 AM

315 Boutique hotel and restaurant like The Hoxton, Chicago 9/6/2023 8:04 AM

316 We need more restaurants and bars. 9/6/2023 5:37 AM

317 More mom and pop outfits that could benefit from a lesser tax on them; but provide a richer
cultural experience

9/5/2023 11:32 PM

318 variety store (some place to buy items that I may purchase from a "big box" store or amazon);
sourdough bakery like Hewn; excited for Tala coffee coming soon!

9/5/2023 10:20 PM

319 Salad shop 9/5/2023 9:49 PM

320 let it occur organically 9/5/2023 8:28 PM

321 Fast casual such as sweetgreen, chipotle, etc 9/5/2023 5:48 PM

322 Another fast casual restaurant option that is conducive for families or grabbing quick drink/bite. 9/5/2023 5:29 PM

323 Upscale convenience store like FoxTrot 9/5/2023 5:26 PM

324 We have stores with larger selections of some of these categories within a 15 minute drive.
And we already have good bakeries, delis and butcher shops.

9/5/2023 5:21 PM

325 Foodstuffs!! 9/5/2023 5:19 PM

326 HARDWARE STORE 9/5/2023 4:43 PM

327 Hardware store, Thai food, Indian Food, fast casual food options 9/5/2023 3:59 PM

328 Car wash 9/5/2023 3:37 PM

329 don't micro manage business development 9/5/2023 2:59 PM

330 Pharmacy, kids clothes, toys, gifts 9/5/2023 2:17 PM

331 Diverse restaurant options (e.g. ethnic), some fast food options, decent sized supermarket,
gym.

9/5/2023 2:16 PM

332 Would like to see a good, high quality traditional bakery. The new Lincoln Avenue Bakery isn't
very good.

9/5/2023 1:44 PM

333 I would love a space to bring kids to play! Or a play to drop off young kids (similar to
Northshore Playgroup in Glencoe,

9/5/2023 1:40 PM

334 chocolatier, gourmet donut shop. 9/5/2023 1:04 PM

335 Diner/breakfast place in Hubbard woods 9/5/2023 1:02 PM

336 Children’s clothing store 9/5/2023 12:40 PM

337 Dinner places 9/5/2023 12:31 PM

338 This is an odd list, as a) people rarely use stationary, b) shoes are moving quickly to all 9/5/2023 12:26 PM
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DTC/Online. Social places better for neighborhood than places that sell stuff (Amazon and
others have won that game)

339 hardware store 9/5/2023 12:10 PM

340 Cinema 9/5/2023 11:46 AM

341 We also need to consider some chains such as Blue Mercury (cosmetics) and Sur La
Table/Williams Sonoma (home goods)

9/5/2023 11:42 AM

342 Hardware store 9/5/2023 11:40 AM

343 Restaurants and another small grocery 9/5/2023 11:38 AM

344 gas station 9/5/2023 11:35 AM

345 Gifts shops 9/5/2023 11:32 AM

346 I think that any high end national chains like Serena and Lily are good additions to our
community and can afford the rents

9/5/2023 11:19 AM

347 Hardware 9/5/2023 11:09 AM

348 A good bakery - NOT brought in by Hoffman. 9/5/2023 11:04 AM

349 Anything, just get the building up and running across from Hometown. 9/5/2023 10:55 AM

350 Movie theater 9/5/2023 10:54 AM

351 We need more causal dining that keeps it simple. 9/5/2023 10:53 AM

352 Nursery (plants) 9/5/2023 10:48 AM

353 None 9/5/2023 10:45 AM

354 Additional restaurant options 9/5/2023 10:41 AM

355 pharmacy 9/5/2023 10:38 AM

356 Lots of clothing already exists, but just casual fast dining for families 9/5/2023 10:33 AM

357 NO more high-end, expensive clothing shops. 9/5/2023 10:30 AM

358 small scale music venue 9/5/2023 10:20 AM

359 hardware store 9/5/2023 10:09 AM

360 please stop al the fast food stores Lincoln avenue is beginning to smell like a souk 9/5/2023 10:08 AM

361 More cafes and restaurants make our village better 9/5/2023 10:04 AM

362 Kids clothing stores!! I’d love to see a sandwich grab and go- like Pret or Hannah’s Pretzel
sandwiches

9/5/2023 10:04 AM

363 As long as the 60093 price gouge is avoided 9/5/2023 10:02 AM

364 Ice Cream shops! 9/5/2023 9:59 AM

365 High end restaurants. 9/5/2023 9:58 AM

366 Kids places like a bubbles or bright bowls sort of place where tunes w Tim plays or checkout
the place in hinsdale called water lemon, sports bar, restaurants kids clothing

9/5/2023 9:55 AM

367 Decent organic grocery store Not grand or lake view 9/5/2023 8:57 AM

368 Spice shop 9/5/2023 8:43 AM

369 NONE 9/5/2023 8:43 AM

370 SUSHI 9/5/2023 6:44 AM

371 as many bars and restaurants and coffee shops as possible. 9/4/2023 6:06 PM

372 Coffee shop / bakery, affordable groceries 9/4/2023 5:30 PM
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373 Additional takeout/fast casual restaurants 9/4/2023 3:42 PM
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41.23% 557

67.88% 917

31.38% 424

24.87% 336

57.29% 774

24.94% 337

Q26 The Indian Hill business district (South of Winnetka Avenue to the
Kenilworth border) is seeing some welcome additions. What other kinds of

retail businesses and services do you think might enhance the district
considering its lack of walkability when compared to the Elm Street and

Hubbard Woods districts? (Choose all that apply.)
Answered: 1,351 Skipped: 804

Total Respondents: 1,351  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 We live very close to this area, and I cannot imagine any business thriving there. No parking,
etc.

9/20/2023 4:06 PM

2 food places for New Trier Students 9/20/2023 9:06 AM

3 more food selections for NT kids to have a lunch. Kids can no longer use their cars to leave 9/20/2023 8:43 AM
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campus but they can walk to local venues. Could use more options in the area.

4 Boutique grocery (foodstuffs) 9/20/2023 8:35 AM

5 bar- brew pub- somewhere to hang out 9/20/2023 6:37 AM

6 UPS Store 9/19/2023 11:25 PM

7 I very infrequently go to that area & not as concerned as that development as I am with
downtown.

9/19/2023 10:25 PM

8 Bakery, tea/coffee/chocolates cafe, 9/19/2023 10:03 PM

9 If we eventually own responsibility for Green, Bay Road, were there ever be a case for working
with the train property to actually move Green Bay Rd. to the east up against the train to
create a deeper more walkable space, perhaps, with safe navigation for bicycle traffic, and/or
space for outdoor dining in front of those stores?

9/19/2023 9:49 PM

10 no preference 9/19/2023 9:18 PM

11 Gas station there is a terrible idea with the 7-11 already a huge nuisance 9/19/2023 8:29 PM

12 Food for New Trier people 9/19/2023 8:20 PM

13 Work with Kenilworth to use TIF for improvements and lane reductions on Green Bay between
Winnetka Ave and Kenilworth Ave.

9/19/2023 8:07 PM

14 Being so close to new trier sr, all the kids go to 7-11 it would be great for them to have some
healthy snack options and some space to enjoy each other's company . Sandwich shop

9/19/2023 7:31 PM

15 Definitely not a gas station! 9/19/2023 5:50 PM

16 I never shop in that area 9/19/2023 5:31 PM

17 dont care - Winnetka and H.W. has enough of a footprint, not including the abyss that is one
winnetka

9/19/2023 5:14 PM

18 Carryout restaurant. (e.g. Thai) 9/19/2023 5:06 PM

19 Yes please a gas station! That would be terrific and is much-needed. 9/19/2023 5:03 PM

20 Let's see. The gas station,hardware store, and florist have left.What makes you think you even
have room for them in Native American Hill, let alone whether or not anyone wants to shop for
those items there.

9/19/2023 3:50 PM

21 none 9/19/2023 3:46 PM

22 restaurant 9/19/2023 2:50 PM

23 definitely hardware store! 9/19/2023 2:40 PM

24 Coffee shops/restaurants - esp those that would appeal to NTHS community 9/19/2023 11:44 AM

25 Parking for brief visits. Indian Hill has never been more the a brief visit. 9/19/2023 11:13 AM

26 Quick-serve restaurants. Sandwich shop? Takeout? Pizza? Bakery? 9/19/2023 11:09 AM

27 no parking in the neighborhood! 9/19/2023 8:55 AM

28 no opinion 9/19/2023 8:49 AM

29 Hotel 9/19/2023 7:38 AM

30 Brewery 9/18/2023 11:54 PM

31 No gas station 9/18/2023 9:04 PM

32 let stores come and go. 9/18/2023 7:56 PM

33 Restaurants, Coffee Shops, Bakery, Bookstore, Small Grocer 9/18/2023 7:54 PM

34 I go to Foodstuffs all the time in Glencoe, it would be great to have a store like that in
Winnetka.

9/18/2023 6:52 PM
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35 Sporting goods 9/18/2023 6:34 PM

36 Gym 9/18/2023 4:50 PM

37 Dermatologist 9/18/2023 1:46 PM

38 Whatever would succeed would be a welcome addition. It is a hard location for a retail store to
succeed.

9/18/2023 1:35 PM

39 Arcade 9/18/2023 12:07 PM

40 Liquor store 9/18/2023 9:33 AM

41 No opinion 9/18/2023 9:04 AM

42 What about the bakery here? Or Yummy meals that families can pick up for dinner. We have
so many busy families with young kids that would love a cute pick up spot for dinners/lunches

9/17/2023 11:45 PM

43 Quick food for New Trier students and staff 9/17/2023 9:29 PM

44 Whatever business that chooses to locate here. Market forces should determine 9/17/2023 9:00 PM

45 A Foodstuffs type place where nice prepared foods can be bought. Like Carmines in Palm
Beach Gardens or Dean @ Deluca

9/17/2023 7:44 PM

46 Stores that New Trier students would use during free period. Quick food store, prepared foods. 9/17/2023 5:13 PM

47 Again. Organic filling of spaces as interest is by tenants 9/17/2023 2:38 PM

48 Craft shop 9/17/2023 1:14 PM

49 A Foodstuffs would be perfect for the old jaguar dealership 9/17/2023 11:20 AM

50 need businesses that draw people in a similar way the Glencoe, Glenview, Wilmette and other
North Shore communities have done. We continue to fall behind because of lack of action

9/17/2023 11:10 AM

51 Whatever can survive. It has to be destination retail to make it. Losing the car dealership was
a blow to the village.

9/17/2023 9:50 AM

52 Teen hangout 9/17/2023 7:31 AM

53 None 9/16/2023 10:18 PM

54 Tough area for retail - not sure anything works 9/16/2023 3:34 PM

55 Not my favorite spot to shop…parking too tough, Green Bay rough. 9/16/2023 3:15 PM

56 Car wash :) 9/16/2023 3:10 PM

57 It doesn't matter what shops are put in if their prices are too high. You're competing with
Costco and Target.

9/16/2023 2:53 PM

58 don't need a wine store. If I"m going to drive to buy wine, I"ll go to Costco or Binnys. A
reasonable florist would be nice. No hardware--Lowes and HD closely.

9/16/2023 2:25 PM

59 Restaurants 9/16/2023 2:24 PM

60 Gas Station would be great! 9/16/2023 2:00 PM

61 quick food options- sandwiches, salads, bowls/tacos (great location relative to New Trier and
train)

9/16/2023 1:55 PM

62 There is not sufficent parking for on that strip for many of these businesses and crossing
GreenBay is unrealistic to support them.

9/16/2023 1:47 PM

63 Restaurants 9/16/2023 1:40 PM

64 We already have a 7-11 and don’t need another convenience store/gas station 9/16/2023 1:36 PM

65 how is this question different from number 25 9/16/2023 1:18 PM

66 Food Stuffs (like in Glencoe) 9/16/2023 1:16 PM

67 Brew pub 9/16/2023 1:15 PM
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68 I would only go there if there were ample Parking 9/16/2023 1:00 PM

69 No answer 9/16/2023 12:57 PM

70 Car wash 9/16/2023 12:13 PM

71 I would like to see a grocery at the old Maserati dealership 9/16/2023 12:08 PM

72 We have a lot of florists currently and a wine shop don’t bring in more of the same to drive
loyal businesses out

9/16/2023 11:49 AM

73 restaurant 9/16/2023 11:33 AM

74 restaurants/cafes and music store, clothing stores 9/15/2023 9:55 PM

75 It's kind of a retail dead zone, IMO. Traffic nightmares twice a day due to New Trier, minimal
parking.

9/15/2023 6:32 PM

76 Good To Go - similar to Food Stuff and the Lakeside Deli 9/15/2023 6:17 PM

77 no opinion 9/15/2023 5:53 PM

78 Fix the sidewalks first. 9/15/2023 3:52 PM

79 Given limited and inconvenient parking best use may be professional offices. 9/15/2023 12:02 PM

80 Art-house style movie theater. Could be some, maybe convince the Music Box to try
programming of some sort.

9/15/2023 8:54 AM

81 I never go there 9/14/2023 5:36 PM

82 Places for teens 9/14/2023 3:14 PM

83 Foodstuffs/Restaurants 9/14/2023 2:20 PM

84 I have no idea. I'm not a big shopper. 9/14/2023 1:40 PM

85 Gas station would be HUGE success 9/14/2023 10:25 AM

86 This is right next to NTHS, why would you put a wine store or a florist there? Just do easy,
quick lunch places. Cafes, pizza by the slice, etc.

9/14/2023 8:57 AM

87 I like the idea of spreading out within the village. Creating a niche market over there could be
very interesting and beneficial to the community.

9/14/2023 8:03 AM

88 pet store, restaurants 9/13/2023 6:29 PM

89 Please no gas station. 9/13/2023 3:19 PM

90 Shoes 9/13/2023 1:46 PM

91 no opinion 9/13/2023 8:40 AM

92 Elevated lifestyle or apparel i.e Le Labo, Aviator Nation, Criquet 9/12/2023 10:23 PM

93 Fast casual food! 9/12/2023 7:59 PM

94 Restaurants 9/12/2023 2:47 PM

95 Sports bar 9/12/2023 12:13 PM

96 no opinion 9/12/2023 11:52 AM

97 Bakery, coffee shop, cafe for lunch 9/12/2023 11:36 AM

98 None 9/12/2023 11:25 AM

99 deli, restaurants, garden, pop up stores (seasonal) 9/12/2023 10:31 AM

100 Don't think this area needs or would do well with more development. Too hard to park and not
walkable

9/12/2023 9:33 AM

101 Not sure. Not another bank. Something that I would use often would be great. 9/12/2023 9:31 AM

102 Something like a Three Tarts would be welcome in Winnetka. We already have a wine store, 9/12/2023 8:47 AM
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garden and gifts stores, florists and gas stations. Our hardware store went out of business and
Millens is minutes away

103 Parking during business hours is a challenge in Winnetka. Without easy access to specialty
stores, it is easier to buy online

9/11/2023 11:52 PM

104 Business catering to teenagers aka Teen Hangout 9/11/2023 10:49 PM

105 Diverse reasonably priced restaurants. Our family food scene needs improvement. 9/11/2023 10:28 PM

106 Sorry to lose florist on Willow 9/11/2023 8:11 PM

107 Things that would appeal to New Trier students and staff. Quick food restaurant. Coffee shop. 9/11/2023 7:05 PM

108 Hobby store 9/11/2023 5:59 PM

109 car wash 9/11/2023 4:30 PM

110 not a clue 9/11/2023 2:52 PM

111 i don't really feel that i need more stores 9/11/2023 2:07 PM

112 We have too much "business district" in a town the size of Winnetka. Too many businesses
selling the same things (florist, wine) won't make it. The one certain thing to do well, if run well,
is another restaurant type place. I would love a new hardware store, but we have them in
Northfield, Wilmette, and have paint stores on top of that. Evanston has a nice plant store that
is very busy! That might be a good idea so we don't have to drive to Lowe's to buy new ones
when needed.

9/11/2023 1:55 PM

113 a little late for gas station. we will all have EVs. 9/11/2023 12:10 PM

114 Let the market forces work. 9/11/2023 11:50 AM

115 Indian Hill would do best with stores appealing to teens, given proximity to New Trier. Teen
clothing or food stores?

9/11/2023 10:03 AM

116 GAP store 9/11/2023 10:02 AM

117 Restaurants 9/11/2023 8:24 AM

118 Quick serve restaurant like noodles to pick up food o. The way home from the train. Or a food
stuff- type place with ready made salads, pastas, sandwiches, etc

9/11/2023 8:12 AM

119 Lunch spot with drive thru 9/11/2023 8:02 AM

120 It’s not a real business sector. Never has been since the 1960’s. 9/11/2023 7:53 AM

121 Not a gas station or hardware store 9/11/2023 7:49 AM

122 Brew Pub 9/11/2023 7:44 AM

123 No gas station!!!! 9/11/2023 7:26 AM

124 Kids clothing 9/11/2023 6:40 AM

125 Frozen Yogurt! (GOOD one). Pinkberry (if they're even still around), or Love's! 9/11/2023 1:29 AM

126 Sports bar or brew pub, good coffee shop 9/10/2023 5:44 PM

127 Please consider renaming Indian Hill. Not appropriate. 9/10/2023 5:33 PM

128 No to a gas station!!! Do not do that! 9/10/2023 11:21 AM

129 Gas station, please! 9/10/2023 10:39 AM

130 Something that would benefit the New Trier students - a deli, stationary store, clothing store,
convenience store

9/10/2023 8:02 AM

131 Restaurants 9/9/2023 9:04 PM

132 I have no idea where this is 9/9/2023 4:23 PM

133 Sporting goods, bakery/ lunch spot for New Trier 9/9/2023 10:49 AM
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134 we need better options than those listed above 9/9/2023 7:11 AM

135 anything would be better than nothing 9/8/2023 6:24 PM

136 Stop micromanaging- let the market decide 9/8/2023 6:22 PM

137 Restaurants 9/8/2023 4:18 PM

138 Restaurants. 9/8/2023 3:55 PM

139 liquor store 9/8/2023 1:48 PM

140 No suggestions 9/8/2023 1:19 PM

141 Deli, take out 9/8/2023 11:50 AM

142 no opinion; I do not frequent this district 9/8/2023 3:58 AM

143 Bike, books, Chinese food 9/7/2023 10:58 PM

144 Restaurants 9/7/2023 10:49 PM

145 All of the above 9/7/2023 9:12 PM

146 Car wash! 9/7/2023 8:36 PM

147 Restaurants 9/7/2023 7:12 PM

148 Somewhere for NT students and teachers to frequent. Deli or casual quick place to grab
breakfast, lunch, snack after school

9/7/2023 6:16 PM

149 Also high end take-out-Indian, Chinese, Korean BBQ 9/7/2023 1:12 PM

150 no opinion 9/7/2023 11:39 AM

151 no suggestion 9/7/2023 11:07 AM

152 Anything, probably 9/6/2023 3:20 PM

153 Brew pub 9/6/2023 3:16 PM

154 Bar / pub / restaurant. Bakery. 9/6/2023 9:04 AM

155 Need parking to entice me to use it 9/6/2023 8:22 AM

156 see question above; encourage local and not fancy 9/5/2023 11:32 PM

157 Welcome additions? 9/5/2023 11:00 PM

158 Brew pub, kid friendly restaurant that is open for brunch/lunch for games, live music venue, 9/5/2023 10:22 PM

159 Foxtrot, 9/5/2023 10:16 PM

160 Hardware store would be great - do go to wilmette for hardware store 9/5/2023 9:49 PM

161 Fox trot type of market and sushi restaurant, beach restaurant, live music venue 9/5/2023 9:29 PM

162 Coffee shop/cafe (we need more basic/everyday/inexpensive restuarants) 9/5/2023 9:19 PM

163 Restaurant 9/5/2023 9:00 PM

164 ask Hoffman 9/5/2023 8:28 PM

165 coffee shop;/cafe; used bookstore 9/5/2023 7:39 PM

166 Fast casual such as sweetgreen, chipotle, etc. please do not do a gas station 9/5/2023 5:48 PM

167 We already have good stores in all these categories except a hardware store (for that we have
a 5 minute drive to Northfield).

9/5/2023 5:21 PM

168 Car wash 9/5/2023 3:37 PM

169 dont micro manage 9/5/2023 2:59 PM

170 No idea 9/5/2023 1:08 PM
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171 Dinner place 9/5/2023 12:31 PM

172 Bakery/Coffee Shop 9/5/2023 12:05 PM

173 NOT a gas station!!!! 9/5/2023 11:48 AM

174 On the fence about a gas station; if done, it should be tastefully done like the Glencoe station 9/5/2023 11:32 AM

175 lunch and dinner spot 9/5/2023 11:12 AM

176 We have too many florists and nail salons. Let’s give small, quality businesses (like Arch)
more of a reason to do business in Winnetka.

9/5/2023 11:04 AM

177 Pricing need be competitive 9/5/2023 10:58 AM

178 No opinion 9/5/2023 10:56 AM

179 I don't think we get to choose what goes in. If we had a walkable area where people
frequented, people would come. Just finish building first.

9/5/2023 10:55 AM

180 General store 9/5/2023 10:54 AM

181 None 9/5/2023 10:45 AM

182 This may not be the appropriate section, and I'm not sure whose jurisdiction it is, but the space
currently occupied by the Indian Hill Metra station parking lot is severely mis-utilized. I have
almost never seen cars parked there, I take the Metra regularly and almost no one uses that
station on the few trains that stop there. Especially with the development across the street,
this would be a wonderful opportunity for a high-end plaza with shops and restaurants.
Otherwise what is the point of having three business districts, where Indian Hill is just a 7-11,
coffee shop, bank and some professional offices? Seems like a waste.

9/5/2023 10:16 AM

183 foodstuffs 9/5/2023 10:09 AM

184 probably none because parking impossible 9/5/2023 10:08 AM

185 Kid’s clothing store! Gap?small target store 9/5/2023 10:04 AM

186 High end restaurants. 9/5/2023 9:58 AM

187 Any business that wants to make a 'go' of it, I think should be welcomed. 9/5/2023 9:42 AM

188 Spice shop 9/5/2023 8:43 AM

189 none, traffic is congested there 9/5/2023 8:43 AM

190 suboptimal location - parking, etc - this is a hard one - but a great business can prosper
anywhere.

9/5/2023 8:15 AM

191 More space for NT students to enjoy, tutoring/homework center 9/5/2023 7:24 AM

192 Food Stuff 9/4/2023 9:35 PM

193 Three tarts & Peachtree place!! ( Call it “Three Peaches” maybe?)) 9/4/2023 6:36 PM

194 a gas station is a great idea 9/4/2023 6:06 PM

195 Affordable grocery store 9/4/2023 5:30 PM

196 Additional takeout/fast casual restaurants 9/4/2023 3:42 PM

197 cc 9/4/2023 2:12 PM
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24.11% 399

30.94% 512

16.19% 268

10.45% 173

18.31% 303

Q27 How important is it for the Village to provide age-restricted Senior
housing, such as independent living apartments and assisted living

facilities? (Check one)
Answered: 1,655 Skipped: 500

TOTAL 1,655
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95.75% 924

39.38% 380

Q28 If you answered Moderately or Very Important to the question above,
what type of Senior Housing should the Village consider? (Check all that

apply)
Answered: 965 Skipped: 1,190

Total Respondents: 965  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Lots of multi generational families around here. Would be nice to have an option for older folks.
We can all coexist peacefully

9/21/2023 6:18 AM

2 Variety of affordability in a condo/apt building. Not a single senior facility 9/19/2023 11:45 PM

3 I'd love to see a building that accommodated both. So when you need assisted living you can
move to the area in the bldging that can support you.

9/19/2023 10:25 PM

4 Either one sounds good 9/19/2023 10:03 PM

5 What are these properties that the village owns that could be used for this purpose. The very
statement is a premise that should be examined. I don’t know where these are and I’m not
sure I would agree that they should be available or would be available for this type of
development. In my view, there are some properties in Northfield that would be very suitable
for this purpose without a lot of disruption to Winnetka/Northfield some are already available for
this purpose such as the apartments near new trier west. I think we should focus there
because it’s close enough to winnetka and there is more reasonably priced land and properties
available. I also think they were properties along Skokie Boulevard that could be made
available for the construction of assisted and/or senior living. We don’t need to come up the
works in the central and East elements of winnetka for this purpose. And I’m saying that as
someone who may soon require these types of facilities.

9/19/2023 9:49 PM

6 Do not waste taxpayer dollars on senior housing 9/19/2023 8:20 PM

7 I’m supportive of having this alternative fire people, and think it would be appreciated, but I
don’t believe the village should be funding or managing it

9/19/2023 8:10 PM

8 Living facilities decrease life spans. All options should be explored prior. That said seniors who
want to be near family and home should have the opportunity within the village

9/19/2023 7:31 PM
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9 Wish I knew more about this - I am not against the idea, I just don't feel adequately informed. 9/19/2023 7:08 PM

10 I don't feel qualified to answer this need, but given our community is full of families that
stay/return to raise their own families, and the aging of boomers.. it seems like we should be
doing more to keep these families together as residents in our community.

9/19/2023 6:40 PM

11 Such as The Mather in Evanston or Vi in Glenview 9/19/2023 5:55 PM

12 This is a crying need in Winnetka. Thank you very much for considering and offering this
opportunity for input.

9/19/2023 5:03 PM

13 Allow construction of Auxiliary Dwelling Units of residential lots 9/19/2023 4:08 PM

14 There should be no burden on taxpayers 9/19/2023 12:38 PM

15 This would open up houses for young families to move into. 9/19/2023 12:04 PM

16 Follow on model of Packard redevelopmant at Hubbard Woods. (Assisted living needs
considerable license professionals.)

9/19/2023 11:13 AM

17 So many of our peers and those older have to leave the community for housing. We don't need
our larger homes but we want to stay in Winnetka.

9/19/2023 10:53 AM

18 Honestly, I would like to see when I could pursue multi family to enable choice. Why do we
have to call it a specific group? Let’s promote better choice, by definition, more affordable from
a tax perspective. We are a bedroom family community, and we will always attract people who
seek that socialization.

9/19/2023 10:44 AM

19 We will all get old and need accommodations. Smaller home, someone to mainline the basics
etc

9/18/2023 11:31 PM

20 Would Senior Housing be cost competitive with nearby options? 9/18/2023 10:35 PM

21 Not in favor of government housing for anyone. Seniors can live wherever they want to. There
is a wide range of condo and townhome pricing. If you need senior living, you can find it
nearby.

9/18/2023 8:56 PM

22 VILLAGE SHOULD NOT BE IN THE BUSINESS OF DEVELOPING HOUSING--- LET THIS
TO THE PROFESSIONAL PRIVATE DEVELOPERS!

9/18/2023 3:47 PM

23 NONE 9/18/2023 12:25 PM

24 Need a "Maybe" option to Q 29 9/18/2023 6:49 AM

25 What about this for the Winnetka One site? Luxury Condos would be a great fit here not
rentals.

9/17/2023 11:45 PM

26 We do not need senior housing. 9/17/2023 9:29 PM

27 None 9/17/2023 9:00 PM

28 I think a facility that allows people to age in place - independent living, assisted living and
supportive living.

9/17/2023 8:30 PM

29 It wd be nice to be able to stay in the community at that stage but i don’t think is worth it to the
community

9/17/2023 7:44 PM

30 I would prioritize empty nester housing and more affordable housing over senior living facilities 9/17/2023 7:21 PM

31 There is winnetka Mews, etc. is there really no other options for seniors? 9/17/2023 5:38 PM

32 NONE! 9/17/2023 5:13 PM

33 The Village of Winnetka needs more empty nester housing, not just dedicated "senior"
housing. Many of our long-term residents are compelled to leave the community because of
the lack of housing diversity in our community. Question #29, describing the senior housing as
a "facility," implies an institutional building for seniors. The Village should review its zoning
map and identify parcels or areas that are well suited to allow developers to provide "age-
restricted" (meaning 55+) or "age-targeted" housing that is better suited for empty nesters, not
just senior living facilities.

9/17/2023 4:58 PM

34 Where are the properties (post office site)? 9/17/2023 1:27 PM
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35 Do not want any section 8 9/16/2023 7:18 PM

36 People move here for life and it is important to take care of them. The older generation has lots
to contribute and we should not push them out.

9/16/2023 4:19 PM

37 The issue here is having more affordable housing for all age groups. 9/16/2023 3:10 PM

38 but need to be priced for people on fixed incomes. Make it possible for people to afford staying
in their long term community.

9/16/2023 1:55 PM

39 Both - IL is more important probably. BUT - we are going to run into affordability issues. It
should be provided with nice, but moderate furnishings etc...

9/16/2023 1:47 PM

40 Tiered living facilities - from independent to assisted. 9/16/2023 1:40 PM

41 CCRC community thru end of life 9/16/2023 1:02 PM

42 I think a graduated program from Independent to Assisted living is the most succesful 9/16/2023 1:00 PM

43 A large home could be senior or part time living for people who have second homes. A nice
bed and breakfast would be great

9/16/2023 12:18 PM

44 Proximity to grocery and pharmacy are key -- minimize need for car/van. 9/15/2023 6:32 PM

45 A combination facility would be the most flexible and widely-used option. 9/15/2023 5:54 PM

46 Let's face it. winnetka is not interested in the seniors who need such assistance. Well off
seniors already have housing.

9/15/2023 12:02 PM

47 Reasonably priced independent living residences. 9/15/2023 8:54 AM

48 They would need to be very expensive, so the market would be small 9/14/2023 5:36 PM

49 Affordable Housing for seniors and others 9/14/2023 5:01 PM

50 Placed in the Hubbard Woods or Elm Street district, this could be very beneficial to seniors. 9/14/2023 1:40 PM

51 all the above! 9/13/2023 9:56 PM

52 I don't want limited housing- we do need condos and apartments and other affordable options,
but not to limit them to seniors.

9/13/2023 6:29 PM

53 I have many friends who want to downsize but stay in town. That Northfield project at
Winnetka and Hibbard Road is something we need more of. Off Gage Street in Hubbard Woods
seems like a possible spot. North of Sacred Heart School and south of Phototronics

9/13/2023 1:36 PM

54 Free Market economics is best 9/12/2023 7:45 PM

55 smaller, empty-nester houses 9/12/2023 4:40 PM

56 Let the market dictate what’s needed! 9/12/2023 10:47 AM

57 The code should be changed to allow for apartments above garages. 9/12/2023 10:47 AM

58 Something where you could transition would be great. 9/12/2023 9:31 AM

59 Neither! 9/11/2023 7:05 PM

60 Neither 9/11/2023 3:53 PM

61 Young families want in, older folks want to downsize but stay in town. This is a win-win and
should not be difficult. I strongly prefer condos to apartments. We need more development
such as what has been in downtown Lake Forest in recent years--close to town, train, and in
the community people spent their lives living. More and more people are becoming part-time
residents due to Illinois taxes--they are a great group to purchase smaller homes in the area so
they can downsize yet be near their families during the nice weather.

9/11/2023 1:55 PM

62 Doesn't have to be designated senior... but just kind of housing for seniors or singles, young
and old alike would find suitable.

9/11/2023 1:15 PM

63 Larger 3 bed Condos and first floor primary suite homes/townhomes. 9/11/2023 11:09 AM

64 There is plenty of senior housing in nearby locations, Evanston and Northbrook for example 9/11/2023 11:09 AM
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65 And not located at the center of a business area 9/11/2023 10:31 AM

66 None 9/11/2023 9:39 AM

67 Neither. Just multi-family apartments and condos so that longtime residents who don’t want to
live in a large house can stay in the neighborhood near their families. No subsidized housing
please! Don’t “age-restrict” them either. Let the market drive it.

9/11/2023 8:24 AM

68 Crazy that our seniors have to move - just even their kids are moving back to enjoy their kids
grandparents!

9/11/2023 8:12 AM

69 something that spans independent to assisted - but beautiful and not rancid 9/11/2023 6:32 AM

70 Pet friendly, services within building for hair cuts, salon, doctors and dentists 9/10/2023 5:33 PM

71 And a hotel 9/10/2023 2:11 PM

72 NA 9/9/2023 4:31 PM

73 Senior day center 9/9/2023 10:49 AM

74 I am 100% in favor of senior living, but not provided by the village. That makes 0 sense. The
Village should not be in the business of “providing” at all. It should only be in the business of
investigating and approving or rejecting builders and operators who are interested in providing
senior housing in Winnetka

9/8/2023 8:54 PM

75 low income priority to residents 9/8/2023 7:09 PM

76 Single family condo 9/8/2023 5:36 PM

77 Small homes 9/8/2023 10:49 AM

78 anything that provides options and opportunities for us as we age 9/8/2023 10:33 AM

79 Memory care 9/8/2023 10:11 AM

80 No opinion 9/8/2023 9:55 AM

81 Ccrc - find a company to work with to get one for Winnetka. Long overdue! 9/8/2023 8:07 AM

82 It should be the full continuum of care 9/8/2023 8:05 AM

83 Assisted living facilities will involve an influx of a transient workforce, which will not be
beneficial to our community

9/7/2023 8:58 PM

84 I checked both boxes because it’s a good idea but I’m skeptical this could be done in an
affordable manner.

9/7/2023 4:53 PM

85 A tower at all he post office location , with a combination of rentals for local teachers and
seniors, with high end condos with multimillion dollar views could be very successful in my
opinion.

9/7/2023 4:09 PM

86 Any First Floor master suites homes with small yards-like Hibbard Gardens 9/7/2023 1:12 PM

87 I dont know enough to provide a valid opinion 9/6/2023 3:20 PM

88 This is the worst idea across the entire survey. Why is it the Village's responsibility to do this?
Why discriminate against other non-Senior residents with specific purpose use of Village
assets? Seems like a good lawsuit. The fact that no one else does this should be clue...

9/6/2023 1:40 PM

89 Or just have more condo and smaller homes to downsize into 9/6/2023 10:40 AM

90 What we need is smaller nice spaces for familes who want to downsize or have other homes
but want a base in Winnetka

9/6/2023 8:38 AM

91 " Turtles to the sea" keep our seniors in our neighborhood; cherish and respect them 9/5/2023 11:32 PM

92 Graduated care facilities. Post office site is ideal. We have enough open parks between Dwyer
Park and the Village Green and Hubbard Woods Park

9/5/2023 8:22 PM

93 Both Independent and Assisted Living 9/5/2023 5:21 PM

94 You really need both to do this effectively 9/5/2023 5:19 PM
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95 The Village should not "provide" such housing, it should allow for it. It can (and should) allow
broader residential development options downtown, including townhomes and flats. The path to
better retail is by increasing the number of residents in your downtown.

9/5/2023 4:14 PM

96 Homes for adults with mental disabilities 9/5/2023 3:59 PM

97 dont micro manage 9/5/2023 2:59 PM

98 Add such services a-la-carte to existing and or new properties 9/5/2023 1:08 PM

99 There isn't the land required for appopriate assisted living 9/5/2023 12:26 PM

100 Memory Care. 9/5/2023 12:05 PM

101 Why restrict housing to age?? 9/5/2023 11:52 AM

102 Currently there is a feeding frenzy when first floor primary bedroom homes come on the market
- homes go for over list price with multiple offers because Winnetkans want to downsize but
stay in town!

9/5/2023 11:42 AM

103 Are you sure there are none? Wilmette has Sunrise Assisted Living, There are a slew of
smaller condos, esp along Green Bay that are affordable and perfect for seniors, though not
"Official"

9/5/2023 11:29 AM

104 CCRC (not for profit) 9/5/2023 11:15 AM

105 What property does the Village owned that could be used for such a purpose? 9/5/2023 11:06 AM

106 This will be viewed as another attempt to create "affordable housing". That failed last time it
was on a referendum.

9/5/2023 11:05 AM

107 If Assisted, the buildings should not be branded. 9/5/2023 11:04 AM

108 No need 9/5/2023 10:58 AM

109 would have to be a decent company that owned with some class not just anything 9/5/2023 10:08 AM

110 Long time Winnetka residents are aging and often we have to leave the village, which has
become our home, in need of other facilities. In addition, newer and more condos/apartments
are needed for those of us who are empty nesters but want to remain in the village.

9/5/2023 9:42 AM

111 With a 55+ age restrictions to allow empty nesters, maybe. 9/4/2023 6:36 PM

112 none 9/4/2023 6:06 PM

113 mm 9/4/2023 2:12 PM
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40.35% 625

59.65% 924

Q29 If it were available, would you or a member of your household take
advantage of such a facility?

Answered: 1,549 Skipped: 606

TOTAL 1,549
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52.70% 801

47.30% 719

Q30 Should the Village of Winnetka actively pursue developers to fill this
housing gap?

Answered: 1,520 Skipped: 635

TOTAL 1,520

# COMMENT DATE

1 Not currently relevant to me, but i know there are many nearby options in neighboring towns 9/20/2023 5:21 PM

2 There are assisted living arrangments nearby in Northbrook. We don't have enough open land
to accommodate this type of structure.

9/20/2023 8:43 AM

3 If it has a variety of pricing/sizes 9/19/2023 11:45 PM

4 Why can’t we just have apartments/condos mor like the mews? Do we have to specify
independent and assisted living?

9/19/2023 10:28 PM

5 I thought the area where Fells was was supposed to be this. 9/19/2023 10:25 PM

6 We don’t have any relatives that could use this now, but potentially as they age 9/19/2023 10:03 PM

7 Again, we can get such developers, but it shouldn’t be east of Hibbard Road… It should be
west of Hibbard Road to the south or north field or west and north of the expressway.

9/19/2023 9:49 PM

8 I don't have a need for it but if others do, I think it's great 9/19/2023 9:25 PM

9 No strong opinion 9/19/2023 8:50 PM

10 The only gap that need o be filled are quality condos, not cheap apartment that have been
approved in the space formally known as 'One Winnetka'.

9/19/2023 8:44 PM

11 Yes if there is appetite for it from the senior community 9/19/2023 8:34 PM

12 Do not spend taxpayer dollars on senior housing. 9/19/2023 8:20 PM

13 It's possible I would take advantage of it at some point in the future ... I don't know 9/19/2023 7:08 PM

14 More moderately priced housing options overall would be better for the Village and may help
encourage diversity.

9/19/2023 7:07 PM
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15 I think the 1 Winnetka area would be ideal for this, with services on the 1st floor. PT, Hair
Salon, Mini-mart and such

9/19/2023 5:58 PM

16 yes, too bad that moronic office building was put in on south willow near the freeway. that
would have been a perfect place.

9/19/2023 5:14 PM

17 No opinion 9/19/2023 5:14 PM

18 We should be able to provide some affordable housing in the village. 9/19/2023 5:06 PM

19 So many other priorities! 9/19/2023 5:06 PM

20 Start with your friends. That would be novel. 9/19/2023 3:50 PM

21 depends on what else we need; at the moment I think there are other priorities like the One
Winnetka project??? (across from Hometown... that NEEDS focus)

9/19/2023 3:13 PM

22 Should be empty nester options for townhome and condos- get foot traffic to downtown areas 9/19/2023 12:53 PM

23 Maybe 9/19/2023 12:38 PM

24 Need to do a survey to be sure that the demand is there. 9/19/2023 12:04 PM

25 We need more varied housing to facilitate downsizing, whether it is for seniors,
divorced/widowed individuals, empty nesters or whatever group. It is critical to have more
varied sizes and price points. However, I don't think it needs to be a senior-living facility or
age-restricted. We just need more choices for people and we should allow developers to build
one or more properties that meet this need, fully recognizing it will be more dense than other
areas of the village. That is OK!

9/19/2023 11:44 AM

26 The Village of Winnetka should pursue developers of quality multi family housing that provides
more choice. This will enhance the vitality of our central business district and our community.

9/19/2023 10:44 AM

27 the answer to 29 is "not yet" but we might in the future, or look to bring aging parents here at
some point.

9/19/2023 9:42 AM

28 If this kind of "opportunity" is economically viable, developers will come without pursuit. 9/19/2023 9:37 AM

29 Not any of the One Winnetka developers. Let's not have more permanently vacant properties in
the name of "development"

9/19/2023 9:10 AM

30 You had this with One Winnetka and killed it. 9/19/2023 8:58 AM

31 29 - "Maybe" 9/19/2023 8:57 AM

32 More 3-4 bedroom smaller starter homes needed. If you could provide options for seniors to
downsize, more houses could open up or be a focus for builders

9/19/2023 8:25 AM

33 The Fell building space - One Winnetka - should be developed as a priority. 9/19/2023 4:09 AM

34 We would consider this but it would depend on tax burden, etc on those that live in senior
living.

9/18/2023 10:55 PM

35 Only if reputable and reliable. 9/18/2023 10:35 PM

36 This whole survey is rife with pursuing opportunities with business interests. We do not want
high rise developments or subsidized housing of any kind. The lack thereof is a reason people
move here. Wake up!

9/18/2023 9:04 PM

37 Its hard to know if we would take advantage of this at our age and situation; I would have
answered "maybe"

9/18/2023 7:42 PM

38 If there's an expressed interest, I believe it warrants exploring. 9/18/2023 6:35 PM

39 Depends on the economics and need 9/18/2023 6:34 PM

40 We moved from Highland Park, where the city actively developed for senior and multi-family
dwelling housing, and the city changed for the worse.

9/18/2023 4:50 PM

41 Is there a demand? 9/18/2023 10:24 AM

42 I would love to see moderately sized housing for empty nesters, many of whom have a second
residence in warmer climates. Single floor living.

9/18/2023 9:29 AM
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43 I do think we need to put a luxury condo building in. How about the Winnetka One Site? Maybe
it could be for older couples when they want to downsize? I would definitely buy a place there
when I want to downsize in 20 years

9/17/2023 11:45 PM

44 Do not need senior housing. Do not spend taxpayer dollars on senior housing. 9/17/2023 9:29 PM

45 We need 'empty nester/ apartments" near the downtown area to increase downtown foot traffic
for our businesses. The downtown area is optimal due to its access to food, retail and public
transport. "One Winnetka" is a start but its high rents will prohibit many from accessing. We
are seeing too many of our 50+ year old citizens moving to neighboring communities due to
the lack of availability of housing when they decide to downsize.

9/17/2023 7:21 PM

46 I am saying no at this time, My family lives out of state, but if I had to move a parent close by,
I suppose it would change my answer.

9/17/2023 5:38 PM

47 Winnetka does not need senior housing. Do not pursue this! 9/17/2023 5:13 PM

48 we are not ready yet, but maybe some day 9/17/2023 5:06 PM

49 The Village of WInnetka is well known for being very difficult to get anything done. The former
Fell's site and the Post Office have been stagnant for more than 16 years, in part due to the
inability of the Village to shepherd a plan through the process. While the recently approved
plan for "One Winnetka" is a good start, there are many other sites that could be re-developed
to better suit the needs of the community and help sustain the retail base. Both Glencoe and
Wilmette appear to be far more receptive to the needs of the community, creating vibrant
downtowns with a mix of housing, restaurant and retail establishments.

9/17/2023 4:58 PM

50 The Village primary focus in terms of development should be the properties in the SE corner of
Elm and Lincoln.

9/17/2023 4:44 PM

51 again, higher density population needed in village center. 9/17/2023 3:41 PM

52 Most elderly live in their homes for many years and possibly zero to minimal mortgages.
Moving into new facility reduces ability to age in place and must deal with how’s etc

9/17/2023 2:38 PM

53 Unable to answer without specs—would only be interested in either spacious apartment living
(not restricted by age) or full-scale retirement assisted living with amenities.

9/17/2023 11:23 AM

54 I’m not sure you have to actively pursue it. I think if the village owns a developable lot, the
developers will come to you. You can RFP the site to multiple entities and then decide who
has the best plan that will also be successful

9/17/2023 9:50 AM

55 Yes, but not a top priority 9/17/2023 6:22 AM

56 It would depend on the percentage of residents wanting the proposed housing facility. 9/17/2023 6:22 AM

57 I'm not in an age demographic where this feels important to me yet, but it would be nice for
seniors with family nearby to live very close to their adult children.

9/16/2023 9:47 PM

58 Consider also that almost every ranch house has been torn down and sold to developers who
max out the lot with ugly and cheap housing. More development restrictions would limit this

9/16/2023 7:18 PM

59 needs more study location should not be prime downtown real estate 9/16/2023 7:16 PM

60 depends on location 9/16/2023 7:00 PM

61 I’m not at the age to need such facility now. But eventually. 9/16/2023 6:33 PM

62 Other housing is good also. I just hate to say an entire undeveloped area that could have
taxpayers who will help the Elm street business district to thrive.

9/16/2023 6:26 PM

63 First I heard of this. Interesting option 9/16/2023 4:39 PM

64 Major lack of quality housing in the 1,800-2,500 sq ft one floor living in Winnetka if attempting
to downsize. Need quality IL housing

9/16/2023 3:34 PM

65 It should be researched 9/16/2023 3:18 PM

66 Answered #30 because too many unknowns. Where? Part of the post office space I assume.
Tough to answer with all the unknowns.

9/16/2023 3:15 PM
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67 It is sad to see the continual migration of long-term resdients who leave the Village because
they are at an age where they need to down-size.

9/16/2023 3:10 PM

68 too many things to consider here - not sure 9/16/2023 2:48 PM

69 Your question assume this "housing gap" is a given. We need ranches, townhouses, good
sized condos for people to downsize to--don't need assisted living!!!

9/16/2023 2:25 PM

70 There are many Winnetka residents who would like to stay, but prefer to downsize or need
some amount of help in order to live independently

9/16/2023 2:00 PM

71 again, with an eye towards affordability within this age bracket, without minimizing quality of
living and community appeal.

9/16/2023 1:55 PM

72 This is all caveated on location and what "asset" would be given up. Encouraging this type of
development at private own sites might be better approach.

9/16/2023 1:47 PM

73 Community needs to give direction as to location first. 9/16/2023 1:40 PM

74 The village should in no way determine the "design". The village has shown itself completely
incapable of encouraging progress -- witness Winnetka One

9/16/2023 1:15 PM

75 CCRC professionals like Presbyterian Homes, Covenant Living etc 9/16/2023 1:02 PM

76 We feel it is a needed resource. A high end facility would be most in line w/ the community.
Many people would utilize it.

9/16/2023 1:00 PM

77 Depends 9/16/2023 12:57 PM

78 So sad that One Winnetka did not get done. 9/16/2023 12:22 PM

79 Creative developers. Please not large chains that look nice but have low staff numbers. Would
love to see Skokie school used this way or post office or fell property.

9/16/2023 12:18 PM

80 This is not the "job" of the Village. If a developer purchases land and builds it, fine, but the
Village need not provide housing.

9/16/2023 11:38 AM

81 My answer to the above two questions is "maybe." Why wasn't this option listed? 9/15/2023 9:55 PM

82 I feel strongly that we should not pursue developers. 9/15/2023 5:42 PM

83 Affordable housing for seniors is important. 9/15/2023 3:52 PM

84 Define the "gap." 9/15/2023 12:02 PM

85 It should explore the independent living option, not sure if that means "actively pursue". 9/15/2023 8:54 AM

86 I'd rather see affordable housing prioritized 9/14/2023 5:01 PM

87 No need for assisted living or senior housing. Need housing that seniors/downsizers may want
to live in, but not dedicated senior housing!

9/14/2023 3:10 PM

88 I am neutral on this one 9/14/2023 1:49 PM

89 All seeking independent living need to leave our town, it would benefit the community to have
people stay here instead of going to the Mather, the Vee, or going to Lake Forest.

9/14/2023 11:27 AM

90 If there is an overwhelming majority of interest, I would say yes. There are many empty-
nesters fleeing to the city out of their big homes, because there is no option here in town.

9/14/2023 8:03 AM

91 ut keep it affordable in keeping wih other northshore facilitiess 9/13/2023 9:56 PM

92 again, we need apartments and condos. Huge need for condos. 9/13/2023 6:29 PM

93 Only if it’s broader and goes beyond just senior housing 9/13/2023 5:43 PM

94 Apartments or condos near the shopping areas would be best. 9/13/2023 4:28 PM

95 This is a young family community. The taxes are high because of the school. Pursuing this
housing gap is cost prohibited.

9/13/2023 3:22 PM

96 I don’t really see the proportional benefit to the community at large. This seems like a very
small sub-sect of people. Has there been a study of how many Winnetkans raise their families

9/13/2023 3:19 PM
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in Winnetka and remain in Winnetka as seniors? Or want to? This seems like a generational
issue that is changing. Most adults I know do not intend to live in Winnetka long-term after
retirement and it has little to do with the lack of housing.

97 Yes but I don’t think they need to jump to age restricted apartments. More single story, smaller
houses for empty nesters is what Winnetka is lacking.

9/13/2023 1:57 PM

98 Green Bay Road Should be zoned up to allow more multi unit buildings 9/13/2023 1:36 PM

99 There really are a large number of adequate and varied options in this category in surrounding
communities. Having had a parent reside in two (independent and assisted living), I do not feel
that the community needs to be in Winnetka per so but in the "area."

9/13/2023 9:04 AM

100 Why not if the village currently owns property that could be utilized in this way? 9/12/2023 10:22 PM

101 There is a lack of transitional and older age housing in Winnetka for older adults. 9/12/2023 8:57 PM

102 Free Market economics is best 9/12/2023 7:45 PM

103 There are many senior living facilities in this general area. Would one in or near Winnetka be
competitive?

9/12/2023 7:06 PM

104 Don’t need it now but it might be useful in the future. 9/12/2023 7:03 PM

105 At reasonable prices 9/12/2023 5:37 PM

106 Caveat to Qu 29: ultimately may decide not to move into the independent living apt if Winnetka
ended up building one.

9/12/2023 2:56 PM

107 I have old parents that live in Winnetka and these are discussions we are having. 9/12/2023 2:41 PM

108 As a former Wilmette resident, this was a powerful voting bloc that prevented progress within
Wilmette and one of the reasons we moved. Any project that would require a tax levy was
blocked by fixed income pensioners.

9/12/2023 11:07 AM

109 The village shouldn’t provide housing but should enable developers to do so if they choose 9/12/2023 11:06 AM

110 Let the market dictate what’s needed! 9/12/2023 10:47 AM

111 only if affordable 9/12/2023 10:31 AM

112 actively pursue developers who can build a building that's consistent with the lovely homes in
Winnetka--NOT anything like the huge building on Green Bay Road in Winnetka (the Optima)

9/12/2023 10:23 AM

113 Land is too expensive in Winnetka for any developer to make a profit building low cost housing
developments

9/11/2023 11:52 PM

114 Most retirees / elderly here seem to be leaving Illinois for estate tax reasons and tax reasons
and warmer climates.

9/11/2023 9:04 PM

115 There are plenty of these types of housing in nearby communities. Do not pursue this. 9/11/2023 7:05 PM

116 No, no no no 9/11/2023 3:53 PM

117 I might use it. It's definitely a hole in the market offerings. 9/11/2023 2:52 PM

118 Worth researching depending on results from the survey 9/11/2023 2:34 PM

119 I wn to age here and my choices are limited. I don't want to go somewher that's not my
hometown (like Wilmette and Northbrook)

9/11/2023 2:13 PM

120 We built a home including an elevator so we do not have to fear multiple levels should this
become a concern in the future.

9/11/2023 1:55 PM

121 Sr. housing in Winnetka is Oak Hill, or then Plaza del Lago. All prohibit dogs. Everyone in
Winnetka has a dog. Make sure they are pet friendly.

9/11/2023 12:10 PM

122 No one in my household is in need of a senior facility but I think it is important to offer such a
thing in such an aging community

9/11/2023 11:55 AM

123 of course, pricing can be an issue for seniors so only 'luxury' should be avoided as these
people can stay in their current homes

9/11/2023 10:49 AM
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124 Indifferent 9/11/2023 10:29 AM

125 My 92 yr old mom in multi storied Winnetka townhome would move there & enjoy the
commeraderie of other seniors

9/11/2023 10:11 AM

126 Most of my aging friends would like to see UPSCALE larger sized apartment availability. As
they downsize and want to stay in the community, they don't want a 1-2 bedroom apartment.
They have been disappointed that the new one Winnetka doesn't have large units

9/11/2023 10:03 AM

127 All forms of housing diversity is desired. You don't want a community of only white, middle
aged families with children. You want a variety of individuals.

9/11/2023 9:41 AM

128 Pursue all development, not just senior housing and it should not be restricted to low income or
be subsidized by the village

9/11/2023 9:39 AM

129 Not sure 9/11/2023 9:13 AM

130 The Village should get Winnetka One completed before taking on any other project. Winnetka
One has been an eye sore for MANY years.

9/11/2023 9:11 AM

131 Surrounding communities have nearby options. 9/11/2023 9:03 AM

132 There are nice condos that people can consider, and we are thinking about that. I am not sure
Senior Housing would fit in Winnetka. I could be wrong. I am not dead against it.

9/11/2023 8:44 AM

133 But don’t put restrictions on them. The market is always smarter than an elected official! 9/11/2023 8:24 AM

134 Costs are too high. The wilmette venture into this has been a failure 9/11/2023 7:53 AM

135 I would prioritize a BOUTIQUE HOTEL before senior living - a hotel with a big bar and a pool
that could be used by the community - put it in the post office space

9/11/2023 6:32 AM

136 My Dad would be interested and looking for senior housing with outdoor patio or balcony 9/10/2023 5:33 PM

137 The priority of the village needs to rid itself of the eyesore of one winnetka. Spend the money.
Make it a green space until something happens. It’s embarrassing this point.

9/10/2023 4:18 PM

138 I have little exposure to the real demand. 9/10/2023 12:52 PM

139 Only if there is conviction that such a development can provide an economic return. 9/9/2023 6:33 PM

140 NA 9/9/2023 4:31 PM

141 If developers aren't building senior living here it's bc there is a higher and better use for the
land.

9/9/2023 4:23 PM

142 No one can afford to live here after our kids have finished school, so I don’t see this as a
priority

9/9/2023 1:28 PM

143 For our older generations and our parents retirement even part time isn’t easy given lack of
housing for those who want to downsize.

9/9/2023 11:32 AM

144 In 5 years, but not urgent in 2023 9/9/2023 10:49 AM

145 ok if developers have interest but not at expense to the village 9/8/2023 9:10 PM

146 The housing should be affordable on a scale applicable to seniors and not people who can still
earn good incomes. Seniors provide priceless assets to our community, first and foremost
reminding people to think about others’ needs—a value in diminishing supply in our village.

9/8/2023 7:15 PM

147 Not sure - we are in year 8 or so if still trying to figure out one winnetka - so we have very low
confidence in the village on such matters

9/8/2023 5:36 PM

148 There are numerous options nearby. 9/8/2023 3:55 PM

149 It would be nice if there were other housing options in Winnetka if a retiree sells their home
other than moving out of Winnetka.

9/8/2023 3:48 PM

150 No opinion 9/8/2023 9:55 AM

151 Absolutely! So many seniors have left the village! 9/8/2023 8:05 AM

152 Will potential developers need to be pursued? 9/8/2023 3:58 AM
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153 See Wilmette and Highland Park 9/7/2023 10:58 PM

154 Developers are the worst 9/7/2023 10:32 PM

155 Winnetka is perfect for seniors: public transportation, walkable, safe, parks, churches 9/7/2023 9:36 PM

156 We need to enable our residents to age here - for themselves and their grandkids, etc. Plus,
we're loosing too many committed, knowledgeable residents.

9/7/2023 9:12 PM

157 Winnetka should focus on families of all ages and a place for kids to thrive 9/7/2023 7:12 PM

158 Absolutely. People have been asking for this for years! 9/7/2023 6:16 PM

159 Again, given Land prices in Winnetka, I’m skeptical this could be done affordably. I’d love to be
wrong.

9/7/2023 4:53 PM

160 Taking advantage of such a facility would depend on its price and location in town. 9/7/2023 1:47 PM

161 This age group spends so much on restaurants and entertaining and these residents "anchor"
our community

9/7/2023 1:12 PM

162 Not sure 9/7/2023 1:01 PM

163 I don't have a strong opinion either way. 9/7/2023 12:58 PM

164 free market 9/7/2023 9:41 AM

165 I wouldn't use it now, but could imagine it for my parents in the future. 9/7/2023 9:19 AM

166 It's worth exploring. 9/6/2023 8:29 PM

167 There are many options in Wilmette that is still nearby 9/6/2023 6:02 PM

168 I dont know 9/6/2023 3:20 PM

169 The village is not capable of handling such an endeavor as seen by Winnetka One and the
Elder/Centennial Beach fiasco

9/6/2023 3:17 PM

170 Again, worst idea in the survey. This should be a private initiative if there is any interest.
Sounds like boondoggle and handout.

9/6/2023 1:40 PM

171 Would give a quality option to the many of us who are facing caring for our aging parents 9/6/2023 11:19 AM

172 Or have developers create condo and smaller homes for downsizing moves 9/6/2023 10:40 AM

173 Need to await outcome of Winnetka one development. Can this space be used for seniors 9/6/2023 10:36 AM

174 We can't even get One Winnetka developed into something interesting. We should focus on
getting that developed before pursuing other ideas.

9/6/2023 8:22 AM

175 I think there are other, competing housing gaps like high-end apartments or townhomes to
increase density of the community.

9/6/2023 8:04 AM

176 The village needs to survey seniors or potential seniors and first understand their needs.
Otherwise you may land up with a One Winnetka situation again

9/5/2023 11:32 PM

177 Where would staffing come from? 9/5/2023 9:13 PM

178 Village should stay out the "development" business. 9/5/2023 8:28 PM

179 It was so difficult for my mom to find a good place for my grandfather, who is a winnetka
resident.

9/5/2023 8:07 PM

180 Sounds great, but the Village lacks the space for a comprehensive Senior facility. Plenty of
fine alternatives elsewhere.

9/5/2023 7:49 PM

181 Re #29; not at this time 9/5/2023 7:39 PM

182 See increasing demand for this as the community ages 9/5/2023 6:47 PM

183 Taking advantage of this type of housing depends on a lot of variables. This is a tough one to
address without more specifics.

9/5/2023 5:21 PM

184 I am not sure 9/5/2023 5:19 PM
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185 only if survey results and further polling indicate that there is a desire and need. 9/5/2023 5:19 PM

186 On village owned property, possibly, but the market must decide this, not politicians. 9/5/2023 4:14 PM

187 While we're going to go to Boston to be near our daughters, others may wish to stay here. 9/5/2023 4:08 PM

188 housing for adults with mental disabilities 9/5/2023 3:59 PM

189 Question 29: Yes, but not now, perhaps in the future 9/5/2023 3:58 PM

190 One Winnetka and Post Office Property: so many years and no development 9/5/2023 2:59 PM

191 Not sure 9/5/2023 2:23 PM

192 I think this is a good idea if there is actually a need for it. 9/5/2023 1:40 PM

193 Respoonsible developers who understand the community aesthetically and culturally. Elder
care is a booming market and there are a ton of interesting opportunities if done thoughtfully.

9/5/2023 1:35 PM

194 At no cost to village though. 9/5/2023 1:08 PM

195 Take the handcuffs off and let the market allow this to happen. 9/5/2023 12:34 PM

196 Unsure 9/5/2023 12:10 PM

197 It's a shame when residents who have lived her for 50 years have to move to other suburbs
when they want to stay in town! We need to fix this!

9/5/2023 12:05 PM

198 Apartments are appropriate, but why restrict them to age? 9/5/2023 11:52 AM

199 I would eventually take advantage, but not for the next 10-15 years. 9/5/2023 11:45 AM

200 But PLEASE be aware of aesthetics!! This is a beautiful village and a new, large facility should
blend in!

9/5/2023 11:42 AM

201 Not sure if I would use it. That would depend on the circumstances at the time. 9/5/2023 11:35 AM

202 Not sure if important as long as Senior housing available in adjacent communities 9/5/2023 11:24 AM

203 not for profit only 9/5/2023 11:15 AM

204 It is extremely sad to see long-term residents of Winnetka reluctantly leave the Village
because of the lack of down-sized, affordable Senior housing.

9/5/2023 11:09 AM

205 Only if the development is first class 9/5/2023 10:56 AM

206 Should at the very least get some ideas and numbe 9/5/2023 10:49 AM

207 The village should grow a spine when dealing with outside developers and take control of
projects

9/5/2023 10:48 AM

208 I've seen many seniors purchase condos in the village that seem to fit this need. 9/5/2023 10:19 AM

209 I have no idea how the Village would screen the developers to make sure they’re not fraudsters
and rip-off artists. The only acceptable developers would be not-for-profits as Illinois has a
history of terrible abuse in this area.

9/5/2023 10:14 AM

210 we might take advantage would depend how well done and quality of services 9/5/2023 10:08 AM

211 Condos and apartments are very much needed- for aging family but also divorced/single
parents, snowbirds who want to keep a connection to Winnetka. It makes perfect sense.

9/5/2023 10:04 AM

212 Let the market work without interference and restrictions. 9/5/2023 9:58 AM

213 the only people who could afford to live there would not need it.The community does not need
it

9/5/2023 8:43 AM

214 Very sensitive to the location being near existing commercial areas 9/5/2023 7:24 AM

215 If this is going to happen, the village should drive it. 9/4/2023 6:36 PM

216 NO 9/4/2023 6:06 PM

217 Non-profits only, not Illinois’s notoriously corrupt, scandal-plagued senior living for-profit 9/4/2023 5:51 PM
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operators.

218 I would be more willing to support if the village could show how such a development will open
up existing housing stock for new young families / middle income folks

9/4/2023 5:30 PM
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10 In conjunction with schools and preschools teaching about the environmental costs of our
choices and lifestyle. Conservation should be a value the community and schools promotes

9/19/2023 3:36 PM

11 We have the worst lake runoff out of any North Shore community - why are we not immediately
putting protocols in place to reduce landscape chemicals and pollutants? If the Village doesn't
make any restrictions, we are going to see people choosing other greener communities over
ours, because people are waking up to the fact that having kids grow up in pesticide ridden
towns where everyone has a landscape company that sprays toxic chemicals, leads to long
term health and developmental problems. This doesn't take cost or very much effort to
implement, we just need the Village to care. Keeping the same people with the same mindsets
on all of these boards doesn't help with changing the status-quo.

9/19/2023 2:55 PM

12 The most important Climate Action you can take is to bury the power lines. We have see more
and more incidents of power lines being knocked down in bad storms - this is a serious safety
and environmental hazard. Smart communities throughout the U.S. are burying power lines as
both a safety and resilience act.

9/19/2023 1:59 PM

13 This is SO important. Appreciate the local household kitchen waste depositories you have
placed around the village. Also- KEEP ADDING TREES! The treescape of Winnetka is part of
it's charm and what makes it such a wonderful place to walk/live.

9/19/2023 10:53 AM

14 We are very supportive of a green transition where it makes sense, there is economic benefit. 9/19/2023 10:44 AM

15 We should be leading here. Start single use plastic bag bans, start composting at the curb for
every home, start requiring all restaurants to use compostable take out containers, start
turning off the village lights at 11pm, start community gardens, stop using WPD leaf blowers
and pesticides on public parks, stop letting billionaires cut down acres of trees.

9/19/2023 9:39 AM

16 This should be independent of the power plant, we should absolutely keep the power plant,
make green upgrades where appropriate/possible, the US electrical grid is not adequate and
having our own for emergency use and back up power to IMEA is critical

9/19/2023 9:16 AM

17 So many green initiatives are naked money grabs by green washed purveyors of "good vibes"
instead of impactful products. Let's not buy expensive good vibes.

9/19/2023 9:10 AM

18 The current C02 level in the atmosphere is .04%, if you go below .02% plant life starts to die.
Please do research before diving into climate change plans.

9/19/2023 7:38 AM

19 The thermostat program was "late for life." We're last to everything. We should actively be
pursuing solar incentives.

9/18/2023 11:00 PM

20 The climate religion is a wealth transfer scam designed to force people to buy things they do
not need. Every prediction by the climate alarmists in my lifetime have been wildly inaccurate.
If you are delusional enough to assume you can alter the planet, you are a fanatic.

9/18/2023 9:04 PM

21 Do not need more government interference and pushing green energy. Residents are all well
informed and can go green as they can afford to do so and it makes financial sense.

9/18/2023 8:56 PM

22 adopting a plan is different than adopting or mandating practices. Work on a plan. 9/18/2023 7:42 PM

23 Keep government out of this; it is wasteful and not very good at anything. 9/18/2023 12:25 PM

24 Go green is a personal choice, not a village mandate 9/18/2023 12:07 PM

25 Do not spend taxpayer dollars on Green. 9/17/2023 9:29 PM

26 Do not spend taxpayer money on being "Green". 9/17/2023 5:13 PM

27 Village should not provide subsidies for "go green" projects 9/17/2023 1:27 PM

28 Climate Change is a Hoax - do not spend money on this. 9/17/2023 1:16 PM

29 Do it, but not at increased costs. We already pay the “Winnetka” premium for everything today
so it should be viable to do with current pricing.

9/17/2023 11:10 AM

30 The schools should do more to encourage bussing/walking/biking. 9/17/2023 10:46 AM

31 Very disappointed by the level of demolition and waste in the community. It’s hard for families
with children to educate about recycling when entire houses are destroyed and hauled off all
around us. Why does a relatively affluent community not mandate building deconstruction?
The fast pace at which the character of our community is disappearing and the gluttonous

9/16/2023 10:26 PM
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waste on display all around us with monthly demolitions is making us consider moving
elsewhere.

32 lower priority issue 9/16/2023 7:18 PM

33 Because of their affluence, Winnetka residents have the highest carbon footprints. 9/16/2023 2:53 PM

34 Winnetka cannot change the climate. Should not be a priority. 9/16/2023 2:41 PM

35 So many other priorities that will make a meaningful impact in Winnetka. 9/16/2023 2:25 PM

36 prioritize it while maintaining fiscal responsibility. 9/16/2023 1:55 PM

37 Be a community in front of this issue. A leader. It's not about going green anymore. It's about
protecting valuable assets - our green space, our shorelines and water rights and water quality,
our airspace, and our land.

9/16/2023 1:40 PM

38 Not a priority 9/16/2023 1:39 PM

39 Curbside composting and encouraging solar energy is incredibly important!!! 9/16/2023 12:18 PM

40 Waste of money. People can take their own initiatives. 9/16/2023 11:38 AM

41 It's an uphill slog. The proliferation of anti-sustainable practices (home/yard lighting) is not
likely to be influenced by plans and recommendations. The Village's electrical system removes
the potential financial lever of ComEd rebates. Enforcement through building code, incentives
through fees (400-amp residential service should be extraordinarily expensive due to its impact
on timing of upgrades to broader power distribution infrastructure).

9/15/2023 6:32 PM

42 The village needs to move much more quickly and comprehensively toward sustainability.
Steps should include: planting native trees in parkways and adding a variety of native plants in
green spaces; promoting and moving to solar energy for homes and businesses; promoting
bikes, e-bikes and mass transit for moving around the village; composting and recycling at
home and at local businesses; information and practical assistance offered to residents and
business owners transitioning to more sustainable and energy-efficient practices.

9/15/2023 5:54 PM

43 In ones sense we should be aggressive, but that would probably lead to further limiting families
who can afford to ive here.

9/15/2023 12:02 PM

44 We need more bike lanes. Our students should be able and encouraged to bike to school 9/14/2023 5:46 PM

45 Why aren't composting and solar panels incentivized by the Village? 9/14/2023 1:49 PM

46 let's ban leaf blowers! and gas lawn mowers. The noise is bad, and it's terrible for the
environment.

9/13/2023 6:29 PM

47 I think Winnetka needs to find middle ground between watchful waiting and immediacy, but
since that wasn’t an option, I choose immediacy.

9/13/2023 3:19 PM

48 We are a small community without any major businesses or industry. Our carbon impact is
incredibly small, any use of resources here would be virtue signaling beyond any real impact

9/12/2023 10:23 PM

49 We should be a leader in making plans for our changing climate and mitigating the villages
contribution to climate change.

9/12/2023 8:57 PM

50 Forget about the Sustainability & Climate Action Plan 9/12/2023 7:45 PM

51 Nothing in more urgent to attract the next generation of residents 9/12/2023 4:40 PM

52 The building department needs extensive training in new environmentally friendly technologies
for permit/inspection processes

9/12/2023 10:31 AM

53 Waste of resources 9/12/2023 10:28 AM

54 The earth is burning. 9/12/2023 9:27 AM

55 Plans that involve increases in Winnetka cost of living will not fly 9/11/2023 11:52 PM

56 Encourage development of more nuclear power 9/11/2023 8:11 PM

57 Do not spend taxpayers money on this. 9/11/2023 7:05 PM

58 Do not want higher taxes. Do what can be done as budget allows. 9/11/2023 1:15 PM
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59 promote all electric appliances. Why anyone buys an expensive gas range instead of induction
totally escapes me.

9/11/2023 12:10 PM

60 I think I am actually between immediately and watchful waiting. Do the simple things that are
available now and encourage being more green. Com Ed makes it attractive for houses to go
solar by giving rebates for selling back electricity. Winnetka sells at a commercial rate but
buys back at a discount discouraging this. This should be reconsidered. I like the idea of
encouraging solar but there will need to be restrictions on what that looks like in terms of
building design reviews. Preferably panels are not on the front of houses. New technology is
coming that allows for wrapping panels around tree trunks - again, limit this to backyards??

9/11/2023 10:03 AM

61 The climate will continue to change regardless of what we do. It has before and will do it again.
This is a political issue, not a scientific issue. Stop whistling my money on ignorant activists
that have a political agenda.

9/11/2023 8:24 AM

62 Don’t waste money in green energy/climate schemes. Any proposals need full disclosure for
consultants. Village board and entities are accountable to the village citizens and specific local
environmental issues, not abstract “saving the planet”. We have neither the expertise, means,
nor scale for this. No green energy boondoggles.

9/11/2023 7:08 AM

63 nothing matters if we lose our world 9/11/2023 6:32 AM

64 Priority one winnetka development. Get rid of it until there is a plan. 9/10/2023 4:18 PM

65 Not your area 9/10/2023 2:28 PM

66 it's past time; also need a sustainability coordinator to lead and facilitate 9/10/2023 12:59 PM

67 Given the climate reality seems insane to kick the can 9/10/2023 12:45 PM

68 Composting pick-up needs to be happening! 9/10/2023 11:21 AM

69 It is disgusting that we are 100% coal for our electricity until 2035. 9/10/2023 11:12 AM

70 This woudl be a true waste of my tax dollars, we have much high priorities. 9/9/2023 5:36 PM

71 gas leaf blower rules are too lax -- we are behind neighboring communities in reducing their
usage

9/8/2023 9:10 PM

72 One does it have to be Greta Thunberg or “woke” to figure out humanity is in a precarious
position. Climate change is evident right here in Winnetka.

9/8/2023 7:15 PM

73 This will only raise costs. It's already too expensive to live in IL. 9/8/2023 11:55 AM

74 Don't waste my money. 9/8/2023 11:40 AM

75 life cycle cost should drive replacement/upgrades 9/8/2023 9:55 AM

76 Is there anything more important than climate action? I don’t think so. 9/7/2023 4:53 PM

77 Climate Action PLans are not needed and can be easily misused for political goals 9/7/2023 2:31 PM

78 Especially prioritize solar and single family scale wind power please 9/7/2023 1:12 PM

79 Hire people in depts to review building plans, sensible procedures and rationalize permit
process, inspection

9/7/2023 10:25 AM

80 This question is too vague on what a plan might entail to vote one way or the other. 9/6/2023 5:06 PM

81 Since homeowners quickly respond to changes property taxes, providing tax abatement for
installation of solar could dramatically increase adoption. The question of how and where to
replace the revenue would have to be answered but should not stop consideration of this idea.

9/6/2023 8:04 AM

82 The best thing the Village can do for the environment is protect and maintain the tree canopy.
Solar, wind and electric cars are bad ideas.

9/6/2023 5:37 AM

83 These terms should not be bantered around for soundbites. There are many actions that go
into being truly sustainable; including building codes, materials, parking lots design, light
pollution that seems to be increasing; and most importantly the energy footprint of each
household

9/5/2023 11:32 PM

84 The village needs a compost program. These bins should not be placed near or outside 9/5/2023 11:00 PM
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schools. The compost bins attract vermin, are an eyesore on communities and lower property
value.

85 I thought that Winnetka was pursuing installing smart electrical meters. What happened to that
plan.

9/5/2023 4:08 PM

86 Our local utility is really failing to provide any incentive or encouragement at all towards
distributed renewable generation. No net metering, no efficiency incentives, no solar install
rebate, plus we have to put up with a giant gas fired plant on our best beach. Crazy. We'd be
better of on ComEd.

9/5/2023 2:16 PM

87 Upgrade bit by bit sustainably, financially responsibly 9/5/2023 1:08 PM

88 The Village has signed the GRC2 compact, which already provides a plan/framework for further
policies.

9/5/2023 1:00 PM

89 Focus on services/buildings int he Village. Make it easy for homeowners to go green. 9/5/2023 12:26 PM

90 Somewhere between A) and B) above 9/5/2023 11:52 AM

91 No plan is needed. This is another example of local goivernment overeach and pandering to
people who want to "feel good" about these types of policies with no real understanding of the
larger issue of climate change.

9/5/2023 11:05 AM

92 Our community is too privileged and too educated to ignore Global Warming. Composting
should be happening alongside Garbage pickup. Additionally our stores need to stop selling
plastic water bottles.

9/5/2023 11:04 AM

93 We should be a leader in this space 9/5/2023 10:43 AM

94 Please make a ban on polystyrene food containers and single use drinking straws. 9/5/2023 10:30 AM

95 time that credits were given for permeable surfaces and solar panels 9/5/2023 10:08 AM

96 The Village should play no role in this political ideology. 9/5/2023 9:59 AM

97 this is really not a policy function of municipal government. aesthetically it would be a disaster 9/5/2023 8:43 AM

98 The EFC has been working diligently on this plan for two years 9/5/2023 8:23 AM

99 Get a better consultant than Lakota, he’s compromised by lack of need to bid competitively
and think outside the box.

9/4/2023 5:51 PM

100 Move as fast as possible given constraints with IMEA, etc. it shouldn’t be more expensive if
we site resources right.

9/4/2023 5:30 PM

101 Ban drinking straws! And polystyrene food containers! 9/4/2023 2:26 PM
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13.27% 219

53.88% 889

26.73% 441

4.97% 82

1.15% 19

Q32 How green do you consider your household? (Check one.)
Answered: 1,650 Skipped: 505

TOTAL 1,650

# COMMENT DATE

1 Would love guidance on how to improve, happy to go out of our way to do so but a little lost at
what steps are meaningful and how to implement.

9/20/2023 8:56 AM

2 It would be nice if composting was easier in town. 9/19/2023 11:47 PM

3 This is best accomplished through code-driven change not left up to the individual household.
SEE: LEED certified... no one asks for it anymore because code requires the equivalent.

9/19/2023 10:24 PM

4 many aspects, not all 9/19/2023 9:30 PM

5 Make composting easy for residents -- we compost at our house and it greatly reduces what
goes in the garbage can each week.

9/19/2023 8:52 PM

6 Do not spend taxpayer dollars on Green initiatives 9/19/2023 8:20 PM

7 The community needs to make it convenient and provide suitable, better alternatives 9/19/2023 7:31 PM

8 I'm a work in progress - I care about this, but don't know a lot about it. I try to recycle
everything I can. Thank you to the Village for styrofoam recycling.

9/19/2023 7:08 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

We go out of
our way to s...

We look for
green...

We only
implement gr...

We neither
seek nor...

Other

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

We go out of our way to seek and implement green alternatives, in all aspects of our life.

We look for green alternatives and implement the ones that work for us without greatly changing our lifestyle.

We only implement green alternatives when they are convenient or easy for us, but don’t go out of our way to source
them.

We neither seek nor implement green alternatives.

Other
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9 I am a cancer survivor so try to reduce the toxic load in our home whenever possible. 9/19/2023 6:00 PM

10 What a loaded question. What do you mean by green? At NEST thermostat for a 20K sqr ft
home that you need to cool? Please

9/19/2023 5:14 PM

11 Would like composting. 9/19/2023 5:06 PM

12 We began cmoposting last year and find it greatly reduces our trash output— more than we
expected. Thank you for providing the composting collection containers at Washburne School

9/19/2023 5:03 PM

13 increase composting drop off locations! 9/19/2023 3:13 PM

14 why does this question matter, the Village green practices should not be in relation to how
green each household feels they are

9/19/2023 2:55 PM

15 We are committed recyclers but our home is older and therefore less energy efficient 9/19/2023 12:38 PM

16 Greenwise Lawn service is excellent. All electric equipment. They even used rakes instead of
blowers! Think of the improved air quality and noise levels if everyone used such a service!

9/19/2023 12:04 PM

17 Amazing how foolish and impractical ... sadly ignorant 9/19/2023 11:13 AM

18 We currently compost using the Village of Winnetka web site; this has been a very useful
addition to our household. We currently use the Greeley School compost containers.

9/19/2023 10:11 AM

19 I have not owned a car for years. Winnetka makes it possible. 9/19/2023 9:10 AM

20 Love the composting bins! 9/19/2023 8:52 AM

21 There needs to be a spot on this survey for additional comments. The Caucus needs to
represent ALL members of the community not just the ones that think like Caucus leadership.
As a member of the caucus it has become increasingly clear that the caucus loves diversity
except for diversity of thought. As a reminder 33% of Winnetka voters did not vote for a single
caucus endorsed candidate in the last school board election, but Caucus leadership did not
think it relevant to include a question regarding this extreme outlier? It is outrageous that the
Caucus is willfully ignoring one-third of its voters.

9/19/2023 7:38 AM

22 The Composting bins added at schools has been a great addition. 9/18/2023 10:35 PM

23 The compost option at the schools is terrific 9/18/2023 9:18 PM

24 Thank you for adding composting to the train station. We just need some sort of buckets to
transport compost in

9/18/2023 9:04 PM

25 I compost and recycle. I will not eat the bugs or live in the pod. 9/18/2023 9:04 PM

26 We compost, we save energy, we don’t water our grass, we engage in many green ideas, but
reject the government spending taxpayer dollars to promote this and not evaluate if it makes
sense.

9/18/2023 8:56 PM

27 electric vehicles, walking, reusable bags. Still need to compost 9/18/2023 7:42 PM

28 Why do I see lights on in Skokie School in the evening when no one is there? The custodial
staff surely cannot be cleaning all the classrooms at the same time. Let's start with turning off
lights that aren't needed. We do that at home. Why can't that simply thing done in the schools
or even on the athletic field which I have also seen lit up when no one is playing.

9/18/2023 6:37 PM

29 Composting thru the Village of Winnetka was an outstanding addition, as is electronic recycling
at the Village Yard on Willow Rd.

9/18/2023 3:45 PM

30 village has already impaired property rights enough for now 9/18/2023 10:25 AM

31 We would like the Village to be example and leader on these efforts. 9/17/2023 8:30 PM

32 Its not easy. I know there is drop offs, but it should be easier, even if business were required to
only use paper or biodigradible bags: Most importantly - school do not reinforce it, so it feels
impossible as a parent to keep up and be the odd one out with my kids.

9/17/2023 5:38 PM

33 Do not spend taxpayer money on being "Green". 9/17/2023 5:13 PM

34 Lets get some community solar in this place! NO BRAINER!!! 9/17/2023 3:41 PM
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35 green appliances are less effective and cost more. Don't touch my gas stove! 9/17/2023 1:27 PM

36 conservative use of utilities. Low house temps, out side ventilation instead of A/C. Recycle
rigorously. Leave only necessary lights on. Why are the Hibbard road tennis and playfield lights
on when not in use? Walk the walk about energy savings rather than virtue signaling ! use?d

9/17/2023 1:03 PM

37 working for a clean environment is fine - man made climate change is a scam 9/16/2023 3:41 PM

38 I responded honestly to this question instead of virtue-signaling. I do recycle and appreciate
the service.

9/16/2023 3:10 PM

39 We drive one car and it is fully electric. Smart thermostats, etc. We "could" add composting. 9/16/2023 2:56 PM

40 Winnetka needs more and various recycling options 9/16/2023 2:53 PM

41 Only when they make economic sense 9/16/2023 1:39 PM

42 This is an area, we would like to improve on for ourselves and our home 9/16/2023 1:00 PM

43 We all need to make this easy for the good of our communities and planet. I thought we
outlawed gas powered lawn equipment. It seems to be everywhere still is anybody monitoring
that?

9/16/2023 12:18 PM

44 This "question" yields only a virtue signal and groupthink value judgment. One can be
responsible with resources without being labelled so conveniently.

9/16/2023 11:38 AM

45 We like to ride bikes as much as possible 9/16/2023 9:14 AM

46 This is a priority. 9/15/2023 5:54 PM

47 but should never be mandated. we should be free to choose. 9/14/2023 9:15 PM

48 Our yard is 100% pesticide free organic, and we compost all food leftovers 9/14/2023 5:36 PM

49 We pay for composting, our own EV charger (though Winnetka has done a nice job of installing
them-fast chargers would be good). What about options for solar in Winnetka?

9/14/2023 5:01 PM

50 Sadly, while I support green initiatives, I’m not sure it matters at this point, because all the CO
2 we have already put up there is never going to dissipate. It’s there forever now, a greenhouse
warming the oceans and melting the ice. Maybe better to look into adapting to wildfires, floods
and hurricanes?

9/13/2023 1:37 PM

51 I would like to add solar on my roof but several prospects sat the village is impossible to deal
with

9/13/2023 1:36 PM

52 Truthfully, if it was mandated or if we received a tax benefit I would be more inclined to seek
out more sustainable options. I believe in sustainability and "green" solutions - I just need to
be educated and motivated (financially or forcefully!) to do so

9/13/2023 9:59 AM

53 I would like to see more composting efforts from local restaurants 9/13/2023 8:40 AM

54 We recycle, compost, and are going to install solar panels on our roof. Our house is newer so
it is quite efficient thermally.

9/12/2023 9:59 PM

55 climate issues are being used to give governments unreasonable power to control us 9/12/2023 3:38 PM

56 We are very pleased with the composting drop-off locations around Winnetka. Thank you 9/12/2023 2:45 PM

57 Green alternatives are usually expensive. But we use LED lighting at our house. Homeowners
should look at capital payback (payback usually is not achieved)

9/12/2023 12:44 PM

58 What is “green”? Is it all these idiots driving electric cars? Where do you think the materials for
batteries come from—it’s is far from clean. And how do you recycle any of it? You can’t. Trees
absorb carbon just fine. Don’t do any more virtue signaling. Be smart

9/12/2023 10:47 AM

59 Most of the activities are easy to implement once residents are educated and
encouraged/supported initially.

9/11/2023 10:28 PM

60 Put power lines underground! More and intense storms will cause serious electricity outages! 9/11/2023 8:11 PM

61 Educate citizens about choices, i.e. EV, heat pumps, Hydrogen and solar power, etc. 9/11/2023 5:59 PM

62 Go slowly on green initiatives 9/11/2023 4:41 PM
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63 education on induction cooktops helped. 9/11/2023 12:10 PM

64 Where does our “recycling” go? It feels like a sham because there is virtually no guidance on
what is acceptable in the bins snd no violation fees on breaking these important guidelines. We
should invest in greatly reducing our trash footprint even if it requires residents to work harder
at monitoring their trash recycling.

9/11/2023 10:31 AM

65 I want to commend you on encouraging composting and giving away reusable mesh bags at
the farmer's markets. Do more to inform residents about things they can easily do. In terms of
the question below about taxing to develop renewable energy, consider a foundation to allow
those passionate about this to make gifts while keeping rates low for those who can't afford
much of a rate hike

9/11/2023 10:03 AM

66 You are inconsistent with your missions. This should pertain more to the beaches not the
village or private residences

9/11/2023 9:39 AM

67 Hang laundered clothes on line (no dryer). Compost to enrich soil. Grow asparagus, lettuce,
beans, beets, kale, tomatoes, etc.

9/11/2023 9:03 AM

68 Don’t waste our money on political propaganda. Let the market drive this. 9/11/2023 8:24 AM

69 Winnetka is very behind 9/10/2023 4:18 PM

70 We're bad at it. Partially driven by initial cost. 9/9/2023 4:23 PM

71 I did not like the supplied answers. We try our best. 9/9/2023 2:37 PM

72 We have recycled with great care among other things, but it appears that recycling collected in
Winnetka does not always go to recycling centers, but rather is deposited in regular garbage.

9/8/2023 8:54 PM

73 “Green” is way over done and most greenies are hypocritical living lavishly while asking others
to cut back

9/8/2023 11:30 AM

74 We have solar panels. Maybe that's going "out of our way". 9/8/2023 3:58 AM

75 We can, and should do more. 9/7/2023 4:53 PM

76 Current village policies make it impossible to use solar water heaters-the best alternative-
because of very strict controls on trees on private property. You can't opeate a solar water
heater wikth trees growing in front of it and the Village WILL NOT compromise on this. Very
sad.

9/7/2023 2:31 PM

77 Our town is at high risk for continued flooding despite all excellent remediations. 9/7/2023 1:12 PM

78 As we make repairs or replacements, we go green. 9/7/2023 12:03 PM

79 Question is too broad for me to answer. 9/7/2023 11:39 AM

80 We pay for compost pick up 9/7/2023 10:04 AM

81 I do not understand what you mean by "green alternatives." We recycle and mulch. Solar
panels and electric cars are bad for the environment.

9/6/2023 5:37 AM

82 We keep our carbon footprint to a minimum and we dont banter terms about " how sustainable"
we are.

9/5/2023 11:32 PM

83 A good way to go green is eliminating air travel. Good luck on that. 9/5/2023 9:13 PM

84 Live lean and green. Consciously not taxing our earth. 9/5/2023 8:28 PM

85 Have considered solar panels 9/5/2023 7:39 PM

86 Village could provide better recycling options for households. And, increase awareness of how
to manage recycling from home to ensure better compliance and output.

9/5/2023 5:29 PM

87 I WALK WHENEVER POSSIBLE. OTHERS SHOULD TRY IT 9/5/2023 4:43 PM

88 Winnetka will have to deal with the 2035 CEJA deadline and IMEA. Installing smart meters is
good idea and was under consideration in the budget.. What happened to it?

9/5/2023 4:08 PM

89 We intend to do more as they become more feasible 9/5/2023 2:17 PM
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90 Being green is the least of our concerns. Taxes and cost of living outweigh green initiatives.
That being said, we are for resource conservation where applicable. Solar is stupid in the
midwest, and not sure the residents would be too happy with windmills on the lake or golf
course...

9/5/2023 11:29 AM

91 Part of the problem is the lack of sustainable technology to implement effective green
alternatives. Before looking at promoting a green energy producing source and increasing
electric rates, study what happened to Breham, Texas when they went all-in on green energy
alternatives. We are not yet at a place with generating technology (other than reconsidering
nuclear) to make this drastic switch.

9/5/2023 11:09 AM

92 None of your business 9/5/2023 11:05 AM

93 We use Wastenot for composting, we do not drink from plastic bottles, we own an electric car. 9/5/2023 11:04 AM

94 LED bulbs, minimize electricity use when can and recycle. 9/5/2023 10:53 AM

95 We implement them if they are economic and make common sense 9/5/2023 9:58 AM

96 We love the compost collection you have put in place. Please consider other ideas for green
recyling that we can all use.

9/5/2023 9:42 AM

97 Encourage solar. Enhance residential fee structure. 9/5/2023 8:56 AM

98 we dont waste water, burn leaves and use recycling and like to have a lot of plants around 9/5/2023 8:43 AM
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Q33 The Village of Winnetka purchases the majority of our electricity
through IMEA rather than generating it at our power plant. IMEA maintains
a portfolio of energy-generating sources and the Village is actively working

with them to seek sustainable alternatives to replace coal, which is
scheduled to be eliminated by 2035. While the initial investment in

alternative power can be costly, costs can be offset by tax credits and
Federal and State loan programs.Would you pay a premium on your

existing electricity rate to support the development of renewable electrical
energy, and if so, how much?

Answered: 1,597 Skipped: 558
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44.88% 736

16.46% 270

38.66% 634

Q34 Would you support this plan as envisioned by the Village President?
Answered: 1,640 Skipped: 515

TOTAL 1,640
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64.76% 996

35.76% 550

49.87% 767

78.02%
1,200

51.69% 795

45.06% 693

4.49% 69

Q35 If the proposed plan were to go ahead, which of the following activities
should the Task Force consider? (Please check your top 3)

Answered: 1,538 Skipped: 617

Total Respondents: 1,538  

# (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

1 Make it a hub for downtown Winnetka. There is demand for it! 9/21/2023 6:18 AM

2 swimming pool 9/20/2023 2:13 PM

3 open space, limited building 9/20/2023 12:58 PM

4 Why another entertainment venue? We have that at Hubbard Woods. 9/20/2023 9:06 AM

5 This seems duplicative to what we have at Hubbard Woods. Would much prefer redeveloping 9/20/2023 8:43 AM
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Other
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Entertainment including summer music series, concerts by local artists, performances by buskers and local schools,
touring companies like Shakespeare in the Park

Health and wellness activities such as tai chi and yoga

Art and cultural exhibitions including art exhibits and outdoor movie nights.

Food and retail experiences such as farmers market, holiday market, food trucks/wagons/carts.

Boutique retail, small format restaurants, gastropubs

Space for relaxation, social gatherings, and contemplation

Other activities
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half of it for high end townhomes to bring in revenue to the village (and could include
underground parking) and the second half should include restaurants with nice outdoor space.
There were plans with this concept 18 years ago. A much better use of space!

6 This seems out of scale to the neighborhood 9/20/2023 6:29 AM

7 Would really love a community pool …! 9/19/2023 11:29 PM

8 Community pool, boutique hotel with rooftop dining 9/19/2023 10:41 PM

9 Just please don’t make it look so modern- needs to fit into the beauty of our traditional
community

9/19/2023 10:06 PM

10 don't spend any money 9/19/2023 10:01 PM

11 I didn’t check the box on food because I don’t think we need to compete with the restaurants
on retail experiences but I do believe that housing the farmers market and providing good high-
quality produce is important. I really don’t think we need boutique retail in the space. That
should be provided for along with space for restaurants in the existing infrastructure outside
this new development.

9/19/2023 9:49 PM

12 Tiered seating and entertainment are only useful for part of the year. That does not make
sense. Further, the noise from that would disrupt a large part of the village. Wallace Bowl faces
the lake and does not disrupt the community.

9/19/2023 9:30 PM

13 The plan is not appropriate for a business district. 9/19/2023 9:26 PM

14 no opinion 9/19/2023 9:18 PM

15 Love seeing neighbors getting together outdoors -- such a win! 9/19/2023 8:52 PM

16 Please expand Dwyer park play area for kids. 9/19/2023 8:34 PM

17 Children’s activities! 9/19/2023 8:27 PM

18 Keep simple, green space, under developed. Be fiscally responsible. 9/19/2023 8:20 PM

19 Should include more residential density - even 20-40 units would enhance vibrancy of
downtown and offer alternative housing typologies

9/19/2023 8:07 PM

20 I dislike that the current plans focus is too heavy on the stage and hardscape. I don't want to
loose the playground. We already have HW for concerts in the park. It feels like this is being
built to accommodate Winnetka Music Fest once a year. I would have preferred the pool plan.

9/19/2023 6:40 PM

21 Wherever possible, this development should demonstrate the village's commitment to the
environment and sustainable practices. The more green space and the less hardscape, the
better.

9/19/2023 6:30 PM

22 Make sure there are bathrooms available! 9/19/2023 5:58 PM

23 Not sure. Winnetka has plenty of these spaces already, so this should be closely
considered....the village absolutely needs more parking spaces

9/19/2023 5:49 PM

24 I think many of those are great ideas for the space 9/19/2023 5:34 PM

25 sounds great, but if our compass is One Winnetka, I have ZERO faith that this will get done
anytime soon. My advise. Just raze the building and put in trees and flowers. then worry about
a band shell, gastro pub, and tai chi.

9/19/2023 5:14 PM

26 Again, what market will support, can’t dictate this 9/19/2023 5:13 PM

27 Does this mean no housing is being considered for the site. If so, this would be a significant
loss of tax revenue.

9/19/2023 5:06 PM

28 Design this for Winnetka residents--should be a quaint, welcoming gathering place for
Winnetka residents. Don't want to bring crime to the area with events that would attract many
outside the area.

9/19/2023 5:06 PM

29 gardens 9/19/2023 3:50 PM

30 This is taking way too long. We filled out surveys on this over a decade ago 9/19/2023 3:48 PM
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31 we still need to ensure there is parking!! 9/19/2023 3:13 PM

32 we have other resources i e Chicago Botanic Garden and Village Green 9/19/2023 2:40 PM

33 You need to be mindful of who this is being built for? It needs to primarily be for the benefit of
taxpaying residents.

9/19/2023 1:59 PM

34 Community Garden and Green Space 9/19/2023 1:49 PM

35 Need bathrooms!!! 9/19/2023 12:53 PM

36 Hubbard Woods Park is set up for concerts and movies. Priority for this new park should be
everyday use rather than special events. Tiered seating would go unused most days of the
year.

9/19/2023 12:04 PM

37 I think this project desperately needs anchor businesses and should not merely be a
community space/stage/kiosk. Inviting restaurants and shops to take part of it would be a
major upgrade to the offerings in town and create a more vibrant community.

9/19/2023 11:44 AM

38 None. Space for these are already available elsewhere if best use is made of existing space. 9/19/2023 11:26 AM

39 The Plan is basically a good one, but I very much fear that all the "community input" will turn it
into an over-built fiasco as people lobby for their pet projects. None of the items listed above
should be included except space for relaxation and non-organized events. Keep development
at the site absolutely as simple and low-key as possible. No tiered seating needed. No built-in
sound systems for concerts, etc.

9/19/2023 11:25 AM

40 What about Winnetla East Side parling lot drive through? Thus entire block having forman
Horace Mann Winnyeka Public School become park district and EV charging.

9/19/2023 11:13 AM

41 Honestly, this is such a bad idea from the start. We need housing choice and parking spaces
in the central business district. We are supportive of the plan developed in 2005 to 2007 led by
a blue ribbon group of residents from all walks of life for a mixed use repurposing of the post
office site. Work with the Park District to properly integrate Dwyer Park. A central business
district should enhance housing and park cars for gathering and shopping and generating sales
tax revenue

9/19/2023 10:44 AM

42 How would POffice concert space differ from the gazebo at HWoods? 9/19/2023 10:24 AM

43 parking 9/19/2023 10:07 AM

44 Do not move the Post Office. Historic and convenient.I use it every day. We do not need more
"Green Space"

9/19/2023 9:58 AM

45 Reach out to Writer’s Theatre 9/19/2023 9:52 AM

46 Parking! We have no parking in this town for apartment residents. Not everyone has a three
car garage nearby. Also, please consider the sanctity of people's homes in apartments when
planning a concert venue. It's be a lot nicer if it were a park.

9/19/2023 9:10 AM

47 Parking!!! DO NOT TAKE AWAY PARKING. You already took away too much street parking.
Bad bad bad.

9/19/2023 9:02 AM

48 This "high priority" project is about 20 years in the making and represents one of the greatest
instances of government non-feasance on record - largely during Mr. Rintz's tenure

9/19/2023 8:57 AM

49 The space should be used for the "highest and best use," whether that is retail, parking, senior
housing, open space, or a health and fitness center. All options should be on the table for the
long-term health and vibrancy of the community. I'm not sure a pedestrian mall is the "best"
use.

9/19/2023 8:52 AM

50 Independant Living Facility; retail at street level 9/19/2023 8:49 AM

51 We don’t need more green space down town. Much of what is described can be done at Dwyer
or Village Green. Bring more retail or affordable housing for seniors.

9/19/2023 8:47 AM

52 Impt: please do NOT impact parking. Parking is required to support our longtime and beloved
retailers. We are making WN a very difficult place to do business.

9/19/2023 4:09 AM

53 How about you corporatists preserve the village as is rather than trying to turn it into a utopian
playground for affluent white liberals?

9/18/2023 9:04 PM
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54 Green space 9/18/2023 8:56 PM

55 We already have the Community House, and I heard a plan for One Winnetka that includes
central space for many of the above activities. Development of the post office site as indicated
above would be repetitious, undermining Community House and, conceivably, the One
Winnetka project. Let the post office site become green space.

9/18/2023 7:11 PM

56 Why are we moving the post office. This would only make sense if we could also keep the
post office in this central location. Having a community post office in such a central location is
a perk for residents.

9/18/2023 6:34 PM

57 I would encourage an indoor space as our weather is terrible from mid-October through May! 9/18/2023 5:40 PM

58 with our weather - seems indoor space would be an aminety 9/18/2023 3:42 PM

59 Ensure that whatever is planned for here would be in use more often than not. Building a big
infrastructure that is rarely used seems like a big miss. A central space like Northfield has at
Clarkson Park is attractive and is constantly in use. We should consider something along
these lines.

9/18/2023 1:46 PM

60 Green park space is ideal - NO structures, buildings and certainly not another music venue
that will go unused 355 days per year.

9/18/2023 12:25 PM

61 None of these options sound like Winnetka. Rintz seems to have his own vision here. Could
we first fix Fells/One Winnetka and the beaches before starting another fiasco?

9/18/2023 12:07 PM

62 All of these options can be hosted in Hubbard Woods park. This would be an ideal space to
develop 4-6 empty nest condos. Keeping long time residents in the village while adding a bit to
our tax base. We already have significant parks, many of which could host additional events

9/18/2023 9:29 AM

63 No underground parking!! Restaurants not more retail. Family friendly. We need a pizza
restaurant!!!

9/18/2023 8:35 AM

64 2 sided stage sounds big....need to understand that better 9/18/2023 6:49 AM

65 This is not a good plan. We want something for residents such as the farmers market, holiday
market. We do not want music concerts and plays etc. This is a park that should continue to
be for residents and not to draw crowds from surrounding suburbs. My hometown in Detroit did
this (which once was a similar town to Winnetka) and I can tell you that our small town is now
packed with non residents and current residents can't even enjoy the town as much due to the
crowds (some disorderly). This is a neighborhood space at the end of the day that is used
heavily by residents such as my family and our 3 small kids. We love seeing other friends and
residents mostly as we spend time at the park.

9/17/2023 11:45 PM

66 No choices taken as not supportive of proposed plan 9/17/2023 10:01 PM

67 A parking garage should not be the heart of downtown. We do not need more apartments or
empty storefronts. They should go on elm over by Lincoln in the old building b the train station
east of Green Bay, not in the heart of downtown .

9/17/2023 9:35 PM

68 Keep simple, underdeveloped and green. 9/17/2023 9:29 PM

69 Something we don’t already have in the village! The first one seems duplicative go Hubbard
woods; how about a pool

9/17/2023 9:25 PM

70 I am supporter of the previous post office plan presented 10+ years ago. We have a band shell
in Hubbard Woods. This seems duplicative and doesn't address the need for more affordable
housing.

9/17/2023 7:21 PM

71 We have stage and music in HW. Add green space maybe community garden and more
parking.

9/17/2023 7:16 PM

72 we already have movie and art at HW, there should be different option. 9/17/2023 5:38 PM

73 KEEP IT SIMPLE. Do not overbuild or overplan. Make a green space and let kids run around
in it. We do not need all of these things you list in the question. No one is going to use it!

9/17/2023 5:13 PM

74 We need the parking 9/17/2023 3:46 PM

75 And a load of housing there too. NO PARKING...mate village center pedestrian. 9/17/2023 3:41 PM
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76 Don’t like it at all 9/17/2023 2:45 PM

77 Let's not create a Disney theme park! 9/17/2023 1:03 PM

78 The post office is in a great location and shouldn't be moved 9/17/2023 12:50 PM

79 we need a brew pub and a wine bar. 9/17/2023 12:06 PM

80 Rather see attractive Georgetown style 2 story town houses. 9/17/2023 11:26 AM

81 We have many outdoor spaces in the village. All these activities sound fine but how do we
support existing and needed commerce downtown? These things gather people for special
events or relaxation—not to support businesses. At least the retail post office brings people to
downtown

9/17/2023 11:23 AM

82 Whatever it is move forward, but instead the community knows this will end up being another
“OneWinnetka” where the land will be unused for decades and be an embarrassment because
nothing gets done.

9/17/2023 11:10 AM

83 Emphasis on open flexible space. Keep green space. No music--too much noise in this
residential area. Use Hubbard Woods park which is surrounded by retail and the train tracks
more for music. Use the beach. Use Skokie playfield. Don't build a permanent stage that will
be expensive and minimally used in this small space.

9/17/2023 11:08 AM

84 Multi use facility that is attractive; offers indoor space for youth sports, dining, coffe, 9/17/2023 7:16 AM

85 Plant trees and flowers 9/17/2023 6:59 AM

86 Art and cultural exhibits without movie nights 9/17/2023 6:22 AM

87 Some of these activities seem to duplicate what is already at Hubbard Woods- if public events
are present, they should be what doesn’t already exist in the village

9/16/2023 10:26 PM

88 I think all of the ideas are great! 9/16/2023 9:47 PM

89 need a small hotel there, not more green space; we have plenty of that already 9/16/2023 8:35 PM

90 Green space is priority 9/16/2023 7:18 PM

91 green space 9/16/2023 7:16 PM

92 We don't need a stage that would sit empty for most of the year, nor do we need additional
parking. Residents have shown increased appetite for restaurants and this could be expanded
in this space.

9/16/2023 6:05 PM

93 If you are going to do it, you gotta do it right. Downtown Winnetka is a mess with no
centralized gravity - it straddles the train tracks and has dead end roads etc. Nothing like Lake
Forest's Market Square the Post office area should be parking light, pushing parking other
places. Bike paths should be made to help get people there WITHOUT their SUVs.

9/16/2023 4:19 PM

94 Need toilets in Dwyer Park for the kids. Build independent living units on part of it. Create
green space

9/16/2023 3:34 PM

95 The village should consider adding a public pool 9/16/2023 3:18 PM

96 Not a fan of yet another outdoor venue in a Village where outdoor activities are limited to at
most four months a year. Edward Bennett's original plan envisioned a community auditorium at
this location where you could offer many of the suggestions noted above ALL YEAR LONG!

9/16/2023 3:10 PM

97 Use the site for independent senior living instead 9/16/2023 2:53 PM

98 We have all this already 9/16/2023 2:48 PM

99 We need to fix the moldy, hideous eye sore of the One Winnetka. 9/16/2023 2:33 PM

100 Winnetka residents/ Keep it simple. There is no space for all that is envisioned in this
plan.Who/how is going to pay or all this entertainment? Temporary things like a holiday market,
farmers market, art exhibition are ok. The music stage looks like too much.

9/16/2023 2:25 PM

101 I think they should consider a small boutique hotel ala the deer path inn in lake forest 9/16/2023 2:01 PM

102 This should be an enclosed space so that it is usable year round, not just during warmer 9/16/2023 2:00 PM
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months. I would like to see an entertainment venue like a theater of some kind.

103 I believe creating green space and holding off on extensive development at this point is wise.
Funds in the Buiness District Revitalization could be used elsewhere at this time (such as for
the Green Bay Rd. costs mentioned earlier). Right not, less is more. Keep it flexible green
space for plans in the future.

9/16/2023 1:55 PM

104 The post office site may be best served by another vision of development. The above items
would all make sense at hubbard woods park

9/16/2023 1:47 PM

105 Indoor court facilities for basketball, volleyball, rock climbing, track and workout. Winnetka
lacks indoor facilities for the community. School facilities are not available most of the time for
this kind of usage. It would be a perfect location and complementary to the outdoor park. It
would be used all the time.

9/16/2023 1:40 PM

106 Build a swimming pool in this space - public health club included 9/16/2023 1:16 PM

107 If the village proceeds, the village should sell the property to a developer and stay out of the
"design"

9/16/2023 1:15 PM

108 I use the post office all the time 9/16/2023 1:00 PM

109 just DO SOMETHING - this has been discussed and debated FOR YEARS! 9/16/2023 12:36 PM

110 PARKING! We need parking. The West and East Elm shopping areas are parked to the gills,
and if we want people to consider these areas a destination, they need to be able to park
without a hassle.

9/16/2023 11:38 AM

111 We have 2 downtowns so tough to have everything duplicate but also strange to have "health
and wellness in 1 location and "Art/music" in the other?

9/16/2023 9:50 AM

112 Thrilled to hear about the stage and music programs! Not thrilled about creating more parking. 9/15/2023 9:55 PM

113 Lessen the emphasis on parking and increase the emphasis on alternative modes of transport
including bikes, electric bikes and possibly shuttles. There is plenty of existing space for
boutique retail. Don't put any on this site.

9/15/2023 5:54 PM

114 Restaurant area such as Wilmette. 9/15/2023 3:52 PM

115 Can this site be considered for either senior housing (described) above or townhomes/condos? 9/15/2023 12:36 PM

116 Important to NOT negatively impact local businesses. 9/15/2023 12:02 PM

117 Instead of bringing more chaos to Winnetka maybe the space should be turned into a small
botanical garden and not an entertainment center. An entertainment venue would attract more
riff raff into the village which has demonstrably increased in recent years.

9/15/2023 9:37 AM

118 We are not Highland Park. We are not Evanston. We have limited space and must do all we
can to preserve the serene green spaces that we have while limiting noise and traffic pollution.
Preserving the green space, limiting it's offerings, will also allow us to avoid the cost of
additional parking.

9/15/2023 8:54 AM

119 We do not need any of this. I am concerned about parking. A parking structure would be an
eyesore.

9/15/2023 8:20 AM

120 Hubbard Woods park does most of what's listed, so no need to duplicate 9/14/2023 5:36 PM

121 Quiet activities 9/14/2023 3:14 PM

122 Please keep this primarily open, flexible space. No need for another music venue.--we have
several of those already. art exhibits OK, but no outdoor movies.

9/14/2023 3:10 PM

123 All of the above. 9/14/2023 1:40 PM

124 Splash pad 9/14/2023 12:13 PM

125 Hubbard Woods Park is already used for summer music and movies. The new space could be
used for other things. Winnetka needs more food choices. Something nice, but not too
expensive. Should be family friendly. This new space should focus on family activities.

9/14/2023 9:25 AM

126 NO MORE PARKING!! for pete's sake, people can walk or bike. Use the space for public
space and parks, etc. NO MORE PARKING

9/13/2023 6:29 PM
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127 Farmers market works ok where it is now. 9/13/2023 4:28 PM

128 PARKING! You are killing the businesses with this plan, because you are taking away more
parking than adding.

9/13/2023 4:25 PM

129 What about a space for teens? 9/13/2023 3:19 PM

130 MORE PARKING 9/13/2023 3:02 PM

131 Please don’t disturb the mature trees in Dwyer Oark. 9/13/2023 1:37 PM

132 Less is more! We don't need more retail/business/residential space, especially with a new
development at some point in East Elm. We need 'hang out' space similar to Hubbard Woods
Park but perhaps with an ice rink in the winter that was unfortunately lost when the WPD built-
out, and lost, that beautiful open space.

9/13/2023 10:57 AM

133 I would assume the Farmer's Market would remain in its existing location 9/13/2023 9:59 AM

134 I wold primarily be concerned about panhandlers in the area, no matter what is done 9/13/2023 8:40 AM

135 The more in-town resources that promote community, socialization, enjoyment within
walking/biking access, the better

9/12/2023 10:23 PM

136 Rotating offerings (music, movies, holiday happenings, etc) at different neighbor parks will help
keep the entire community engaged

9/12/2023 10:22 PM

137 I always thought that would be a good location for small apartments too but like this idea as
well

9/12/2023 9:59 PM

138 We do not need another entertainment space. One already exists in Hubbard Woods. The
current location for the farmer's market by the train station in perfect. We need more business
and restaurant space. Or we need an indoor gym/swimming pool/basketball courts/rec
center/meeting room space similar to the Takiff Center in Glencoe. And we need more parking
downtown.

9/12/2023 9:05 PM

139 Basketball or pickle ball courts 9/12/2023 7:59 PM

140 What about “just” green space 9/12/2023 7:48 PM

141 The village should sell the property to the highest bidder 9/12/2023 7:45 PM

142 Residential apartments and condos 9/12/2023 1:07 PM

143 We already have Hubbard Woods park for music in the park 9/12/2023 11:41 AM

144 Senior Housing. We have underutilized green space and parks - think Village Green 9/12/2023 11:20 AM

145 Are you all crazy? A stage for live music and traffic and commotion? No thank you. Do not ruin
our nice little village.

9/12/2023 10:47 AM

146 do not raise taxes 9/12/2023 10:42 AM

147 Not sure, as many of these activities already take place at Hubbard Woods Park, would like to
understand the need/desire for a second location for similar activities in Winnetka.

9/12/2023 9:33 AM

148 We have a lack of venues in Winnetka that you can reasonable rent for school class parent
parties, etc.

9/12/2023 9:01 AM

149 It is public land so should only be used for activities all residents can enjoy 9/12/2023 8:47 AM

150 Please please do this! The post office is an eyesore. 9/12/2023 7:56 AM

151 Keep it basic and GREEN! 9/11/2023 7:05 PM

152 Winnetka is way behind the eightbal for new sports, such as pickleball, etc. 9/11/2023 5:59 PM

153 No large scale food truck venues. Some temporary foo OK 9/11/2023 4:41 PM

154 We need to develop the space. We don’t need a stage… waste!!! 9/11/2023 2:56 PM

155 All of these are good. Farmers Market can move over from Train Station. Many of the others
interfere with existing programs at Hubbard Woods. Proceed with caution. Maybe we can
support events in both places.

9/11/2023 2:52 PM
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156 I am concerned about neighborhood noise with concerts. There's been a tlak of a bandshell
(not an option here - must be a done deal?) and am concerned that it is built with enough
sound-proofing not to bother the neighbors (many of whom have children).

9/11/2023 2:13 PM

157 There is SO much talent in the North Shore community. There are also SO many talented
young people. Rather than TicToc, let's provide a space and schedule so people can show
what they can do!!! Let's make this development a REASON TO VISIT WINNETKA by
others!!! Businesses thrive when they have customers so we need to bring people into town!

9/11/2023 1:55 PM

158 Consideration should be given to creating a space that is four-season, so some pavilions with
heating during the winter .... and abundant restrooms all year round.

9/11/2023 1:31 PM

159 We have parks and the community house for stage performances. 9/11/2023 1:29 PM

160 This space should be developed for housing with some retail. Seriously, its not a large space
and many of the above will draw too much in addition to what is already in. the downtown area.
Not sure how successful current retail businesses are do we really want more.Some of the
above already take place at he Community House, Park District and Hubbard Woods Area.

9/11/2023 1:15 PM

161 A beer garden 9/11/2023 12:32 PM

162 Condos for downsizers 9/11/2023 11:09 AM

163 We have lots of parks and open space in Winnetka. Creating a new park when we lack
business tax base is a bad bad idea. We have something like this at Merrill Street and also
something like that in Northfield, both seem to be rarely used

9/11/2023 11:09 AM

164 This would be a good location for senior housing 9/11/2023 10:49 AM

165 anything allowing an occassional sale of alcohol will bring more people (ie- wilmette) 9/11/2023 10:49 AM

166 The only way this should happen is if there is a heavy duty schedule assembled to keep it
vibrant and used. Winnetka does not need to spend a lot of money on another sleepy over
beautification project that has little actual benefit to resident. It’s self indulgent and further
grows the classist gap.

9/11/2023 10:31 AM

167 I don't understand why we are developing post office land in this way. Why aren't we using the
Village green for summer music series, yoga, tai chi, art exhibitions, etc.? Why aren't we
developing this space as part commercial/part residential along Chestnut and then expanding
greenspace and park in Dwyer?

9/11/2023 10:03 AM

168 Affordable housing with a park 9/11/2023 9:41 AM

169 For the past 30 years this has been discussed and ideas submitted. Why is this still in the
idea stage??

9/11/2023 9:39 AM

170 It is difficult to select without additional information - possible renderings, costs and better
definition. The train station parking lot is a great location for the farmer's market. We don't need
another one, but a holiday market, food trucks etc brings something new. Art and Cultural
exhibitions happen in Hubbard Woods Park and movie nights in the parks, so again, not
something new. Entertainment would be new and bring more people to Winnetka, but you would
want other businesses such as restaurants, gastropubs to extend the visit and bring in tax
revenues.

9/11/2023 9:16 AM

171 I think priority should be completing Winnetka One before taking one another project. 9/11/2023 9:11 AM

172 Poor use of valuable space. We already have Dwyer and the Centennial Park. 9/11/2023 9:03 AM

173 How are members chosen to be on these Task Forces? It needs to be nonpartisan, meaning
not friends/relatives of those in office. I'd be interested, for example.

9/11/2023 8:44 AM

174 Green space. Parks and playgrounds. 9/11/2023 8:24 AM

175 But not to go back to the mixed use concept that was nixed years ago! 9/11/2023 8:12 AM

176 I strongly disagree with the current plan. It feels like an attempt to create a space similar to
what was constructed in Hubbard Woods, which sits idle for the vast majority of time, and is
used by a minority of residents. I would encourage the village to rethink the plan altogether -
present something that would be of use by a broader percentage of the population.

9/11/2023 7:45 AM
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177 All of that can be done at Dwyer park. this land should be developed to raise additional tax
dollars.

9/11/2023 6:40 AM

178 WE NEED A BOUTIQUE HOTEL. As families downsize, there is no place for offspring to stay.
Further the community could use a great bar - centrally located - and an outdoor pool club. The
hotel could also run classes and have a great spa. PLEASE MAKE THIS A PRIORITY!!! USE
THIS SPACE TO KEEP THE VILLAGE ALIVE.

9/11/2023 6:32 AM

179 Ice skating in winter 9/11/2023 6:31 AM

180 I think this is a terrible plan. The village has plenty of gathering space already. Use the village
green.

9/10/2023 5:40 PM

181 Priority needs to be one winnetka. 9/10/2023 4:18 PM

182 Don’t overdevelop this make it like market square no hokey signs or stores and n public land. 9/10/2023 2:11 PM

183 I'd also like to see this space support the tweens/teens who have no real places to go in town -
and as a result, congregate around Starbucks and the Laundry

9/10/2023 1:53 PM

184 Housing is far more important - this is not a good use of resources (not needed and no more
retail required as well)

9/10/2023 1:18 PM

185 th items not checked are the ones I think we are good on for now; the ones I checked are the
ones we are lacking for now

9/10/2023 12:59 PM

186 Entertainment options should be at no cost to residents. Performances by local school groups
would be very welcome.

9/10/2023 10:39 AM

187 The train station parking lot works very well for the farmers market- no need to move this in my
opinion

9/9/2023 9:16 PM

188 As proposed, the project is a very inefficient use of space. We could continue Chestnut Court,
and have businesses line it, with apartments/condoa on the second floor.

9/9/2023 7:22 PM

189 It is important for the U.S. Post Office to remain in town. It is a major draw for people to visit
the village and local businesses benefit.

9/9/2023 6:33 PM

190 I do not support the Village President's plan to repurpose the Post Office to green space 9/9/2023 5:36 PM

191 We need to be careful to balance parking needs for the new space. 9/9/2023 4:31 PM

192 Make sure there is a playground and restrooms 9/9/2023 4:23 PM

193 We do not need another stage!!! 9/9/2023 3:47 PM

194 I haven’t seen the plans so far, but sounds like it is all outside space? Seems curious in a
climate where many people aren’t outside much for 6 months of the year. Doesn’t seem large
enough for an outdoor ice rink, like Watts in Glencoe, which could drive usage in the winter. I
don’t see people using outdoor space like suggested above for much of the year. Regarding
parking (since you didn’t give room to write anything on Q36, it is unfortunate that the
streetscape project resulted in the loss of parking spots (at least that’s what multiple retailers
told me). The streetscape project also resulted in strange narrowings of the roads at
intersections, which are dangerous when busses and large SUVs are turning, etc. Please don’t
replicate this design in the coming streetscape projects.

9/9/2023 9:25 AM

195 senior housing, duh! 9/9/2023 6:56 AM

196 stage concept seems duplicative of Hubbard Woods - ok to festivals, events, exhibits, but
stage seems overkill and would be used infrequently

9/8/2023 9:10 PM

197 Why is this question being asked. There is already a plan for the post office property and it is
not the foregoing. Thanks for serving as President but we don’t need legacy projects that will
generate little revenue for the village. Mixed commercial and retail is absolutely what should go
in this space and what has been planned forever. Move on.

9/8/2023 8:54 PM

198 I am concerned about the potential noise and traffic from a performance space 9/8/2023 8:30 PM

199 Exactly where is this mysterious new post office going to be? If it must be moved, why not
consider adding a senior apartment building there so that senior can walk to grocery shops and
public transportation? While families with children are of tremendous importance to the village,

9/8/2023 7:15 PM
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there are already extensive resources for entertainment and boutique retail. It’s be grand if we
could allow seniors to stay in the town they raised their families in. Again: worried about the
hyper-focus on children in Winnetka to the exclusion of others. This over-focus on children
results in highly anxious kids: children do better in communities that offer a more realistic mix
of ages.

200 Dog friendly since huge number of dogs in community, expanded children’s play space, take
out non-alcoholic beverages.

9/8/2023 5:28 PM

201 Invest in Chestnut Court rather than create additional space that won't be utilized. Encourage
restaurants to open around Chestnut Court

9/8/2023 4:38 PM

202 Consider townhouses for part of the property. 9/8/2023 3:55 PM

203 Depends on new PO location. 9/8/2023 3:04 PM

204 Don't we already have a space like this in Hubbard Woods? Would this replace that? 9/8/2023 1:48 PM

205 No more retailers, food providers, food trucks. Support the local businesses. Village President
should work with the business owners. It shouldn't be a dictatorship or his legacy.

9/8/2023 1:31 PM

206 Property should be used for park and residential condominiums. 9/8/2023 11:01 AM

207 All! So excited about this. 9/8/2023 10:34 AM

208 For me, the most important objective for the Post-Office site should be open space that forms
a visually attractive central place for the Village. Clear sight lines to the Village Hall should be
established, and parking should be placed below ground.

9/8/2023 10:14 AM

209 ideal location for brewpub adjacent to larger park; underground parking 9/8/2023 9:55 AM
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Q36 The proposal includes adding parking spaces to the existing parking
lots. Which option would you prefer? (Rank in order of your preference.)

Answered: 1,598 Skipped: 557
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Q37 If there were school-aged (K-8) in your household during the 2023-
2024 school year, where did they attend? (Check all that apply)

Answered: 622 Skipped: 1,533
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17.38% 228

36.74% 482

30.72% 403

7.55% 99

5.41% 71

2.21% 29

Q38 Overall, how satisfied are/were you with your experience?
Answered: 1,312 Skipped: 843

TOTAL 1,312

# COMMENT DATE

1 Not as academically rigorous as I would like 9/21/2023 6:20 AM

2 need to start giving grades in 5th grade and teach kids how to prepare for and take tests while
in middle school

9/20/2023 8:47 AM

3 The district is doing a wonderful job with social and emotional learning. It’s really amazing to
see, in general, how nice the kids are to each other. I really do not understand the political
objections to this. The district also does a great job with kids who need additional or special
instruction. We’ve been beneficiaries of, for example, the district’s help with learning to read.
That said, from the perspective of a parent with two kids in D36, the district is doing a dismal
job of engaging higher performing students notwithstanding its recent commitments to
providing differentiated instruction to these kids. At least anecdotally, the result seems to be
that D36’s kids are markedly less engaged academically and in academic extracurriculars than

9/20/2023 6:57 AM
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kids at other schools and this pattern seems likely to continue into New Trier if something is
not done about it. If there is data on the relative performance of our kids at Kew Trier, it seems
important to know about it (per question 44), although it would likely reside at District 203, not
D36, and they may not wish to fuel an arms race between the feeder schools by releasing it.
But that issue aside, we already know from that data that is available that D36 is not
positioning our students well. Washburn, for example, has – bar far – the worst ELA and math
scores of any of the New Trier feeder schools. For 7th grade, only 16% of students exceed
expectations, versus 20 to 25% at each of the other feeder schools. Worse, D36 students’
performance then deteriorates as they progress through D36 – falling to 8.6% exceeding
expectations for 8th graders in math, versus 14 to 37% percent for the other schools. In
English, the share of students exceeding expectations is less than half of the next lowest
ranking feeder school – 5% versus 10 to 37% for the other schools. It’s not hard to see why
this is so. While the district’s webpage asserts that a “differentiated” curriculum “is a best
practice that is expected to be in every classroom, in every district, available to every
student," D36 offers essentially no differentiated instruction, in any subject or for any grade,
with the exception of 7th and 8th grade math. Compounded by the lack of any well-resourced
academic extracurriculars, the district’s failure to provide any sort of differentiated, honors,
gifted, or advanced classes or extracurricular activities unsurprisingly results in disengaged,
bored students. The repeated strong responses to questions like No. 44 in prior surveys
indicates a widespread understanding and concern about the lack of rigor in the D36
curriculum, and the underperformance of our students, but it does not seem that we’re making
any progress in addressing this issue. I would strongly encourage the Caucus to add questions
to its survey regarding the substantive state of the D36 curriculum. Asking questions about
progressive education is fine but there is nothing progressive about teaching students that
school is boring. Nor does progressive education preclude rigorous instruction. If anything, our
schools should be leading the way within New Trier in providing a strong curriculum, tailored as
appropriate to the needs and abilities of the students, with extracurriculars that would challenge
our students and give them reason to find fun and a competitive interest in school. The next
Caucus survey should ask for parents’ satisfaction with the quality and rigor of the curriculum.
It should also ask questions about why families leave D36 and attempt to quantify how many
families within D36 feel compelled to pay for outside instruction to supplement what D36
provides in the classroom. Many, many parents within D36 are sending their kids to
Mathnasium or similar supplemental programs because the district is not providing a
satisfactory program of instruction. Collectively, we’re spending tens of thousands of dollars
(maybe hundreds of thousands) and committing hundreds of hours of our kids’ lives to making
up for instruction that the district should be providing. And, even with many kids in the district
getting supplemental instruction outside of what D36 provides, the district’s scores in core
subjects remain far below where they should be given the district’s resources. It seems that
many parents have these concerns and at least some have brought them to the attention of
the district administration, but there does not seem to be any concern about the situation or
desire to respond to it. The Caucus should definitely seek to obtain and promote the
distribution of data regarding the quality of D36 instruction and the performance of our
students. To the extent the data show deficiencies, the Caucus also needs to start supporting
candidates that are committed to addressing those deficiencies.

4 I think letter grades should be considered earlier than. 7th grade 9/20/2023 5:24 AM

5 Reading program is terrible. My child was not brought up as a student of concern until
conferences.

9/19/2023 11:06 PM

6 4 kids through D36, 2/3 of kid-years below average experiences. 9/19/2023 10:09 PM

7 Love crow island! 9/19/2023 10:08 PM

8 My children are in their 30s so my experience is dated. While I’m not as close to the school
situation as I once was, I fear that there is been low value for the incremental dollars invested.
When I look at the spend per pupil, and I look at the results of the schools, they do not keep
pace. That’s all I’m in a position to say right now.

9/19/2023 9:59 PM

9 It is not 1950. “Progressive Education” is now inadequate. 9/19/2023 9:36 PM

10 Would like to see more instruction for kids who might be ahead in subjects like math and
english

9/19/2023 9:13 PM

11 I think the progressive education approach is interesting and has many benefits. Some
teachers are better than others. My children were amongst the first to use iPads at school and
I honestly believe that iPad usage should be limited during school. I also think phones should

9/19/2023 9:03 PM
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not be allowed in school. Take it back to the basics, as much as possible. Obviously, students
will need to work online, with computers, etc. but try to scale back. Kids have too much screen
time and may feel more attached to others and their work offline. Look at all of the Silicon
Valley parents whose kids go to traditional schools and are not allowed to have social media
accounts and phones.

12 Kindergarten should make more of an effort to build friendships in the classroom by doing
“friend of the week” or other activities

9/19/2023 8:34 PM

13 Good schools. Question amount of administrators. Why not National search for new
superintendent?

9/19/2023 8:22 PM

14 Please continue to hold district accountable to the highest standards seeing as we pay so
much in taxes for these public schools.

9/19/2023 7:52 PM

15 More satisfied with Washburne than Greeley 9/19/2023 7:50 PM

16 District 36 is a treasure. A true lighthouse district. 9/19/2023 7:16 PM

17 The disappointment comes from the state of the buildings and the antiquated facilities. 9/19/2023 7:05 PM

18 My kids got lost in the shuffle K-2, then covid, now normalizing. 9/19/2023 6:35 PM

19 I toured the school with the full intent of enrolling my children at Crow Island. I was given a tour
and then told they were given a training by Lurie's so now they don't say boys and girls and
pre-pubescent children are transitioning socially. This made us change our decision.

9/19/2023 6:07 PM

20 Winnetka fails to satisfy despite having the exceptional advantage of very small classrooms,
money and resources. It seems every other north shore school district is doing better.

9/19/2023 5:54 PM

21 Academics are not as strong as they need to be and are increasingly dated 9/19/2023 5:36 PM

22 way too much social engineering. I remain utterly offended at the progressive agenda,
particularly as related to many of the books of sexualized content in our schools. I am
responsible for the morals and values of my children. The schools core objective needs to re-
focus on teaching - language, math, science, history, etc.

9/19/2023 5:23 PM

23 Seriously, you can't figure out how to have multiple choice for question 37? We are only
allowed to have one age bracket of kids in school? Gives me concern that our current School
Board can't write effective survey questions with sensible answers.

9/19/2023 3:02 PM

24 I do not appreciate the school trying to indoctrinate our kids with liberal agendas. School
should be a place for them to get educated. The values are up to us.

9/19/2023 2:59 PM

25 I'd like to see a survey for satisfaction with administrators. 9/19/2023 2:58 PM

26 more math and science focus better language skills earlier 9/19/2023 2:43 PM

27 Skokie - middle school education needs major overhaul! Does not prepare kids for washburne
or rigors of high school. Does mot start to establish executive functioning, organization, test
taking and writing skill all essential and needed to start by middle school

9/19/2023 1:06 PM

28 I should not need to get tutors to supplement my child's seventh grade math learning. 9/19/2023 12:55 PM

29 This question is too broad. Our expereinces range from very satisfied to very dissatisfied
depending on context.

9/19/2023 11:33 AM

30 Some teachers were good, some were bad, most were just OK. 9/19/2023 11:29 AM

31 Our children are adults. However, the Winnetka School philosophy of whole child teaching and
experiential education was critical to their successful education. Please do not let go of
progressive education for 'cookie cutter' programs and test scores that do not reflect the entire
educational process.

9/19/2023 10:59 AM

32 I went to Crow Island and Greeley in the 1950"s ! 9/19/2023 10:54 AM

33 Please survey Crow Island parents about the principal 9/19/2023 9:43 AM

34 Neutral/dissatisfied - level of instruction is okay, it is the chaos of the administration and lack
of continuity across the board. D36 would learn a lot by observing NTHS administration.

9/19/2023 9:21 AM

35 2 children matriculated through D36. 9/19/2023 9:05 AM
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36 Kids are now college juniors. 9/19/2023 8:55 AM

37 The lack of formal instruction in Winnetka is alarming. Grammar has been forgotten in our
curriculum. Writing and mechanics and structure have been ignored in a quest for students to
"find their voice." That's great, but kids also need to know how to write. The same can be said
for math, which is not being taught well either. The difference between D36 and our private
school is wild. My children almost had to repeat a year when they made the switch, and they
were bright kids in Winnetka.

9/19/2023 8:43 AM

38 D36 needs to revisit is SEL curriculum. There is a huge gap with true mental health support. 9/19/2023 8:22 AM

39 Children in daycare currently 9/18/2023 11:59 PM

40 love our schools 9/18/2023 9:18 PM

41 My kids are grown, and the Winnetka School system fostered their creativity. They truly
benefitted from the experiential learning it provided.

9/18/2023 9:11 PM

42 Winnetka has sadly become less truly progressive, and more concerned about test scores and
parent opinions. Teachers are not heard or respected. Twenty years ago my children got a
great education. Now, teachers are not honored so students suffer.

9/18/2023 7:27 PM

43 You can’t actually check all above. Have you all proofed this survey before issuing it? 9/18/2023 6:40 PM

44 NOT CHALLENGING, TOO LOOSEY GOOSEY. AWFUL FOR KIDS WITH LEARNING
DISABILITIES. LACKING A GROWTH MINDSET ESPECIALLY REGARDS LD KIDS---DO
NOT THINK OUT OF THE BOX TO DEVELOP THIS KIDS. MY 8TH GRADER WAS
ALLOWED TO FAIL MATH AND BE PROMOTED TO FRESHMAN YEAR!! NO SUMMER
SCHOOL REQUIRED! EGREGIOUS DISREGARD. WOULD SEND MY KIDS TO PRIVATE
SCHOOLS INCLUDING HS IF I HAD TO DO IT ALL OVER. LUKEWARM, WATERED DOWN
EDUCATION. SCIENCE IN JR HIGH WAS VIRTUALLY NON-EXISTANT. PATHETIC.

9/18/2023 3:54 PM

45 The schools are absolutely amazing. Our public school experience was way better than private
school in the area.

9/18/2023 2:46 PM

46 Would like to see reading instruction improve and be a priority earlier. If a kid wants to learn to
read, it should be an option and parents should not have to hire an outside tutor.

9/18/2023 2:16 PM

47 Not consistent quality of teaching staff and curriculum. 9/18/2023 8:55 AM

48 I do not love that the 3 elementary schools are not more similar. This is a small town and there
shouldn't be such different vibes at the schools making it more attractive to be at certain ones.

9/17/2023 11:50 PM

49 did not use local public schools 9/17/2023 10:08 PM

50 Lack of supports and willingness to give support for children in need (i.e. IEP) 9/17/2023 8:50 PM

51 Never used public schools 9/17/2023 7:48 PM

52 I feel there is a lot of grouping of kids, and kids can be placed in a "track" that is not actually
suited to them or the abilities and needs and you are stuck. I did not realize I should have
private tutored my kids in elementary so they would be places higher in middle school.

9/17/2023 6:39 PM

53 The schools are not progressive and the special Ed support provided is non-existent.
Unfortunately D36 school administrators, teachers and most parents want to pretend our
school system is a fancy private institution, and you are cast-off if your child doesn’t fit into
their neat little definition of what a perfect student should be. Additionally, the quality of
teaching is relatively poor - the teachers are not qualified to work in different ways with
different learners. Lastly, bullying is persistent but administrators aren’t willing to confront any
parents to hold them accountable.

9/17/2023 5:35 PM

54 Hard to know how well D36 prepares students for NT and beyond. Lack of data shared? 9/17/2023 5:25 PM

55 Winnetka 36 is wonderful for most kids, and admirable for the facilities it has for special needs
kids, but had no support structure for highly gifted kids, which forced us (and other parents we
know) to put our kids in private schools

9/17/2023 5:11 PM

56 But my youngest child graduated from Washbourne in 2002 9/17/2023 4:51 PM

57 MUST upgrade D36....it's what supports property values (why does no one get this???) 9/17/2023 3:45 PM
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58 D36 has poor results compared to peers, and especially given the cultural advantages that
students arrive at school with. Some weak teachers given tenure despite parental concerns.
Undemanding curricula and teachers letting students coach in 5-8.

9/17/2023 1:51 PM

59 Always thought lack of spelling and proper grammar were problems 9/17/2023 1:32 PM

60 Winnetka students play catch up to be ready to compete with their piers from other New Trier
feeder schools and money still needs to be spent on tutoring!

9/17/2023 1:10 PM

61 Schools are under preparing kids which is why so much of the community is using outside
services to supplement learning relative to communities around us.

9/17/2023 11:15 AM

62 Its very diapointing we can not access Elder Lane Beach, but dogs can go swimming 9/17/2023 10:51 AM

63 I think the education and quality of teachers dropped over the last 15 years. The New Trier
system should be ranking high in all categories and it is not. The instructions on an individual
basis with our children was highly variable

9/17/2023 9:25 AM

64 1st and 7th 9/17/2023 9:24 AM

65 Daughter was bullied in middle school, and teachers looked the other way 9/17/2023 8:29 AM

66 Need more focus in reading and more academics. 9/17/2023 5:43 AM

67 We are pleased with the current direction of the school facilities. We did not think the schools
should be consolidated into a mega school and we are happy with the sensible improvements
to our historic neighborhood schools.

9/16/2023 10:32 PM

68 Very hit or miss depending on teachers. k-4 not nearly enough focus on fundamentals of
reading, writing, math. A lot of "faith" in how things come together by the end of washburne. As
someone raised here, the standards now are too low and not rigorous.

9/16/2023 7:35 PM

69 My child graduated from NTHS in 2023 9/16/2023 3:03 PM

70 Our four children all attended Winnetka Public Schools throughout K-8. It was generally
amazing.

9/16/2023 3:03 PM

71 The Lucy Calkes curriculum utilized by D36 has failed so many kids. No ownership or
accountability for that. The highly touted and pushed Data Science/ Mathematical Mindset
based math teaching has shown to be equally flawed. How much money has been spent by
D36 on related conferences, training, coursework, etc.? Where would D36 be without private,
outside supports given to students by concerned parents? Curriculum in middle school varies
widely from one teacher to the next. Progressive education has become so focused on the
"likeability" factor of instruction. The fundamental "muscle building" aspect of learning has
become secondary to the kids "liking" what they are studying. So flawed and proven so by
numerous studies.

9/16/2023 2:43 PM

72 Just started in K in D36 so hard to rate since so new 9/16/2023 2:30 PM

73 Reading curriculum should have been fixed years ago. 9/16/2023 2:07 PM

74 Some teachers are great, others not so much. I feel that school administration does not listen
to or track concerns/complaints regarding teachers/adminsitration. Witness the firing of
Hugebeck and Miller at Greeley

9/16/2023 1:19 PM

75 I have children at all three levels of the school district. It did not let me check them all 9/16/2023 1:05 PM

76 have kids in 4,6 and 8th grade D36 - would not let me select 9/16/2023 12:53 PM

77 Satisfied with Crow Island and Washburne. New Trier positive for one child and not the other
child.

9/16/2023 12:28 PM

78 Teaching staff are really not top tier, emotional support/wellness not top tier, leadership at
schools lacking, appalled by lack of resources and find it to be a district full of bullying children
and adults. It’s unacceptable.

9/16/2023 12:25 PM

79 Don’t lose progressive education! 9/16/2023 12:18 PM

80 As a grandparent, children in grades k-4 very satisfied 9/16/2023 10:33 AM

81 Declined consistently over the decade our children attended. Financial transparency has
declined -- D36 stopped providing clear info on the expansion of non-classroom administrators.

9/15/2023 6:39 PM
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82 You need to survey the Crow Island parents about their experience with the principal. 9/15/2023 12:59 PM

83 I went to schools here as did our children 9/15/2023 10:50 AM

84 My 3 sons' education in WPS was outstanding. 9/14/2023 10:28 PM

85 My children attended in the 1980s and 1990s. 9/14/2023 1:51 PM

86 The teachers and staff are amazing. Administration not so much. 9/14/2023 1:16 PM

87 We need to focus on the latest research in learning. Many of the school’s progressive ways of
learning are outdated.

9/14/2023 9:44 AM

88 I feel the schools could do more with enhanced math support. 9/14/2023 9:32 AM

89 THe schools are not using up to date curriculum or literacy curriculum. There is no agreed
upon definition of progressive education so it's used by everyone in any way they want. There
must be better data coming from our schools. We need Pre-K.

9/13/2023 6:35 PM

90 There was a big discrepancy among teachers. If you had a bad teacher is was a totally
different experience than a peer with a good teacher

9/13/2023 3:28 PM

91 Residents also attend Avoca D37 9/13/2023 3:04 PM

92 Phonics and reading instruction is terrible. No transparency or data, and parents are kept in the
dark for low performing teachers until it’s too late.

9/13/2023 2:41 PM

93 Quality of teacher made the difference 9/13/2023 1:52 PM

94 Unfortunately, bullying was a big issue with a 'code of silence' among the students. There are
discrepancies/inconsistencies among the curriculum and we personally experienced our child
being a stellar writer in English classes through Washburne, only to get to NTHS and told that
she couldn't write! Also, Dist.36 students didn't compare academically with other school
districts coming together in high school and trying to find comparison of test scores of Dist. 36
students to neighboring districts is nearly impossible.

9/13/2023 11:07 AM

95 NOTE: both of my children attend D36 - one in 5th, the other in 8th - the survey wouldn't let me
check both boxes so I put "other" for my 5th grader - but she's at Skokie.

9/13/2023 10:06 AM

96 Our children have thrived. 9/12/2023 10:29 PM

97 Need more focus on reading, writing and math 9/12/2023 8:49 PM

98 we use sears school 9/12/2023 12:48 PM

99 Early dismissal one day per week is not helpful to parents 9/12/2023 11:11 AM

100 The D36 schools need to provide a more robust, challenging learning experience. K-2 is a joke.
Start sharing our students results compared to other feeder schools on Map tests and by
school in Winnetka in an email from Dr. Tess

9/12/2023 11:10 AM

101 Progressive education is failing our children. Time to get serious about learning. Way too soft. 9/12/2023 10:51 AM

102 Hubbard Woods is an amazing school. 9/12/2023 10:49 AM

103 Too many administrators thus taxes too high 9/12/2023 10:45 AM

104 Although we are satisfied, would like to see constant assessment of the value of Winnetka's
approach against other similarly funded and situated districts to be sure that Winnetka remains
best in class for new families -- having said this, social and emotional learning, civics, and
other holistic approaches need to stay in the forefront.

9/12/2023 9:36 AM

105 Question 37 did not allow me to select multiple in d36. We have k-4 and 5-7 9/12/2023 9:35 AM

106 The experince depends on the teacher , its not equal . 9/12/2023 9:22 AM

107 Poor math education compared to other neighborhood schools requiring private tutoring- unfair
to the children!

9/11/2023 10:45 PM

108 School just started - so. Can’t comment yet 9/11/2023 9:08 PM

109 Kids are grown and doing well thanks to Crow Island and New Trier 9/11/2023 8:18 PM
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110 Hubbard Woods Elementary could use some upgrades, but they seem to be underway. 9/11/2023 4:19 PM

111 We moved here for the Progressive schools 9/11/2023 4:11 PM

112 There is a significant learning loss post covid that needs to be addressed. 9/11/2023 4:06 PM

113 Crow Island - great. Skokie -terrible Washburne- ok 9/11/2023 11:10 AM

114 Don’t think our 3 kids were prepared for NT as well as other villages 9/11/2023 10:38 AM

115 D36 staff truly care and are committed to our children. The reading curriculum is based on a
model that has been found to be inappropriate and for which all NYC public schools recently
dropped and moved to a new curriculum. Reading has been a major source of problems for a
number of families I am familiar with in the area at the early elementary level. The reading
program should be re-considered and a new curriculum applied. The progressive focus is
laudable and should be maintained, but students who struggle with reading should be identified
early and interventions offered. We can both be progressive and make sure our children are
reading.

9/11/2023 10:30 AM

116 Very little incentive to reach full potential on all 4 children- rather too much focus on SE and
less on the four major subjects. Bring back civics studies earlier if you want decent human
beings to develop.

9/11/2023 9:48 AM

117 Tremendous inconsistencies in the schools quality of teaching, leadership and more. 9/11/2023 9:23 AM

118 I was very happy with the educational experiences of my 2021 and 2023 high school graduates
when they were in D36. For my 2026 grad (now at NT) I was very unsatisfied with the Skokie
and Washburne school experiences as the quality of instruction had fallen significantly from
that of my older chidren.

9/11/2023 8:54 AM

119 We moved to Winnetka because of the schools. We had been in Deerfield, and the schools
were crowded and did not have good teaching strategies. We visited all the north shore
schools and Winnetka had the best. Their teaching of science, math and writing was fabulous.
When Winnetka children went to NT, they out-performed students from the other schools. I
attributed that to our wonderful schools. In all fairness, it was awhile ago and things could have
changed since then.

9/11/2023 8:51 AM

120 Control costs here. Stop trying to one-up other local school districts. We pay much more than
we need to pay and it is multiples of the state averages. Collude with other local districts to
eliminate teacher union leverage. Focus on the kids, not the teachers. Focus on STEM, not
race and gender issues.

9/11/2023 8:32 AM

121 But I didn’t realize it until my kids were in college! 9/11/2023 8:24 AM

122 Need air conditioning in our schools. Crow and Skokie need A/C. This is an embarrassment for
our district.We should make all the old people that vote this down routinely cook in there for 8
hours in August of each year.

9/11/2023 8:19 AM

123 I wish I knew more about progressive education and lack of rigor before moving to Winnetka.
It’s not so great and lacks rigor. Most families hire tutors to make up for deficits, which for the
amount we spend on taxes should be a scandal.

9/11/2023 7:12 AM

124 Think it's unconscionable that kids for whom academics come easy are allowed to sit and be
bored all day, year after year, because we don't believe in "tracking."

9/11/2023 6:37 AM

125 We expected more from the schools here 9/11/2023 12:43 AM

126 We have the mot inexperienced superintendents of all feeder schools and also on top district in
state. Our deplorable academic scores from nt erb, isbe and maps show we are one of the
lowest performers of feeder schools, middle of road for state schools and not even on the
board nationally. Nt is aware that our students do not come to high school prepared. a

9/10/2023 4:36 PM

127 Greeley was excellent. Skokie was terrible education. Washburn was better than Skokie but
still sub-par. Problem with Skokie was quality of teaching & approach to subject needs to be
higher level. Same with Washburn. Washburn’s foreign language teaching is awful. My kids are
in 4 levels at NT and say most kids in high level classes at NT are from Wilmette Junior High.
Wilmette kids are much better prepared even though Winnetka will not face it and up the level
of teaching/subject matter. Education can be elevated while also keeping social and emotional
learning. Social & Emotional learning in Winnetka is good but it cannot be sole focus & replace
academics.

9/10/2023 3:11 PM
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128 Wilmette is better 9/10/2023 2:38 PM

129 Survey won’t let me check k-4 and 5-7 but I had two kids in D36 schools 9/10/2023 12:49 PM

130 I continue to be frustrated that we cannot afford air conditioning in our schools. 9/10/2023 11:14 AM

131 Our youngest daughter moved to Skokie halfway through her 6th grade year. The level of
academics was poor, and the environment toxic. This didn't change much when she moved to
Washburne. All in all moving her to D36 schools was one of the worst decisions we've made.

9/10/2023 8:08 AM

132 Below standards academics, 9/9/2023 6:04 PM

133 I love our schools. The resources and educator are amazing. 9/9/2023 4:35 PM

134 Frankly, the decisions that D36 has been making within the last few years has been
unsatisfactory. From student services to adjusting for a “no backpack” rule to overall care and
concerns, it has not been great; and if our student would have had additional years in the
district, I would have looked elsewhere.

9/9/2023 1:34 PM

135 We moved to the community for Progressive Education. I think we should be even MORE
progressive.

9/9/2023 12:32 PM

136 Homework needs to pick up in intensity to get ready for rigors of Washburne/NT 9/9/2023 10:53 AM

137 Teachers were a mixed bag and so was the administration of Skokie school 9/9/2023 7:33 AM

138 My main concern is the lack of opportunity for advanced learning. Our district is behind other
schools feeding into NT with respect to math. I appreciate the attention to SEL and want that
to continue, but the district critically needs to work on an acceleration and differentiation
program. I am also concerned with the extreme lack of diversity in our schools. My children
and many neighbors' and friends' children complain of boredom. They aren't being challenged,
especially in math.

9/8/2023 8:44 PM

139 Winnetka children have trouble developing and practicing empathy. 9/8/2023 7:21 PM

140 new trier high school, fabulous 9/8/2023 7:14 PM

141 (1) it will not allow clicking grade 5 and grade 7 in D36. (2) while the district does an amazing
job helping kids who need help (special ed, learning disorders, etc) there has been a PAUCITY
of programs for kids more advanced. Almost no accelerated, honors, gifted, etc. My kids don’t
want MORE work on top of their classmates, they want to be challenged. In school and
extracurricular. They are smart kids who do fine but they are BORED we need to seek this
outside the district which seems absolutely ridiculous considering this is supposed to be the
best school district. We are falling behind our neighbors.

9/8/2023 6:23 PM

142 D36 strong K-6, Washburne is subpar 9/8/2023 6:20 PM

143 Not enough resources were directed to children who were motivated to go faster; teachers
made everyone wait for the slower kids in the class. There were so many resources directed to
the bottom half, but the top half was told they had to "just live with it". IMPORTANT: Why are
results of the New Trier Placement Test available to residents? When my Winnetka kids got to
NTHS, they were behind the kids from Wilmette, despite being at the top of their D36 classes.

9/8/2023 6:06 PM

144 The district does a good job with mainstream kids - but has no programs in place for a
accelerated kids. If acceleration is offered, it often really disrupts the student’s regular day -
therefore discourages most from seeking out acceleration. This is a detriment to our kids

9/8/2023 5:28 PM

145 My experience is many years old. 9/8/2023 4:08 PM

146 Consistently scoring at the bottom of New Trier feeder schools 9/8/2023 3:24 PM

147 Terrific schools. Definitely drives housing values here. 9/8/2023 1:50 PM

148 We don't consider D36 as challenging enough for our child. We'd like to use the schools, but
feel unable at this point until they improve.

9/8/2023 11:58 AM

149 excellent staff/children's opportunities 9/8/2023 10:16 AM

150 Kids too young, first will start k next year 24-2025 9/7/2023 10:36 PM

151 D36 does not effectively seek solutions to educate non-neurotypical students. 9/7/2023 10:13 PM
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152 Generally great teachers and involved community. Administration is floundering and lots of bad
decisions at the middle school level, especially Skokie

9/7/2023 7:21 PM

153 There is no accountability or transparency re: academics at D36. It is a horror of expense and
egos hiding behind what a poorly executed model of experiential learning while others have
leapfrogged with better experiences, more adherence to evidence based learning and best
practices and lower expense ratios. We watch our grandchildren's experiences and are glad to
support private and other options.

9/7/2023 7:17 PM

154 we have soft kids and soft parents - winnetka kids al have fallen behind in ethics and
intelligence

9/7/2023 6:19 PM

155 None 9/7/2023 5:16 PM

156 Needed more help with students with learning disabilities. Needed more help to challenge
highly gifted children. In particular the New Trier math program was way to small to serve our
gifted kids. We need have more access to accelerated programs for those who want them

9/7/2023 4:16 PM

157 Elementary great… we chose private for high school 9/6/2023 8:21 PM

158 Not enough attention to average students. 9/6/2023 2:42 PM

159 No children in k-8 9/6/2023 11:10 AM

160 Waste of money on air conditioning. Too much money to be spent on crow island. Additional
fees, expensive lunches, etc excessive for taxes paid.

9/6/2023 9:14 AM

161 I have no children in the school system, yet looking at the D 36 statistics on Illinois Report
Cards, they are highly unsatisfactory for a community of this education and income level.

9/6/2023 8:33 AM

162 Child just started Kindergarten at the Hubbard Woods School 9/6/2023 8:14 AM

163 Children should always come first and I believed they were passed over in the last few years
by board and teacher politics

9/5/2023 11:49 PM

164 The schools need to stop supporting WPD without cost and WPD summer programs should be
held outside of D36 property. In addition the schools need to vastly improve the cosmetic
appearance they present to the neighborhood. D36 needs to remember that they border
residents on all sides and need to work on not only the "front" but all sides.

9/5/2023 11:05 PM

165 Teachers and staff have been top notch, the facilities need an upgrade — mostly security and
air conditioning which should be completed next year

9/5/2023 9:32 PM

166 Just started kindergarten for our oldest 9/5/2023 5:26 PM

167 Good Job on Covid 9/5/2023 4:14 PM

168 Dramatic inequities across the experience at Washburne and Skokie. 9/5/2023 2:51 PM

169 Poorly partially implemented currently. Needs development 9/5/2023 1:19 PM

170 no children currently in Winnetka Public Schools 9/5/2023 11:59 AM

171 Retired. No children in school. 9/5/2023 11:48 AM

172 Our children graduated to NT. Would have liked to have seen additional resources for high-
aptitude children. The fact that 7-8 does not have 2 levels of English classes is bad...

9/5/2023 11:34 AM

173 My only complaint is that a portion of Winnetka was redistricted from Crow Island to Greeley
and while the school has been fantastic, nothing has been done to provide a safe path for
young children to ride their bikes to school. The "ramp" at the Willow tunnel is impossible for
them to navigate and there is not path to get across Green Bay road with the aid of a crossing
guard.

9/5/2023 11:14 AM

174 Inconsistent team experience. Lack luster teachers. Outdated curriculum. Not a national
search for a superintendent

9/5/2023 11:10 AM

175 Can’t believe there is not AC or a cafeteria at the school 9/5/2023 10:53 AM

176 Skokie continues its reputation as being a very hard transition. Children should stay at their
first schools k-5.

9/5/2023 10:26 AM
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177 The lack of data at our schools limits our ability to surface underlying issues with our students
and muddies the picture.

9/5/2023 10:22 AM

178 While our academic performance continues to be a negative outlier relative to our surrounding
communities, our D36 school board is more interested in advancing harmful political ideologies
like bizarre "woke" agendas and covid insanity, the latter of which they finally lost in court in
humiliating fashion after being warned for 18 months by multiple attorneys that their covid
policies were illegal. The Caucus plays too large a role in board makeup, which in these
instances resulted in counterproductive/harmful groupthink that reflected the views of Caucus
leadership. In the most recent D36 board vote, 1/3 of the ballots cast did not include a single
vote for any Caucus endorsed candidate and 40% included a vote for the independent
candidate. This hard data conclusively proves the failure of the Caucus's school board slating
process to produce a board that reflects the views and wishes of the community.

9/5/2023 10:09 AM

179 Love our teachers- wish crow Island facility was upgraded with air conditioner and cafeteria
sooner- want locked vestibule for entering all grade schools and want them upgraded with all
gun protection features. I’d also like a permanent police officer in the front of all schools

9/5/2023 10:07 AM

180 Continue to promote the whole child approach/progressive education attributes to the school
system. Hire quality staff and administrators. The educational system is key to this towns high
viability.

9/5/2023 9:46 AM

181 my kids who are adults now, went there and the schools were great then. I am pretty sure they
still are.

9/5/2023 8:49 AM

182 N/a 9/4/2023 6:42 PM

183 Just starting kindergarten this week. So far so good 9/4/2023 5:35 PM

184 Love the teachers. 9/4/2023 11:14 AM
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48.13% 709

32.18% 474

6.25% 92

10.66% 157

2.78% 41

Q39 How would you rate your understanding of the Progressive Education
approach to instruction in Winnetka?

Answered: 1,473 Skipped: 682

TOTAL 1,473

# COMMENT DATE

1 eliminate all woke instruction programs 9/19/2023 10:05 PM

2 My children benefited from this approach. My children attended Crow Island, and Washburne
which, in combination has been, perhaps the most liberal. By large my children excelled in this
environment, and I would like to see it continue. Several of my children who received no letter
grades until they got to Washburne achieved at very high levels at some of the most
competitive universities of higher education. They were also well rounded in sports and the
arts, while receiving high technical marks in technical subjects. I have no fear of the liberal
education as prescribed by Carleton Washburne. That’s said, any education, including a liberal
education, is only as good as it is managed by a highly competent administration, and
delivered at a very human level by highly competent and motivated teachers. Like everything
else, the devil is in the details. A program for show is nothing.

9/19/2023 9:59 PM

3 Progressive education has been hijacked by radical leftists in many communities. I would not
want to see that happen in Winnetka, but the addition of CRT, gender ideology and Queer
Theory in the sex ed curriculum is disturbing. I realize the state mandated inclusion if sex ed is
taught.

9/19/2023 7:00 PM
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4 Unsure, despite having lived here for 8 years, children attending the public schools, and many
attempts to understand how Winnetka defines progressive education

9/19/2023 5:54 PM

5 there is an approach, and definition but interpretation can vary 9/19/2023 3:19 PM

6 My two sons went to Crowell AEllen 30 years ago and their educational experience was
exceptional

9/19/2023 12:40 PM

7 This check box is not working. Won't let my selection stand. I tried to check 'very familiar', and
in fact experienced first handdt

9/19/2023 1:49 AM

8 Not a big fan. Not everyone is wonderful and grades are important. 9/18/2023 12:32 PM

9 I understand it, but please stop saying that D36 is progressive. It is not progressive- it is
traditional - and claiming otherwise is fraudulent.

9/17/2023 5:35 PM

10 Anyone who does not research the schools before moving here should not be able to complain
about the school model.

9/17/2023 5:25 PM

11 n/a 9/17/2023 1:19 PM

12 it’s fine, but needs to come with more rigor for standard education. our kids are falling behind 9/17/2023 11:15 AM

13 I wrote my Master's Thesis at the University of Chicago on Carleton Washburne and
Progressive Education. I'd say my understanding is pretty high.

9/16/2023 3:03 PM

14 I went to the Winnetka schools as a child. Huge believer in this model 9/16/2023 12:24 PM

15 Was familiar with the approach years before moving here. Attended elementary school
elsewhere years ago where Progressive Education was use.

9/15/2023 6:39 PM

16 I understand it yet do not believe it is used correctly anymore in our school system. 9/14/2023 11:30 AM

17 We can stay true to this way of learning only if the latest research in learning can be adopted 9/14/2023 9:44 AM

18 Very high, yet it is still vague. This is bc the definition is unclear, and academic goals and
applicable data is not clear.

9/13/2023 6:35 PM

19 All the information I have gathered about progressive education has been an exercise in self-
study. The district does a very poor job in explaining what progressive education is and what it
looks like in practice. This creates misunderstandings and a lack of confidence in the
philosophy. The district should be explaining and demonstrating what progressive education is
all about and how it can be successful at every opportunity. It should be a tab on the website,
there should be links with videos showing it in action, it should be discussed and explained in
new family tours, orientation, parent-teacher conferences, etc. I would say the majority of this
community of parents with D36 students would not be able to even explain what progressive
education is if asked. To me, that’s a failure on the district’s part.

9/13/2023 3:27 PM

20 It is my opinion that because of Winnetka's commitment to Progressive Learning, our district
survived Covid MUCH BETTER than the national average of school systems. By prioritizing in-
person learning (to accommodate and satisfy SEL), our children fared MUCH better than most.
I applaud D36!!

9/13/2023 10:06 AM

21 Nobody has presented a consistent definition of “progressive education”, seems like a vague
talking point

9/12/2023 11:11 AM

22 Not worth the additional taxes 9/12/2023 10:45 AM

23 Would like to see more hands-on learning including life skills 9/11/2023 8:18 PM

24 My 3 kids went throug them with great success. Dont change the goals 9/11/2023 6:06 PM

25 My children left this school system the '90's and there have been many changes I'm unaware
of many new changes

9/11/2023 4:00 PM

26 I am very familar with progressive education. I think D36 has lost its way and is now no longer
implementing either traditional or progressive education well by trying to do both.

9/11/2023 8:54 AM

27 Mia-guided and is destroying our children’s ability to compete on a global scale. 9/11/2023 8:32 AM

28 But you're not really doing progressive education - what you offer is "lazy" version of it. Go see
difference between Francis Parker experience and Winnetka. It's night and day.

9/11/2023 6:35 AM
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29 It is amazing 9/10/2023 2:14 PM

30 I went to Crow. My father went to HW. 9/10/2023 11:25 AM

31 I am an educator myself and this form of education is ideal with the right framework 9/9/2023 1:34 PM

32 Everyone in the community has to do a better job of elucidating what progressive education
looks like in the mandatory common core curriculum.

9/9/2023 9:29 AM

33 don't like what I am hearing about it 9/9/2023 7:00 AM

34 no school aged children at home 9/8/2023 9:14 PM

35 I think the school district does a good job explaining the progressive approach. 9/8/2023 8:44 PM

36 Progressive education today has become totally radicalized. It’s insane 9/8/2023 11:34 AM

37 get rid of it - China and India are whipping us 9/7/2023 6:19 PM

38 Greeley never did a good job of explaining to parents what a progressive education is and why
it’s important to our community

9/6/2023 6:22 PM

39 Everything sounds great above but the word progressive is ambiguous and I've heard (only
heard) some of the content introduce in the classroom at all ages isn't indicative of the real
world and takes progressive to a whole new unnecessary level

9/6/2023 3:30 PM

40 Was familiar when kids went through. If similar, was excellent. 9/5/2023 4:14 PM

41 I am familiar but it is not implemented properly. Many teachers use the decentralized “loosey
goosey” structure to take their foot off the gas and create a nine year snooze.

9/5/2023 11:10 AM
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30.00% 432

37.22% 536

20.07% 289

9.10% 131

3.61% 52

Q40 What is your opinion of Progressive Education?
Answered: 1,440 Skipped: 715

TOTAL 1,440

# COMMENT DATE

1 I do like the philosophy and love our schools, but do worry my children may be falling behind
academically

9/20/2023 5:24 PM

2 We must protect our philosophy of Progressive Education. 9/20/2023 4:10 PM

3 The only thing lacking is having a special math program. Hard for kids to catch up in New Trier
Math for 8th grade.

9/20/2023 2:17 PM

4 Don't like no grades through 6th grade. Need better visibility to real time performance 9/20/2023 12:32 PM

5 I have a high opinion of progressive as a general matter but not as currently implemented in
Winnetka. Experiential learning and whole child development are great ideas but in many
respects - academic extracurriculars and differentiated learnings - we're not doing these things
as well as pier schools, whether they are progressive or not.

9/20/2023 6:57 AM

6 Under par academically, does does build resilient persons. 9/19/2023 10:09 PM

7 It is poorly executed in Winnetka 9/19/2023 9:33 PM

8 I encourage Testing/Competition 9/19/2023 8:53 PM
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9 Unfinished renovation - everyone was misled about it 9/19/2023 8:04 PM

10 Like the idea but thinks it puts them behind when they get to high school 9/19/2023 7:50 PM

11 As the last public progressive district in the country, this is something I AM FIERCELY
protective of. Teaching to tests is not my priority. If someone can prove to me that my children
are harmed by attending D36 vs other schools once in New Trier, then I am happy to have a
conversation. I feel like a lot of people moved to our community without understanding the
school system and I don't appreciate their desire to overhaul. There are countless very
educated successful members of our community who return to this district with their own
families for a reason. Tests are not the be all end all. If people are unhappy with the schools
they are welcome to send their kids to a private school or move for a teach to test
environment.

9/19/2023 6:52 PM

12 Too light on core academics 9/19/2023 5:36 PM

13 Gone way too far. Our local school is not alone in this, but our administrators and teacher
believe that they own our childrens best interest, not the parents. The response to COVID also
demonstrated how TEACHERS well-being was prioritized over students. Its laughable that I get
concerned emails from NTHS about absenteeism. This was totally created by being told that
zoom calls were suitable alternatives for inclass teaching for the better part of two school
years

9/19/2023 5:23 PM

14 It is the best form of education—dealing with the whole child. My family’s experience in the
mid eighties and nineties was excellent. I’m not sure the same progressive philosophy exists
today.

9/19/2023 5:06 PM

15 Progressive education did not translate well to remote learning during COVID and our younger
kids suffered, especially in reading

9/19/2023 3:19 PM

16 This question should instead be "Do you feel that the schools are following Progressive
Education?" That would make more sense than to ask people who don't even know what it is,
if they have a positive or negative opinion of it.

9/19/2023 3:02 PM

17 Not enough options for kids that are more advanced. Does not prepare kids for executive
functioning needed for junior high and then high school. Kids that are above aversge get bored
and dont learn how to stretch themselves

9/19/2023 1:06 PM

18 There is a mental health crisis with youth today. An emphasis on whole-child and social-
emotional learning is critical

9/19/2023 12:09 PM

19 I had a child that skipped a grade, and was very well served in D36, but ran out of curriculum
and was not accommodated by New Trier. Other than that, it was a great experience.

9/19/2023 9:44 AM

20 I have been living here for 24 years and have had 4 sons educated in D36. I am very pleased
with how Progressive Edu has allowed them to think critically, work hard and enjoy a wide
variety of academic and cultural experiences.

9/19/2023 9:07 AM

21 Wary and distrustful of the educational establishment. Would need more information 9/19/2023 9:04 AM

22 In concept, it's good. Winnetka executes it terribly. School has become way too fluffy. 9/19/2023 8:43 AM

23 D36 should revisit its curriculum. 9/19/2023 8:22 AM

24 We need to get back to the basics, our reading and math scores are terrible. Why are the
schools so focused on SEL? My children have expressed extreme dislike of SEL.

9/19/2023 7:38 AM

25 My son participated. 9/18/2023 11:34 PM

26 EQ trumps IQ in today's world. We need children who can become resilient adults 9/18/2023 9:24 PM

27 Teaching children what to think instead of how to think, and equating their feelings with
objective truth has largely contributed to the difficulty western civilization finds itself in
currently

9/18/2023 9:12 PM

28 Why is this a town issue? This is an issue that we should take up with d36. We have leaned
too heavily into the idea of progressive education worth out coupling it adequately with the
needs to ensure our kids can read and do math at grade level. We have way too many kids on
IEPs in our district. Progressive education is awesome but it needs to be balanced with the
right learning programs for our core academic areas. It’s more about how you teach rather than

9/18/2023 6:40 PM
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what you teach and the lastdecade has focused too much on making progressive cover both
how and what.

29 I don’t understand 9/18/2023 4:56 PM

30 HATE Woke nonsense; current definitions of progressive education are Marxist - prefer hard
sciences. t.

9/18/2023 12:32 PM

31 Progressive education is what has defined this area for a century and built our schools
reputation. Please keep the historical "progressive" at the forefront, and not the modern use of
the term.

9/18/2023 12:18 PM

32 I think it can be a lot of talk. So much talk on inclusion etc. and then the kids do not even
have assigned spots in class. My daughter has done fine with this, but it can be hard for
children who may not be included etc. Growing up we always had assigned spots and it would
rotate around. There wasn't this stress of where will I sit?

9/17/2023 11:50 PM

33 Children are not being adequately prepared for high school via progressive education with no
grades.

9/17/2023 8:50 PM

34 While I realize newer residents in town wish to shift to a more traditional education model, the
progressive model is a part of the fabric of our community and works, as evidenced by how our
children perform relative to peers in high school.

9/17/2023 7:48 PM

35 depends on the teacher 9/17/2023 6:58 PM

36 I like progressive, but there still seems a to be too much testing, and too much grey area on
where your child is in their ability, the progress reports are really too vague,

9/17/2023 6:39 PM

37 Anyone who does not research the schools before moving here should not be able to complain
about the school model.

9/17/2023 5:25 PM

38 But I am not convinced that progressive education is used as much now as it was in the past. 9/17/2023 4:51 PM

39 I think there needs to be better balance with more focus on core subjects and American and
world history history

9/17/2023 3:51 PM

40 “Progressive” education as practiced in D36 is no longer progressive. If fails to take into
account what has been learned about how students learn since Washburne was here. We cut
ourselves off from knowledge, science and talented people by keeping our heads in the sand

9/17/2023 1:51 PM

41 Think schools should teach academic subjects and leave parents to teach rest. 9/17/2023 1:32 PM

42 Needs to be more academics though. We can be both progressive and have better academics. 9/17/2023 5:43 AM

43 It moves quantifiable student outcokes upon which to judge teaching in favor of squishy
metrics that teachers can't fail on.

9/16/2023 4:24 PM

44 a classical education is superior to progressive 9/16/2023 3:49 PM

45 The Progressive Education model advocated by D36 and the one actually delivered are 2
different things. There is no differentiation above an average level. The social emotional growth
is talked about by administration but not practiced by the student body or parents. Critical
thinking, group work, and experiential learning all require fundamental pre-requisite skillsets.
D36 often skips over that phase of education or reduces the percentile of time spent on
teaching fundamental aspects of learning that enable deeper knowledge engagement. Simply
put, the actual/in practice methodologies used by D36 are not supported by cognitive science
studies on learning.

9/16/2023 2:43 PM

46 Let's make sure Progressive doesn't wander into "woke" grooming, race theory, gender
affirmation, and other social constructs that are being imposed elsewhere

9/16/2023 2:15 PM

47 Progress should not mean lack of rigor for all levels and should not preclude some grouping for
different skill levels among students.

9/16/2023 2:07 PM

48 Need to include accurate Native American and Black History in the curriculum. 9/16/2023 12:24 PM

49 I don't need my kids indoctrinated, thank you very much. 9/16/2023 11:42 AM

50 It takes a long time to get it hit best approach!!!’n 9/15/2023 6:40 PM

51 We moved here for Progressive Education. D36's ability to provide Progressive Education is 9/15/2023 6:39 PM
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severely diminished, IMO.

52 D36 does not always do a good job explaining the progression education philosophy to new
community members. On the flip side, it is incumbent on people seeking a new community to
consider whether their desired approach to education matches the one used in the district.

9/15/2023 5:54 PM

53 I and we feel very strongly about this. If someone does not want this approach they should live
in a district that does have their desired approach. The schools here are amazing. Not perfect
nothing is. But wonderful system. People should read Carleton Washburne’s book.

9/15/2023 10:50 AM

54 I’m surprised at how much I need to supplement with additional tutoring 9/15/2023 10:06 AM

55 It starts out so gentle, then ramps up so they're stressed out by Washburne from the contrast. 9/14/2023 5:47 PM

56 We appear to be behind other competitive districts. 9/14/2023 9:44 AM

57 We chose to live in Winnetka because of its progressive education model. 9/14/2023 9:32 AM

58 There are other methods that are also effective and we shouldn't hesitate to use a blend of
approaches and update the system.

9/13/2023 8:00 PM

59 The definition presented above is so vague as to be meaningless. 9/13/2023 6:35 PM

60 My kids are in high school time will tell. 9/13/2023 3:28 PM

61 Parents need a greater understanding of what progressive education is to avoid the negative
attitude towards it. It’s become a scapegoat of blaming all the district’s problems on, when in
fact, it has nothing to do with the actual problem.

9/13/2023 3:27 PM

62 What metrics or data does “progressive education” hinge on? Seems as though the application
picks and chooses where easy and convenient. Need children to learn the fundamentals and
not at the expense of being progressive or social emotional curriculum. School is to educate
(reading, writing, arithmetic), and great if it’s done in a way that promotes emotional well being.

9/13/2023 2:41 PM

63 My two children went through Winnetka schools the entire way, had successful experiences at
New Trier and at very competitive colleges. Winnetka kids, in the end, were the "nicest" and
"most grounded" at NT and created self-esteem and socialization skills that encouraged those
old friendships to be maintained. In this post-covid, technology reliant, and overly-guided
parental era, I strongly feel the NEED for Winnetka's education strategy. Admiration for those
teachers who continue to practice such. Honestly, other options in the NT district if families are
happy with this approach. By the way, I am the daughter of an educator.

9/13/2023 9:12 AM

64 The concept is fine. Imo it's not being followed. 9/12/2023 10:21 PM

65 Love progressive education although I feel the district is sadly moving away from it. 9/12/2023 9:09 PM

66 Keep w traditional teaching not woke ideology. 9/12/2023 7:58 PM

67 Hubbard Woods was a joke but Washburne was excellent . 9/12/2023 5:28 PM

68 Its been hijacked by political activists..ie critcal race theory, lack of respect for our country
lack of civics and citizenship

9/12/2023 3:45 PM

69 Works well only if you stick to the principles. Can't have hybrid progressive/traditional system.
It will fail.

9/12/2023 12:13 PM

70 Only works for self starters 9/12/2023 11:46 AM

71 Mostly a term used to defend existing practices/obfuscate 9/12/2023 11:11 AM

72 Positive when done correctly. D36 doesn't meet every learner. It needs to meet high acheivers 9/12/2023 11:10 AM

73 The taxes on D36 are excessive 9/12/2023 10:45 AM

74 I am very familiar with progressive education and positive about it when it is delivered
correctly. Having had two children go through D36, I am disappointed in the quality and
execution of the "progressive" education and no longer support it for D36.

9/12/2023 10:31 AM

75 Need to know more specifics. Basis skills are most important. 9/11/2023 4:46 PM

76 Without consistency in instruction, every child gets a very different experience. It sounds great
on paper but is very difficult to execute.

9/11/2023 2:27 PM
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77 not at first. was concerned my daughter couldn't spell and nobody cared. 9/11/2023 2:17 PM

78 I think Progressive Education develops better human beings. I do not think it trains students to
get the best grades on the test. This might be the biggest setback one of our students may
have getting into a certain college. However, in life, I think these kids will ultimately be more
sucessful and well rounded humans.

9/11/2023 2:03 PM

79 Still yet to know for sure 9/11/2023 1:12 PM

80 they don't apply it many times-ie- if a kid is very smart, the schools waive it off, don't meet the
child where they are. sorry, some kids are good at sports, others are academic- its just nature--
stop wasting our child's minds and meet them where they are & develop their love of learning
further- so we don't have to send them to expensive and private schools out of D36

9/11/2023 10:54 AM

81 Needs to completely RE thought. Not against it. But just adopting a 1950s regime seems
thoughtless

9/11/2023 10:38 AM

82 I love progressive education. Unfortunately sometimes it has been used by the staff as a way
of pushing back against criticism or requests for data/accountability. Data can't measure all
outcomes, but it can measure some. We can use data alongside a progressive education
focus and create a better learning environment for our children.

9/11/2023 10:30 AM

83 Need to more competitive with other districts and forget the the SE. That is for parents. Kids
need STEM and structure.

9/11/2023 9:48 AM

84 I found it to be more theoretical than actual practice. Not quite lip service, but close. 9/11/2023 9:23 AM

85 When my kids were younger, there were no options in the district for enrichment. I believe that
has changed.

9/11/2023 9:05 AM

86 It is regressive, not progressive. Get politicians out of our schools and curriculum. 9/11/2023 8:32 AM

87 I love progressive education but how the district pursued it 10-20 years ago. It is largely in
name alone now.

9/11/2023 7:18 AM

88 We don’t have any programs to shoot kids who are advanced other than new trier math. We
need to build a more robust program similar to the support we have for kids who are behind/
needing IEPs. Gifted student end up leaving the district.

9/11/2023 6:46 AM

89 But winnetka does not do progressive ed - winnetka does BS lazy protect the teachers
education. It's terrible.

9/11/2023 6:35 AM

90 My opinion is to the idea of Progressive Education, not necessarily how it turned out in
practice.

9/11/2023 12:43 AM

91 Question not worded right. Progressive education is amazing under the right committed
leadership and teaching teams. Most public schools have taken the best concepts of
progressive education and have added it to their vision. Wps has fallen behind and ultimately
they are a oublic school that needs to adhere to educational best practice, federal and state
laws. Just looking at all the oerformance data for wps we are not doing well. So yes I like
progressive education, i move to winnetka for progressive education. Winnetka is not a
progressive model of education. It is a failed model of education where we pay the highest
cost per pupil and have lowest outcomes and our kids suffer.

9/10/2023 4:36 PM

92 Winnetka doesn’t do progressive learning with fidelity but I wish it did 9/10/2023 12:49 PM

93 Know nothing about it 9/10/2023 12:08 PM

94 Do not change progressive ed!!! 9/10/2023 11:25 AM

95 The students aren't prepared for high school or for the real world, especially living on the north
shore.

9/10/2023 8:08 AM

96 It's why we moved to Winnetka over 30 years ago. 9/9/2023 9:31 PM

97 Ill prepares students for high school compared to other feeder schools 9/9/2023 6:04 PM

98 There are pros and cons but by grades 5/6 students should have grades/clearer ways of
evaluating academic performance

9/9/2023 2:38 PM

99 We moved here for Progressive Education from a traditional school. Our child thrived in this 9/9/2023 12:32 PM
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environment and could even articulate the differences between his previous school and
Hubbard Woods when he was in third grade. D36 is a model and is known across the nation for
its commitment to Progressive Education. If one does a little research you will find that D36 is
really remarkable and a treasure for our village.

100 Let's be clear, the Progress Education practiced in D36 is nothing like Carleton Washburne. I
am a proponent of true progressivism in the schools, but the way that it is implemented in D36
is failing the students across the board. Our students are ill prepared in English, Math and
Science compared to their peers from the surrounding communities. By the time they reach NT
our students are behind and will have difficulty catching up. Also, why are you including the
last question about sexual health and cultural responsive learning standards in this section. I'm
disappointed that the Caucus would get involved with a clear "dog-whistle" issue for anti-
LGBTQ+ groups. Shame on you.

9/9/2023 7:27 AM

101 I think that the progressive education system is great, but my concern is that kids in the
district are falling behind other local school districts, especially in math. .

9/8/2023 8:44 PM

102 I’d like to see a return to the progressive education ideas. Winnetka children need more
opportunities to develop social and emotional growth.

9/8/2023 7:21 PM

103 There are both positives and negatives. RE: social/emotional learning, D36 was VERY clique-
y. Teachers weren't well supervised - some were fantastic, and others didn't teach AT ALL.
Every parent knows about the "Lost Year" in Winnetka.

9/8/2023 6:06 PM

104 It’s about the teacher - some practice, some do not - admistrators seem to lack any
understanding of parents wishes - take the back pack issue last year with wash - I spoke to
the executive team there, they had no good reason to penalize the kids for a few bad apples

9/8/2023 5:40 PM

105 No experience 9/8/2023 3:07 PM

106 The students need to be taught formal grammar! 9/8/2023 2:58 PM

107 I do wish K started reading! 9/8/2023 10:37 AM

108 Hasn’t produced positive results in Winnetka 9/7/2023 11:02 PM

109 We need smaller class sizes if we want to continue progressive ed 9/7/2023 9:36 PM

110 My kids went to CI in the 90's, and it took me until they were in colleg to realize what confident
and agressive learners they were. And what leadership abilities they had. Serves thenm well to
this day.

9/7/2023 9:17 PM

111 Not sure it’s as beneficial to our kids in an age where hard skills (STEAM) are so mission
critical.

9/7/2023 8:16 PM

112 Parts of progressive ed—child focused and experiential learning, eg, are great. But rigor is
missing and differentiation is wildly inconsistent across teachers and actively discouraged by
district administration. Lots of time and money squandered on initiatives like portrait of an
educator and podcasts instead of adopting an evidence based reading curriculum, bringing
math prep to the level of our neighbor districts, etc.

9/7/2023 7:21 PM

113 Excellent in theory, horribly executed in Winnetka 9/7/2023 7:17 PM

114 schools should be emphasizing reading writing and math and not how progressive they are 9/7/2023 2:36 PM

115 We supplement with Russian School of Math to provide a more rigorous Math education. 9/7/2023 12:30 PM

116 I think the concept is excellent and my child developed a love of learning in the district. My
only objection to the D36 approach has been in their reluctance to provide some accelerated
options for kids who would benefit. I understand the desire not to push too soon, but if kids are
challenged, then school is boring and that is not good either. The district needs to balance this
and provide extra opportunities from elementary through middle school, particularly in math.

9/7/2023 9:27 AM

117 I like the idea of progressive, but you also have to have benchmarks and adapt. Far too often
I’ve been told this is just how winnetka has always done it without much reasoning for why. It
concerns me how much additional help kids seem to need in winnetka. The schools brush this
off as a north shore helicopter parent issue, but when so many kids are pulled out for additional
help with reading and math things should be evaluated. Also I’ve been surprised to see the
lack of innovation. The butterfly project has been done for years and years and years. The

9/6/2023 6:22 PM
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preschools are now replicating it and so is the library. Should we keep doing it just because we
always have? I’m

118 Again, just from what I hear. it's overkill, not representative of the real world and is often
implemented as a measure to protect ourselves from outside influence and pressure. Versus
being something we feel is truly going to benefit our children.

9/6/2023 3:30 PM

119 A traditional academic focus seems to be an after-thought---our kids aren't as prepared for New
Trier as other feeder schools. The lack of traditional, formalized critique of work at most grade
levels is especially worrying. All the SEL in the world doesn't prepare kids for receiving letter
grades for the first time as teenagers (arguably the most emotionally vulnerable time of their
life). We need to provide a more formalized grading system at an earlier developmental stage.
Children need to become used to academic judgement.

9/6/2023 11:28 AM

120 When my children were in the school system - progressive education basically meant - never
implementing any change. If Carleton Washburne did it, we still do it. I would think progress
means learning from failures, and implementing new strategies, but not so in Winnetka
Schools

9/6/2023 8:33 AM

121 They are so well prepared for HS and how to study. 9/5/2023 11:49 PM

122 We should prepare our children for future world more. 9/5/2023 10:25 PM

123 Sounds like edu-babble. Has the description been updated since 1919? 9/5/2023 9:18 PM

124 It is beneficial in the younger grades, but more attention to academic skills should begin earlier
than it does, so that Washburne isn't such a fire drill to get kids ready for New Trier.

9/5/2023 5:24 PM

125 Lack of a science based reading curriculum very concerning to me. I know things are changing
slowly but unfortunately so many middle school aged kids slipped through cracks without a
solid reading foundation due to progressive education methods.

9/5/2023 2:51 PM

126 I don't like the focus on Pride, LGBTQ+. Keep the politics out of school and keep learning
about science, not liberal nonsense.

9/5/2023 2:20 PM

127 Progressive education in Winnetka is NOT what it once was 9/5/2023 1:36 PM

128 Don't know enough about it to say. 9/5/2023 12:07 PM

129 Dislike the use of "Progressive Education" as an all-purpose defense/retort when D36's
academic performance comes up short. Carleton Washburne's methods were not at odds with
academic success. Meanwhile, the latter-day emphasis on "social/emotional growth"
represents a flight from accountability, turning the focus to a phenomenon that is
unquantifiable. No evidence has been presented suggesting that students who emerge from
D36 schools demonstrate more advanced social/emotional skills than do graduates of districts
that don't specifically subscribe to "Progressive Education."

9/5/2023 12:03 PM

130 Unfortunately D36’s approach lacks rigger. 9/5/2023 11:54 AM

131 This is age dependent. I want to protect "childhood" and stress learning of the 3 R's and
factual information like geography, historical events and dates, science, civics, etc.

9/5/2023 11:48 AM

132 We moved here for the schools. But sometimes I feel duped. My children are in their twenties,
attended top universities and still struggle with grammar. It’s embarrassing!

9/5/2023 11:47 AM

133 no kids ever in schools 9/5/2023 11:27 AM

134 Feel like the basics of reading, writing and arithmetics are not inforced. My children are terrible
with grammar and punctuation. They never had to memorize math facts.

9/5/2023 11:22 AM

135 When implemented properly. It is not properly implemented in Winnetka. However, there are a
few GREAT teachers (who make the rest look terrible). Amazing teachers: Ladik, Hovis, Elliott,
Ney. None at Skokie. Why is Ms Coyne still employed?

9/5/2023 11:10 AM

136 No opinion 9/5/2023 11:00 AM

137 …when implemented, which seems to me to be fading. 9/5/2023 10:58 AM

138 Progressive education should be aged out by end of 4th grade in favor of active learning with
the introduction of individual responsibility and their active participation in the learning process
- low impact homework and grading activities

9/5/2023 10:56 AM
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139 Also need to learn reading and writing and math 9/5/2023 10:53 AM

140 Believe in cursive writing education, homework, teachers that stay neutral about politics and
personal beliefs, stick with “reading, writing, arithmetic.”

9/5/2023 10:31 AM

141 I think that Winnetka's interpretation of Progressive Ed is limited. There are a number of
successful schools that are progressive that rely more heavily on metrics/data to shape the
student academic experience. Winnetka uses Progressive as an excuse not to implement
more rigorous expectations of our students.

9/5/2023 10:22 AM

142 Do not like idea everyone is a winner, everyone gets a prize our kids need to toughen up Its a
hard world out there

9/5/2023 10:11 AM

143 But a transition to grades should happen in 5/6 grade- the kids don’t have a good
understanding of actual grades- what they will get in High School-

9/5/2023 10:08 AM

144 However, D36 falls short of the vision 9/5/2023 8:45 AM

145 The issue is Winnetka does not practice Progressive Education - meeting every child where
they are. They don't might high achievers - only those struggling or at grade level. The top third
of Winnetka students are unchallenged and results in parents having to pay and provide
outside tutoring services.

9/5/2023 6:49 AM

146 I think all of the talk about progressive education is great but I see a lot of administers who are
resistant to change -- both in physical buildings and education policies to meet kids where they
are now

9/4/2023 6:09 PM

147 Keep the MAGA right wing Christian haters away from D36 in terms of influence, banning
books, threatening public school teachers and librarians.

9/4/2023 5:53 PM

148 ll 9/4/2023 2:13 PM
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Q41 Please answer the following
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Did you know about Winnetka’s approach to education before moving to
the Village?

Did Winnetka’s educational approach influence your decision to live in
the Village?

Did Winnetka’s educational approach influence your decision to send
your children (past and present) to the Winnetka Public Schools?
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Q42 Winnetka Public Schools strive to meet a wide range of objectives,
and near-term plans are aligned with D36’s current Strategic Plan which

runs from 2021-2025 and has been informed by prior Caucus survey
results. To help the D36 School Board prioritize resources and focus

efforts as they initiate work on the next Strategic Plan, please indicate how
important each of the D36 school objectives below is to you.

Answered: 1,484 Skipped: 671
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To achieve
excellent te...

To prepare
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To instill a love of learning and get our
students excited about school

To achieve excellent test scores in
reading, writing, arithmetic, and other
basic skills

To prepare students for high school and
beyond

To shape our children into future leaders
and global citizens with broad
perspectives

To help our children develop healthy
social and emotional skills

To provide high-quality instruction that
leads to high student growth and
achievement
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Q43 How are/were Winnetka schools performing on the following
objectives, the majority of which are tenets of Washburne's Progressive

Education philosophy.
Answered: 1,229 Skipped: 926
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To instill a love of learning and get our students excited about school

To achieve excellent test scores in reading, writing and arithmetic, and
other basic skills

To prepare students for high school and beyond

To shape our children into future leaders and global citizens with broad
perspectives

To help our children develop healthy social and emotional skills

To provide high quality instruction that leads to high student growth and
achievement
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Q44 Last year approximately 75% (666 residents) of Caucus Survey
respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement "I am interested

in benchmarking data that would indicate how well D36 prepares its
students relative to the other NT feeder schools” and almost 80% (704
residents) agreed or strongly agreed that "The district should make this

data available to the community in a clear and concise way." This year, we
would like to better understand which types of student performance-related
data residents would like to see more of from the Winnetka Public Schools.
Please use the options below to let us know where additional information

may be helpful.
Answered: 1,397 Skipped: 758
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Q45 Thinking about the data points above, please rank which perspectives
on the data would be most helpful to you. ("1" being most important.)

Answered: 1,303 Skipped: 852
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38.71% 538

21.51% 299

26.76% 372

30.79% 428

30.58% 425

Q46 Public schools in Illinois are bound to Sexual Health and Culturally
Responsive Learning standards per State school code. D36 has chosen to

meet the criteria with a customized approach. To help our schools
understand where parents and community members need more

information or communication in either of these areas, please select any of
the following that represent your sentiments. (Check all that apply.)

Answered: 1,390 Skipped: 765

Total Respondents: 1,390  
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I would like
more...
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I am not
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I would like more information on the topics or materials to be covered in the classroom.

I would like to know  to know how to further engage with the school if I have concerns on what will be covered in the
classroom.

I would like more information on the Illinois learning standards required of public schools regarding Sexual Health
Educationand/or Culturally responsive Learning.

I feel adequately informed.

I am not concerned with how these topics are being covered.
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16.36% 149

9.44% 86

25.58% 233
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Q47 Have you ever served the local community in a volunteer capacity?
Please select all that apply.

Answered: 911 Skipped: 1,244

Total Respondents: 911  
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Village, Park, School or Library Board Member

Village Task Force, Commission, etc.

Winnetka Caucus Council Member

Volunteer Leader (e.g. Sports Coach, Scout Leader, Church Leader, etc.)

Volunteer Member (e.g. PTO, Library, Fundraising Committee, etc.)




